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ABSTRACT
The primary aim of this research was to develop fundamental understanding on the reaction
sequences and mechanisms during controlled ball milling of titanium powder with carbon
(graphite), boron (amorphous), and nitrogen gas, respectively.
A series of magnetically controlled ball milling experiments was performed on compositional
mixtures of Ti100-xCx (where x= 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80) and Ti100-xBx (where x= 40, 45, 50,
55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66, under high purity Helium gas, with the external temperature
of the vial monitored using pyrometer. Likewise, reactive ball milling of titanium powder in
nitrogen gas was performed using the same milling conditions, with the initial nitrogen
pressure continuously monitored. Small amounts of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders
were taken out before and after ignition in an air-tight glovebox filled with Helium and then
characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FSEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) combined electron diffraction, High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and Aberration Corrected Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM) combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive xray spectroscopy (EDS).
XRD analysis of the milled powders of Ti100-xCx (x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70) and Ti100-xBx (x =
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66 mixtures revealed the formation of TiC and, TiB
and/or TiB2 after detection of a sharp temperature rise corresponding to an exothermic
ignition event, while the reaction of Ti80C20 and Ti20B80 was found to progress gradually to
form TiC and TiB2 respectively without evidence of a sharp ignition point. For the Ti-N
milled products, the XRD analysis revealed both Ti and a small amount of TiN, (about
2.5at.%, as evidenced by SEM-EDS) before ignition. After ignition, TiN together with
significant proportions of unreacted Ti was found.
The complex reaction sequences and microstructural evolution for the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N
systems were then determined using advanced analytical methods of electron microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy and XPS, with results displaying notable similarities and differences.
During the initial stages of milling, the titanium particles evolve into pancake or lamellar
morphologies. For Ti-C, the graphitic flakes deform and fracture, and then forming
spheriodised graphitic particles and amorphous carbon. For Ti-B, the starting amorphous
boron simply fractures and thereafter is entrapped into the heavily deformed Ti grains to form
uniform dispersions of B in Ti. Additional partial crystallization of some of the amorphous
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boron particles was also found to occur during the early stages of milling and later progresses
through to the period just prior to ignition.
Prior to ignition, nano off-stoichiometric Ti1+xC1-x and boron lean TiB2-x crystals are formed
during respective milling of Ti-C and Ti-B system. In the case of Ti-N, a small amount of
intermediate Ti2N and significant proportions of TiN are formed during the early stages of
milling and later progresses to the point of ignition, with appearance of the milled powders
changing from metallic grey to black colour. Additional information about the surface and
bonding states included oxygen bonded to the surface regions of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled
powders, local networks of B bonded to Ti, and disordered B bonds are found.
Exothermic ignition results in spontaneous formation of new nuclei combined with
simultaneous grain growth from pre-ignition and post-ignition nuclei, for Ti-C, Ti-B and TiN. The microstructure of the reacted TiC comprised thin-plate TiC multilayers, and coarse
but well-defined grains of TiC, liquid sintered by regions of unreacted Ti which had melted
due to the high heat released during reaction. Depending on the compositional mixtures of Ti
and B, the TiB microstructure comprised clusters of both narrow and broad platelike, and
needle-like particles while the TiB2 comprised both spheroidal/ellipsoidal dispersions, and
well-defined large facetted grains liquid phase sintered by unreacted Ti, which, as in the case
for the Ti-C product, has melted, due to the high heat released during the exothermic reaction.
The reacted morphology of TiN comprised of thin-plates. The appearance of the nitrided
products changes from black, then to brownish red and later progresses to a gold colour
during different stages of the reaction.
Advanced analysis of products revealed additional information from which can be inferred
detailed reaction chemistry and mechanisms. During milling of Ti-C, the off-stoichiometric
Ti1+xC1-x product formed before ignition is attributed to reaction at the interface between the
severely deformed Ti particles and graphite milling debris within microvolumes of the milled
powders, triggered by the combined effects of accumulated deformation defects, impulse-like
increase in the localized temperature and pressure, and low activation energy. At ignition, the
reaction leading to spontaneous nucleation of many TiC nuclei combined with simultaneous
grain growth of the pre-existing and post-ignition TiC nuclei covers a much larger volume of
the powder, where larger amount of heat is released that self-propagate to the rest of the
powder. The reaction to form the off-stoichiometric boron-lean TiB2-x product before
ignition, and TiB and/or TiB2 after ignition during milling of Ti-B occurs via mechanism that
parallels the formation of the nanocrystalline off-stoichiometric Ti1+xC1-x prior to ignition and
20

TiC after ignition. The formation mechanism of Ti2N and TiN before ignition occurs via
diffusion of highly polarized active N atoms into the mechanically-activated clean surfaces of
Ti, promoted by numerous cycles of induced local temperature and rapid quenching, large
surface area, accumulation of deformation defects generated by the plastic deformation
(dislocations, vacancies, twinning, and induced strain) and fracturing of the Ti particles. The
differences in the formation mechanisms of TiC, TiB, TiB2, and TiN were attributed to the
relatively lower heat released at the point of ignition during the reaction of Ti and N, and the
higher solubility of nitrogen in Ti, compared with C in Ti and B in Ti. This understanding,
combined with new understanding of phase and morphological evolution during each
reaction sequence can explain the processes involved during MSR synthesis of TiC, TiB
and/or TiB2, and TiN from their elemental powders.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Titanium carbide (TiC), titanium monoboride (TiB), titanium diboride (TiB2) and

titanium nitride (TiN) are very interesting and important commercial materials that had had a
range of outstanding properties. They exhibit basic properties such as high melting point, low
density, extreme hardness and high strength, high chemical stability, high thermal shock
resistance, and corrosion and oxidation resistance. The application of these materials ranges
from utilization as cutting

tools, grinding

wheels, wear resistant

coatings, high

temperature heat exchangers, magnetic recording heads, turbine engine seals to bullet
proof vests [1]. However, one of the greatest demerits of utilization of these commercial
materials is that they are expensive to produce by direct reaction due to the high temperature
and expensive equipment that are needed for their syntheses [2]. For instance, titanium
having approximately a melting point well above 1668oC must be attained during the direct
reaction of titanium with carbon and boron. Other conventional methods of synthesis of
titanium carbide and borides which exit are carbothermic reduction and carburization
techniques [1-4]. Vapour-phase, plasma and carbothermic reduction techniques are some
conventional methods that exists for the production of TiN precursor powders [5, 6].
The advent of mechanical alloying and mechanically induced solid-state exothermic
reactions via high energy ball milling has been reported as relatively easy route for the
production of TiC, TiB, TiB2 and TiN from their elemental powders [7, 8]. Other
combinations of elemental powder mixtures during high energy ball milling induced
reactions were also reported to form high technological nanocomposites and materials that
find applications in shape memory alloys; functionally graded materials; electrodes for
electrolysis of corrosive media, thin films and coating, ultrahigh temperature materials,
refractory materials, and steel processing additives [8, 9]. The process of high energy ball
milling is usually performed at room temperature thereby eliminating the power consumption
involved in the conventional method of heating and melting. Other advantages which exit
with the use of high energy ball milling include easy and simple operation set up, low cost
equipment and the products obtained in high energy ball milling are in the form of micro or
nano-powders with minimal contaminations [9].
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1.2

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
Previous investigations involving high energy ball milling induced chemical reactions

include the first known study by Tschakarov et al [10], where the production of metal
chalcogenides from their elemental powders were reported to occur after an ignition. This
process of product synthesis is often known as mechanically induced self-propagating
reaction (MSR) synthesis. The knowledge of Tschakarov et al was extended by Schaffer and
McCormick [11] during high energy ball milling via thermite reduction reaction of zinc oxide
(ZnO), copper oxide (CuO), and mixtures of the two oxides using metallic powder of calcium
(Ca). Other combination of reactions between transitional metals powders with carbon, boron
or silicon; metal-gas, metal-liquid were then studied. Understanding the sequences of phase
evolution and the reaction mechanisms of MSR process has increased over the years [12-14].
Despite several attempts made over these years to understand the principal operations of the
mechanically induced self-propagating reactions (MSRs) [15-19], the problem is far from
being solved due to the milling conditions that affect the process [14, 20].
Other investigations that focus on metal-metalloid, solid-gas, solid-liquid and metaloxide systems include [12, 21-23]. Due to the technological importance of TiC, TiB, TiB2
and TiN products, several studies in the past decades has been dedicated to understand the
process of mechanically induced self-propagating reactions [14, 21, 24-28]. The reaction
mechanism involved in this process has been reported to be extremely complex and
sometimes difficult to comprehend. The complexity in understanding the mechanism of the
reaction was reported to be due to the different milling parameters affecting the process [7,
14, 20]. The mechanically induced self-propagating reaction that is applicable in the metalchalcogen system was reported to be slightly different from that metal-metalloids system or
other combination of systems [20, 29].
Sometimes, it is more difficult to have a comprehensive framework that could
incorporate all the milling parameters to adequately explain the reaction mechanism. As
such, in order to understand the phase formation and reaction mechanism via MSRs, Raman
spectroscopy characterisation of milled powders was previously used to shed new light on the
evolution of TiC from elemental powders of titanium and activated carbon [30, 31]. These
research works [30, 31] authored by Lohse et al revealed that off-stoichiometric TiC is
formed before the onset of ignition, a phase that was not detected by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
method. During milling of titanium and graphite, Wu et al [32] and Dorofeev et al [33]
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revealed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy the binding energies that suggest the formation
of Ti-C chemical bonds prior ignition. In the work of Wu et al [32], the authors attributed
these Ti-C bonds to formation of transitional bonded state (Ti-----C) that may have occurred
between titanium and graphite during milling. On the other hand, Dorofeev et al [33]
attributed the Ti-C bonds to formation of amorphous TiC (amTiC) compound which may
likely have been formed and located in the boundaries of the nano Ti grains.
In the previous research by Lohse et al [30, 31], Wu et al [32] and Dorofeev et al [33],
and within the limit of literature consulted, no evidence was yet presented on the crystal
morphology of the TiC product formed before ignition. In addition to that, the reaction
mechanisms for such sequence of phase evolution have not been presented in details in order
to further understand MSRs. It will be also inquisitive if the MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2,
and TiN also display such sequences of phase evolution where ignition is known to occur.
This is very important to develop fundamental understanding on the process of MSR.
Therefore, in the light of increasing the fundamental understanding of MSRs process,
detailed determination of the reaction sequences and mechanisms during magnetically
controlled ball milling of Ti with graphite, amorphous boron and nitrogen is desirable.

1.3

MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH
Within the limit of literature consulted, no evidence of comprehensive studies has been

reported or presented that completely give the overall framework on the reaction mechanisms
of MSRs. Specifically, the reaction mechanism for formation off-stoichiometric TiC prior to
ignition has not been studied. Likewise, no report is yet available that collaborate both the
sequences and possible reaction mechanism for formation of TiC prior to ignition to other
system(s) such as Ti-B or solid-gas (Ti-N) where MSR is known to occur. This is very
significant in order to further understand the process of high energy ball milling induced
mechanochemical reactions. It is believed that the detail analyses of the milled products
sampled during the early stages of high energy ball milling is a key motivation that will likely
unlock the further understanding of the MSR process.
High energy ball milling induced mechanochemical reactions (MSR) is known to be
affected by several milling conditions and parameters [12-14, 20, 21, 34, 35]. After many
early investigations on MSR it was presumed that the products of reaction are formed either
during or after the exothermic ignition. However, research results of Lohse et al [30, 31], Wu
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et al [32] and Dorofeev et al [33] have revealed that some reaction products are formed
before the exothermic ignition point during milling of titanium and carbon. Interestingly,
even though different milling conditions were adopted by each of these researchers, their
findings has revealed the formation of TiC products before ignition [30-33]. It does suggest
that the ignition may likely represent a point when exothermic reaction is initiated and not the
commencement of reaction between the elemental powders. What is limited is that the
morphology of the TiC products formed before ignition and its reaction mechanism has not
been presented. Also, such findings have not been extended to other alloy systems that
display MSR. This research is particularly significant in the view that fundamental questions
and answers that border on the reaction sequences and mechanisms during MSR synthesis of
TiC, TiB and/TiB2, and TiN will be explored. This will help to further understand the
reaction mechanisms of the MSR route.

1.4

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This research work is fundamental in nature and its primary aim is to obtain a basic

understanding of the sequences of phase transition and reaction mechanisms during high
energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures of Ti with C, Ti with B, and Ti with N2.
In order to achieve these aims, specific objectives were set out and these include:
1.

Mechanical ball milling of Ti with C (graphite), Ti with boron (amorphous) and Ti with
N2 will be performed in a magnetically controlled Uniball mill made from stainlesssteel with hardened chromium coated steel balls. The outside temperature of the milling
vial and initial pressure of N2 will be respectively monitored with pyrometer and
pressure gauge.

2.

Advanced characterization of starting powders and milling products using X-ray
diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) equipped
with an Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS), Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) combined with selected area electron diffraction (SAD), and X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) in order to determine phase evolution and reaction
products

3.

Studying the phase compositions of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders using
XRD.
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4.

Assessing the sequences of microstructural evolution of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled
powders will be determined using FESEM equipped with EDS, TEM (Bright- and
Dark-field imaging) combined with SAD, High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM) and High Resolution Scanning transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRSTEM).

5.

Assessing the transition of phase evolution and composition history of the Ti-C, Ti-B
and Ti-N milled powders with milling time using Raman spectroscopy.

6.

Assessing the surface chemical composition and bonding states of the Ti-C, Ti-B and
Ti-N milled powders using XPS.

7.

Comparing the reaction products of TiC produced via MSR to thermally controlled
heating of Ti and graphite to form TiC using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

8.

Assessing additional sequences of phase evolution and chemical environment of the TiC, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders using Aberration Corrected STEM combined
Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS).
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CHAPTER 2

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

HIGH ENERGY BALL MILLING AND MECHANICAL ALLOYING
Historically, high energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures dates back to

Benjamin and his colleagues in the early 1966 during a by-product of investigations carried
out at the International Nickel Company’s Paul D. Merica Research Laboratory [36]. Series
of research carried out by Benjamin and his team eventually lead to reports involving the
production of oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) of nickel-base superalloys [36]. Other
combinations of alloys such as iron-based aluminium superalloys were also syntheses by
Benjamin and his teams via the same high energy ball milling [37, 38]. This technique, as
pioneered by Benjamin, was referred to as mechanical alloying in the mid-seventies [39].
Typically, mechanical alloying is basically different from the conventional methods of
milling obtainable in comminution of mineral particles and mechanical mixing of elemental
powders. In mechanical mixing, metal powders are merely mix without altering the size,
shape and composition of the powders. While in the case of ball milling for comminution, the
metal particle sizes are repeatedly reduce with slight plastic deformation however, there are
no change in the chemical composition of the particles [36].
However, in mechanical alloying, the powder particles are repeatedly deformed,
flattened, fractured, cold weld and reweld, apparently due to the action of the ball collision
with the powder particles and then induce alloying of the reacting mixtures [36]. Such
method of producing alloy compounds was later extended by Benjamin to synthesis of
chromium-based, nickel-based, aluminium-based, and iron-based superalloys [36, 37].
Benjamin describes mechanical alloying as the formation of a true solid solution rather than a
mixture of the particle fragments. He links the formation of these solid solutions to intimate
mixing of the fragments of the powders in an atomic level during milling [39-41]. Following
the work of Benjamin, more research was then initiated to produce high technological
materials which range from stable to metastable phases, supersaturated solid solutions,
crystalline and quasicrystalline intermediate phases, to amorphous alloys systems by means
of mechanically induced alloying [7, 9, 12, 42, 43].
The process of mechanical alloying, as described by Benjamin, typically involves
loading the elemental powder mixtures unto a mill that contain either balls or rods, depending
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on the configuration of the mill and high impact energy is generated due to collisions
between ball-to-ball or between ball-to-wall of the mill [36, 37, 39-41]. Such high impact
energy, as reported by Benjamin, help to reduce the powder particles until a steady-state grain
refinement is formed [40, 41]. In order to achieve mechanical alloying, different types of
mills have been used and equally reviewed by Suryanarayana in recent times [9]. These mills
may include attritor mills, vibrating mills, SPEX shaker mills, planetary ball mills, Uniball
mill and several other designs reported in different work. According to Suryanarayana [9],
the mill types could affect the efficiency of reduction of the particle sizes and the head-oncollision between the grinding balls or rods with the metal powder mixtures.
According to recent review carried out by Suryanarayana [9], planetary mills have gain
great recognition because of the higher impact energy that can be generated during
mechanical milling. The spinning rate of the mill could go as far as 1235 revolution per
minute (rpm), as reported by Salimon et al [44] during mechanical milling of Al, Cu and Fe
elemental powders to form Al-Cu-Fe alloy. In most of these high energy ball mills,
contamination of the powders has been reported to create a great challenge especially when
the reacting powders are hard and brittle. To avoid such scenario, reduction in the spinning
rate of the mill has been suggested by Benjamin [41]. However, Benjamin observed that there
was no mechanical alloying due to the lower energy that is generated when the milling
intensity is reduced. He then proposed a minimum energy must be required for alloying to
occur.
In order to reduce the levels of combination to a barest minimum and simultaneously
generate higher impact energy, Calka et al [45, 46] developed a magnetically controlled ball
mill that is often known as the Uniball mill. The Uniball is a planar-type mill that typically
consists of few hardened steel balls that are confined to a horizontal cell-type. Calka et al [45,
46] introduce the use of magnets whereby the trajectory motion of the balls can be controlled
by the magnetic field created by the magnet. As reported by Calka et al [45, 46], both the
direction of the magnetic field and the intensity could be adjusted to give different forces by
simply positioning the magnets at different points. Depending on the positioning of the
magnet, shearing forces, where the powders are milled gently to impact and very impact
forces where the powders experiences high energy of reduction can be obtained [45].
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2.1.1

Mechanisms of mechanical alloying
Benjamin first attempted to describe the mechanism of phase evolution involving high

energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures in 1970 [36]. He stated that the powder
mixtures are subjected to repeated collision from the balls which help to flatten, fracture,
cold-weld and reweld the particles to form composite aggregates during the early stages of
the high energy milling. The continuous fracturing of the metal particles due to increased
milling time will eventually produce a steady-state of finely distributed particles. This stage
will eliminate the composite aggregates that were formed in the early stages of milling.
Alloying will then commence by diffusion of one atom of reacting specie into the other due
to the finely distributed particles which is promoted by the deformation defects.
Later, in 1976, after much insight on the process of high energy ball milling, Benjamin
further described the early stages of high energy ball milling as when cold welding of
particles occurred due to powder particles that are trapped in between balls or between ball
and the wall of the mill. He noted that the powder particles are relatively softer at these early
stage such that formation of predominantly larger composite particles with a broad range of
particle sizes may evolved [39]. The overlapping between particle mixtures creates the
tendency for bonds to form leading to formation of clusters or composites of particles with a
wide range of size distributions. He suggested that these welded composite metal particles
produced during the early stage of milling may also consist of layered structural morphology.
He also suggested that, as the time of milling increases, the particles will become harder
possibly due to accumulation of strain in the particles. Under such high strain accumulation,
the rate of refinement of the internal structure of the particles slightly reduces. However, with
pronounced time of milling, he suggested that each particle may be probably ruptured
resulting to creation of freshly metal surfaces. The continuous formation of these surfaces
will eventually result to grain refinement which may not be resolved by optical microscopy
[39]. Benjamin assumed that the non-resolution of the particles suggest that that “the particles
has become completely homogenous and that the two metals were intimately mixed on
atomic level and that they have formed a true solid solution rather than a mixture of the
particle fragments” [39].
Typically, the grain refinement of the reacting powder mixture is a fundamental key in
mechanical alloying. The process leading to the grain refinement of particles during
mechanical alloying was investigated by Fecht [47]. He stated that the mechanical action of
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the balls which induce the grain refinement of the powder particles may possibly occur in
three stages. The first stage starts with plastic deformation of the particles, caused by high
degree of dislocation slips and twinning. At this stage, these dislocations are localized
especially in the shear bands with high density. Such event will lead to increase in the strain
level of the particles. With increased milling time, the second stage will commence with
annihilation or disintegration of the dislocation cells into subgrains which were initially
separated by individual or low-angle grains during the early stage of milling. According to
Fecht, the formation of these individual grains will lead to decrease in the strain level of the
powder particles. With further milling of the powder particles (third stage), Fecht further
stated that the deformation of those particles that are located in the unstrained regions will
result to reduction of the sizes of the subgrains with fresh surface of metal particles forming.
The orientation of the final grains may consist of random crystallization orientations which
will allow slips to vary from one particular grain to another [47]. Under such deformation
mode, repeated fracturing and rewelding of the fresh metal surfaces will continue until
steady-state particle sizes or grain refinement is attained.
Later, as much understanding in mechanical alloying increases, Lu et al [48] identified
the role of activation energy and crystalline size as two basic critical factors that could affect
the mechanism of mechanical alloying process. The authors argue that during milling defects
are continuously generated and this help in lowering the activation energy of the reacting
powders. Such decrease in the activation energy of the reacting powder was argued to be
equivalent to increase in the diffusion rate and temperature of the powder. They suggested
that increase in the inter-diffusion and temperature of the powders will enhance the
mechanical alloying. Besides, they also argue that the diffusion that occurs in the mechanical
alloy is dynamic as compared to the diffusion process that is thermally activated. They noted
that because of the dynamic nature of the milling process, possible breakdown of the interdiffusion layer may frequently occur due to repeated fracturing of the particles. Under the
condition of repeated fracturing, new surfaces with different compositional makeup could be
generated thereby allowing continuous interaction with each other. They also noted that
decrease in the crystallite sizes raises the diffusivity between the elemental mixtures. The
decrease in the crystallite size will lead to increase in the surface area of the particles
whereby grain boundaries of much lower activation energy could be generated.
Over the years, theoretical and physical treatments, mathematical modelling and
simulation and other investigations centred on experimental data have been used to explain
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the mechanism of mechanical alloying via high energy ball milling of elemental powders [9,
18, 49, 50] however, none of these has able to satisfactorily explain the reaction kinetics of
mechanically alloying. As stated earlier, this is probably due to the several milling parameters
that influence mechanical alloying [20, 34, 35, 51].

2.2

MECHANICALLY INDUCED SELF-PROPAGATING REACTIONS (MSRs)
Historically, Goldschmidt was recognized as the first to investigate self-propagating

reaction in the solid-state in 1885 [52]. He studied the reduction of metal oxides by using
aluminium metal. The self-propagating reaction investigated by Goldschmidt is a solid-state
thermite-type exothermic reaction between powder mixture of metal oxides and aluminium
metal are thermally-ignited. The reaction was initiated by thermally heated electrical wires
which developed a combustion heat front and then propagate to the rest of the powder
mixtures. This type of solid-state reaction synthesis was referred to as self-propagating high
temperature synthesis (SHS) or simply combustion synthesis.
Subsequently, Merzhanov et al in 1967 [53], first investigated the combustion synthesis
of elemental mixtures of titanium and boron powders and then extended to other systems
which include mixture of titanium and carbon, titanium and nitrogen gas, metals and
chalcogens elements and other combinations of elemental mixtures [54]. The formation
mechanism for these thermally activated exothermic reactions or self-propagating reactions
have been reported by Munir [55] and Munir et al [56] to take place in two modes. The first
mode is referred to as self-propagating mode. In this mode, the reaction is usually heated at
one end of the reacting components and it instantaneously self-propagates in the form of a
combustion wave at a very great speed. The second mode is known as thermal explosion
mode. In the thermal explosion mode, the entire bulk of the reacting components are heated
evenly in an orderly mode until reaction takes place essentially concurrently throughout the
entire bulk.
The idea of self-propagating reactions was later investigated via high energy ball
milling of elemental powder mixtures. Within my knowledge of literature reviews, the idea of
self-propagating reaction via high energy ball milling was first reported in 1981 by
Tschakarov et al [10]. Tschakarov et al [10] investigated the self-propagating reaction
synthesis of metallic chalcogenides from ball milling of elemental powder mixtures of metals
and chalcogen elements. The metals that were investigated include Zn, Cd, In, Sn and Pb
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while the chalcogens are Se, S and Te. The authors’ model these groups of self-propagating
reactions via high energy ball milling as shown below:
xA + yB → AxBy
where, A (metals) = In, Sn, Zn, Cd and Pb; and B(chalcogen elements) = Se, S and Te. While
x and y are mole fraction of the reactants and products which may not be necessary integers.
This process of self-propagating reaction synthesis via high energy ball milling was
referred to by different terminologies in literature and this include: combustion synthesis
induced by ball milling, mechanosynthesis or mechanochemical or mechanical alloying with
combustive reactions, explosive reactions induced by ball milling, self-propagating high
temperature synthesis (SHS) induced by ball milling, mechanically induced self-propagating
reaction (MSR) synthesis. During the course of this research work, the acronym “MSR” will
be adopted to refer to high energy ball milling induced self-propagating reactions.
The noble idea of Tschakarov et al [10] idea was abruptly cut short due to his death.
However, in 1989, Schaffer and McCormick [11] were the first to study mechanically
induced self-propagating reaction synthesis in the thermite-type systems. In a thermite
system, a metal oxide is typically reduced by metal that is more reactive. Schaffer and
McCormick reported the use of a more reactive metal (Ca) to reduce an oxide of a less
reactive metal (CuO). Schaffer and McCormick observed an abrupt temperature rise of
approximately 140K after milling for six (6) minutes. The XRD analysis of the products that
were sampled immediately after the detection of the sudden temperature spike consist of
peaks that match CaO and Cu together with unreacted CuO and other minor phases.
However, after twenty-four (24) hours of milling, the reacted products were found to consist
of CaO and Cu. In 1990, Schaffer and McCormick extended the mechanically induced selfpropagating synthesis of Cu by reducing the CuO oxide by Mg, Ti, Fe, Al, Ni , Ca and Mn
[13]. Interestingly, they found that the reaction between CuO and Ni do not occur
exothermically. These groups of reaction were referred to by Schaffer and McCormick as
displacement reactions involving the oxide-metal system. They represented such reactions in
form of an equation as given below:
MxO + Ry → xM + RyO
where, a metal oxide (MO) is reduced by a more reactive metal (reductant, R) to the pure
metal M and where x and y may not be necessary integers. This type of MSRs was also
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referred to by Schaffer and McCormick as thermite-type reactions. In 1991, Schaffer and
McCormick extended their studies again to mechanically induced self-propagating reactions
covering Ag2O and ZnO as well as CuO [12].

Mechanically induced self-propagating

reaction was reported to take place when CuO was reduced with Al, Mn, Mg and Fe; when
Ag2O reduced by Al; and when ZnO reduced by Ca.
Typically, mechanically induced self-propagation reaction been reported to consist of
three

different

stages

and

these

include

the

incubation

(also

known

as

early/preparatory/initial/pre-ignition) stage, ignition stage and post-ignition (also known as
further milling) stage [11, 20, 51]. According to Takacs [20], the incubation period is
associated with the formation of defects, increased surface to volume ratio, particle
agglomeration and evolution of nanostructure, chemically reactive sites, preparatory to the
starting up of the reaction. The second stage starts by ignition of the powders, apparently
activated either by collision between the balls or between a ball and the wall of the vial. The
ignition stage is almost instantaneous and accompanied by great evolution of heat. The
exothermic heat generated upon the reaction has been reported to set up a combustion heat
front that self-propagates extremely rapidly through the powder charge. After ignition, the
post-ignition period commences by slow cooling of the vial back to the base temperature
together with further milling of the reacted products in order to form nanograined and
uniform structures and properties.
However, the condition for the MSR to occur in a self-sustaining manner has been
reported to depend on ratio of the heat of reaction and the room temperature heat capacity of
the products formed, ΔH(298)/Cp(298) [11, 20, 57]. According to several investigations
[11, 20, 57, 58], the reacting powders once ignited by ball milling will be selfsustaining if the ratio of the heat of reaction (ΔH) to the room temperature heat
capacity (Cp), ΔH(298)/Cp(298), is greater than or equal to 2000K [11, 20, 51]. This
simple rule of thumb or necessary criterion is only use to predict whether the
reactions involving powder mixtures will be self-sustaining or not however,
exceptions has been observed for powder mixtures with high reaction enthalpy that
are not self-sustaining [20, 57].
Following the researches by Schaffer and McCormick in 1989 and 1990 [11, 13],
similar displacement reactions that involved mechanically induced self-propagating reactions
were studied by Shen et al in 1991 [59], Takacs in 1992 [60], Popovich et al in 1993 [61] and
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host of other investigators [62, 63]. Other alloy systems involving mechanically induced selfpropagating reactions between transitional metals and non-metallic, metals and gases, metals
and liquids have been investigated [21, 26, 27, 64].
Li et al investigated the formation of TiC and Ti3SiC2 phases via mechanically induced
self-propagating reactions between elemental mixtures of Ti, C and Si powders [65]. The
XRD analysis of products obtained before ignition indicates peaks corresponding to the
individual elemental powders. Immediately after the ignition (2.3 hours), there was sudden
formation of Ti3SiC2 and TiC phases. After increased milling of time up to 6 and 48 hours,
the Ti3SiC2 phase disappeared leaving only TiC in the final product. The authors noted that
the formation of Ti3SiC2 immediately after ignition is probably due to the high heat formation
of TiC that was released. Such high exothermic heat may likely trigger the formation of
Ti3SiC2. However, the authors do not give specifically reasons for the disappearance of the
Ti3SiC2 phase when milling time was increased.
Hang and McCormick investigated the formation of Zn via mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction between powder mixtures of ZnO and Mg [66]. The authors found no
XRD evidence of any of the final products of reaction (Zn or MgO) in the milled products
that are sampled just prior to ignition (~40 minutes). However, the authors only suggested
that there are possibilities for chemical reactions to have occurred during the activation
period which might not be resolved by XRD. However, immediately after the ignition (~45
minutes), products consist of Zn and MgO were found to be present in the just reacted
products. The morphologies of the just reacted products consist of facetted and equiaxed
particles of Zn together with porous agglomerates that are present. When milled products that
were sampled just prior to ignition were thermally heated via controlled DSC, the DSC curve
consists of two thermal events (exothermic and endothermic points). The first exothermic
point occurs at a lower temperature of 480-580K which was followed by an endothermic
event at ~ 625K. An additional exothermic event was found to occur for unmilled powder
mixtures at higher temperature. These three thermal events were found to consistent with the
evolution of MgZn (lower exothermic event), melting of the MgZn phase (endothermic
event) and formation of Zn and MgO (higher exothermic event). The authors believed that
the process that is involved in the combustion reaction via thermal treatment might be similar
to that of the mechanical ignition. They suggested that during milling the temperature that
will be required to initiate the combustion reaction (Tig) may continuously decrease to the
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temperature that is induced on the colliding powder mixtures (Tc). Under the condition of Tig
= Tc, the reaction will be initiated and the self-propagating event will then proceed.
Córdoba et al studied the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of
Ti5Si3, Ti5Ge3 and range of Ti5Si3-Ti5Ge3 solid solution compound from elemental powder
mixture of Ti, Si and Ge in different atomic ratios [67]. The XRD analysis of the milled
products revealed that these Ti5Si3, Ti5Ge3 and Ti5Si3-Ti5Ge3 products are formed
immediately after ignition. The authors noted that microstructures of the reacted products
consist of highly agglomerated sub-micrometric particles and aggregates ranging from 1 to 3
µm. The results of the investigation also show that stoichiometric composition of the Ti5Si3xGe3

phases could be controlled by adjusting the initial Si/Ge atomic ratio.
Chen et al investigated the mechanically induced self-propagation reaction synthesis of

TiC and nanocrystalline solid solutions of (Ti, Mo)C and (Ti, W)C powders via high energy
ball milling of elemental powders of Ti, Mo, W and graphite. The elemental powders were
ball milled in a planetary mill operated at a spinning rate of 350rpm. The ball milling was
performed using BPR of 25:1 under argon atmosphere [68]. The XRD analyses of the milled
products show that TiC, (Ti, W)C and (Ti, Mo)C are formed after ignition point. However,
milled products that were sampled before ignition show no XRD evidence of these ignited
products. The authors noted that the simultaneous formation of solid solution of TiC and WC
from ball milling of Ti, W and C mixtures follows the same trend as the case of MSR
synthesis of TiC from Ti and C mixture. However, the peaks of the TiC and WC phases
shifted to lower Bragg’s angle. This was also observed during ball milling of Ti, Mo and C to
form solid solution of TiC and MoC. The authors attribute the lower angle shift to dissolution
of W and Mo in the TiC lattices. They concluded that the rate of dissolution of Mo in TiC is
higher than W but no reason was given why such trend exist.
Takacs recently investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction
synthesis of metal chalcogens from blends of (1-x)(Sn+Se)+x(Zn+Se) and (1x)(Sn+2Se)+x(Zn+Se) mixtures in the Sn-Zn-Se system, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, using XRD and
SEM methods of characterisation [69]. Takacs reported some usual observations during ball
milling of these blends. One of such is an immediate ignition when x = 0 in the (1 x)(Sn+Se)+x(Zn+Se) blends as soon as the mill was started. Such usual phenomenon implied
that there was no activation time before the reaction was activated. Takacs suggested that the
probable reason for such immediate ignition may be attributed to local melting of Sn and Se.
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Takacs noted that the melting points for both powders are close (Sn = 232oC, Se = 221oC)
and under possible conditions when the mixtures are trapped between balls or between a ball
and the wall, the energy of the collision may be transform to heat that could likely results to
local melting of the powders. He argued that the local temperature of compressed powder
between balls could be raised between 100-300oC which is reasonable above the melting
point of the reacting powders. This present investigation of Takacs point out some unique
behaviour of some certain blends of elemental powders that display MSR which are difficult
to explain using theoretical knowledge of chemical reactions.
Takacs also investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis
of zirconium disulphide (ZrS2) from elemental powders of zirconium (Zr) and sulphur (S)
where multiple ignition effects were observed [70]. Such usual ignition effects were
attributed to evaporation of sulphur around the reaction zone during milling. Takacs
suggested that when the sulphur vapour get condensed and cooled within the milling vial and
it can then be transported back to the reacting mixtures. However, he noted why such
mechanism do not apply to the final ignition was unclear. The results of Takacs show the
complexity of the reaction mechanism operative in MSR.
Ye et al studied the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of TiC,
NiTiC and Ni-Ti compounds (R-NiTi, B2-NiTi and (NiTi)M) from elemental powder mixture
of Ti, Ni and C (graphite) using XRD, SEM and TEM methods of characterisation. In the
XRD, products that are sampled just prior to ignition (3.5 hours) do not indicate the
formation of any of the final products. Immediately after ignition (3.35 hours), TiC, NiTiC
and Ni-Ti intermetallic compounds were formed abruptly. The authors noted there might be
possibility that TiC was formed before even though there is no XRD evidence that support its
formation. They believed that it is heat that is released due to formation of the TiC that will
trigger the melting of the Ni(Ti) and/or Ti(Ni) solid solution and thereby activate the selfpropagating reaction synthesis of the Ti-Ni compounds. They suggest that the formation of
TiC may be attributed to local heating of the powders, particularly at the colliding surfaces
when the temperature is expected to rise, which may induce faster diffusion of C in Ti.
Kudaka et al investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis
of TiC via high energy ball milling of elemental mixture of TiO2, C (graphite) and Ca
powders using XRD and SEM to evaluate the phase composition [71]. Kudaka et al noted
that the milled products that were sampled just prior to ignition (3.5 hours) comprise of XRD
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peaks of the reacting mixtures- TiO2, C (graphite) and Ca-without evidence of TiC or CaO in
the milled products that are analysed before ignition. However, immediately after ignition (4
hours), complete transformation occurs to form TiC and CaO. The just reacted products were
later leached with acetic acid solution to remove the CaO leaving only TiC powder in the
final product.
Kudaka et al also studied the synthesis TiB2 via mechanically displacement reactions
during high energy ball milling of elemental mixture of TiO2, B and Ca powders in 1:2:2
ratios using spinning rate of 500 rpm and BPR of 7.5:1 [71]. The XRD of the milled products
that are sampled before ignition (1 hour) contained only broad peaks that match TiO2 and Ca
while the peak reflection for B disappeared. Kudaka et al noted that the temperature of vial
suddenly rises after milling for 1 hour 30 minutes (1.5 hours). Milling was immediately
stopped and the XRD of the products contained TiB2, CaO and weaker peaks of CaB6. When
the just reacted products were leached with acetic acid, the by-products CaO and CaB6 were
removed leaving the final product of TiB2.
Recently, Nasiri-Tabrizi et al investigated the effect of milling parameters (BPR,
volume of powder mass, diluent (NaCl)) on the synthesis of TiB2 from elemental powders of
TiO2, B2O3 and Mg using high energy planetary mill operated at a spinning rate of 600 rpm
[72]. The authors varied the BPR from 10:1, 15:1 to 20:1 while 3g and 7g of total mass of
powders were used. Moreover, 5 and 10% of NaCl diluent was added to the 15:1 BPR ratio
and 7g of total mass of powder mixture to study the effect of the diluent on MSR. The
authors noted that the ignition times was optimum (34 minutes) when 15:1 and 7g of powder
mass, without NaCl diluent was employed. However, with addition of NaCl diluent, the
ignition time increase from 34 to 60 minutes. The addition of NaCl diluent was found to
decrease the adiabatic temperature of the reaction. Additional observations show that there
was higher ignition time of 90 minutes when BPR of 20:1 and 3g of powder mass was used.
The investigation of Nasiri-Tabrizi et al therefore suggests the need to control the milling
conditions in order to obtain optimum time for ignition and for the MSR to progress.
In all the studies reviewed above, the commencement of the mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction was reported to be very sudden and occurs after certain period of milling
[11-13, 21, 73]. Once the reaction has commenced, the propagation of the reaction front is
independent on the physical state of the reacting materials, the intermediate phases and the
final products formed. In a nutshell, the MSR process has been reported to be affected by
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milling parameters and conditions [17, 20, 51, 58, 64, 74]. These milling parameters has been
reported to include the milling intensity, ball to powder weight ratio, type and particle size
distribution, diameter and number of balls used, the amount of process control agent, milling
speed, type of mill, and milling atmosphere. These milling parameters were reported to either
contribute independently or in combination for the reaction to either proceed explosively or
gradually [20, 24, 58, 75].
2.2.1

Mechanisms of mechanically induced self-propagating reactions
The mechanisms of mechanically induced self-propagating reactions have been widely

reported in different investigations and researches [11-13, 17, 34, 58, 73, 76]. There were
various opinions and suggestion made over the years concerning the mechanism of the
reaction. These suggestions were as result of the different milling parameters that affect its
possibility to occur. Some of these reaction parameters include particle size and shape,
stoichiometry of the powder mixtures, physical conditions of the reactants, milling intensity,
the weight of ball to powder ratio, and the effect of adding process control agent [11-13, 20,
34, 51, 64]. Fundamental understanding of these parameters is primal to know the kinetics of
the reaction.
Typically, in order for MSR to progress, two basic requirements has been proposed and
these include: the resultant impact due to ball-to-ball or ball-to-wall collision should be
relatively high to initiate the reaction and the heat that is produced by the mechanical action
and the locally induced chemical reaction should also be enough to initiate a combustion
wave, which can spread into neighboring material outside the impact zone [11, 12, 34]. These
two basic requirements have been reported to depend on many fundamental processes. These
fundamental processes may include structural modification and deformation, fracturing, cold
welding and re-welding [21, 64]; the creation of lattice faults [73]; chemical interaction at the
interfaces [77]; and heat conduction [9].
In 1989, Schaffer and McCormick first investigated the mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction of CuO and Ca, where they argue that the reaction kinetics is dependent
of the reaction enthalpy and the effect of process control agents [11]. In order to explain the
reaction mechanism of MSR, Schaffer and McCormick introduce the concept of activation or
incubation period and ignition [12, 34]. The activation period is the period where size
reduction and mixing takes place and creation of chemical active sites while ignition occurs
when the powders have reach a critical state. The ignition of the reacting powder is very
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spontaneous and is affected by many parameters which include the kind of mill; the amount
of balls and their sizes; the locally induced temperature; the ball to weight ratio; rate of
refinement of the materials; and the surface of the reacting particles.
For Schaffer and McCormick to explain the concept of the incubation and ignition,
different combustion reactions involving high energy ball milling of CuO with Al, Mn, Mg
and Fe; Ag2O with Al; and ZnO with Ca were investigated and the DTA trace for reaction of
CuO and Fe were studied. In each of these six exothermic reactions, attainment of a critical
reaction temperature (Tcrit) during milling was suggested as a precondition for the selfpropagating reaction to be activated. This critical temperature was referred to as the
temperature difference between the reacting powder and the reference first increase due to the
heat generated by the reaction. They argue that during mechanical milling both the Tcrit and
the temperature required to initiate the combustion reaction (known as ignition temperature
(Tig)) decreases with increasing milling time until a critical state is attained. Accumulation of
deformation defects and grain refinement of the crystallite sizes with increased milling time
was suggested as critical factors that could cause the decrease in the Tig. They also argued
that during milling the local temperature of the powders (Tc) monotonously increases with
increased milling time. Until a certain of time of ball milling, known as the ignition time (t ig),
the value of the Tig may be equal to the local temperature of the powder (Tc), Tig = Tc. This
point was suggested by Schaffer and McCormick as the critical state, as schematically shown
in Figure 2.1 for (a) and (b). At this particular time (tig), an instantaneous reaction (MSR) will
be activated which will self-propagate to the entire powder. This typically occur when the
maximum temperature of the powder reached is sufficiently high for MSR to progress in a
self-sustaining manner
On the other hand, Schaffer and McCormick [12, 34] also suggested that when milling
is carried out under lower energy mills the maximum temperature experienced by the
powders might not be sufficient high enough for the reaction to progress in a self-propagating
manner. Rather, the reaction will progress gradually (MDR) under such condition, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1 for (b) and (c). With this model, the self-propagating
exothermic reaction will not be activated if the ignition temperature (Tig) is greater than the
local temperature of the powder (Tc).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the change in the ignition temperature for
combustion reaction and maximum local temperature of the powder with time, (a)
Ignition temperature for combustion reaction, with MSR occurring at tig, (b)
Maximum temperature of the powder during high energy ball milling, and (c)
Ignition temperature for combustion reaction, with MSR not occurring [12].
In line with the description of the mechanism of MSR by Schaffer and McCormick [12,
34], Wu et al also relate the mechanism of MSR to the same model. Wu et al suggested that
the peak temperature obtained for the exothermic reaction should be related to the DTA
ignition temperature. The authors assumed that the maximum local temperature of the
powder will be constant after a certain period of milling while the ignition temperature will
continue to decrease with increasing milling time. The decrease in the DTA ignition
temperature was also attributed by Wu et al to reduction in the crystallites size and
accumulation of high densities of defects. As soon as the ignition temperature decreases to
the maximum local temperature of the powder, the self-sustaining reaction will be
instantaneously activated to form the products. These models of Schaffer and McCormick
[12, 34] and Wu et al [32] typically offers quick understanding on mechanism of MSR.
However, it should be noted that the DTA ignition temperature as used by Schaffer and
McCormick [12, 34] and Wu et al [32] to explain the mechanism of MSR was purely the
result of thermal effects when the reacting powders were heated in a controlled atmosphere.
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While in the case of ball milling, the process is highly dynamic and it is explicitly difficult to
describe the kinetics of the process based on a single item of ignition temperature.
Delogu et al suggested that the microstructural transformations induced by ball milling
generally occur in three different reactive paths [58]. Two of the reactive paths are involved
in a gradual phase evolution while the third involved a sudden phase change because of the
sudden ignition of self-propagating combustion reactions. The authors observed that the first
and the second reactive path involved a gradual disordering of the crystalline lattice of the
starting powders resulting to formation of amorphous structure of the reactants while the third
scenario involved a sudden reaction that occurred between the reactants at the ignition point
leading to formation of the reactive products which are either amorphous or crystalline
structures.
Moore and Feng quantitatively collaborate the earlier findings of Schaffer and
McCormick when they ball-milled titanium and carbide powders [8]. They stated that when
the mixtures of the reactant particles are milled, the kinetic energy of the balls is used to heat
the powder between the colliding balls resulting to increment of temperature of the powders.
As a result, further local heating will takes place in the powders. If the temperature at a
nearby interface exceeds a critical value, the reaction will be initiated at that interface leading
to additional heat being released and the reaction becomes self-sustaining. A combustion
front will develop and propagates through the powder charge. Most of the reactants are
consumed within a fraction of a second, resulting in a macroscopically observable fast
temperature increase. While combustion may not start at beginning of a milling experiment
however, the possibility of ignition emerges as the reactants get mixed on an increasingly fine
scale. They concluded that the initial stage of mechanical milling produces lattice defects,
increasing the diffusion rate between the powders and providing active reaction sites
necessary for ignition. The ignition can happen after a few seconds or after several hours
depending on the reaction and the milling conditions.
Trent et al uses the concept of discrete element modelling called the milling doze to
explain the kinetics of MSR [76]. The milling doze is a function that is proportional to the
product of the milling time and the charge ratio. This concept was used to predict and
calculate some of the milling parameters and their effects during milling however, the
modelling could not sufficiently describe the local phenomenon that takes place during the
milling operation. Some of the parameters which the modelling was able to predict include
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the amount of charged powders, the number of balls impact and its numerical energy values
required for ignition.
Moreover, Takacs and Susol studied the sulfidation of tin and zinc under reactive
milling of off-stoichiometric powder mixtures and observed that the nucleation and diffusion
occurring at the interface usually controlled the initiation of the reactions while the bulk
composition does not play a direct role in initiating the reaction. After initiation of the
reaction at the ignition point, the influence of self-heating and heat conduction in the powder
will determines whether it will get propagated through the volume of the sample or not [64].
In other words, the choice of the starting powders whether stoichiometric or offstoichiometric affects the reaction mechanism during ball milling. When the choice is based
on the stoichiometry of the intended products the shortest activation time before ignition can
be attained. They argued that any deviation from stoichiometry is equivalent to adding some
inert material to the reaction mixture. It is believed that inert additives do not contribute to
the reaction heat however; they do increase the heat capacity, thereby decreasing the
adiabatic temperature and increasing the ignition time. This observation was also made by
Chakurov et al during the preparation of metal chalcogenides [77] and the reduction of
magnetite with aluminium [11].
Over the years, different investigations and researches have been carried out in order to
further understand the mechanism of MSR [14, 17, 20, 21, 58, 73, 74, 78]. In all these
investigations, no comprehensive explanation for the reaction mechanism of MSR has been
given yet. Essentially, the theoretical consideration of the reaction mechanism of MSR is
extremely complex and difficult due to the numerous processing conditions and parameters
that must be taken into consideration. In more recent times, experimental investigations have
now been the focus, where empirical evidence were used to further describe and understand
the mechanism of MSR [14, 20, 33, 69].
2.3

REVIEW OF HIGH ENERGY BALL MILLING OF ELEMENTAL Ti AND C
POWDERS TO FORM TITANIUM CARBIDE
Synthesis of TiC via high energy ball milling has been investigated by several workers

[14, 21, 22, 24, 79, 80]. The formation of TiC by ball milling could either take place
gradually without the self-propagating event occurring (a process typically known as
mechanically induced solid-state diffusion reaction (MDR) or mutual suppression of ignition
(MSI)) [22, 24, 79, 80] or suddenly (MSR) [14, 21, 22, 24] with abrupt rise in the
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temperature of the vial. Liu et al investigated the formation mechanism of TiC via high
energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures of titanium and graphite using
compositional mixtures of Ti50C50, Ti57C43, and Ti65C35 powders in a SPEX 800ml/mixer
equipped with hardened steel balls [81]. The authors studied the phase and microstructural
evolution of the milled products using XRD and SEM methods. The authors noted that there
was no XRD evidence that indicate the formation of TiC present in the milled products that
were sampled before ignition (after milling for 180 minutes (3 hours)). However, the
intensities of the titanium peaks significantly reduced and broadened, which was attributed to
introduction of strain and reduction in the grain sizes of the titanium. Moreover, before
ignition, the authors noted the quick disappearance of the graphite peaks, reportedly
suggested to be due to absorption of the X-rays produced or probably due to dissolution of
carbon in titanium at the grain boundaries of titanium phase. At the point of ignition,
reportedly attributed to the high shock pressure generated by the impacts of the balls will set
up a reaction between Ti and graphite to form the TiC. As reported by Liu et al, elemental
mixtures of Ti50C50 and Ti57C43 completely transform to TiC. However, in the case of Ti65C35
mixture, TiC and unreacted titanium are the final products that are present immediately after
ignition. This research completely shows that the final TiC products are formed immediately
after the ignition.
Laszlo Takacs has investigated the formation of TiC, ZrC and HfC via high energy ball
milling of respective elemental powders of Ti and C, Zr and C, and Hf and C, using 5 balls
each with 12.7 mm diameter, powder weight of 3g and 1:1 ratios of the powder mixtures [21,
82]. Temperature measurement via thermocouple that was positioned outside the SPEX
planetary 8000 Mixer/Mill was used to determine the times of ignition. Takacs noted that
there was ignition after milling for 3120, 2570 and 2180 seconds for respective mixture of TiC, Zr-C and Hf-C. The XRD presented for products that were sampled after the combustive
reaction comprise of TiC, ZrC and HfC for the respective mixture of Ti-C, Zr-C and Hf-C
[21].
Wu et al has investigated the formation of TiC via high energy ball milling of
stoichiometric powder mixtures of titanium and graphite (Ti50C50) using XRD, SEM, TEM
and DTA as methods of characterizing the milled products [83]. Consistent with the findings
of Liu et al

[81] investigations, the XRD of the milled products sampled during the

incubation period of milling display Ti peaks that significantly reduced, broadened and
without visible peak shift. The authors also noted that the graphite peaks disappeared within a
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short of milling (4 hours). The disappearance was also attributed to dissolution of C in Ti and
possibly generation of defects in the graphite structure. In addition to that, there was no XRD
evidence of TiC present in the milled products that were sampled before ignition. The authors
noted that after milling for approximately 19.5 hours, there was abrupt increase in the
temperature of the vial and products that were sampled at that point consist of only TiC. The
abrupt formation of TiC was attributed to combined factors of local temperature rise of the
powders and decrease in the ignition temperature.
Wu et al further studied the mechanism of mechanosynthesis of TiC from elemental
powders of titanium and graphite (Ti50C50) using XRD, XPS and DTA [32]. Consistent with
authors’ earlier investigations [83], there was no TiC found in the milled products that were
sampled before ignition. However, the XPS result obtained for the product that was sampled
just prior to ignition (19 hours) indicate a peak that has binding energy of 282.0 eV. Wu et al
attributed such binding energy to formation of a transitional bonded state between titanium
and graphite (represented as Ti…C). According to Wu et al, the conventional binding energy
for TiC found in XPS Handbook is 281.1 eV and the XPS peak signal that was found to be
located at 282.0 eV does not represent the formation of TiC before ignition. The transitional
bonded state was attributed to local interaction between titanium and carbon at the atomic
level which may result to diffusion of carbon along the grain boundaries of titanium without
nucleation of TiC. The authors stated that the formation of the transitional bonded state may
enable the activation energy to ignition to be lowered in order for combustion to take place at
lower temperature. Wu et al acknowledge the importance of the critical size particle factor
that must be attained before combustion however; the formation of the transitional bonded
state between titanium and carbon was suggested as also a critical factor may contribute
greatly in reducing the activation energy and also influence the condition for combustion to
occur.
Calos et al studied the mechanism of combustion synthesis of TiC and WC during the
respective high energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures of Ti and C, and W and C
using XRD method (Rietveld analysis) of characterisation. The XRD obtained for the milled
products of Ti and C that are sampled before ignition (10, 20 and 30 minutes) do not show
evidence of TiC or any intermediate phases present in the milled products [84]. However,
immediately after the combustion reaction (33 minutes), XRD peaks that match TiC were
abruptly seen. In the case of the W and C, the reaction takes place gradually to form an
intermediate W2C phase and then finally WC. Calos et al suggested that whether the reaction
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will occur in combustive manner and gradually is related to the crystallographic planes of the
reacting ingredients. In the gradual reaction between W and C, Calos et al suggested that
during milling lattice defects and strain are produce which allow the interstitial C atoms to
incorporate in the W BCC tetrahedral lattices due to the larger free volume of the W lattice.
Such incorporation of C in W lattice changes and redefines the BCC W bond and lattice
schemes to form hexagonal W2C lattice. As more C atoms are incorporate into the W2C
lattices, Calos et al suggested that there might likely be rearrangement of the W2C lattices
resulting to formation of WC. However, according to Calos et al, the combustive reaction
mechanism of TiC starts with introduction of lattice strains and opening up of diffusion paths
within the octahedral Ti interstices. With increased milling time, there exists a critical strain
condition when the Ti-Ti bonds are broken for C atoms to incorporate. The incorporation of
the C atoms within the crowded octahedral Ti lattice planes may likely supply an additional
energy for nucleation of initial TiC. Once the initial TiC is formed, the Ti lattice is trained
enough for an instantaneously combustion reaction to occur. This study typically underpinned
the reaction mechanism on the crystallographic relationship between the reacting ingredient
subjected to strain and lattice defects however, other effects such as local temperature and
pressure and intensity of the ball impact on the milled products were not considered.
Deidda et al studied the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of
TiC from elemental mixture of titanium and carbon (graphite) in atomic percent composition
of Ti50C50, Ti60C40 and Ti70C30 mixtures [85]. The ball milling was performed in a transparent
quartz vial while a video cam and temperature measuring thermocouple was mounted on the
outside of the vial. From the video recording, the authors noted that the ignition is likely to
start at the wall of the vial in connection with ball impact. In addition to that, the video
frames also revealed bright spots during the course of milling but quickly disappeared
without setting up an ignition reaction. The authors therefore suggest that the ignition only
starts when there was considerable mixing of the powder and the reacting powder had
reached a suitable degree of structural deformation. They also noted that as the atomic
percent of Ti increases in the starting mixture of Ti and C (graphite), both the calculated
adiabatic and combustion temperatures decreases

[85]. The decrease in the adiabatic

temperature typically indicates reduction in the velocity of propagation during the selfsustaining event.
Deidda et al further investigated the effects of milling intensity and

starting

composition during mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of TiC via high
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energy ball milling of different compositional mixtures of titanium and carbon with atomic
fraction of Ti (xTi) lying within 0.9 ≤ xTi ≤ 0.2 [86]. The authors noted a change in the
reaction mechanism from grain refinement when the atomic fraction of titanium was less than
0.30, to combustion reaction when xTi lies within 0.30 ≤ Ti ≤ 0.73 and then later to gradual
reaction when xTi is greater than 0.73. Moreover, the authors also noted that as the percent
content of Ti increases in the starting mixtures the time required for ignition to occur also
decreases. They suggested that increase in the content Ti favours the reaction in the Ti-C
system. Typically, as the milling intensity increases, the impact energy increases while the
ignition times monotonously decreases. This study shows that the ignition times are strongly
dependent on the milling intensity (impact energy).
Lohse et al studied the effect of starting composition on the MSR synthesis of TiC via
controlled ball of elemental powder mixture of titanium and activated carbon [22]. The
starting Ti50C50 and Ti60C40 compositions were reported to form TiC via combustion reaction
while that of Ti70C30 mixtures proceeds to form TiC gradually. Such a change in the reaction
mechanism from combustion to suppression of the ignition was attributed by Lohse et al to
possible scenario when Ti may acts as a heat sink or as physical barrier that could prevent the
self-propagating reaction from taking place. The authors noted that the excess Ti present in
the starting mixture may possibly dissipates the heat liberated due to the reaction between Ti
and C, thereby preventing ignition from occurring. Such explanation looks very logical
however, the decrease in the adiabatic temperature due to increase in the content of Ti in the
starting mixtures sounds more likely, as earlier reported by Deidda et al [85]. Deidda et al
indicate a monotonous decrease in the adiabatic temperature from 3206 K for Ti50C50 to
1991K for Ti70C30 mixtures. Typically, the simple criterion for mechanochemical reactions to
be self-sustaining, the adiabatic temperature (Tad) must at least be ≥ 1800K [56] or ≥ 200K
[20]. Under lower milling intensity of 80rpm adopted by Lohse et al and the low adiabatic
temperature of 1991K for Ti70C30 mixture, the probability for the reaction to be selfsustaining will be highly unlikely.
Lohse et al also investigated the synthesis of nanocrystalline TiC via controlled ball
milling of elemental powders of titanium and activated carbon [24]. The authors reported no
XRD evidence of TiC formed to be present in the combustive products (Ti50C50 and Ti60C40)
that are sampled before ignition. In the milled products sampled before ignition, the authors
also noted there was quick disappearance of the carbon peaks to the XRD background while
the Ti peaks significantly broadened. According to the authors, the quick disappearance of
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the carbon was attributed to either early amorphorization of graphite particles or the carbon
atoms may likely located in the grain boundaries and other defects produced in the titanium
particles during milling. Such early amorphorization was later refuted by Ghosh et al [87],
during ball milling of titanium and graphite. Ghosh et al [87] noted that the carbon may likely
not be turn into amorphous state at that early stage of milling. Rather, the absence of the
graphite peaks is most likely to be due to the large difference in the mass absorption
coefficient for CuKα obtained for titanium and carbon (graphite). According to Ye and Quan
[79], the mass absorption coefficient of CuKα for titanium is 208m2/g, which is far greater
than that of graphite (4.6m2/g). After the ignition, Lohse et al found the evolution of TiC
which was reportedly to be formed due to the exothermic reaction between Ti and C.
Lohse et al further investigated the synthesis of TiC phase via controlled ball milling of
titanium and activated powder using XRD and Raman spectroscopy to characterize the milled
products that are sampled before and after the ignition [30, 31]. From the Raman
spectroscopy results, Raman signal that matches off-stoichiometric TiC were found to be
present in milled products that are sampled before the ignition point, a result which was not
consistent with the XRD analysis of the same milled products. The authors noted that [30,
31], the Raman intensity of the TiC phase formed before ignition monotonously increases
with increased milling time before ignition. The formation of the TiC product before ignition
was suggested as possible nucleation of small volume fractions of TiC before ignition. The
authors suggest that the heat that is liberated at ignition may result to rapid grain growth of
the pre-existing off-stoichiometric TiC nuclei and/or recrystallization from the pre-existing
TiC followed by rapid grain growth of TiC. The results of Lohse et al investigations has
shown a clear deviation from the conventional understanding of self-sustaining reactions
where nucleation of TiC prior to ignition has not fully understood and characterised [30, 31].
Ghosh et al investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis
of TiC from stoichiometric mixture (1:1) of titanium and graphite powder (Ti50C50) using
XRD (Rietveld and Warren-Averbach’s method of line profile analysis (WAMLPA)) and
HRTEM to characterize the microstructural evolution of the milled products [87]. The XRD
patterns obtained for the milled products that are sampled before ignition (5, 15, 30 minutes)
and just prior to ignition (34 minutes) shows no XRD evidence of TiC present in the milled
products. Immediately after the ignition (35 minutes), large stoichiometric TiC products were
reportedly to be formed. The exothermic reaction was attributed to the high shock pressure
that is experienced by the powders trapped in between the colliding balls. The
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characterisation of the milled products taken out before ignition by Rietveld and HRTEM
indicate the presence of high densities of stacking faults and twinning on the Ti structure.
Dorofeev et al studied the processes that occurred during the initial stages of high
energy ball milling of stoichiometric elemental mixture (Ti50C50) of titanium and graphite
powder for different power intensities (Јm) and powder-to-ball ratios [33]. The authors noted
that the temperature measurement that was obtained at higher spinning rate or rotational
speed (ω) of 18.2s-1 (≈1092 min-1) and P:B of 1:20 indicates an initial heating followed by a
smooth secondary temperature increment and finally an abrupt temperature rise. Milled
products that are sampled between the initial and the smooth secondary temperature
increment (250 seconds) region indicate a diffuse XRD diffraction peak that matches TiC.
The authors attribute such a diffuse TiC peak to formation of amorphous TiC (amTiC),
suspected to be formed on the boundaries of the nano Ti grains. XPS of the same milled
product indicate the presence of a binding energy that was reportedly assigned to Ti-C bonds,
a result that was associated with the amTiC products. Dorofeev et al later suggested that the
initial temperature increment obtained at higher spinning rate (detected as separate flashes) is
associated with pretransformation of the reacting powders to form an amorphous TiC,
probably located along the boundaries of nano Ti grain. Immediately after ignition (7
minutes), stoichiometric TiC (with large crystallite due to melting of Ti) was reported to be
formed.
The research of Dorofeev et al also indicate some factors that could affect the reaction
mechanism during formation of TiC [33]. They noted that the condition that is necessary for
the reaction between Ti and C (graphite) to either take place instantaneously (MSR) or
gradually (MDR) will depend on a critical value of the power intensity of the mill (Јm = 2.7
W/g) and not on the doses of the mechanical energy (D). The authors indicate that the critical
doses of mechanical energy that will be required for the start of the reaction (Ds) are identical
for either MSR or MDR, implying that the reaction is purely dependent on Јm. They inferred
that the reaction will be MSR if Јm > 2.7 W/g otherwise it will be MDR if Јm < 2.7 W/g. In
the authors’ opinion, they believed that the initiation of MSR is not associated with the
thermally-induced local heating of the trapped powders caused by the impact of the balls or
between a ball and the wall rather the reaction is more or less a deformation-induced reaction
event. They concluded that the MSR will be activated when the Јm > 2.7 W/g, implying that
at the beginning of the reaction, an internal source of energy in form of accumulated chemical
energy will equate the heat of reaction for TiC. Under such condition, the MSR reaction will
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be switch on while the function of the motion of the ball is to redistribute the released heat so
that combustion can be transmitted throughout the entire volume. They believed that a single
act of the initiation of the reaction may likely cover a much larger volume of the powder.
This will probably produce a larger amount of heat that will initiate a similar reaction on the
neighbouring mixtures resulting to propagation to the rest of powder, possibly assisted with
the motion of the balls. In the case of the gradual reaction (Јm < 2.7 W/g), the authors
suggested that the reaction may commence in microvolumes (not in large volume as in the
case of the MSR) due to impact of the balls. The heat that is released due to this microvolume
reaction is not sufficient to initiate another reaction in a neighbouring microvolumes,
apparently resulting to gradual formation of TiC. This study typically shed new light on the
reaction synthesis of TiC by high energy ball milling using the power intensity of the mill
(Јm) as a condition to predict whether the reaction will occur gradually or instantaneously.
However, the study do not take into consideration the effect of the P:B ratio of the starting
powders which the results that was obtained by author had revealed to have a significant
influence on the reactivity of the process. Typically, in the result, the reaction mechanism
changes from abrupt to gradual when the P:B ratio was change from 1:20 to 1:10 under the
same milling speed (10.5 s-1). As reported in different investigations [12, 14, 34] and also
mentioned in reviews [9, 20], the ball-to-powder ratio is one of the milling parameter that
affects the process of MSR. Implying that, the parameter (Јm) which defines the power
intensity of the mill is clearly not the only condition that determines whether the reaction will
occur gradually or exothermically.
Rahaei et al [88] and Avilès et al [89] separately investigated the mechanically induced
self-propagating reaction synthesis of TiC from elemental powder mixture of titanium and
graphite in 1:1 ratio (Ti50C50). In Rahaei et al investigation, Ti50C50 was milled on planetary
mill using BPR of 10:1 and a spinning rate of 300 rpm. Milled products that were sampled
before ignition (1 and 4 hours) and examined by XRD contained the Ti and C (graphite)
without evidence of TiC present in the milled product. However, after ignition (7.05 hours),
the reacted products that were sampled at 8 hour contained only TiC phase. In Avilès et al
work, TiC was synthesis from Ti50C50 using powder-to-ball ratios of 1:17.35 and rotational
speed of 600 rpm under helium atmosphere. Avilès et al noted that the ignition occur after
milling for ~ 62 minutes and the final products was found to consist of only TiC.
Francesco Delogu investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction
synthesis of TiC via high energy ball milling of elemental powders of Ti and C (graphite) for
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whole wide range of compositional mixtures [90]. The author uses high spinning rate of 14.6
Hz (~ 876 rpm) to investigate the effect of compositional mixture on the amount time
required to cause ignition while that of between 12.5 Hz (~ 750 rpm) and 18.3 Hz (~ 1098
rpm) was used to investigate the effect of collision energy (E) at a constant composition in a
SPEX Mixer/Mill 8000. Francesco Delogu investigation was aimed at understanding the
mechanism of MSR by using statistical number of collision (n) and E as key parameters to
model the reaction kinetics. Francesco Delogu noted that the number of collisions (nig)
necessary to ignite the MSR reaction typically decreases as the content of Ti increases in the
starting mixture. The author stated that the minimum number of collisions (nig) and collision
energy (E0) that must be attained before ignition can occur should respectively exceed 0.0616
and 0.027J. Moreover, these critical values were found to be approximately consistent when
the volume fraction of Ti (XTi) lies roughly within 0.6 and 0.85 (i.e. between Ti45C55 and
Ti72C28).
In addition to the earlier investigation carried out by Francesco Delogu [90], Francesco
Delogu and Laszlo Takacs expanded the understanding of the reaction kinetics of MSR to
include the mininium total volume of powder (V0) and maximum collision energy (Eh) that
are necessary for the activation of the MSR process [14]. Through mathematical modelling,
the authors indicated that the respective minimum values for V0 and Eh are 0.73 cm3 and
0.155 J. They also noted that the reaction between Ti and C (graphite) will proceed gradually
when the compositional mixtures lies within Ti20C80 and Ti45C55 (i.e. when the XTi is between
0.3 and 0.60), exothermically when it is between Ti45C55 and Ti72C28 (i.e. when the XTi is
between 0.6 and 0.85) and microstructural refinement when the atomic fraction (x Ti) of Ti is
above 80 at.% Ti. From the investigations of Francesco Delogu [90] and that of Francesco
Delogu and Laszlo Takacs [14], these critical parameters (nig, E0, V0, Eh) are very essential in
understanding the kinetics of MSR synthesis of TiC.
More recently, Sherif El-Eskandarany and Abdulsalam Al-Hazza investigated the
mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of TiC from elemental powder
mixtures of titanium and carbon (Ti55C45) using XRD, SEM, TEM combined with SAD,
HRTEM and HAADF/STEM as methods of characterisations [91]. The experiment was
conducted in a high energy chromium (Cr) steel planetary mill while BPR of 40:1 and twenty
five (25) Cr-steel balls. The authors that there was continuous increase in the temperature of
vail from 24.6oC to 31.2oC for ~ 172 minutes and then suddenly followed by a temperature
spike from 31.2oC to 38.5oC. The XRD of the milled products that were sampled before the
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sudden temperature rise (2.8 hours) contained only Ti and C peaks without evidence of TiC
present in the milled products. With the XRD results, the authors attributed the initial
temperature rise to energy induced by the balls collision. After ignition, the reacted products
that were sampled 5 hours comprise of agglomerated spherical-like clusters of TiC as well as
Cr and Fe as contamination from the steel vial.
As was earlier stated, the reaction to form TiC can also take place gradually through
mechanically induced solid-state diffusion reaction pathway. Haoling et al investigated the
formation of nanocrystalline TiC from the elemental powders of titanium and different
sources of carbon [80]. The authors noted that there was a gradual formation of TiC from all
the carbon sources tested rather than an abrupt exothermic reaction. The mechanism of
formation of TiC was believed to be due to atomic diffusion of carbon atoms to the surface of
titanium atoms to form few nucleated TiC grains on the surfaces of the titanium particle. The
suggest that the heat generated from the formation of the newly nucleated TiC grains
increases both the local temperature of the reacting powders and the temperature of the
milling vial and this will increase the diffusion of carbon atoms to produce more TiC when
milling time is increased. Although, it was difficult for the authors to observe the TiC layers
on the surface of the titanium particle from the SEM analysis however, the EDX results
indicate that the surface of the titanium particle is rich with carbon, which may possibly
indicate the presence of TiC layers.
Moreover, El-Eskandarany et al also reported the gradual formation of TiC via high
energy ball milling of atomic composition mixture of Ti and C (graphite) Ti 44C56 [2, 92]. The
authors noted that there was a shift of titanium peaks to lower Bragg’s angle which attributed
to formation of solid solution of TiC. The authors also observed that there was a gradual rise
in the temperature of the milling vial when the first small proportion of the TiC phase was
formed. The works of Haoling et al [80], El-Eskandarany et al [92]and El-Eskandarany [2]
and several others [22, 24, 79, 80] have indicated that TiC phase can be form gradually
during the ball milling of titanium and carbon powders rather than the characteristic sudden
exothermic solid-state reaction that are known to place when titanium and carbon powders
are ball milled.
From the works of Wu et al [32], Dorofeev et al [33], Lohse et al [30], Francesco
Delogu and Laszlo Takacs [14], and other previous researches [85, 86, 90, 92] it is clear that
TiC can be produced by high energy ball milling of elemental powders of titanium and
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carbon. The reaction to form TiC can occur abruptly via a mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction (MSR) or progress gradually via mechanically induced solid-state
diffusion reaction (MDR) depending on the milling condition. The works of Francesco
Delogu [90] and Delogu and Laszlo Takacs [14] has revealed that for MSR to occur some
critical parameters (nig, E0, V0, Eh) must be taken into considerations. Schaffer and Forrester
equally suggest that the minimum threshold energy level could be attained by increasing the
kinetic energy of the grinding balls. From the above studies, it is clearly that the incubation
period is associated with reduction of the grain and particle size of the reactant constituents
until a critical state is attain. While the high shock pressure of the balls acts as the means
where the reaction can be initiated and progress in a self-sustaining manner. These studies
indicated that the large heat of formation of TiC (-184 KJ/mol) is believed to be the driving
force of the reaction. This means that once the reaction is initiated in one particle or a small
local volume of the powders, the large heat release by TiC formation will provide the
necessary energy for initiating the neighbouring regions and this will make the reaction to
progress in a self-sustaining manner. In spite of all these studies, the problem in explaining
the formation mechanism of TiC via MSR is still lacking [14, 20, 33].

2.4

REVIEW OF HIGH ENERGY BALL MILLING OF ELEMENTAL Ti AND B
POWDERS TO FORM TITANIUM BORIDES
High energy ball milling of elemental titanium and boron powders, either crystalline or

in amorphous forms, has been carried out by several researchers [28, 43, 93]. The reaction
between the elemental ingredients has been reported to either occur by mechanically induced
self-propagating reaction (MSR) or mechanically induced solid-state diffusion reaction
(MDR) routes. As noted earlier, in the reviews of ball milling of titanium and carbon, MDR
is typically characterised with gradual reaction between the reacting species to form the
products, usually with nanostructure particles. However, in MSR, the reaction between the
particles of titanium and boron takes place at an instant, characterised with sudden
temperature increase and high heat of evolution.
Calka and Radlinski studied the formation of TiB2 via controlled ball milling of
elemental mixture of Ti and B using XRD and SEM to characterize the milled products [43].
The authors noted that the XRD of the products that were sampled after milling for 20 hours
contained only Ti peaks, without the evidence of either TiB2 or B in the diffractograms. The
author attributed the absence of B to its light weight making it difficult to be detected on the
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XRD machine. However, products that were sampled after milling for 80 hours revealed only
TiB2 peaks. Even though the authors were unable to measure the temperature of the vial,
probably the reaction between Ti and B might have occurred exothermically within the time
intervals of 20-80 hours.
Radev and Klisurski investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction
synthesis of TiB2 from elemental mixture of Ti and amorphous B (1:2) in a high energy
Pulverisette-5 planetary mill using spinning rate of 270 rpm [28]. The milled products were
characterized using XRD and SEM. The XRD analysis obtained for products that were
sampled before ignition (60 minutes) revealed no phase changes in the starting reagents
however, after the interaction (80 minutes) the reacted products consist of single phase TiB2
with uniform particle distributions. The authors attributed the self-sustaining reaction to the
high heat of formation for TiB2.
Park et al investigated the high energy ball milling of elemental powder mixture of Ti
and B (Ti33.3B66.7), and Zr and B (Zr33.3B66.7) in a cylindrical mill using rotational speed of 25
Hz (~1500 rpm), PBR of 1:50 and 1:200 and ball sizes of between 4.76 to 25.4 mm [93]. The
process of milling was monitored by a temperature measuring sensor and the products were
examined using XRD and SEM. The authors noted that there was sudden temperature spike
when ball sizes of 19.1 mm or above were used during milling of Ti33.3B66.7. The authors
noted that the total time before ignition decreases with increased in the ball size. In respective
of the ball sizes and the PBR used, the authors noted there was no ignition for Zr33.3B66.7
mixture. The XRD obtained for the milled products of Ti33.3B66.7 that were sampled just prior
to the temperature spike (93 hours) contained an amorphous-like diffused pattern while after
ignition XRD peaks that match only TiB2 were found. In this research, the formation of TiB2
using Ti33.3B66.7 under high energy ball milling (~1500 rpm) typically followed MSR
synthesis route.
Ye et al has reported the different mechanism that is involved during high energy ball
milling of Ti50C50 and Ti33B67 from respective mixtures of Ti and C (graphite), and Ti and
amorphous B [94]. The author noted that the formation of TiC from Ti50C50 occur gradually
while that of Ti33B67 mixture takes place explosively. They attributed the differences on
reaction mechanism on the heat of formation for the final products: TiC (∆H = - 184 KJ/mol)
and TiB2 (∆H = - 324 KJ/mol), and the intensity of plastic deformation that is caused during
milling of Ti-C and Ti-B. They inferred that there was rapid deformation during the milling
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Ti and B which has resulted to formation of high surface area. The authors suggested that the
formation of these high surface areas could provide much faster diffusional events to occur
for Ti and B.
Laszlo Takacs studied the high energy ball milling of Ti-B, Zr-B and Hf-B mixtures
using 5 balls each with 9.52 mm diameter, powder weight of 3g and 1:2 ratio for all powder
mixtures [21, 82]. Temperature measurement thermocouple positioned outside the SPEX
planetary 8000 Mixer/Mill was used to determine the ignition times. Takacs noted that there
was ignition after milling for 3600 seconds (~ 1 hour), 2760 seconds (~ 0.77 hour) and 1850
seconds (~ 0.51 hour) for respective mixture of Ti-B, Zr-B and Hf-B. The XRD presented for
Zr-B mixture indicate only Ti peak, without traces of ZrB2 present in the milled products that
were sampled just before ignition. However, immediately after ignition, the reacted products
comprise of ZrB2 and some impurity phase(s). In the investigation of Takacs, the XRD for
Ti-B and Hf-B mixtures were not presented however; the author noted the products of
combustion (TiB2 and HfB2) followed the same route of MSR, as was reported for Zr-B
mixture. This study therefore demonstrates the existence of MSR in different systems of
mixtures with B.
Hwang and Lee investigated the synthesis of TiB2 via magnetic controlled ball milling
of titanium and boron powders in planer-type stainless steel mill [95]. The authors made use
of two magnets that were positioned at 45o and 90o to control both the motion of the balls and
also to obtain strong impact forces. The authors set the rotor speed to 80rpm while BPR of
10:1 was utilized. Although the temperature of the mill was not monitored but the milled
products that are sampled at different times suggest an exothermic reaction activated by ball
milling. The XRD obtained for milled products that were sampled after 70 and 140 hours of
total milling time contained only Ti peaks. However, after 180 hours of milling, the products
comprise of both sharp TiB2 and weak Ti peaks. Probably, the exothermic reaction may have
occurred within the time intervals of 140-180 hours of the total milling time. This study
typically demonstrate the existence of MSR for lower milling intensity regimes (80rpm) as
compared to several high intensity regimes that has been used previously [28, 93].
Avilès et al investigated the mechanically induced self-propagating reaction synthesis
of TiB2 and TiB from respective 1:2 and 1:1 ratios of elemental powder mixtures of titanium
and boron in a modified planetary ball mill operated at a spinning rate of 600 rpm [89].
Milling was performed under helium gas for 1:2 mixtures while the 1:1 was conducted in
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nitrogen gas atmosphere. The authors also reported other atomic ratios of Ti and B
comprising of 2:3, 3:4, 3:2 and 2:1, all milled under nitrogen atmosphere. For the 1:2 ratio
milled under He-gas atmosphere, the author noted an ignition time of 32 minutes with reacted
products comprising of only TiB2 phase. However, for the 1:1 ratio that was milled under N2
atmosphere display an ignition time of 57 minutes while the products after ignition comprise
of TiB2, TiN and minor phase of TiB. The authors noted that as the atomic ratio of B
increases in the starting mixture, the ignition times monotonously decreases. The results
obtained by Avilès et al typically demonstrate the importance of more boron content to
activate the self-sustaining reaction.
Saviak et al has also investigated the formation mechanism of TiB2 via mechanically
induced self-propagating reaction between Ti (68.7 wt.%) and amorphous B (31.4 wt.%) in a
high energy planetary ball mill operated at a rotor speed of 1840 rpm and BPR of 20:1 [96].
The XRD analysis obtained for the milled products that were sampled after milling for 5 and
6 minutes revealed only Ti peaks while after milling for total of 7 minutes, peaks that match
only TiB2 was found. The authors noted that during the early stages of milling (5 minutes) the
(002) intensity of Ti peak suddenly increase. The authors attributed such behaviour to high
density packing of atoms in the (002) plane and texture formation on the easy (001) slipplane due to plastic deformation. Saviak et al noted that between 0-6 minutes of milling, the
microstructure comprise of aggregates of equiaxed and substructure particles of Ti with boron
penetrating into the Ti structure to form boron-rich clusters, with microstructure probably
similar to that of TiB2. The authors reported that these boron-enriched clusters are analogue
to Guinier-Preston zones that may acts as nucleation sites for the exothermic reaction to
progress rapidly to form the final nanodispersed microstructure of TiB2. This recent research
of Saviak et al therefore shed more light on the microstructural evolution of TiB2 via high
energy ball milling of Ti and B.
As it was stated earlier, the reaction between Ti and B via high energy ball milling can
also progress in gradual manner and this has been reported by several workers [25, 97-100].
Wexler et al investigated the reactive milling of Ti and B via lower energy Magneto-ball mill
set up to obtained both impact and shear modes. The authors used 10g of the starting powder
with atomic ratios of 1Ti:2B for both modes and 2Ti:1B for impact mode. Wexler et al noted
that there was gradual reaction between Ti and B for 1Ti:2B ratio to form TiB2 for milling
done under impact mode and no new phase evolution for 2Ti:1B ratio using the same impact
mode. However, under shear mode, the XRD obtained for the milled products that were
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sampled after milling for 24, 48, 96 and 120 hours contained only Ti peaks. But, the milled
products that were sampled after 240 hours of total milling revealed sharp peaks that match
TiB2 and very weak peaks that match TiB. Wexler et al therefore suggested that there was
rapid combustion reaction between the time intervals 120-240 hours of milling. Even without
a temperature measuring sensor attached to the vial, the XRD suggest that milling under
shear mode must have activated the MSR-like reaction sequence. The authors attributed the
non-ignition of the milled using impact mode to accumulation of high Fe levels in the milled
products. Typically, according to the authors, large amount of Fe can readily dissolved in Ti
(on the basis of the Fe-Ti equilibrium diagram) which could possibly lower the BCC-β to
HCP-α Ti transformation temperature resulting to stabilization of the β-phase.
Tang et al studied the MDR (also referred to by the authors as gradual diffusion
reaction, GDR) synthesis of TiB2 via high energy ball milling of atomic composition of
Ti33B67 in a GN-2 type mill operated at a spinning rate of 700 rpm and BPR of 10:1 under
inert Ar-gas atmosphere. The authors noted that between 0-10 hours, the Ti peaks slightly
shifted to lower Bragg’s and significantly broadened. The authors attributed the slight shift to
formation of Ti(B) solid solution while the broadening of the Ti peaks was attributed to
reduction of Ti crystallite sizes. However, products that were sampled between 20-60 hours
of milling revealed increasingly TiB2 peaks with the milling time. Such gradual mechanism
of formation was attributed to sequence of steps which starts with an initial formation of thin
layer of TiB2. As reported by the authors, subsequent growth of the initial TiB2 layer may
entailed the diffusion of Ti and B atoms across the layer to form a complete TiB2 grain.
Silvèrio et al studied separately the high energy ball milling of atomic composition of
Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 in a planetary-type ball mill operated using a spinning rate of 150rpm and
a BPR of 2:1 [97]. Silvèrio et al noted there was no TiB or TiB2 phase formed when milling
Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 compositions under such milling condition for all milled products that
were sampled at different times (10, 45 and 60 hours for Ti50B50) and 2, 6, 20 and 90 hours
for Ti34B66). However, milled products that were sampled after 60 hours of milling for
Ti50B50 and 90 hours for Ti34B66 and then heated in a controlled DSC thermal analyser for
between 1000-1200oC has revealed composite mixture of TiB, TiB2 and Ti3B4 for Ti50B50
and, TiB and TiB2 for Ti34B66. The investigation of Silvèrio et al only revealed mechanical
mixing of the elemental powders without necessary achieving solid-state mechanical alloying
under high energy ball milling of the atomic compositions.
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Silva et al later extended the earlier research done by Silvèrio et al [97]by incorporating
additional milling conditions which involved using a rotor speed of 200rpm and a BPR of
10:1 [98]. In their present investigation, the use of 200rpm and BPR of 10:1 was referred to
as high energy ball milling while the 150rpm and BPR of 2:1 was termed low energy ball
milling. As previously found by Silvèrio et al [97], no phase(s) was formed using the “low
energy ball milling”. In the case of the “high energy ball milling condition”, XRD obtained
for the Ti50B50 milled products that were sampled after milling for 60, 110 and 170 hours
revealed no phase formation however; after 230 hours of milling, weak peaks that match TiB
phase was observed. The authors also noted that TiB2 was gradually formed after milling for
170-230 hours for Ti34B66 atomic mixture. The research of Silva et al typically revealed the
effects of milling conditions (BPR and milling intensity) on mechanosynthesis of titanium
borides via gradual reaction manner.
Cao et al recently synthesized cubic-TiB via high energy ball milling of Ti and B in a
cylindrical vibrational mill using 20g of total powder weight and BPR of 10:1 [100]. The
authors noted that after milling between 0-10 hours, weak Ti peaks with characteristic haloshape appears reportedly attributed to evolution of amorphous Ti structure was found.
However, after milling for total 15 hours, very broad peaks that match cubic-TiB was
reported by the authors. Although, the authors attributed the evolution of the new cubic-TiB
phase via MSR reaction but the broadness of the TiB peaks does not appeared to be formed
under such high temperature reaction rather the mechanism for the formation of the TiB
phase may have progress under gradual reaction, not MSR.

2.5

REVIEW OF HIGH ENERGY BALL MILLING OF ELEMENTAL Ti
POWDER UNDER NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE TO FORM TITANIUM
NITRIDE
High energy ball milling of Ti powder under high purity nitrogen gas atmosphere to

form titanium nitride (TiN) has been studied by several workers [23, 26, 27, 101, 102]. This
process has also been referred to as reactive ball milling [26, 102, 103]. Also, high energy
ball milling of elemental titanium powder under different media and powder mixtures such
as: under air [104], under pyrazine compound (C4H4N2) [105], under ammonia gas [103, 106,
107], under urea (white powder) [108] have been explored as avenues for TiN synthesis.
During ball milling, reaction between Ti and N2 has been reported to either occur gradually
(MDR) [42, 101, 104, 109, 110] or suddenly (MSR) [23, 26, 27]. Typically, whether the
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reaction between Ti and N2 will occur gradually or suddenly has been suggested to depend on
the milling conditions adopted [23, 26, 27].
According to available literature, Calka was the first to study the formation mechanism
of TiN via high energy ball milling of elemental titanium powder under high purity nitrogen
gas atmosphere [101]. Milled products were sampled periodically and analysed using XRD.
The author noted that after milling for 12 hours, the starting sharp Ti peaks was significantly
broadened. Calka noticed the evolution of TiN after milling for 36 hours and then complete
transformation to TiN after milling for total 60 hours. The author noted that the TiN peaks
were characteristically broadened, which he attributed to formation of very fine grain size of
~ 9 nm. Calka first suggested the formation mechanism of TiN via high energy ball milling
but concluded that it is very complicated due to the several parameters that affect the process.
However, he stated that the reaction between Ti and N2 may commence with nitrogen
molecule dissociating to form N atoms. This dissociation may possibly occur when the N2
molecules come in contact with clean surface of Ti ball milled particle. Thereafter, the atoms
may get absorbed into the surface layer of the Ti particle and then pumped into deeper layer
via the repeated ball collisions during milling. He suggested that the absorption of the N
atoms may likely be speed up by the increase in the localized temperature of the powder and
the repeated plastic deformation of the Ti particles.
Ogino et al studied the reactive synthesis of ultrafine-grained TiN via high energy ball
milling of elemental Ti powder under N2 gas atmosphere [111]. The XRD analysis of the
milled products shows that fcc-TiN peaks starts to formed gradually after milling for 20
hours. The intensity of the TiN peaks increases with increasing milling time up to 214 hours.
Ogino et al noted that the amount of nitrogen content absorbed by the powder monotonously
increases with increasing milling time. The authors suggested that the formation of TiN starts
when nitrogen atoms are absorbed on a newly created Ti surfaces through diffusion. The
absorption of the N atoms may occur particularly along the grain boundaries and dislocation
sites of Ti. They reported that the nitrogen atoms that are absorbed on the Ti boundaries will
served as sites for the nucleation of TiN. With continuous supply of nitrogen, the milled
products will completely be transformed to TiN. Later, Ogino et al also investigated the
effects of milling intensity on the evolution of TiN in a Spex mill that is operated between
3.08-12.32 Hz (~184 - 738 rpm) [112]. The authors noted that the rate of absorption of
nitrogen monotonously increases with increase in the milling intensity (vibrational cycles).
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This was attributed to increase in the energy supplied to the powder under increased milling
intensity.
Sherif El-Eskandarany et al studied the high energy ball milling of elemental Ti powder
under nitrogen gas in a vibrating ball mill that is operated at a spinning rate of 13 Hz (~ 778
rpm) and using BPR of 6:1 [113]. The authors noted that after milling for 720 kiloseconds
(ks), the starting hexagonal-Ti powder completely transformed to fcc-Ti2N. A critical look at
the XRD results reported by the authors, it appears that the fcc-Ti2N was wrongly interpreted.
It was noted that, the abscissa (x-axis) column representing the 2θ (degree) in the XRD
patterns were not properly placed resulting to wrong interpretation of the results. Clearly, the
peaks that were reported to match fcc-Ti2N in the investigation were actually fcc-TiN and not
fcc-Ti2N.
Later, Sherif et al investigated high energy ball milling of elemental Ti powder under
high purity nitrogen atmosphere using the same milling conditions: speed of 13 Hz (~ 778
rpm) and BPR of 6:1 [102]. Sherif et al analysed the milled products that were sampled at
different milling times using XRD, SEM, TEM and DSC methods. Sherif et al noted that the
milled products that are sampled after milling for 720 ks has completely transformed to TiN
product. This is clearly a correction made for the previous investigation, where TiN was
wrongly interpreted to mean the evolution of fcc-Ti2N [113]. During the initial 2 ks of
milling, Sherif et al observed that the starting Ti particle evolved into plate-like morphology
and then later evolved to round-shape morphology after milling for 360ks. The author
observed that the appearance of the milled particles become gray after milling for 86ks and
then changes to mirror-like morphology. The authors suggested that the formation of TiN
may have occur when the N2 start to react with fresh clean surfaces of Ti to form thin layer of
TiN over unreacted Ti core. The formation of the thin layer TiN and unreacted Ti core creates
regions comprising of N-rich and N-poor in milled products. With increased milling time up
to 720 ks, the Ti core particles may have further fragmented and exposed to N2. This creates
room for more reaction to occur due to finely fragmented particles.
Recently, Sherif modified the earlier millings conditions [102, 113] by using a rotor
speed of 4.2 per second (~ 250 rpm) and BPR of 10:1 [114]. The phase and microstructural
characterization of the milled products were analyses using XRD, SEM and TEM. The XRD
analysis of the milled products revealed very sharp peaks that match TiN and unreacted Ti
after milling for 22 and 43 ks however; after milling for 173 ks, the TiN peaks significantly
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broadened while the Ti peaks eventually disappeared. The microstructure of the milled
products that were sampled after milling for 173 ks was reported to have spherical-like
morphology. Sherif noted that the reactive milling of Ti under nitrogen gas consist of four
different stages. The first stage (0-3.6 ks) starts with formation of Ti agglomerate due to coldwelding of the individual particles. This is followed with disintegration of agglomerates into
smaller particles with the formation of active Ti surfaces (3.6-22 ks). These surfaces react
with N2 to form TiN. The TiN coexist with the unreacted Ti core particles, resulting to
composite mixture of Ti/TiN. In the third stage (22-86 ks), the unreacted Ti particles react
with N2 under a typical metal-gas reaction sequence to form both rich and poor zones of TiN.
In the final stage (86-173 ks), all the unreacted Ti particles completely react with N2 to form
the single phase TiN. These stages for the formation of TiN may only be peculiar to the
milling conditions adopted by the authors.
Chin and Perng studied the combustion synthesis of TiN via high energy ball milling of
Ti powder under flowing nitrogen gas [26, 27]. The effects of milling conditions by varying
the total weight of initial charge of Ti powder from 4-7g, weight of balls from 16-60g and
pressure of N2 from 0.65 to 1.1MPa was also investigated. During milling, the authors noted
that there was an instant when the pressure suddenly falls and the temperature of the vial
suddenly rises to about 40oC and then gradually decreases back to the surrounding
temperature. Chin and Perng attributed such exothermic reaction to the heavier balls and the
smaller particle sizes of Ti that was used. The XRD analysis of the milled products sampled
before the sudden rise in temperature comprise of broad Ti and TiN peaks. However,
immediately after combustion, sharp TiN peaks and broad peaks that match unreacted Ti
were revealed. The authors also noted that as the weight of balls increases from 18.5g to 40g,
the duration of time before ignition monotonously decreases from 7.08x104 s (~19.7 hours) to
4.09 x104 s (~11.4 hours). Moreover, gradual reaction between Ti and N2 was reported to
occur when the weight of each ball and the initial nitrogen pressure are respectively lower
than 2g and 0.65MPa.
Criado et al investigated the effect of controlling the milling atmosphere during high
energy ball milling synthesis of TiN [115]. Elemental titanium powder was milled at different
times under nitrogen gas and Ar-gas in a cylindrical mill operated using a spinning rate of
1500 rpm with pressure adjusted between 1 to 10 bars. The XRD analysis of the products
milled under Ar-gas revealed large Ti agglomerates after milling for 3 hours. In the case of
N2, the milled products were gradually converted to TiN after milling for 2 and 8 hours.
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When the Ar- and N2 gas milled products were respectively heated in a controlled nitrogen
atmosphere during DTA experiment to 1350oC, there was full conversion to TiN for products
that were milled under N2 gas atmosphere. While, there was only 80% conversion for
products that were milled under Ar-gas atmosphere. Such disparity in the amount of nitrogen
absorbed was attributed to differences in the sizes of particles formed during milling under Ar
and N2 gas atmosphere. The authors noted that large agglomerates and nanoparticles are
respectively formed during milling of Ti under Ar and N2 gas atmospheres. They concluded
that the large agglomerates may have acted as physical barrier to diffusion to occur during the
heating process.
Gotor et al investigated the synthesis of TiN via high energy ball milling of Ti under
nitrogen atmosphere using a planetary ball mill that was operated using a spinning rate of 960
rpm, PBR of 1:16 and initial nitrogen pressures of 1.5 and 11 bars [23]. The XRD analyses
obtained for the milled products revealed that the transformation to TiN occur gradually after
a certain period of milling and then get rapidly converted completely to TiN. In addition to
that, the rate of conversion was found to be faster when the nitrogen pressure of 11 bars was
employed, suggesting that high initial nitrogen pressure increases the rate of reaction. The
authors noted that there was an induction period when the concentration of nitrogen present
in milled products reaches a threshold of between 16-24 at.%. The authors then suggested
that when that threshold is attained there will be abrupt conversion to TiN.
Wexler et al studied the mechanosynthesis of TiN via high energy ball milling of
elemental titanium powder under nitrogen and ammonia (NH3) gas atmospheres [106]. The
authors noted that nitration under N2 atmosphere was faster than that of NH3 atmosphere.
They suggested that the rapid nitration obtained during milling of Ti under N2 may probably
be due to the strong ability of Ti to decompose the molecules of N into reactive atomic
species than in the case of under NH3 gas. Moreover, the absorbed H2 during milling under
NH3 gas may probably have inhibited the reaction to progress faster. It was also suggested
that the high content of Fe found to occur when milling under NH3 may likely be a
contributing factor in reducing the rate of nitration. Wexler et al noted that the presence of Fe
in the milled may possibly have detrimental effect on the rate of nitration. The authors noted
that the presence of large proportion of Fe may likely lower the melting point of Ti thereby
promoting the formation of the β-Ti phase. They suggested that the presence of β-Ti phase in
the milled products could lower the solubility of nitrogen thereby reducing the rate of
nitration when milling is done under NH3 atmosphere.
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Recently, Bhaskar et al investigated the mechanosynthesis of TiN by high energy ball
milling of elemental titanium powder under nitrogen atmosphere using Rietveld method of
XRD analysis to determine the microstructural parameters of the milled products [116]. From
the Rietveld XRD analysis, it was revealed that the starting α-Ti powder initially transform to
β(Ti) and TiN phases almost in equal proportions after 3 hours of milling. With increased
milling time up to 7 and 9 hours, the α-Ti and β(Ti) completely transformed to single phase
fcc-TiN.
From the above studies, it is clear that TiN can be synthesis via high energy ball milling
of elemental titanium powder under nitrogen atmosphere. The above reports have also shown
that the reaction could takes place gradually and suddenly depending on the milling
conditions. However, the works of both Chin and Perng [26, 27], and that of Gotor et al [23]
show that there was significant amount of TiN formed before the sudden exothermic reaction.
In most of the investigations involving high energy ball of elemental Ti powder under
nitrogen gas, the reaction takes place gradually to form TiN [101, 111, 112, 115, 116].
Putting all these previous work together, the formation mechanism of TiN via ball milling
appears very complicated due to the different milling conditions adopted by these previous
studies. However, the general idea is that, during ball milling, the starting metallic titanium
particles is heavily deformed, fractured, workhardened, cold-welded and repeatedly creating
fresh reacting surfaces. While, the nitrogen molecules may be probably be decompose to
form nitrogen atomic species. These atomic species get diffuse into the clean Ti fresh
surfaces to form thin layers of TiN phase, preferentially at the Ti grain boundaries. With
increase milling time, the nitrogen atoms get pumped into deeper layer by the repeated ball
collisions. After prolonged milling time, the milled products completely converted to TiN.
Within the literature, no study has been presented where the crystal morphology of TiC
product formed before ignition as well as its reaction mechanism has been presented.
Moreover, there was no study yet presented where detailed analyses of the sequence of phase
evolution during MSR synthesis of TiC, TiB and/or TiB2 and TiN using the same milling
conditions has been studied in detail. This research is therefore aimed at further
understanding the reaction mechanism of TiC, TiB/TiB2 and TiN via the respective high
energy ball milling of titanium and graphite, titanium and amorphous boron, and titanium in
nitrogen gas atmosphere under the same milling conditions.
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CHAPTER 3

3.1

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
Ball milling experiments were performed on mixtures of titanium and graphite,

titanium and amorphous boron, and titanium in nitrogen gas using magnetically controlled
Uniball mills [46]. These mills are cylindrical in shape, and the trajectory motion of the balls
is controlled by the magnetic field created by externally positioned magnets. Depending on
the positions of magnets on the outside of the cylindrical milling chamber, different ball-toball and ball-to-mill collision forces are created. These forces can range from gentle shearing;
to combinations of shearing and impact, to strong impact forces [24, 45, 46]. When the
magnet is placed below the milling chamber (6 o’clock position), a milling mode dominated
by particle is obtained (Figure 3.1(a)). Under this shearing mode condition of milling,
compared to milling under strong ball-particle impact conditions, local temperature rises are
lower, there is less contamination, and a narrower distribution of particle sizes are obtained
[45, 46]. On the other hand, when the magnets are placed in a higher position adjacent to the
milling chamber (e.g., 3 o’clock) the balls fall and strike the sample during milling (3 o’clock
resulting in more ball-particle impacts, together with homogeneous and reproducible product
particles are obtained (Figure 3.1(b)) [24, 45, 117].
High energy ball milling of Ti and C, Ti and B, and Ti powder under high purity
nitrogen gas has been used by several workers, with spinning intensity of the mill range
between 250-1840 revolutions per minute (rpm) [21, 28, 82, 101]. Elemental powders milled
with the use of the high energy ball milling has been reported to contained high proportions
of contamination from both the milling vial and balls [25, 45]. However, with the
magnetically controlled milling, such effects can be drastically reduced or eliminated [25,
45]. In order words, the mill has the advantage of controlling the motion of the balls in order
to obtain homogeneous and reproducible product particles and less contamination.
Previous work carried out by Lohse et al [22, 24] employed both the shearing and
impact modes to study the formation of TiC in the Uniball mill. The authors reported no
ignition for any atomic compositions of titanium and activated carbon when the shearing
mode was employed. However, an ignition was reported by the same authors for atomic
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mixtures of Ti50C50 and Ti60C40 when impact energy mode was employed. The ignition was
reportedly attributed to the high impact energy generated when the magnet was placed on the
3’0 clock horizontal position.

Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram illustrating the (a) shearing mode, and (b) the impact
energy mode; of the balls motion in the vial.
In this research, in order to investigate the mechanically induced self-propagating
reactions between titanium and graphite, titanium and amorphous boron, and titanium under
nitrogen gas atmosphere, the impact energy mode was employed. In addition to that, the same
milling conditions employed by Lohse et al [22, 24] which involved a rotation rate of 80
revolutions per minute (rpm), ball-to-powder ratio (BPR) of 27:1 were also adopted. These
parameters were selected in order to further develop understanding of the formation
mechanism of TiC by ball milling of titanium and graphite, and also to develop
understanding on the formation of TiB and/or TiB2 and TiN during milling of titanium and
amorphous boron, and titanium in a nitrogen gas atmosphere. In order to investigate what
happens leading up to and after ignition, the experiments are designed in such a way that it
will involve low-energy milling that will result to longer times before ignition.
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3.2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

3.2.1

Magnetically controlled ball milling of titanium and graphite powders
Magnetically controlled ball milling of elemental mixtures of titanium and graphite

powders was performed in a Uniball mill. Different mixtures of Titanium (Sigma Aldrich,
99.9% purity, ≤ 250µm) and Graphite (Sigma Aldrich®, 99.9% purity, ≤ 20µm) in atomic
compositions of Ti100-xCx (where x= 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80) were selected. In each batch,
the powder mixtures were dried in an oven at a temperature of 150oC for 24 hours to
eliminate any form of moisture that may present in the powders. 10g of starting powder
mixtures, four hardened steel balls, each with a diameter of 25.40mm and weight of 66.84g,
corresponding to ball-to-powder ratio (BPR) of 27:1 was selected.

Figure 3.2: Photograph of experimental set up during ball milling.
The magnet was position in a horizontal (3 o’clock) position where significant impact
forces produced by ball-to-ball and ball-to-wall collisions are obtained. The rotor speed of the
mill was adjusted to 80 revolutions per minute (rpm). The mill container was cleaned,
charged with the Ti50C50 starting powders, and then enclosed. The milling vial was vacuumed
at least thrice to eliminate oxygen contaminations and then filled with high purity helium gas
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and tightly sealed. The outside temperature of the milling vial was continuously monitored
and recorded using a Thermo-Hunter® Built-In2 infra-red pyrometer, which was connected
to a Hobo® H8 data logger computer all through the duration of the milling process.
The Thermo-Hunter® Built-In2 infra-red pyrometer had a temperature range of 0 to
600C and a resolution of 1C. The emissivity of the instrument was approximately 1.0 for
the infrared temperature measurement and the external surface of the milling vial was painted
matt black to assume an ideal black body. At different milling times, the milling process was
interrupted and a small amount of milled product collected in an air-tight glove bag filled
with the same high purity helium gas. The experiment was repeated for all the other
compositional mixtures of Ti100-xCx (where x= 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80) using the same milling
conditions.
3.2.2

Magnetically controlled ball milling of titanium and amorphous powders
Elemental mixtures of Titanium (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9% purity, ≤ 250µm) and boron

(amorphous, Sigma Aldrich®, 99.8% purity) in atomic percentage of Ti100-xBx (where x= 40,
45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66 was ball milled under Helium atmosphere. The same
procedure and milling conditions adopted during ball milling of titanium and graphite
powders: starting powders dried in an oven at a temperature of 150oC for 24 hours, BPR of
27:1, 80rpm, horizontal position of magnet, and purging technique; were used for all the
compositional mixtures of titanium and amorphous boron.
During preliminary ball milling of titanium and amorphous boron, it was found that the
early stages of milling were characterised by increased iron contamination when a milling
speed of higher than 80rpm was used. This was observed by SEM-EDS spectra although not
detected by the less sensitive method of XRD. The occurrence of Fe contamination during
early stage milling of Ti-B mixtures is attributed to the high hardness of the boron particles
which are expected to scratch the surfaces of the steel container. Such contamination was
significantly reduced when milling at a much slower speed (40rpm) for the first 1-2 hours.
The milling speed could then be increased back to 80 rpm without significant detrimental
effects as by then, the hard boron particles are coated by softer Ti and Fe contamination does
not increase further. With such method, the iron contamination levels were kept to below
0.2wt%. Similarly to the methodology adopted during ball milling of titanium and graphite,
charge mixtures of Ti50B50 (1:1) was ball milled and small samples were collected in an airtight helium filled glovebag while the outside temperature was continuously monitored using
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the same pyrometer device. The same experiment was repeated for atomic mixtures of
Ti34B66 (1:2) and Ti100-xBx (where x= 40, 45, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75). Likewise for Ti50B50, at
different milling times, small samples were collected under the same helium gas atmosphere.
3.2.3 Magnetically controlled ball milling of titanium powders in nitrogen gas
atmosphere
Ball milling of elemental powder of titanium (Sigma Aldrich®, 99.9% purity, ≤
250µm) under nitrogen gas atmosphere was performed using the same Uniball mill and the
milling conditions earlier adopted during ball milling of titanium and graphite powders.
Milling was performed using 10g of titanium powder under nitrogen gas pressure of 800kPa
(0.8MPa). 10g of titanium powder, four hardened steel balls, each having a diameter of
25.40mm and weight of 66.84g; corresponding to BPR of 27:1, and 80rpm was also adopted.
The pressure of the nitrogen gas was continuously monitored and recorded at every 1-5 hours
using pressure gauge. Likewise, the outside temperature of the milling vial was also
monitored and recorded using the same pyrometer attached to the data logged computer. At
different milling times, milling was interrupted and small milled products were collected in
an air-tight glove bag filled with the same high purity helium gas. Both the pressure of the
nitrogen gas and the outside temperature of the vial were plotted against time of milling.
3.2.4

Characterisation of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders

3.2.4.1 X-ray diffraction
Samples of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled products were characterised by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a GBC diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation and Graphite
Monochrometer. Traces™ software and the PC-PDF software developed by the Diffraction
Technology Limited of Australia were used to analyse diffractometer output. The so-called
crystallite sizes of the milled products were estimated using the method of integral breadths
as earlier described by Varin et al [118] and Lohse et al [24]. Rietveld method analysis
software, Materials Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD), was also used to estimate the
crystallite sizes as well as the particle sizes, lattice parameters and lattice strains of the milled
products. It typically designed as a refinement method where more accurate microstructural
parameters could be obtained [119-121]. This method uses a non-linear least square
algorithm (Marquardt least-squares), as describe by Ghosh et al [87]. The typical expression
for determination of crystallite using the method of integral breadth is given below:
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D = kʎ/B(2θ) cosθ

(3.1)

where D = crystallite size, K = constant ≈ 0.89, ʎ = X-ray wavelength ≈ 1.5405, B(2θ) =
Integral breadth of line profile, θ = Bragg angle of the (h, k, l) profile
In determining the crystallite size (D) using the method of integral breadths, the values
of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) obtained using the computer Traces™ software
were corrected by applying the Warren’s correction typically designed for correcting
instrument broadening [122, 123].
B2 = Btot 2 – Binst 2

(3.2)

where B is the corrected peak broadening, Binst is the instrument peak estimated using silicon
as a reference sample and Btot is the total peak broadening.
In using the MAUD software to estimate the crystallite sizes, lattice parameters and
lattice strains, the XRD profiles were initially fitted with pseudo-Voigt (pV), Gaussian (G)
and Lorentzian (L) functions parameters until the quality factor (GofF) is very close to unity.
However, fitting using the pseudo-Voigt (pV) function typically gave the most reliable
refinement, as the good fitness factor converges more readily between 1.2 and 1.5 [87].
Results of the quantitative analyses were extracted after sufficient convergence was obtained
[124].
3.2.4.2 Microstructural characterisation
3.2.4.2.1

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) using the JEOL JSM7001F analytical instrument

The microstructural evolution of the milled products were carried out using a JEOL
JSM-7001F Schottky field emission gun-scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) equipped
with a 80 mm2 X-MaxN energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) silicon drift detector.
Materialographic sample preparation was carried out using a Struers Citopress-20 and
Tegramin-25 water polisher. Samples of milled products were mixed with finely ground
polyfast mounting powder until a uniform mixture was achieved. Copper rings were placed
on the lower anvil of hot compression Citopress-20 and the mixed powders were carefully
placed into the ring. Additional polyfast powder that will give a predetermined size of the
cylindrical solid mass was measured and carefully placed into the sample chamber to ensure
the sample cylinders were not disturbed and tightly sealed. The powder charge was heated up
for ~3 minutes and cooled for ~2 minutes resulting in a solid thermocast block containing the
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sample in question. Mounted samples were polished using the Struers Tegramin-25 water
polisher starting with #1200 grit silicon carbide paper and then in a steps of 6µm, 3µm and
finally 1µm diamond pads with diamond suspensions added intermittently. At each step, the
samples were thoroughly cleaned using alcohol, and dried and then examined in an optical
microscope to verify the require polish at each step was achieved. After the final polishing
step, the samples were thoroughly cleaned again using a Leica RES-101 ion mill to remove
any surface contamination and any finial deformation from the mechanical polishing.
Samples were kept in a vacuum desiccator to pump overnight.
Polished mounted samples were placed in a single SEM sample holder and loaded into
the microscope. Standard settings, especially the beam alignment and fine focusing
procedures, were used for all acquisitions. Backscattered images were then acquired by
inserting an RBEI detector to allow only the backscattered electrons to form the image.
Additional EDS hypermaps (composition maps) and elemental analysis was carried out using
acquisition standard settings.
3.2.4.2.2

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using the JEOL 2011 and JEOL
ARM-200F analytical instrument

The microstructures of the milled products were examined using TEM. Data were
acquired using a 200 kV JEOL JEM-2011 analytical TEM (imaging resolution 0.16nm)
equipped with a LaB6 electron source, Gatan Orius CCD camera and a JEOL SiLi energy
dispersive x-ray detector (EDS). Data were also acquired using JEOL ARM-200F high
resolution TEM (110pm) and STEM (78pm), and energy resolution (0.5eV) analytical
instrument equipped with Cold Field Emission Gun source, Gatan UltraScan 1000XP CCD
camera (2k x 2k) and a JEOL Centurio SDD EDS detector with 100 mm2 detection area and
also fitted with advanced Cs spherical aberration-corrector for the condenser lens and a GIF
Quantum image filter electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS), operated at 200 kV.
TEM specimens were prepared by lightly crushing a small amount of the milled
product in an agate mortar and pestle. The crushed products were then ultrasonically
dispersed in ethanol. Drops of the suspension were then placed in a lacey carbon TEM grid
and the solvent was allowed to evaporate for several minutes. A much faster method which
involved dispersing the crushed products directly on the TEM grid was found to be very
efficient.
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The TEM grid containing the sample was placed in a single TEM sample holder and
then loaded into the microscope. Standard settings, especially of the objective lens, were used
for all acquisitions. Bright field images were acquired by inserting an objective aperture to
allow only the transmitted electrons to form the image (diffracted electrons blocked). Darkfield images were also acquired by selecting appropriate diffracted beams. The acquired darkfield images were used to estimate the approximate particle sizes of the milled products. Such
images produce very high contrast and select only a subset of the grains, allowing facile
measurement.
3.2.4.2.3

Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) using the JEOL 2011 and JEOL
ARM-200F analytical instrument

Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) in both TEM microscopes was employed to
identify the phase constituents and structural information of the milled products over a
smaller selected region of interest. Diffraction patterns are formed when electrons are Bragg
scattered by a crystal planes, and then focused by the objective lens. A selected area aperture
was inserted to choose the approximate region of interest from which to obtain diffraction
information. Patterns were acquired at standard objective lens settings with the brightness
control fully clockwise. This ensured consisted diffraction measurements and meant the
internal calibration of the microscope could be relied up (to within +/- 1%). Direct
measurement of the reciprocal distance from the pattern centre to a diffraction spot or ring
could then be converted directly into a d-spacing, by taking the reciprocal value. These
diffracted rings/spots are indexed using the Ellipse Fitting Analytical (EFA) method, as
described by D.R.G Mitchell [125] and also present in the DiffTools program in the Gatan
DigitalMicrograph software by the same author [126]. The ellipse fitting analytical (EFA)
method was employed because it enables correction due to possible pattern distortion errors
(typically <1%) which are always present in TEM-based diffraction systems.
3.2.4.2.4

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) using the JEOL
2011 and JEOL ARM-200F analytical instrument

High resolution imaging in the TEM (lattice imaging) was carried out both microscopes
to study the microstructural evolution of the milled products. Before acquiring the HRTEM
images, TEM combined with SAD was employed first to determine the structural
compositions of the selected field of interest. Typically, high resolution imaging requires
coherent and parallel illumination. The coherent illumination was obtained by using the
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smaller condenser aperture instead of the largest aperture reserves for lower magnification.
While the parallel illumination was obtained by switch from Alpha 1 to Alpha 3 to produce a
small footprint parallel beam, suitable for phase contrast imaging at magnifications above
200kx. HRTEM imaging was carried out at magnifications between 500,00X and 800,000X
depending on the feature and the field of interest in the JEOL 2011 while magnifications up
to 5 million were achieved in the JEOL ARM-200F microscope. The lattice spacings were
processed by using the Gatan DigitalMicrograph software equipped with HRTEM tools.
3.2.4.2.5

Scanning electron transmission microscopy (STEM) combined with electron
energy loss microscopy (EELS) using the JEOL ARM-200F analytical
instrument

Additional compositional details and local environment of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N
milled products were investigated using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in
scanning TEM (STEM) mode. The same specimens were used for STEM as were used for
TEM and in some instances a double tilt analytical holder to enable tilting and high quality
EDS analysis was employed. By combining the high resolution STEM imaging with
spatially-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) it is possible to investigate the
composition and the local bonding environment of the milled products by studying the fine
structure of the probed EELS edges. The high spatial resolution of the aberration-corrected
STEM-EELS can also be used to map the near-atomic spatial chemical distribution of carbon,
boron and nitrogen, while the high energy resolution of the EELS edges can provide insight
into the local bonding variations and stoichiometry present in the milled products.
High resolution STEM and spatially resolved EELS experiments were carried out using
JEOL ARM-200F high resolution TEM (110pm) and STEM (78pm), and energy resolution
(0.5eV) analytical instrument equipped with Cold Field Emission Gun source, Gatan
UltraScan 1000XP CCD camera (2k x 2k) and a JEOL Centurio SDD EDS detector with 100
mm2 detection area and also fitted with advanced Cs spherical aberration-corrector for the
condenser lens and a GIF Quantum image filter electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS),
operated at 200 kV. The ARM enables atomic resolution imaging and near atomic resolution
chemical mapping. The STEM-EELS experiments were performed using a convergence
semi-angle α of ~ 24.5 mrad and a collection semi angle β of ~ 8.0 mrad, using a beam
current of approximately 80 pA. While, the high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging
was carried out with an inner collection semi-angle of ~ 80 mrad and an outer collection
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semi-angle of 160 mrads. All spectra were acquired at an energy dispersion of 0.1eV per
channel (pixel) and an energy resolution of approximately 1.2 eV. The C, B and N K-edges
spectra were processed using the SITools program in the Gatan DigitalMicrograph software
[127]. Processing involved subtracting the background through the method of standard
power-law function. EELS edge intensities were converted into compositions using the
quantification routines and scattering cross sections built into the DigitalMicrograph
software.
3.2.4.3 Estimation of atomic concentration of nitrogen to titanium (CN/Ti) using EELSmapping
High resolution EELS spectrum imaging, where a spectrum is captured at each pixel in
a raster scan of an image sub-area, was used to determine the atomic concentration of ratio of
nitrogen to titanium (CN/Ti) from the edge to the bulk of the Ti-N milled particles. Chemical
maps for N and Ti signals were generated by first marking out a spectrum image (SI) over a
selected region of interest. Multiple EELS spectra were integrated at each point to improve
the signal to noise ratio. With this method, it was also possible to map out minor phase
features that were not initially identified. However, the SI EELS dataset acquired were then
processed to obtain the N and Ti maps. Typically, the intensity maps were generated by
plotting the intensity counts under the background-subtracted core loss K-edges for nitrogen
and the Ti-L2,3 for titanium in each pixel using a 50 eV broad energy window placed over the
respective edge. The N and Ti intensity maps were converted to atomic percent ratio maps.
This was achieved by first multiplying the intensity counts respectively by the cross sections
of N and Ti provided by the Gatan software. The atomic percent map of N was divided by
that of Ti to give the atomic concentration of nitrogen to titanium (CN/Ti) map. Typically, a
line profile draw from the edge to any point in the bulk material will essentially give the
variation of the atomic concentration of nitrogen to titanium in the milled products.
3.2.4.4 Additional chemical characterisation of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders
3.2.4.4.1

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a typical surface analytical technique involving inelastic
scattering of light, otherwise known as Raman Effect. The scattered light occurs through
normal vibrations of chemical bond of diatomic molecules irradiated by incident laser beams
with frequency in the UV-visible region. The incident light induces changes in the electron
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polarizability which may occur either in the size, shape or orientation of the chemical bond
during vibrational transitions. The vibrational frequency of the molecule is measured as a
shift from the frequency of the incident laser beam. This shift in the frequency of the laser
beam provides information about the energy levels of the vibrating molecule. This
information is then processed in form of spectrum to determine the detail structure and
chemical composition of that vibrating molecule.
Raman spectroscopy of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled products were carried out to
complement the chemical analyses by XRD method. Raman spectroscopy was conducted
using a John Yvon HR800 HeNe 632.81nm laser line equipped with a thermoelectrically
cooled (- 70 oC) CCD detector and a long working distance (LWD) confocal X50 objective
lens.
Milled products were lightly grounded and then dissolved in alcohol solvent. The
dispersal was then placed on Raman sample chamber and held tightly with metallic clips.
After launching the LabSpec 5 software, the laser line position was calibrated using a
standard silicon oxide (SiO2) reference sample with the 100X objective. During spectra
acquisition, a notch-type optical laser blocking filter was inserted to block the highly intense
laser beam from possible surface contamination while maintaining the acquisition time for
each spectrum at 50 x 5 seconds. The acquired Raman spectra were processed and analysed
using LabSpec 5 software. In analyzing the spectra, Gaussian-Lorentzian baseline correction
was employed to normalize the peak intensities.
3.2.4.4.2

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface analysis technique where chemical
information and bonding states of surface components can be obtained. It is typically referred
to as a surface sensitive technique because only those electrons generated near the surface
escape and are detected. The photoelectrons of interest have relatively low kinetic energy.
Due to inelastic collisions within the sample's atomic structure, photoelectrons originating
more than 20 to 50 Å below the surface cannot escape with sufficient energy to be detected.
XPS was conducted using a SPECS PHOIBOS 100 Analyser installed in a highvacuum chamber with the base pressure below 10–8 mbar. X-ray excitation was provided by
Al Kα radiation with photon energy hν = 1486.6eV at the high voltage of 12 kV and power of
120 W. The XPS binding energy spectra were recorded at the pass energies of 20eV and step
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width of 0.05-0.3eV in the fixed analyser transmission mode. Analysis of the XPS data was
carried out by using the commercial CasaXPS2.3.15 software package.
A sample of the milled product was placed in the ultrahigh vacuum chamber and
exposed to the low-energy, monochromatic X-ray source. The incident X-rays causes the
ejection of core-level electrons from sample atoms. Typically, the energy of the photoemitted
core electron is a function of its binding energy and is characteristic of the element from
which it was emitted. When the core electron is ejected by the incident X-ray, an outer
electron fills the core hole. The energy of this transition is balanced by the emission of an
Auger electron or a characteristic X-ray. The photoelectrons and Auger electrons emitted
from the sample are detected by an electron energy analyzer, and their energy is determined
as a function of their velocity entering the detector. By counting the number of
photoelectrons and Auger electrons as a function of their energy, a spectrum representing the
surface composition is obtained. The energy corresponding to each peak is characteristic of
an element present in the sampled volume. The area under a peak in the spectrum is a
measure of the relative amount of the element represented by that peak. The peak shape and
precise position indicates the chemical state for the element.
3.2.4.5 Thermal analysis of the Ti-C milled powders
In order to further understand the formation mechanism of TiC by mechanical ignition,
differential scanning calorimetry was employed to examine the evolution of TiC by thermally
ignited transformation. Stoichiometric atomic mixture of titanium and graphite (Ti50C50) were
ball milled and sampled at different milling times. Differential scanning calorimetry was
carried out using Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 analyser equipped with a FRS5 sensor and
STAR℮ software. Milled products weighing approximately 10mg was placed on alumina
crucible sample holder. The crucible was then carefully placed in the DSC sample chamber.
The milled powders were then heated from 40oC to 700oC with a heating rate of 10oC/minute.
The same procedure was run for a blank alumina crucible. DSC data were plotted after
subtracting the specimen data from the blank
3.2.4.6

Combustion analysis for C, N and H content of the Ti-N milled powders

An estimation of the weight percent of the nitrogen content in the Ti-N milled products
were carried out using Elemental Analyser, Model PE2400 CHNS/O (PerkinElmer, Shelton,
CT, USA) with PC based data system, PE Datamanager 2400 for WindowsTM and a
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PerkinElmer AD-6 Ultra Micro Balance. The instrument was switch to carbon, hydrogen and
nitrogen (CHN) mode, thereby deactivating the CHNS mode and the Oxygen mode.
10mg of Ti-N milled products were packed into a lightweight tin container and then
dropped into a vertical quartz tube, heated to 970°C, through which a constant flow of helium
stream is maintained. When the sample is introduced, the helium stream is temporary
enriched with pure oxygen. Flash combustion takes place, enhanced by the oxidation of the
container. Quantitative combustion is then achieved by passing the combustion products over
several catalysts and specialised oxidation reagents producing carbon dioxide CO2, water
H2O and nitrogen N2 from the elemental carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen respectively. The
amount of carbon dioxide CO2, water H2O and nitrogen N2 produced is determined using
frontal gas chromatography. The elemental C, H and N were calculated based on a known
value of a standard by using the K value factors calculation. This K value is determined by
analysing an organic standard of a known elemental composition. The accuracy of these
results lies within ±0.3 % with a precision of up to ±0.2 %.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1

REACTION SEQUENCES AND MECHANISMS DURING
CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM AND
GRAPHITE POWDERS

INTRODUCTION
Mechanically induced self-propagating reactions (MSRs) are widely used for material

synthesis but the mechanisms of these processes are not well understood [14, 86, 90]. High
energy ball milling induced mechanochemical reactions between Ti and C during have been
studied and published in number of papers [14, 32, 81, 86, 87, 90, 128, 129]. It has been
reported that the reaction between Ti and C during high energy ball milling may occur
gradually or abruptly, depending on the selected milling conditions [14, 20, 22, 24]. The
highly exothermic MSR between Ti and C powders to form TiC phase was believed for a
long time to occur at the ignition point, as X-ray diffraction evidence indicated that only the
pre-reaction phases were present during milling of the pre-ignition material [14, 24, 33, 81,
86]. However, more recent Raman spectroscopy [30] and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) [32, 33] investigations have revealed significant chemical reaction products occurring
during pre-ignition stages ball milling. Raman spectroscopy revealed the formation of nonstoichiometric TiC before the ignition peak was detected [30]. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy also detected the presence Ti-C bonds prior to ignition [33], the authors
suggesting that these Ti-C bonds are possibly amorphous TiC (amTiC) forming before the
ignition peak. In other research it was suggested that the Ti-C bond formed before ignition
revealed by XPS represents transitional bonded states occurring between Ti and graphite
[32]. In all these investigations [8, 11, 23], no evidence was presented on the morphology of
the pre-ignition TiC and its reaction mechanism.
This present study is aimed to develop fundamental understanding on the sequence of
phase evolution, the morphological transition of the pre-ignition and post-ignition products,
and the possible reaction mechanisms of these products. As described in Section 3.1.1, milled
products that were collected before and after ignition were characterized using X-ray
diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) combined with selected area electron diffraction (SAD), high
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) combined with
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scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC).

4.2

RESULTS

4.2.1

External temperature measurement of the milling vial
Figure 4.1 shows the temperature measurement obtained from the outside of the milling

vial during controlled ball milling of Ti50C50. As shown in Figure 4.1, there was an initial
temperature increase (approximately between 15-19oC) at the beginning of the milling
process. This was subsequently followed by steady-state duration, where the temperature was
observed to remain constant. Within temperature range of 35-37 hours, there was sudden
temperature increase, which was observed to be accompanied by a characteristic change in
the sound of the ball motion and the mill. The sound alarm was observed to disappear when
the vial starts to cool down. The sudden temperature rise was detected as sharp peak which
corresponds to ignition, possibly step up by ball-to-ball or ball-to-wall collisions. After the
detection of the ignition peak, cooling of the vial commences (which occurs approximately
between 2-3 hours, depending on the compositional mixtures) during which time the heat is
presumably dissipates into the mill and surroundings until the temperature decreases back to
the previous steady-state duration, as shown in Figure 4.1. However, such long tail duration
of cooling is not observed in most MSR investigations [11, 12, 14]. Such low rate of heat
dissipation after ignition is due to the high thermal mass and poor thermal conductivity of the
stainless steel vial and the steel balls.
Temperature measurements obtained for controlled milling of four of the other
compositions; Ti70C30, Ti60C40, Ti40C60, and Ti30C70; are presented in Appendix A. Table 4.1
shows the approximate time that were recorded before the detection of the abrupt spike in the
temperature of the milling vial. As shown in Table 4.1, the time of milling before ignition
typically increases with increase in the graphite content in the starting composition, a result
consistent with previous observations [14, 22, 24]
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Figure 4.1: Plots of external temperature of the vial vs milling time during control ball
milling of Ti50C50 mixtures.
Table 4.1: Approximate time of ignition during control ball milling of Ti and C powders to
produce TiC.
atomic mixtures of
Ti and C (graphite)

Ti80C20

Ti70C30

Ti60C40

Ti50C50

Ti40C60

Ti30C70

Ti20C80

ignition times (hr)

-

15±2

21±3

35±2

43±3

47±2

-

4.2.2

X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti-C milled powders

4.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction characterisation of starting powders
Figure 4.2 shows the XRD results obtained for the starting graphite and titanium
powders. The XRD results for the graphite (Fig. 4.2(a)) reveal two sharp peaks corresponding
to (002) and (004) planes for graphite according to Powder Diffraction File (PDF) Card # 230064) for C, with lattice parameters ao = 2.465 Å, co = 6.72Å, and space group P63/mmc
(194)). Lack of XRD evidence of peak broadening, implies that the starting graphite is highly
crystalline and of relatively large grain size. Figure 4.2(b) displays the XRD results obtained
from the starting Ti powder. The peak reflections was observed to match accurately with the
Powder Diffraction File (card # 05-0682) having lattice parameters (ao = 2.950, co = 4.686,
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space group P63/mmc (194)). Also, the Ti peaks do not indicate any form of the broadening,
consistent with high crystalline structure however, the intensity of the (101) peak centred at
2θ = 40.3353o appears very high as compared with other peaks.

Figure 4.2: XRD patterns obtained for starting powders of (a) graphite, and (b) titanium.
4.2.2.2 X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti50C50 powders
Figure 4.3 shows XRD patterns obtained for Ti50C50 mixtures, sampled before (5, 10,
25, and 36 hours) and after (37, 38, 47, 55 and 75 hours) ignition. After milling for 5 hours,
the XRD pattern obtained for the milled product display peaks that match graphite and
titanium (Figure 4.3(5h)). The initially intense (002) peak present in the starting graphite
quickly broadened. The Ti peaks slightly broadened and shifted to lower Bragg angles. A
closer look at the intensity profiles of the Ti peaks, the (002) peak appears to increase in
intensity as compared to the rest peaks. After 10 hours of milling, the XRD pattern obtained
for the milled product (Figure 4.3(10h)) shows peaks that match only Ti while the graphite
peak disappear to the XRD background. The Ti peaks continue to shifts to lower Bragg
angles while intensity of the Ti(002) peak remain high. With increased milling time up to 25
hours, the Ti peaks continue to broadened and also slightly shift to lower angles however, the
rather intense Ti(002) peak starts to decrease in intensity. Just prior to ignition (36 hours), the
Ti peaks continue to broaden, consistent with decreased crystallite size and accumulated
strain, and slight shifted to lower Bragg’s angles consistent with increased strain
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accumulation. It should be noted that in all products that were sampled before ignition, no
XRD evidence of TiC was found in milled products, consistent with the observation of
several early workers [14, 86, 90, 130].

Figure 4.3: XRD patterns obtained for Ti50C50 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the reacted product (Figure
4.3 (37h)) shows a very sharp peak indexed with PDF card # 32-1383 (space group, Fm-3m
(225), lattice parameter, ao = 4.3274Å) that matches face-centred cubic of NaCl-type crystal
structure of TiC. Additional weak and broad peaks that match unreacted Ti were also
detected in the XRD pattern, suggesting incomplete reaction obtained immediately after
ignition. After one hour of further milling after ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the
milled product (Figure 4.3(38h)) shows only TiC phase, suggesting the likely possibility of
further reaction during extended milling. With further milling times (47, 55, 75 hours), the
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TiC peaks became significantly reduced and broadened, consistent with the formation of
nanostructural grains of TiC (Figure 4.3 (47h, 55h and 75h)).
Additional XRD characterisation obtained for compositional mixtures of Ti100-xCx
(where x = 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80) and associated explanations are given in Appendix A.
4.2.3

Microstructural characterisation of Ti-C milled powders
Detailed analysis of microstructural evolution during controlled ball milling of Ti and C

(graphite) may hold the fundamental key in understanding the reaction mechanism via MSR
synthesis of TiC. Milled products of Ti50C50, sampled before and after ignition were
characterised using FESEM, TEM, and TEM combined with SAED, HRTEM and HRSTEM.
4.2.3.1 Microstructural characterisation of starting graphite and titanium powders
Figure 4.4(a) shows the backscattered FESEM image obtained for the starting graphite
powders. In the FESEM image (Figure 4.4(a)), different particle sizes of graphite flakes,
ranging from 10-50µm are present. Figure 4.4(b) shows corresponding TEM image coupled
with SAD pattern (insert) obtained for the starting graphite. Consistent with the FESEM
image, the graphitic flakes consist of different particle sizes. In the SAD pattern, diffraction
rings matching the d-spacings of graphite are indexed.

Figure 4.4: Micrograph of starting graphite powder showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM
image; and (b) TEM image combined with SAD pattern (insert).
Figure 4.5 shows backscattered FESEM and TEM combined with SAD (insert) results
obtained for the starting titanium powder. Both images show different particle sizes present in
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the starting titanium. In the SAD pattern (insert in Figure 4.5(b)), diffraction rings/spots that
precisely match lattice spacing of (100), (101), and (002) peaks of Ti are indexed.

Figure 4.5: Micrograph of starting titanium powder showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM
image; and (b) TEM image combined with SAD pattern (insert).

4.2.3.2 Microstructural characterisation of Ti50C50 milled products
4.2.3.2.1

Microstructural evolution before ignition

Figure 4.6 shows FESEM backscattered images obtained for milled products of Ti50C50,
sampled after milling for 5, 10, 25 and 36 hours. After 5 hours of milling, the product
comprises fragments of Ti and graphite (Figure 4.12(a)). The metallic Ti particles comprise a
characteristic lamellar pancake structure while the sizes of the graphitic flakes decrease.
Figure 4.6(b) shows a backscattered image obtained for milled product after 10 hours of
milling. Regions that consist of deformed Ti particle fragments and heterogeneous mixtures
of Ti and graphite are shown in the image (Figure 4.6(b)). With increased milling up to 25
and 36 hours (Figure 4.6(c) and (d)), the Ti and graphite are repeatedly fractured to form
heterogeneous micro and nano Ti-C mixture.
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Figure 4.6: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for milled products of Ti50C50 mixtures,
sampled after milling for (a) 5 hours; (b) 10 hours; (c) 25 hours; and (d) 36 hours
before ignition.
Figure 4.7 shows bright-field TEM combined with SAD (insert), dark-field TEM and
HRTEM results obtained for product that was sampled after 5 hours of milling. In the TEM
image (Figure 4.7(a)), mixtures of titanium and graphite particles are observed, as confirmed
by the SAD pattern (insert). In the TEM dark-field image (Figure 4.7(b)), particle sizes
ranging from 5-68nm and 2-5nm were respectively estimated for titanium and graphite. This
wide size distribution clearly suggests heterogeneous distribution of particles during the
milling process. In the HRTEM image (Figure 4.7(c)), regions that consist of curved or bent
graphitic flakes are observed. Upon mechanical milling, the graphite sheets typically bend at
different angles to form arch-like and tree-like morphological features.
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Figure 4.7: Ti50C50 milled products sampled after 5 hours of milling before ignition showing:
(a) Bright-field TEM image combined with SAD pattern displaying diffraction
spots/rings that match Ti and C, (b) Dark-field TEM image acquired using C(101)
and Ti(002) reflections that reveals heterogeneous mixtures of Ti and graphitic
particles, and (c) HRTEM image showing region of graphite bending and other
regions comprising of nanoarch and nanotree features of graphite are indicated.
Figure 4.8 shows TEM combined with SAD (insert) and dark-field TEM imaging for
products after 10 hours of milling. In the SAD pattern (Figure 4.8(a)(insert)), diffraction
spots/rings corresponding to Ti and graphite were indexed, suggesting the presence of
crystalline graphite present in the milled products even though the less sensitive bulk method
XRD was unable to detect the graphite peaks after 10 hours of milling (Figure 4.3(10h)). The
estimated particle sizes for Ti ranges from 2-52nm while the graphite particles lies in the
range of 2-5nm. Figure 4.9 shows an HRTEM image obtained for the same sample. In the
HRTEM image (Figure 4.9), the graphite particles were observed to form highly curled and
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quasi-spherical graphitic morphologies. Other regions included highly twisted graphitic
layers and spheriodised graphite, as shown in Figure 4.9. The twisted graphitic layers appear
as loops that run into the titanium crystal (Figure 4.9(b)(insert)), suggesting possible
clumping of the graphitic flakes around the Ti grains.

Figure 4.8: Ti50C50 milled products sampled after 10 hours of milling before ignition
showing: (a) TEM image combined with SAED pattern displaying diffraction
spots/rings that match Ti and C, and (b) Dark-field TEM image acquired using
C(002) and Ti(100) reflections showing heterogeneous mixtures of Ti and
graphitic particles of different ranges.
Figure 4.10 shows bright-field TEM combined with SAD (insert), dark-field TEM and
HRTEM results obtained for products sampled after 25 hours of milling. The SAD (insert)
reveals diffraction rings/spots that match (100), (002) and (101) lattice spacings of titanium.
Diffraction spots matching d-spacing of TiC (200) were observed in the pattern, suggesting
the formation of crystalline TiC. In the dark-field TEM image (Figure 4.10(b)), Ti particles
size distribution within 2-40nm are estimated to be present in the milled product. In the
HRTEM image (Figure 4.10(c)), regions that consist of highly curled graphitic features and
crystal fringes that match nanocrystals of Ti and TiC are observed. Notably, the nano TiC
crystal is located at the interface between the highly curled graphitic particles and nano
titanium crystals.
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Figure 4.9: Ti50C50 milled products after 10 hours of milling before ignition showing: (a)
HRTEM image revealing regions of highly curled and spheroidised graphite; and
(b) HRTEM image revealing regions comprising of highly twisted graphite, Ti
crystal and clumping of highly twisted graphite around Ti crystal (insert).
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Figure 4.10: Ti50C50 milled products sampled after 25 hours of milling before ignition
showing: (a) TEM image combined with SAD pattern (insert) displaying
diffraction spots and rings that match d-spacing of Ti and TiC, (b) Dark-field
TEM image acquired using Ti(100) ring reflection showing different particle
sizes of Ti, and (c) HRTEM showing regions that consist of nano Ti and TiC
crystals and highly curled graphite.
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Figure 4.11: Ti50C50 milled products sampled just prior to ignition (36h) showing: (a) TEM
image combined with SAED pattern (insert) displaying diffraction spots/rings
that match Ti and TiC, and (b) Dark-field TEM image acquired using Ti(100) and
TiC(111) reflections that reveals heterogeneous mixtures of Ti and TiC, and (c)
HRSTEM showing fringes that match Ti and nano TiC crystals (inserts).
Figure 4.11 shows TEM image combined with SAD pattern (insert), dark-field TEM
and HRSTEM results obtained for products that were sampled just prior to ignition (36
hours). In the TEM image (Figure 4.11(a)), heterogeneous mixtures of Ti and TiC particles
are observed, as confirmed in the SAD pattern (insert). Diffraction spots and rings that
precisely match the d-spacing of (100), (002) and (101) of Ti and (111) of TiC peaks are
shown indexed. In the dark-field TEM image (Figure 4.11(b)), nano particles of Ti that
ranges from 2-20nm are observed. While in the HRSTEM image (Figure 4.11(c)), regions
comprising of amorphous C, spheriodised graphitic particles and crystal fringes that match Ti
and TiC are observed. This result that is consistent with product sampled after 25 hours of
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milling (Figure 4.10). In the case of the sample milled 36 hrs location of the nano TiC (Figure
4.11(c)) was between the Ti and amorphous carbon, compared to a location between Ti and
deformed carbon observed after milling for 25 hours (Figure 4.10(b)).
4.2.3.2.2

Microstructural evolution after ignition

Figure 4.12 shows FESEM results obtained for product that was sampled immediately
after appearance of the ignition peak (37 hours). The morphologies of the reacted products
comprise coarse TiC grains bonded by what are believed to be melted titanium (Figure
4.12(a)), large and thin platelets of TiC (Figure 4.12(b)), and regions of coarser TiC particles,
unreacted Ti and graphitic particles (Figure 4.12(c)). Additional large TiC grains displaying
different grey scale colour, also bonded by melted titanium are also observed (Figure
4.12(d)). Such varieties of TiC morphologies present in the reacted products are likely
consequent of static and dynamic heat and temperature variations across the vial. This is
expected because the high temperature attained at ignition will probably decrease due to heat
losses to the surrounding balls and stainless steel chamber. The presence of unreacted
titanium and graphitic particles clearly suggest that the heat released at the point of ignition is
unable to propagate to the entire powder mixture to induced complete conversion to TiC. The
observation of locally bonded TiC by melted Ti at the grain boundaries may have occurred
due to the presence of contaminated Fe from the steel chamber and Cr from the steel balls. Fe
and Cr are typically β-stabilizer elements which have been reported to lower the melting
point of α-Ti. Presumably, after ignition when high amount heat is released the Ti solute may
have diffused ahead or behind the newly formed TiC, possibly promoting the formation of
retained α-Ti, FeTi or Fe2Ti that are located along boundaries of the final TiC products [106].
Since the Ti particles are tied up as liquid phase sintering agent, it will be logically to assume
that the amount of Ti available to react with C will be significantly limited. This may
possibly be one of the reasons why the final products are not completely TiC rather, a
composite mixture of TiC and Ti. Additional FESEM images obtained for products that were
sampled immediately after ignition can be found on Appendix A.
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Figure 4.12: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti50C50 sampled
immediately after the ignition (after 37 hours of milling) showing: (a) regions of
TiC grains bonded by melted Ti, (b) regions of TiC platelets, (c) regions of TiC
grains and unreacted Ti and graphite particles, and (d) large TiC grains bonded by
melted Ti.
Figure 4.13 shows FESEM results obtained for reacted products after further milling for
38, 47, 55 and 75 hours. After milling for about an hour after ignition (38 hours), the FESEM
image obtained for the product (Figure 4.13(a)) display particles of TiC that are breaking
down to form smaller sizes. With increase milling time up to 47, 55 and 75 hours, the TiC
particles continue to reduce in sizes, with eventual formation of nanocrystalline TiC (Figure
13(d)).
Figure 4.14 shows bright-field TEM combined SAD (insert), dark-field TEM and
HRTEM results obtained for the reacted products of Ti50C50, sampled immediately after
ignition. The TEM images reveal different morphological features of TiC. These visible
features comprise stacks of TiC layers (Figure 4.14(a) and (b)), TiC platelets (Figure 4.14(c))
and TiC multilayers (Figure 4.14(d). These morphologies are consistent with FESEM images
earlier obtained for the reacted products (Figure 4.12). Additional feature that comprise
spheriodised graphitic particles are also observed in the reacted products (Figure 4.14(d). In
the SAD pattern (Figure 4.14(a) (insert)), diffraction rings that precisely match d-spacing of
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(111), (200) and (220) of TiC are indexed. Additional TEM images obtained for products that
were sampled immediately after ignition can be found on Appendix A.

Figure 4.13: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti50C50, sampled
after milling for (a) 38 hours, (b) 47 hours, (c) 55 hours, and (d) 75 hours from
the start.
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Figure 4.14: Ti50C50 reacted products sampled immediately after ignition (after 37 hours of
milling) showing: (a) Bright-field TEM image combined with SAD pattern
(insert), (b) Dark-field TEM image acquired using TiC(220) ring reflection
displaying stacked TiC particles, (c) Bright-field TEM image displaying large
TiC platelets; and (d) Bright-field TEM image at higher magnification displaying
multilayers TiC and regions of unreacted spheriodised graphite.
Figure 4.15 shows HRTEM results obtained for product that was sampled immediately
after ignition (37 hours of milling from the start). The HRTEM image displays regions of
large TiC crystal and highly curled graphitic particles (Figure 4.15(a)). Additional regions of
large TiC crystal and amorphous carbon are also observed in the reacted products (Figure
4.15(b)). These well-defined large TiC crystals may likely had nucleated and grown rapidly
due to high heats of formation. The presence of unreacted graphitic particles is consistent
with the incomplete nature of the reaction obtained at ignition.
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Figure 4.15: Ti50C50 reacted products sampled immediately after ignition (after 37 hours of
milling) showing: (a) HRTEM image displaying regions of large TiC crystal and
highly curled graphitic particles; and (b) HRTEM image displaying regions of
large TiC crystal and amorphous carbon.
Figure 4.16 shows bright-field TEM combined with SAD (insert), dark-field and
HRTEM results obtained for the reacted products that was milled for further 75 hours. The
SAD diffraction rings (insert, Fig 4.16)) match the d-spacings of TiC while the dark-field
TEM image (Figure 4.16(b)) shows heterogeneous mixture of TiC particles. In the HRTEM
(Figure 4.16(c)), different lattice fringes that match the d-spacing of (111) and (200) peaks of
TiC are observed.
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Figure 4.16: Ti50C50 reacted products sampled after 75 hours milling showing: (a) Brightfield TEM image combined with SAD pattern (insert), (b) Dark-field TEM image
acquired using the TiC(220) ring revealing different particle sizes of TiC, and (c)
HRTEM showing lattice fringes that match TiC crystals.

4.2.4

Estimation of crystallite size, particle sizes, lattice parameters and lattice strain
for Ti and TiC
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 in Appendix A show the estimated values obtained for the crystallite

size, particle size distribution, the lattice strain and the lattice parameters obtained for Ti (a o,
co) before ignition and TiC (ao) after ignition. The crystallite and particle sizes, lattice strain
and lattice parameters were evaluated using Rietveld method of analysis [119-121].
Additional integral breadth analysis [118] was also use to evaluate the crystallite sizes.
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Before ignition, the estimated crystallite and particle sizes of Ti decrease with increase
milling time while the lattice strain and the lattice parameters of Ti increases monotonically
with increasing milling time (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). Immediately after ignition, the lattice
parameter obtained for TiC (ao = 4.3163Å) increases with further milling times to 4.3194Å at
47 hours and 4.3187Å at 55 hours of milling. Conversely, the crystallite and particle sizes of
TiC decreases with increasing milling time. It is also observed that there was continuous
increase in the lattice strain of TiC as time of milling increases (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). Detailed
discussion of these results on the effect of MSR synthesis of TiC is given in 4.2.4
4.2.5

Raman spectroscopy characterisation of Ti-C milled products
Raman scattering, often known as Raman Effect, occurs as a result of changes in the

electron polarizability during normal vibration [131]. These changes may occur either in the
size, shape or orientation of the chemical bond during vibrational transitions. As reported in
literature stoichiometric TiC is non-Raman-active [131-133]. This was reported to be due to
the high inversion symmetry present in the Oh point group (space group, Fm3m (225)) of the
crystal structure of TiC and the screening effect of the valence electron present in most
metallic bonds [131-133]. However, non-stoichiometric TiCx has been reported to be Ramanactive, reasons probably due to the presence of carbon vacancies, deformation defects and
lattice imperfections contained in the off-stoichiometric TiCx structure. The Raman
spectroscopic signal for off-stoichiometric TiCx has been reported by Klein et al [132],
Huong et al [134], Amer et al [133], Lohse et al [30], Oláh et al [135] and Pellegrino et al
[136]. Essentially, Klein et al reported normal vibrations of off-stoichiometric TiCx bonds
that corresponds to Γ = A1g+Eg+T2g Raman-active modes [132]. Among these three Ramanactive modes for off-stoichiometric TiCx, the A1g and Eg have been reported to show very
strong peak intensity while that of the T2g mode may display weaker band intensity [132].
4.2.5.1 Raman spectroscopy characterisation of as-received titanium, graphite and
commercial TiC powders
Figures 4.17 shows Raman spectra obtained for different particles of starting graphite
and titanium powder, acquired within frequency range of 100-2000cm-1. Figure 4.17(a)
shows Raman spectra obtained for graphite particles. In Figure 4.17(a), two characteristic
bands, which appear within frequency range of 1331-1350 and 1580-1588 cm-1 Raman shift,
are observed. Typically graphite, which belongs to the D6h symmetry group, has 2E2g as the
Raman active modes, which are suggested to be located within 42-45 cm-1 and 1580- 1630
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cm-1 frequency range [137]. The 2E2g active modes are vibrations due to in-plane bond
stretching motion for pairs of carbon sp2 bond atom [137]. However, an additional band
located within the range of 1300-1360 cm-1 in the fundamentals, assigned to A1g mode
vibration has been reported [30, 132, 137]. The A1g mode becomes active due to breakdown
of the translational and local lattice symmetry, and is often summed up as the presence of
disorderliness in the atomic arrangement of graphite [137].

Figure 4.17: Raman spectra obtained for starting (a) graphite and (b) titanium powders.
Typically, the bands that are located within the range of 1300-1360cm-1 and1580- 1630
cm-1 are often referred to as the defective (D-band) and graphitic (G-band) bands respectively
[132, 137]. In Figure 4.17(a), the intensity of the G-peak appears very high and strong as
compared to the defective peak. The presence of the defective peak (D-peak) in the Raman
spectra indicates that the starting graphite contained some particles that are defective in
structure. Figure 4.17(b) display Raman spectra obtained for starting titanium powder. As
expected, the Ti particles did not show any form of Raman-activeness.
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Figure 4.18: Raman spectra obtained for commercial TiC (powder supply by Aldrich®).
Figures 4.18 shows Raman spectra obtained for commercial TiC, supplied by Aldrich
®, with a purity of 98.9%. Raman spectra obtained for the commercial TiC powder are
observed to display five characteristic peaks. Two of the peaks are broad and are located at
1331 and 1589 cm-1, assigned to Raman signal of carbon. The 1331 and 1589 cm-1 carbon
peaks are respectively A1g and E2g Raman-active modes, corresponding to defective (D) and
graphitic (D) signal [30, 132]. The other three peaks that are located at 268, 426 and 608 cm-1
are reportedly associated to signal of off-stoichiometric TiCx [30, 133]. The Raman spectra of
commercial TiC clearly show that the powder contained some volume fractions of offstoichiometric that are Raman-active. According to Klein et al [132], these three TiC peaks
are assigned to T2g+A1g+Eg Raman-active modes. The A1g and Eg peaks, typically located in
the optical phonons region, were suggested as vibrational bond motion due to the carbon
atom while the T2g peak located within the acoustic region is associated with the titanium
motion [132]. This implied that the vibrational bond contribution due to carbon atom present
in the off-stoichiometric TiCx is probably stronger than motion that comes from the titanium
bonded atoms. It was also observed that the intensities of Raman peaks from the starting
graphite and the commercial TiC appears to differ for different local regions that are probed
with the beam. Such differences are typically attributed to variations in surface roughness of
the particular powder particles examined. During acquisition, particle surfaces that are not
flat there is a tendency to scatter light away from the detector. So, depending on orientations
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and flatness of local regions examined, differences in the height of the peaks obtained for the
starting graphite and commercial TiC are expected to occur [30].
4.2.5.2 Raman spectroscopy characterisation of Ti50C50 milled products
Figure 4.19 shows Raman spectra obtained for different particle regions of Ti50C50 that
were sampled after 5 and 10 hours of milling. The Raman spectra obtained for milled
particles that were sampled after 5 hours of milling display peaks that correspond to only
graphite (Figure 4.19(a)). The graphite peaks appear significantly broadened and slightly
shifted to lower frequency value when compared with the starting graphite powders. The
intensity of the D-peak appears to increase while that of the G-peak decreases (Figure
4.19(a)). Such changes in the graphite morphology are probably due to introduction of
deformation defects which increases the degree of disorderliness in the sp2 C-C bond atoms.
The accumulation of deformation defects in the graphite structure will increase the signal of
the defective peak (D-peak), implying that, the volume fraction of the non-defective content
(G-peak) will decrease. The peak shift to lower values is probably due to increase in the
straining of the lattices of graphite which typically result in a change in the bond length of the
C-C bonds, as earlier suggested by Huong et al [134]. It should be noted that there were no
Raman evidence indicating the formation of off-stoichiometric TiCx in the products that were
sampled after milling for 5 hours.

Figure 4.19: Raman spectra obtained for milled products of Ti50C50, sampled after milling
for (a) 5 hours; and (b) 10 hours, before ignition.
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After further milling for 10 hours, Raman spectra obtained for the milled particles show
further increase in the intensity of the D-peak while that of the G-peak rapidly decreases. The
continuous increase in the intensity of the D-peak is probably indicating an increment in the
volume fraction of graphitic structures that are disordered while the percent content of the
ordered graphitic structure further reduces. Interestingly, three weak peaks that are located at
278, 432 and 610 cm-1 are also observed in conjunction with the two graphite peaks. These
three weak peaks are typically attributed to Raman-signal of off-stoichiometric TiCx features,
an observation that is consistent with Lohse et al [30] and the commercial TiC (Figure 4.18).
These off-stoichiometric TiCx peaks are somewhat similar to those reported by Klein et al
[132], Huong et al [134] and Amer et al [133]. Notably, characterisation of the same sample
by XRD (Figure 4.3(10h)), TEM/SAD (Figure 4.8(a)) and HRTEM (Figure 4.9) did not show
the evolution of TiC. This is probably because the Raman light may be very sensitive at the
surface of the particle allowing signal that matches off-stoichiometric TiC to be detected. As
earlier suggested by Lohse et al [30], these TiC particles may likely be too fine or the volume
fraction of the TiC particles may be too small to produce XRD signal that are could be
observe above the background. The Raman results for both the off-stoichiometric TiCx and
graphite also show significant variation in their relative intensities. Such observation is likely
due to inhomogeneities in their structure.

Figure 4.20: Raman spectra obtained for milled products of Ti50C50, sampled after milling
for (a) 25 hours, and (b) 36 hours, before ignition.
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Figure 4.20 shows Raman spectra obtained for milled particles of Ti50C50, sampled after
further milling for 25 and 36 hours. After milling for 25 hours three weak peaks are observed
which are typically assigned to off-stoichiometric TiCx [30, 31, 132, 133] and additional two
peaks that match the defective (D) and graphitic (G) peaks of graphite (Figure 4. 20(a)).
These TiC peaks are consistent with the observation of Figure 4.19(b)) and are also with the
work of Amer et al [133], Klein et al [132] and Lohse et al [30]. In the case of Raman spectra
obtained for milled particles that was sampled just prior to ignition (36 hours), spectra that
match off-stoichiometric TiCx are observed (Figure 4.31(b)). Apparently, the intensity of the
off-stoichiometric TiCx relative to the intensity of the graphite peaks appears to increase
significantly (Figure 4.20(b)), as compared with the Raman spectra of products that are
sampled after milling for 25 hours (Figure 4.20(a)). Such increase in the intensity of TiC is
probably due to increase in the volume fraction of TiC that is present in the milled product;
an observation that is consistent with the investigation of Lohse et al [30]. Also, the relative
intensity between the defective and graphitic peaks of graphite reduces greatly, possibly
suggesting the formation of nanostructured particle sizes of graphite. Moreover, the TiC x
peaks slightly shifted to higher frequency values as compared to those that are sampled after
25 hours of milling. Such higher frequency shift is reportedly attributed to increase in the
carbon vacancies and increase in density of lattice defects [138].
Figure 4.21 shows Raman spectra obtained for the reacted products that were sampled
immediately after ignition (Figure 4.21(a)) and further milling up to 47 hours after ignition
(Figure 4.21(b)). Immediately after ignition, the Raman spectra obtained for the reacted
products match both off-stoichiometric TiCx and graphite particles. Comparing the TiCx peak
intensities obtained from the just reacted product with the one sampled just before ignition,
there is a slight decrease, however; there are some local regions where there are increase in
the Raman intensities. For such unexpected cases, the increase is believed to occur because
some of the products that are sampled immediately after ignition still possibly contain high
proportions of off-stoichiometric TiCx. As earlier shown in the FESEM images obtained for
the same reacted products (Figure 4.12), inhomogeneities in the morphologies of TiC are
clearly present. Also, products obtained at the beginning of reaction have earlier been
reported to contain high proportions of TiCx metastable phase, apparently with high deficit of
carbon atoms [139]. Presumably, this will produce highly a Raman active signal for these
groups of off-stoichiometric TiCx particles. However, this is not consistent with Lohse et al’s
[30] observation of product that was sampled after ignition, where the intensities of the non101

stoichiometric TiC Raman peaks decrease after the ignition point. A possible explanation for
this discrepancy is that Lohse et al [30] carried out Raman spectroscopy on products that
were milled for longer periods after ignition (about 11 hours after ignition), whereby the
intensities of the TiCx product is expected to decrease in accordance with increased in amount
of stoichiometric TiC formed after longer milling periods [30], a result that consistent with
Figure 4.21(b). In fact, the intensity of the off-stoichiometric TiCx and that of the graphite
greatly reduces as milling time was increases to 47 hours. Probably, the reduction in the
intensities for both the off-stoichiometric TiCx and graphite may partly due to further reaction
between the off-stoichiometric TiCx and graphite to produce more content of stoichiometric
TiC that are well-known not to produce Raman signal. Another possible reason is the
reduction in the particle sizes of the milled products. Typically, as the size range decreases
the Raman signal also decreases [140].

Figure 4.21: Raman spectra obtained for the reacted products of Ti50C50, sampled after
milling for (a) 37 hours (immediately after ignition), and (b) 47 hours (further
milling after ignition).
Figure 4.22 shows Raman spectra obtained for products that were further milled for 55
and 75 hours. The Raman spectra obtained for these products show further decrease in the
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intensity of TiCx and graphite peaks. In fact, the Raman peaks for TiC are observed to be
very weak and broad likewise for the graphite peak (Figure 4.22(a)). The signal that
corresponds to TiC almost disappears in the Raman spectrum after milling for 75 hours
(Figure 4.22(b)). The reductions in the Raman peak intensities for these TiC signals are
consistent with the XRD peaks intensities obtained for the same products (Figure 4.3(57h)
and (75h)).

Figure 4.22: Raman spectra obtained for milled products of Ti50C50, sampled after milling
for (a) 55 hours, and (b) 75 hours.
4.2.6

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation of Ti-C milled products
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, often known as electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis (ESCA), is a typical surface analysis use to obtain the chemical state, valence band
structure, elemental identification and relative composition of constituents in the surface
region of materials. XPS was employed in order to further understand the chemical states and
relative compositions of the milled products during controlled ball milling of titanium and
graphite powders.
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4.2.6.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation of starting titanium and
graphite powders
Figure 4.23 shows the high resolution XPS spectra obtained for the starting graphite
and titanium powder while the survey scans obtained for both powders are shown in
Appendix A. The high resolution C (1s) core-levels spectrum obtained for the starting
graphite could be deconvoluted into two peaks, separated by energy difference of 0.8 eV after
Shirley background subtraction. These two peaks have binding energies located at 284.6 eV
and 285.4 eV. These peaks are typically attributed to C-C bonds of sp2- and sp3-hybridized
carbon respectively. For the starting Ti powder, deconvolution of the Ti (2p) core-levels
spectrum shows two fitted doublets, each doublet separated by 6.0 eV and 5.8 eV energy
values. The first doublet, separated by 6.0 eV, has peak binding energies located at 453.4 and
459.4 eV, typically assigned to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 states of metallic Ti. The second doublet
has binding energy (BE) that is located at 458.1 and 464.1 eV. These energies values are
attributed to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 oxide states of Ti. The observation of oxide states in the
starting titanium probably suggest that the metallic Ti is covered with a thin layer of oxide at
the surface, even though the XRD of the same powder do not show evidence of oxide peaks
in the pattern (Figure 4.23(b)).

Figure 4.23: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for starting powder
showing: (a) C (1s) core-levels for graphite, and (b) Ti (2p) core-levels for
titanium.
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4.2.6.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation of Ti50C50 milled products
Figure 4.24 and 4.25 shows deconvoluted core-levels high resolution XPS spectra
obtained for products of Ti50C50 that are sampled just prior to ignition (36h) and just after
ignition (37h). Table 4.3 in Appendix A contained the peak positions and compounds that are
formed. Additional high resolution XPS spectra obtained for milled products of Ti50C50 that
were sampled after milling for 5, 10 and 25 hours before ignition are shown in Appendix A.
(a) Deconvolution of the Ti (2p)
Figure 4.24(a) show deconvoluted Ti (2p) core-levels high resolution XPS spectra
obtained for products that was sampled just before ignition (36h) and just after ignition (37h).
Just before ignition, the XPS spectrum obtained for the milled product (Figure 4.24(a)(36h))
shows three distinct peaks that was precisely fitted to form two splitting doublets. The
doublet with two peaks position located at Ti (2p1/2) 464.4eV and Ti (2p3/2) 458.6eV is
typically attributed to oxide states of Ti metal [141, 142]. This result shows that oxygen is
bonded to titanium at the surface, a result that is consistent with several workers [32, 33,
143]. The other doublet splitting with peaks position located at Ti (2p1/2) 460.9eV and Ti
(2p3/2) 454.8eV binding energies is typically assigned to Ti-C bonds [143-145]. The
observation of Ti-C chemical bonds in the pre-ignition sample is consistent with the Raman
result obtained for the same sample (Figure 4.20(b)). This observation is also consistent with
the investigation of Dorofeev et al [33] and Wu et al [32]. However, Dorofeev et al [33]
attributed the observation of the initial Ti-C bonds to proportions of amorphous TiC present
in the milled product. This explanation was given because the crystalline TiC had not formed
yet according to the XRD data. Wu et al [32] attributed such early Ti-C formation to a
transitional bonded state that occurs between Ti and graphite during mechanical milling
before the self-propagating reaction. However, in the current case, the results obtained from
TEM combined with SAD (Figure 4.11(a)) and HRTEM (Figure 4.11(c)) represent evidence
that the newly formed TiC, is crystalline, rather than amorphous as earlier suggested by
Dorofeev et al [33].
Immediately after ignition, XPS results (Figure 4.24(a)(37h)) reveal three distinct peaks
and a shoulder peak that was precisely fitted to form two splitting doublets. The peaks located
at Ti (2p1/2) 464.8eV and Ti (2p3/2) 458.5eV bear bond features that match oxygen bonded to
titanium. While, the peak positions located at Ti (2p1/2) 461.1eV and Ti (2p3/2) 455.2eV are
attributes of Ti-C bond features. Interestingly, the peak intensity of the Ti-C bond relative to
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that of the sample taken out before ignition (Figure 4.35(a)(36)) increases greatly while at the
same time shifted slightly to higher energies values. The higher chemical shift is also
observed to occur for the Ti-O bonds, suggesting that the entire spectrum is slightly shifted to
higher binding energies. Such shifts are an indication that the initial Ti-C bonds have
relatively stronger interaction and bonding, not merely a transitional bonded state, as earlier
suggested by Wu et al [32]. The higher peak intensity of the Ti-C bonds that was detected
immediately after ignition is a direct consequent of formation of more volume content of TiC,
as quantitatively estimated using the elemental analysis present in the XPS software.
(b) Deconvolution of the C (1s)
Figure 4.24(b) shows the C (1s) core-levels high resolution XPS spectra obtained for
milled product that was sampled just before (36h) and just after (37h) ignition. Just before
ignition, the XPS spectrum obtained for the milled product (Figure 4.24(b)(36)) display one
intense peak and two shoulder peaks. These three peaks were fitted three GaussianLorentzian curves with binding energies located at 281.0eV, 284.7eV and 286.9 eV. The
281.0eV peak is typically consistent with Ti-C bond. Since the bond is found to occur before
the ignition point, assigning a characteristic Ti-Cx bond is probably appropriate to
differentiate it from the conventional known Ti-C bond. Comparing the conventional XPS
binding energies of Ti-C bonds reported in literature (281.1~ 282.0eV) [32, 143, 145, 146]
with the 281.0eV obtained in this investigation, which slightly lower in binding energy, may
possibly suggest that the characteristic Ti-Cx bond is likely formed with strong Ti-C bond
interaction. Also, consistent with the Raman spectroscopy result, the characteristic Ti-Cx peak
may probably represent quantities of off-stoichiometric TiCx. The fits of C 1s core levels
which contained additional binding energies of intense 284.7eV peak and a shoulder 286.9
eV peak can be attributed to C-C and C-O bonds features respectively.
Just after ignition, the C (1s) core-level spectrum display two distinct broad peaks that
was fitted with four Gaussian-Lorentzian curves. The binding energies of these peaks are
located at 281.0, 281.6, 284.4 and 286.7eV. The BE of 281.0 and 281.6eV can be assign to
features of Ti-C bonds [32, 143, 145, 146]. The peak positioned at 281.6eV is probably due
to formation of stoichiometric quantities of the Ti-C because its component concentration
was estimated (using XPS elemental analysis) to be larger than the component of the peak
located at 281.0eV. This result clearly shows that even after ignition quantities of offstoichiometric TiC are also present in the just reacted products, an observation that is
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consistent with the Raman result obtained for the same product (Figure 4.32(a)). The peak
located at 284.4 is typically assigned to features of C-C bonds of amorphous graphite state.
Comparing the relative concentration of this peak with the same peak display by milled
product obtained just prior to ignition, it appears that the latter peak intensity decreases
greatly. Such decrease in atomic concentration of the C-C component is probably due to the
exothermic reaction which occurs at ignition resulting to depletion of the concentration of the
graphite.

Figure 4.24: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for Ti50C50 products that
are sampled just before ignition (after 36 hours of milling) and just after ignition
(after 37 hours of milling) ignition showing: (a) Ti (2p) core-levels, and (b) C (1s)
core-levels.
(c) Deconvolution of the O (1s)
Deconvolution of the O 1s core-levels indicates that the surfaces of the milled products
sampled just before (36h) and just after (37h) ignition are contaminated with oxygen and
absorbed water, a result that is consistent with earlier report that indicate the formation of
oxide film that is present on the surface of titanium powder [147]. Figure 4.25(36h)) shows
the deconvolution of the O (1s) XPS spectrum obtained for milled product sampled before
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ignition. Typical oxygen bonded with titanium and presence of absorbed water component is
observed. However, the XRD, HRTEM and TEM/SAED analysis performed on the same
sample with the same exposure to air do not indicate the formation of these oxide
contaminants. XPS is very surface sensitive and is capable of detecting features that are
located at the surface, even in minute concentrations. Another possibility of the surface
oxidation of titanium picked up by XPS experiment was either a consequence of the higher
sensitivity of the technique to surface oxygen contamination or a result of the longer product
handling times of the particular samples before XPS analysis.
The O 1s core levels of the spectrum acquired immediately after the ignition point also
reveal surface oxide contamination (Figure 4.25(37h)). Based on the detection of surface
oxide film by XPS, there is high possibility that the off-stoichiometric TiC detected by the
Raman spectroscopy is not completely free from surface contamination, so the nonstoichiometric Ti-Cx bonds may be more accurately is referred to as oxy non-stoichiometric
TiCxOy, which is consistent with observations of [147].

Figure 4.25: High resolution XPS spectrum deconvolution obtained for Ti50C50 products that
are sampled just before ignition (after 36 hours of milling) and just after ignition
(after 37 hours of milling) showing O (1s) core-levels.
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4.2.7

Electron energy loss spectroscopy characterisation of Ti-C milled powders
Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) combined with scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM) was performed in order to obtain additional chemical bonding
and composition of the milled products to complement the results earlier obtained from
Raman spectroscopy and XPS. The same sample taken out just prior to (36h) and just after
(37h) ignition was characterized using EELS. Just before ignition (36h), selected regions
initially found to contain the nano TiC crystal, graphite and titanium crystals, as was earlier
revealed by HRTEM mage (Figure 4.11(c)) were identify. Other regions without prior history
of chemical compositions were also marked for EELS spectra acquisition
4.2.7.1 Electron energy loss near-edge structure (ELNES) on the C K-edge for Ti50C50
milled products
Figure 4.26(a) shows HRSTEM high annular dark-filed (HAADF) image marked with
boxes indicating the selected region of interest for EELS spectrum acquisition while Figure
4.26(b) shows the plots of the corresponding C K-edges electron energy loss near-edge
structure (ELNES) for those selected regions after background subtraction for milled product
sampled just prior to ignition (36h). The C K-edge ELNES spectrum acquired at Region (I)
(Figure 4.26(b)(I)) somewhat has the shape of a typical amorphous or highly deformed
graphitic structure, a result that is consistent with [148]. The ELNES edge feature of
Spectrum (I) contained two peaks with an absolute threshold (onset) core energy loss value of
285eV. The two peaks typically represent the π⃰ and σ⃰ peak of graphite [148, 149]. The first
lower peak which appears at an energy loss of 289 eV stems from scattering to the π⃰ states
while the second peaks located at 301 eV represent a transition from the 1s to the σ⃰ band
[149]. The ELNES feature of Spectrum (I) typically represent the sp2 bonding configuration
of graphite that is highly deformed, consistent with the observation of [148].
The ELNES feature of spectrum (II) is similar to ELNES shape of spectrum (I)
however, the π⃰ and σ⃰ peaks appears to have lower intensity as compared to the intensity of
the peaks in spectrum (I). In the HRTEM image (Figure 4.11(c)), the region of spectrum (II)
corresponds to a well-defined titanium crystal. However, the observation of graphitic feature
associated with the Ti microstructure is probably due to titanium been surrounded or clumped
up with graphite particles. Clumping of graphite around Ti crystal was actually detected in
the HRTEM image (Figure 4.9(b)). In the case of EELS spectrum labelled (III), the C K-edge
plot display an ELNES shape that typically match the ELNES feature of TiC [150-153],
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consistent with the HRTEM result that reveals the crystal fringe of nano TiC at the same
location (Figure 4.1(c)). With a closer look at Spectrum (III), five distinct broad peaks can be
distinguish, labelled using the same notation as reported by Pflüger et al [153], Craven et al
[152] and Scott et al [150]. According to Scott et al [150], these peaks typically represent the
shell of atoms present in the TiC bonding states. Scott et al reported that the composition of
atoms present in each of these shells are 6 Ti in shell 1; 12 C in shell 2; 8 Ti in shell 3; 6 C in
shell 4; 24 Ti in shell 5; 24 C in shell 6; and 12 C in shell 7 equating to 93 atoms in the TiC.
The analysis of the content of atoms present in the shell implied that peak labelled “1” in the
C K-edge ELNES will represent scattering from the first shell containing the six titanium
atoms while the second shell (peak 2) is due to excitation from the twelve (12) carbon atoms.

Figure 4.26: Milled products of Ti50C50, sampled prior to ignition (after 36 hours of milling)
showing: (a) HRSTEM-HAADF image marked with boxes indicating selected
region of interest for EELS spectra acquisition, and (b) the comparison of C Kedge ELNES shapes obtained at selected regions of interest I, II and III.
Figure 4.27 shows additional EELS results obtained for milled product that are sampled
just prior to ignition (36h). Figure 4.27(a) shows STEM image marked with boxes indicating
the regions where spectra acquisitions were made while Figure 4.27(b) shows the plots of the
corresponding C K-edges ELNES for those regions processed after background subtraction.
The ELNES shape of spectrum (I) typically resemble the feature of amorphous-like graphite
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[148]. In the case of spectrum (II), the C K-edge structure matches the ELNES feature of TiC
[150-153], consistent with the XPS results showing Ti-C bonds (Figure 4.24). The C-K edgestructure of spectrum (III) slightly matches the ELNES shape of graphite however, there is
weak peak located between the π⃰ and σ⃰ peak of graphite which may likely represent feature
inherent in the microstructure of graphite or clumping of graphite around titanium. In the case
of C K-edges of spectra (IV) – (VII), they typically represent features of graphite except the
intensity of the π⃰ peak in spectrum (VI) appears to increase greatly.

Figure 4.27: Milled products of Ti50C50, sampled just prior to ignition (after 36 hours of
milling) showing additional: (a) HRSTEM-HAADF image marked with boxes
indicating the selected region of interest for EELS spectra acquisition, and (b) the
comparison of C K-edge ELNES shapes obtained for these regions.
Figure 4.28 shows STEM-HAADF image marked with boxes that indicate the selected
area of interest where EELS spectra were acquired and their corresponding C K-edges
obtained for the reacted product that are sampled just after ignition (37h). The C K-edges of
spectra (I) – (III) are typical ELNES shapes of TiC [150-153]. Comparing these TiC edge
shapes to the C K-edge structure of prior ignition milled products (Figures 4.26(III) and
4.27(II)), slight differences in the intensity of peak labelled “4” and “6” can be distinguished.
As shown in the C K-edges of spectra (I) – (III) in Figure 4.28(b), Peaks 4 and 6 appear to
have higher intensities as compared with the peaks obtained for product sampled just before
ignition. Another obvious disparity is the energy separation between Peak 6 and 7 in the
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ELNES edge structures of TiC (Figure 4.28(b)), which is apparently absent in Figure 4.26(b).
Such absence of distinct energy separation is probably due to extended overlap between the
Ti-3d and C-2p states. Typically, overlapping of peaks is pronounced between Peak 3 and 4
for the ELNES structure of TiC, as reported by Scott et al [150].

Figure 4.28: Reacted products of Ti50C50, sampled just after ignition (after 37 hours of
milling) showing: (a) STEM-HAADF image marked with boxes indicating the
selected regions of interest where the EELS spectra were acquired, and (b) the
comparison of C K-edge ELNES shapes obtained for those regions.
The reduced intensity observes for Peak 4 and 6 in the C K-edge ELNES of TiC
obtained for milled product that are sampled before ignition is probably due to carbon
deficient (vacancies) contained in the TiC structure. A simple chemical quantitative analysis
using EELS indicate atomic composition of TiC0.53 for TiC formed before ignition (Figure
4.27(b)(III)) and TiC0.82 for the sample examined immediately after ignition (Figure
3.28(b)(II)). This clearly suggests the presence of more carbon vacancies present in the TiC
product before ignition as compared with the TiC formed immediately after ignition, a result
that is consistent with and Raman and XPS observations for the same sample. Typically, Peak
4 and 6 are reportedly due to intrashell and intershell scattering within the carbon shell
(second shell) [150]. This directly suggests that as the carbon becomes increasing deficient in
the TiCx structure, scattering from the second shell (carbon shell) may likely reduce. This will
directly affect the intensity of Peak 4 and 6 since their scattering arises from the respective
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intrashell and intershell of Peak 2. Clearly, Peak 4 will be strongly affected since it emerges
from the intrashell multiple scattering within the first carbon shell (Peak 2). This is
apparently display in the C K-edge of Figure 4.27(b)(III) as compared to the C K-edges of
Figure 4.28(b).

Figure 4.29: Reacted products of Ti50C50, sampled after milling for 75 hours showing: (a)
STEM image marked with boxes indicating the selected regions where EELS
spectra where acquired, and (b) the comparison of C K-edge ELNES shapes
obtained for those regions.
Figure 4.29 shows additional EELS spectra obtained for the reacted products sampled
after milling for 75 hours. Figure 4.40(a) display the STEM image marked with three boxes
indicating the regions where EELS spectra were acquired while Figure 4.29(b) displays the
corresponding C K-edges. The C K-edge structures obtained at these three locations typically
represent the ELNES feature of TiC. However, the threshold energies for these edge
structures appear to slightly shift to lower core-level energy loss values as compared to those
of Figure 3.28(b)). Such a slight shift to lower energy loss is reportedly linked to evolution to
stoichiometry [150]. It implied that increasing milling time after ignition, the reacted products
typically evolved to stoichiometry, results that are consistent with the Raman results.
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4.2.8

Thermal analysis of the Ti50C50 milled powders
Synthesis of TiC under thermal heating condition was study in order to compare the

products formed via temperature induced transformation to those of mechanically induced
transformations. Mettler Toledo DSC 1 was used to study the effects of thermally induced
transformation of milled powders of Ti50C50 to form TiC. Figure 4.30(a) shows the result of
DSC trace ran for milled products of Ti50C50 that were sampled after 36 hours of milling (just
prior to ignition) under continuous flow of argon gas atmosphere. Figure 4.30(b) display the
XRD patterns obtained for the DSC products, sampled after heating up to 320, 450 and
750oC. In Figure 4.30(a), two temperatures are defined: onset (Tonset) and maximum (Tmax)
temperature. The onset and maximum temperatures are typically used to describe the
evolution of an exothermic peak during thermal analysis [12, 24].

Figure 4.30: (a) DSC trace obtained for Ti50C50 products heated up to 900oC at 10oC/min
under a controlled flowing argon atmosphere using Mettler Toledo DSC 1
showing weak exothermic peaks, and (b) XRD patterns obtained for the starting
milled Ti50C50 products (sampled after milling for 36 hours) and the DSC
products sampled after the exothermic peaks .
In Figure 4.30(a), the DSC curve display very broad exothermic peak with an onset
temperature (Tonset) of 256oC and maximum temperature (Tmax) of 428oC. The XRD pattern
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obtained for the DSC products, sampled after heating above the Tonset and the Tmax displays
respectively sharp TiC and unreacted Ti peaks (Figure 4.30(b)), confirming the formation of
TiC under controlled thermal heating. As previously reported by Schaffer and McCormick
[12, 34], the onset temperature is typically referred to as the ignition temperature, Tig [12,
34]. From the DSC results, it appears that the ignition temperature will approximately be at
256oC while the maximum temperature experienced by the powders is 437oC. Comparing the
ignition temperature observed in this investigation with those reported by Wu et al [32]
(473oC) and Lohse et al [24] (497oC) during respective DTA characterisation of titanium and
graphite [32], and titanium and activated carbon [24], all products sampled just prior to
ignition, it is far much lower. Such large temperature difference may probably due to poor
vacuum condition that was found to occur for the Mettler Toledo DSC instrument. Stream of
flowing argon gas in the Mettler Toledo DSC instrument was found not to fully protect the
chamber. This is because, products that were heated above 750oC revealed XRD peaks that
match TiO2 (Figure 4.30(b)( 750oC )). Moreover, the XRD results also suggest that not all the
entire powders were fully reacted to form TiC immediately after the Tonset and Tmax regions
(Figure 4.30(b)). Rather, the reaction progresses with increased time of heating.

Figure 4.31: DSC traces obtained for milled products of Ti50C50, sampled after milling for (a)
10 hours, and (b) 25 hours. Milled products were heated up to 900oC at 10oC/min
under a controlled flowing argon atmosphere using Mettler Toledo DSC 1.
Figure 4.31 shows additional DSC traces obtained for products that were milled for 10
and 25 hours. Clearly, as milling time increases (Figure 4.31), the ignition and maximum
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temperatures are observed to decrease (Table 4.5 in Appendix A), a result that is consistent
with the investigation of several workers [12, 24, 32, 34]. Also, the maximum temperature
range observed for products that are sampled after 25 hours of milling (474 oC) is comparable
to those reported by [24, 32], even though different thermal heating instrument were
employed. Additional exothermic peaks were also observed at higher temperatures,
suggesting possible exothermic reactions between titanium and oxygen to form TiO2 or
between the unreacted Ti and C to form much volume fractions of TiC.

Figure 4.32: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for the DSC products, sampled after
heating up to (a) and (b) 320oC showing regions of coarse TiC particles, welldefined TiC grains bonded at the grain boundaries by Ti particles or Ti(Fe + Cr)
phase and unreacted mixture of Ti and graphite; and (c) and (d) 450oC showing
regions of equiaxed primary α (white plates) and Widmansttäten lath (white
needle-like) morphologies of Ti and TiC particles.
Figure 4.32 shows the FESEM images obtained for the DSC products, which are
sampled after heating up to 320, 450 and 750oC, corresponding respectively to temperatures
after the Tonset, Tmax and higher exothermic peaks. The FESEM images of products heated up
to 320oC reveal regions of both fine and coarse TiC particles, unreacted mixture of Ti and C
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(graphite) particles (Figure 4.32(a) and (b)). Other regions comprising Ti particles mix with
Fe and Cr debris (< 0.025at.%) are observed bonding to the grain boundaries of TiC. After
heating up to 450oC, the FESEM images (Figure 3.32(c) and (d)) revealed different particles
sizes of TiC, regions of grain boundaries Ti(Fe, Cr) phase and unreacted α-hcp Ti milled
particles transforming to equiaxed primary α (white plates) and Widmansttäten lath (white
needle-like) structures. The transformation of the Ti milled products is probably caused by
cooling of the products after heating up to 450oC. After heating to 750oC (corresponding to
higher exothermic peaks), the SEM images revealed regions comprising TiC particles (grey
colour), TiC mix with TiO2 (which lighter in the backscattered image) and Ti(Fe) phase
(lightest in colour) (Figure 4.33).

Figure 4.33: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for the DSC products, sampled after
heating up to 750oC showing regions comprising of coarse and equiaxed TiC
particles bonded by Ti or Ti(Fe) and mixture of TiC and TiO2.

4.3

DISCUSSION
The experimental results obtained from the characterisation of milled products of

Ti50C50 using XRD, FESEM, TEM, TEM combined with SAD, HRTEM, Raman
spectroscopy, XPS, EELS combined with STEM, and DSC has reveal some fundamental,
new and exciting information on the self-propagating reaction mechanism of titanium and
graphite. The XRD results obtained for Ti50C50 and atomic mixtures of Ti100-xCx (x = 20, 30,
40, 60, 70, 80) has revealed two typically reaction modes. These modes were found to
include gradual (MDR) and sudden (MSR) reactions. The characteristics of these reaction
modes and effect of composition on the reaction mechanisms of MSR synthesis of TiC will
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be discuss in Section 4.3.2. Indeed, the Electron Microscopy, Raman and XPS results reveal
the formation of off-stoichiometric TiCx crystals before ignition and this typically represents
a reaction step not-well known for the MSR synthesis of TiC. Possible reaction mechanisms
will be proposed at the later end of this discussion.
4.3.1

External temperature measurement of the vial
In order to investigate the reaction mechanism during ball milling, monitoring the

external temperature of the vial is extremely useful. This is usually done in order to determine
distinct stages that occur in the milling process. As shown in Figure 4.1, the temperature-time
plot could be subdivided into typical three stages: incubation (or initial/early stages); ignition
stage; and further milling stage. Additional temperature-time profiles obtained for other
compositional mixtures were found to also display these three steps (Appendix A). Typically,
as earlier reported by several workers [11, 14, 20, 90], the early stage of milling is involved
with progressive increases in the temperature of the vial for about 5 hours and then
stabilization into a steady-state. The initial increase in the temperature of the vial is attributed
to heat generation and transfer into the milling vial due to intense and repeated ball-to-ball or
ball-to-wall collision. Within this incubation period, creation of multiple deformation defects,
chemical reacting sites and reduction in the particles size occurs until a steady-state of the
particles of titanium and graphite is achieved. The second stage will commence when an
ignition is set up by a collision between the balls or between a ball and the wall of the vial.
The ignition event is instantaneous and is accompanied by a sudden rise in the temperature of
the milling vial, detected as an ignition peak (Figure 4.1). The abrupt temperature rise is due
to the high amount of heat released upon the exothermic reaction between titanium and
graphite. Depending on the compositional mixtures, some products may remain unreacted,
implying further milling is required for possible transformations of the unreacted ingredients
[14, 20]. Stage three is involved with the further milling process and can enable further
transformations and formation of nanograined products.
As shown in Table 4.1, the time of milling before ignition is clearly dependent on the
starting composition, consistent with several workers [14, 17, 21, 22, 24, 86]. Obviously, as
the content of Ti increases in the starting mixtures, the time before ignition reduces, implying
that higher content of Ti increases the rate of the reaction to occur in shorter period of time,
consistent with earlier investigation by [14, 22, 86, 90]. Besides, in this research, the time of
milling before ignition is slightly longer when compared with some previous investigations
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[14, 17, 86, 90]. Reason such as lower intensity regime (80rpm), as oppose to the higher
intensity regimes (250-750rpm) used by these workers may be probably be key factor that
could influence the ignition times [14, 17, 86, 90]. A closer comparison with this research is
that of the investigation carried out by Lohse et al [22, 24], where the milling conditions and
starting compositions (Ti50C50, Ti60C40 and Ti70C30) were used. Consistent with Lohse et al
[22, 24], slight longer milling times before ignition were also recorded, clearly confirming the
effect of using lower intensity during controlled ball milling.
Interestingly, whether an ignition will be detected or not was found to depend on the
starting composition, consistent with the observation of these workers [14, 17, 22, 24, 90].
Other milling parameters have also been reported to influence ignition [7, 9]. For instance, in
this research, ignition of Ti70C30 mixtures was found to occur, not consistent with the
investigation of Lohse et al [22, 24]. Lohse et al [22, 24] reported that the high moisture
content found to be present in the activated carbon powder and the likely high humidity
during the summer season in Wollongong were possible reasons explaining the non-ignition
of Ti70C30 powder [22, 24]. Lohse et al suggested that the presence of moisture may likely
form a thin oxide film that could acts as a barrier thereby preventing intimate contacts
between the reacting powders during milling. However, when ball milling of Ti 70C30 mixture
was investigated using the same activated carbon and in the period of summer (even without
drying) there was an ignition, implying that other possible underlying factors that could also
affect ignition apart from the effect of moisture content [7, 9].
4.3.2

X-ray diffractometry analysis and the effect of starting composition
The XRD results obtained for different starting compositions have revealed two distinct

reaction modes as earlier mentioned. These reactions are gradual (MDR) and self-propagating
(MSR) modes. The occurrence of any of these modes was found to depend on the starting
composition. Starting compositions of Ti70C30, Ti60C40, Ti50C50, Ti40C60 and Ti30C70
apparently display the self-propagating reaction mode while Ti80C20 display the gradual
reaction mode, as shown in their respective XRD patterns. In the self-propagating mode, TiC
is found to occur immediately after the detection of the ignition peak. No evidence of TiC
phase was found in the XRD patterns for these mixtures before ignition. The appearance of
the ignition peak therefore indicates the commencement of an exothermic reaction between
titanium and graphite to form TiC, consistent with earlier observation of MSR route [14, 22,
24, 86, 90, 130].
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Typically, in the self-propagating mode, the XRD patterns obtained for the milled
products revealed complete disappearance of the graphite peaks within a short time of
milling. While for Ti, there was relative change in the heights of the titanium (101) and (002)
peaks intensities as well as non-uniform peak broadening. Before ignition, the graphite peaks
initially reduced and broadened, and then, completely disappear after milling for shorter
period of time. As clearly shown in the XRD results, the quick disappearance of the graphite
peaks was also seen to depend on the relative amount of graphite content contained in the
compositional mixtures. In the case of Ti, the titanium peaks monotonously broadened and
shifted slightly to lower Bragg’s angles with increased milling times. The peak broadening is
consistent with the formation of reduced crystallite sizes [22, 24, 129] while the slight peaks
shifts is an indication of accumulation of strains that is introduced in the titanium particles
during ball milling [83, 154].

Figure 4.33: Ti-C binary phase diagram [155]
As shown in the XRD patterns of Ti during the incubation period, there was relative
change in the heights of the titanium (101) and (002) peaks intensities. During the early
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stages of milling, the titanium (002) peak increases in intensity as compared with the starting
titanium (101) peak that initially has the highest intensity. Presumably, such sudden increase
in the intensity of the Ti (002) peak may likely due to preferred orientation of the crystal
planes, texturing and twinning caused by intense plastic deformation during mechanical
milling. The slight non-uniform broadening of the Ti peaks may likely indicate that some
atomic planes are prone more to lattice deformation than others, apparently causing nonuniform distribution of strain in the metallic Ti grains, consistent with [87, 156]. These planes
were reported referred to as “fault-affected reflection of the hexagonal closed-packed lattice”
where deformation is most likely to occur [87, 123].
The simultaneous disappearance of graphite peaks as well as the slight Ti peaks shift to
lower Bragg’s angles was reported as possible of formation of solid solution of carbon in
titanium Ti(C) [2]. However, in the Ti-C phase system (Figure 4.33) [155], carbon has a very
low solubility in either α-titanium and β-titanium phases. The amount of carbon content
contained in α-titanium and β-titanium phases are respectively 0.48 and 0.15at% and this
typically occur at 920oC [2, 92, 157]. Such limited solubility posed by diffusion of carbon in
titanium will cause the formation of Ti(C) highly unlikely. Besides, Lohse et al [24]
attributed the quick disappearance of the activated carbon peaks to formation of amorphous
quantities of carbon and these structures may not easily diffract X-rays due to their
amorphous structure. Previously, Ye and Quan [79] suggested that the quick disappearance of
the carbon peak may likely be due to the differences in the value of the mass absorption
coefficient of CuKα for titanium (208m2/g) and carbon (4.6m2/g). Such large differences in
their absorption coefficient during X-ray analysis may literally allow Ti peaks to overshadow
the graphite especially if the graphitic particles occur as thin layers, sandwiched and aligned
in the boundaries of titanium grain.
After ignition, the XRD patterns obtained for the reacted products revealed sharp TiC
peaks, in conjunction with weak and broader peaks that match unreacted Ti for compositional
mixtures of Ti50C50, Ti60C40 and Ti70C3. This was not for the case of starting composition of
Ti30C70 and Ti40C60, where unreacted Ti was not found in the XRD patterns. Clearly, as the
content of Ti increases in the starting mixture, the self-sustaining process that promotes the
combustion of the entire powder is most likely to be limited. As earlier reported by Deidda et
al [85], increase in the amount of Ti in the starting composition reduces both the adiabatic
and combustion temperature. This shows that the excess Ti may likely acts as heat sink and
physical barrier that could prevent self-propagating reaction to be sustained, limiting the
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propagation of the heat to the entire powder mixtures. However, as the percentage of titanium
content decreases in the starting mixtures, the effects of heat sink are mostly to be reduced.
This may promote rapid propagation of heat to the entire reacting mixtures.
In the case of the gradual formation of TiC, broad TiC peaks were detected in the XRD
pattern for Ti80C20 mixture. The mechanism of gradual formation of TiC is well-researched
and has been reported to proceed through diffusion-controlled mechanism [12, 14, 110]. The
change in the reaction mechanism from being combustive to gradual has been suggested to be
due to the excess Ti present in the compositional mixtures [24]. Lohse et al [24] suggested
that the excess Ti may likely acts as heat sink that could potentially prevent the heat liberated
during the reaction between Ti and C from being ignited. However, in the case of excess
graphite in the atomic mixtures, Ti20C80, the XRD results revealed no TiC peaks in the milled
products, suggesting no reaction between Ti and C. Typically, increasing the content of
graphite in the mixtures; it was observed that there was a corresponding high increase in the
volume of the starting powder. Graphite flakes is well-known to possess lubricating
properties. Presumably, when graphite is present in high volume, the graphite may act as a
lubricating fluid which could cool the contacting interfaces of titanium and graphite particles
thereby prevent any reaction from occurring.
4.3.3

Sequences of microstructural evolution

4.3.3.1

Microstructural evolution before ignition

Before ignition, both the backscattered FESEM and TEM results revealed
heterogeneous mixtures of titanium and graphite particles. In the FESEM images (Figure
4.6), regions of particles agglomeration were detected, confirming typical cold welding of the
products as the particles become finer [9]. During the incubation period, the titanium particles
evolved into lamellar and pancake morphologies, consistent with metallic ball milled
particles [7, 9] while the non-metallic graphitic particle breaks to form fragments. Although,
the FESEM was able to resolve the morphology of the Ti particles however; its resolution on
the graphitic flakes appears very poor even at higher magnification. This limitation was
overcome with the use of high resolution TEM.
The detailed changes in the graphitic flakes upon mechanical milling were revealed by
HRTEM. Essentially, during the early stages of milling (0-10 hours), the graphitic flakes
typically bend at different angles to form nano-arches; nano-trees; highly-twisted and curled
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or nano-spheroidised graphitic particles (Figures 4.7 and 4.9). With increased milling time up
to 25 and 36 hours, the graphitic flakes further evolve to form quasi-spheriodised features
(Figures 4. 10 and 4.11). The formation of these graphitic features are directly related to the
bending of the graphite sp2 flat sheets, apparently caused by the high energy ball milling,
consistent with the observation of Huang et al [158]. Typically, the structure of graphite
mainly consist of hexagonal linked layers and sheets, covalently bonded by a localized inplane σ (sp2) hybrids and delocalized out-of-plane π-orbitals [159]. During ball milling, high
pressure to the tune of 2-6GPa is well-known to be generated [49, 160]. With such high
pressure, breakage of the covalent bonds especially along the out-of-plane sheets is likely to
occur. The breakage of these bonds may probably create deformation defects as well as
dangling bonds. These graphitic features are found to clump around the titanium crystals or
just aligned along the grain boundaries of the titanium crystals (Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11).
The TEM combined with SAD and HRTEM results have revealed, for the first time, the
nucleation of nano TiC before the self-propagating reaction part of the process (Figures 4.1114). In the indexed SAD patterns (Figures 4.10(a) and 4.11(a)), diffraction spots
corresponding to (111) TiC and (200) TiC were found to occur for milled products sampled
after 25 and 36 hours of milling. In their respective HRTEM images (Figures 4. and 4.14), the
nano TiC crystals were both located at the interface between the titanium crystals and the
amorphous carbon and/or twisted graphitic particles. The evolution of nano TiC crystals
before the self-propagating part of the MSR route may possibly represent a phase
transformation step not well-known for MSR process. Possible reaction mechanism for such
nucleation will be discussed in Section 4.2.7
4.3.3.2 Microstructural evolution after ignition
Typically, at the ignition point, an exothermic reaction between Ti and C powders is
well-known to be mechanically activated with large amount of heat released [14, 22, 24, 86,
90]. The heat evolved due to the exothermic reaction is instantaneously self-propagates in the
form of a combustion wave at a very great speed to the rest of the powder. This event will
cause both rapid nucleation of TiC nuclei and grain growth to form large TiC particles at
point of ignition (Figures 4.12 and 4.14). With further milling, these coarse TiC particles
typically reduce in size, eventually forming nanocrystalline particles (Figure 4.13).
In order to gain more understanding on the microstructural evolution of TiC, samples
taken immediately after ignition were studied. Typically, stoichiometric TiC is a faceted
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crystal that crystallizes out as a face-centred cubic of NaCl-type structure with octahedron
growth unit (Figure 4.34(a)). However, when the diagram in Figure 4.34(a) is viewed along
the direction perpendicular to the TiC (111) plane, a simple hexagonal shape of atomic
arrangement of titanium (large sphere) and graphite (small sphere) could be seen (Figure
4.34(b)). Under ideal solidification, the growth of TiC will involve the bonding of titanium
and carbon atoms to form an atomically stable octahedron unit of Ti-C6. Implying that, each
of the titanium atoms (centred) will be surrounded by six carbon atoms (corners or edges) or
vice-versa, as illustrated in Figure 4.34(c). However, microstructural evolution of TiC via
MSR has been reported as non-equilibrium process where off-stoichiometric TiCx is typically
formed [14, 20, 21]. This implies that the TiCx is formed with high proportions of carbon
vacancies (previously reported to be located especially at the corners or edges), as
schematically illustrated in Figure 4.23(d) [139].

Figure 4.34: (a) fcc-TiC crystal structure, (b) projection of Ti-C atoms along the [111]
direction, (c) Ti-C6 stoichiometric octahedron unit and (d) Ti-Cx nonstoichiometric octahedron unit showing carbon vacancies
As shown in the backscattered FESEM results obtained for products that are sampled
just immediately after ignition (37h), TiC evolved with different morphological structures.
These structures comprised of thin-plated TiC layers, coarse grains, well-defined octahedral
TiC grain, perfect hexagonal TiC grain and imperfect units of hexagonal and octahedron
grains. The presence of stacked and multilayer TiC products may likely indicate a unique step
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present in the rapid nucleation and growth of TiC during ignition. The mechanism involved
in the formation of these thin-plated TiC multilayers may likely commence with the
formation of several TiC nuclei at the start of the reaction. Presumably, from the start of the
temperature increase to the maximum value, these TiC nuclei might grow and spontaneously
coalesce to form the first layer of TiC, otherwise known as the monolayer. A newly grown
TiC layer in the system might deposit on top of the first TiC layer and instantaneously
generates new steps. Upon continuous generation of these steps, newly arrived TiC layers
will repeatedly be deposited on the previous layers, apparently forming several stacks of TiC
layers, as shown in Figure 4.14 (and also in Figure A11(b) and (c) in Appendix A). These
TiC layers can then continue to grow through a process of layer-by-layer mechanism until a
fully grown TiC grain is formed. Whether a perfect or an imperfect TiC grain is formed is
likely dependent on temperature and the time available for transformation to occur during this
short period of ignition [139, 161].
In the case of the stacked TiC layers, they may likely occur also through a typically
edged-shared mechanism of crystal growth earlier reported by Song et al [139] during
combustive synthesis of TiC via SHS. In the FESEM and TEM images, series of stacked TiC
layers were observed linking with neighbouring layers, mostly at the edges or corners.
Typically, the linking of one stalk with another at the edges or corners may likely occur if
there are deficiencies of carbon (vacancies) present around those corners. And if carbon
deficient exits in form of vacancies in the corner of the TiC layers, it will be highly unlikely
or difficult for a new layer to be deposited on top of the facets. Rather, it is will be
thermodynamically favourable for the stacks of TiC to link with another stalk at the edges or
corners in order for TiC to evolved into a perfect hexagonal or octahedron units of TiC. The
presence of these stacked TiC layers linking with another stack layers therefore shows that
the edged-shared mechanism of grain growth is also present in MSR. More interestingly is
the stacked TiC layers that are made of different sizes. As shown in the FESEM images
(Figure 4.14), the size of the lower layers was found to be larger than the upper layers. This
result is not consistent with the Wulff formula that defines the shape and dimension of a
crystal during its nucleation and growth. According to Wulff, the ratio of the surface energies
(γi) and the distances (hi) from a point to the centre within a crystal facet is a constant under
equilibrium condition, that is, γi/hi = constant [162]. The direct interpretation of the Wulff
formula suggests that the dimensions of the crystal facet from the center to edges for all
layers should be the same. However, this is not the case for evolution of TiC by MSR.
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Presumably, the temperature that is available for nucleation and growth for subsequent layers
after the formation of the first TiC layer (lower layer) may decrease rapidly. This rapid
reduction in the temperature with time is probably caused by heat losses to the environment.
The heat losses may probably reduce the rate at which the generation of new steps and the
speed of growth for subsequent TiC layers occur. This was clearly seen for the reacted TiC
layers where the lower layer is larger than the upper layer, a result that is consistent with the
observation of Zhang et al during SHS synthesis of TiC [161].
4.3.4

Analyses of crystallite sizes, particle sizes, lattice strain and lattice parameters
obtained for Ti and TiC
Table 4.2 in Appendix A gives the summaries of the estimated values of the crystallite

sizes, lattice strain and lattice parameters obtained for Ti before ignition and for TiC after
ignition. These data have provided key insights into understanding the reaction mechanism of
MSR synthesis of TiC. As shown in Table 4.2, the crystallite sizes of Ti monotonous
decreases with increase milling times before ignition. Such decrease in the crystallite sizes of
titanium is clearly due to the repeated action of collision ball impacts on the reacting
particles.
In the case of the lattice strain and lattice parameters of titanium, they slightly increase
with increasing milling times. However; there was a slight decrease in the values of strain and
lattice parameters just before ignition (36hours). Typically, increase in the level of strains is
often attributed to accumulation of deformation defects induced in the Ti particles [9].
However, the decrease in the value of lattice strain may likely occur due to formation of high
volume of subgrains, as earlier suggested by Fecht for typical metals and intermetallic
compounds [47]. The slight increase in the lattice parameter may likely be associated with
reasons such as: (1) strong introduction of internal strain resulting to small anisotropic
expansion of the unit cell; and (2) In a typical transition metal such as Ti, the possibility of
“unpaired electronic orbitals at the outer surface of each particle” is very high and these
surface arrays of electron dipoles could repel each other resulting in a larger lattice parameter
than that of the bulk material, as earlier observed by Modi et al [156] and Ayyub et al [163].
So the observed slight decrease in the lattice parameter of titanium just prior to ignition is
likely due to effects of accumulated defects on the surfaces of nanoparticles of titanium [154,
156]. As earlier explained by Shenoy et al [154] and Modi et al [156], the presence of highly
accumulated defects in the nanoparticles could cause both the surface energy and the surface
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tension of nanoparticles to be very high and this could probably shrink the lattices of the Ti
resulting in reduced lattice parameters [154].
Estimated values of the crystallite sizes of TiC shows continuous decreases with
increased milling times (Table 4.2). However, the strain and the lattice parameter of TiC
increase with milling time (Table 4.2). The lattice parameter of TiC increases significantly
after milling for 38 hours but it becomes steady after milling for 47 to 75 hours. The
decreased crystallite size is consistent with formation of reduced grain sizes with increased
milling times while the lattice strain increase may be associated with incorporation of more
strain in the TiC grains upon increase in milling time. The significant increase in the lattice
parameters from, a = 4.3163Å at 37 hours to 4.3185Å after milling for an hour (38 hours) is
probably due to evolution from off-stoichiometric to stoichiometry, a result that is consistent
with the results obtained from Raman and ELNES, and consistent with [139].
4.3.5

Additional chemical sequences of Ti-C milled powders obtained from Raman,
XPS and EELS
The experimental results obtained from the characterisation of Ti50C50 milled products

using Raman, XPS and EELS to determine the chemical components and bonding
characteristics has revealed additional insights on controlled ball milling of titanium and
graphite. In the Raman spectroscopy results (Figures 4.19-22), increase in the intensity of the
D-peak relative to the G-peak of graphite, increase in the graphite peak areas and widths, and
shifts of the graphite bands to higher frequency values were very pronounced during 0-10
hours of milling. Such characteristic properties displayed by the graphite particles are
typically associated with stresses and strains introduced in the structure of graphite cause by
high ball milling. Specifically, the increase in the D-peak intensity is clearly due to increase
in degree of disorderliness and introduction of deformation defects in the graphitic structure.
The bonding configuration of graphite is that of sp3 π- and σ-bonds layers of atoms
arrangement in an orderly manner. However, upon the application of mechanical forces, the
typical sp3 sites present in the graphitic structure may probably changes from being in layers
form to chains. The chain configurations of the graphitic atomic arrangement may probably
cause the weakly π-bonded electrons to be localized and the strongly σ-bonds to be weaken.
Under such condition, lattice defects are continuously introduce thereby increasing the
vibrational of the D-peak. Probably, such changes appear more likely why higher vibrational
frequencies shifts are recorded for graphite during milling.
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It is also exciting to know that Raman spectroscopy was able to reveal the chemical
morphology of the TiC formed before ignition. The Raman-activeness of these TiC particles
may probably suggest that the TiC nucleate with high percent of carbon deficient (offstoichiometric). Unexpectedly, after only 10 hours of milling a weak Raman signal that
matches off-stoichiometric TiCx particles were detected. This is rather surprising as it is
highly unlikely for TiC to be formed after that short time of milling. Probably, the conditions
that are necessary for nucleation of TiC to occur during ball milling do not necessarily
depend on a critical time of milling to achieve a steady-state grain refinement. Rather, other
possible factors may like be present which could promote nucleation to occur, even as soon
as milling commences. Takacs observed an instant exothermic reaction (MSR) as soon as the
ball milling of Sn and Se was started [69]. Takacs investigation indicates that nucleation of
the final or intermediate phases could occur anytime without any particular period of time.
Another interesting observation is the increase in the intensities of the off-stoichiometric TiCx
relative to decrease in the intensity of the graphite peaks after the first feature TiCx was
detected. Such increase in the TiCx content with milling time is rather consistent with the
previous investigation carried out by Lohse et al [30]. As earlier reported by Lohse et al [30],
the increase in the intensity profile of TiCx is probably an indication of formation of more
volume fraction present in the milled products.
The chemical composition of the milled products obtained from the XPS analyses
indicates the formation of strong Ti-C bonds both prior to and after ignition. As shown in the
deconvolution of the C (1s) core-levels spectra, the binding energies that match the Ti-Cx
(281.0 eV) and Ti-C (281.6 eV) bonds appear to be very close (difference of 0.6 eV).
However, the lower binding energy display by the Ti-Cx bond is probably an indication of
stronger interaction between the Ti-3d and the C-2p orbitals and bonding than the welldefined Ti-3d - Ti-3d or C-2p - C-2p hybridization obtainable for respective Ti-Ti or C-C
bonding [146]. Typically, in terms of bonding in the TiC structure, the Ti is bonded to C by
hybridization between the Ti-3d and the C-2p orbitals to form the π and σ bonds. The πbonds are formed by overlapping between the Ti 3d-t2g and C-2p orbitals while that of σbonds is between Ti 3d-eg and C-2p states [150, 153]. Possibly, during milling, the strongly
sp3 σ- and the weakly π-bonded sp2 sites of the graphite layers may likely have been broken
down due to the high impact forces generated by ball collisions. Such a scenario may likely
produce clusters of vacancies whose effects on nearby atoms are not expected to be additive
however, transfer of electron charge from the Ti metal atoms to the atomic orbitals of
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graphite are more likely to occur. Such electron transfer is most likely to appear in form of
strong localized interaction between the atoms of titanium and graphite resulting to possible
formation of Ti-Cx bonds before ignition.
Data obtained from STEM/EELS characterisation has revealed the composition of the
milled products sampled prior to ignition to consist of heterogeneous mixtures of the starting
powder and new morphologies. In the STEM images obtained for the milled products
sampled prior to ignition (Figures 4.26(a) and 4.27(a)), edge-structures that precisely match
the ELNES shapes of TiC, Ti and highly deformed graphite were revealed by EELS. As
shown in the C K-edge plots (Figure 4.26(b) and 4.27(b)), the prior TiC ELNES features are
characterised with lower peak intensities, overlapping between peaks and lower core-levels
energy loss separation between the first two peaks when compared to the ELNES obtained
for the reacted products (Figures 4.28 and 4.29). In the C K-edge plots, the decrease in the
intensity profile of the second shell or peak labelled “2” (carbon shell) obtained for the TiC
ELNES features obtained prior to ignition may possibly suggesting the presence of carbon
deficient atoms in the shell. Such clear distinction in the intensity profiles of peak “2” display
by TiC ELNES obtained prior and just after ignition may support the argument suggesting the
TiC that nucleated before ignition comprised of high decrease of off-stoichiometry.
4.3.6

Thermal analysis of the Ti-C milled powders
The DSC results obtained for milled powders of Ti50C50, sampled after milling for 10,

25 and 36 hours has revealed a clear distinction between the process of thermal ignition and
that of high energy mechanically-induced exothermic reactions. Obviously, the idea of
thermal ignition was previously explored to understand the mechanically-induced ignition
during high energy ball milling. The correlation between thermal ignition and the
mechanically-induced ignition was earlier reported by Schaffer and McCormick [12, 34] and
later by Wu et al [32]. Both investigations suggested that the ignition in MSR will occur
when the ignition temperature is reduced to the maximum temperature of the reacting
powders. Under such conditions, the temperature rise of the milled products entrapped
between balls or between a ball and the wall of the vial will be adequate to activate a selfpropagating reaction. From the DSC results, the decrease in the ignition temperature with
increase milling times observed in this investigation is consistent with Schaffer and
McCormick [12, 34], Wu et al [32] and Lohse et al [24]. It can be inferred that the maximum
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temperature experienced by the Ti50C50 milled product during controlled ball milling likely
hovers around 273oC, for products sampled shortly before ignition.
It is accepted that the thermal ignition temperature is due to thermal heating and does
not take into consideration all other effects associated with mechanical milling. These effects
may include increase in the localized heating and pressure of the powder, fracturing,
twinning, and cold welding and rewelding of the particles, particle mixing and other
deformation defects. With the presence of these effects under mechanical milling which are
not replicated under thermal heating, it is unlikely that the thermal ignition temperature may
have direct correlation on the temperature that is experienced by the powder during milling
since the thermal ignition is purely due to thermal heating.
The model of ignition as suggested by Schaffer and McCormick [12, 34] and Wu et al
[32] may only represent a simplified version of ignition that is use to explain the reaction
synthesis that is operative in MSR. This is so because the thermal ignition temperature helps
to understand the activation energy that is required for the reaction to occur. From the DSC
results (Figures 4.30 and 4.31) and those earlier reported by Schaffer and McCormick [12,
34], Wu et al [32] and Lohse et al [24], it is clear that the ignition temperature decreases with
increasing milling time; consistent with the premise that the activation energy that is
necessary for the reaction to commence decreases with increasing milling times.
4.3.7

Possible reaction mechanism during controlled ball milling of Ti-C powders
The experimental results obtained from the characterisation of milled products of

Ti50C50 using XRD, FESEM, TEM coupled with SAD, HRTEM, Raman spectroscopy, XPS,
EELS, and DSC have revealed some new insights involving the reaction mechanism of MSR
operative in the Ti-C system. As earlier reported, the reaction mechanism of MSR is very
complex and difficult to explain, probably due to the different milling conditions and
parameters that affect the process [14, 20, 33, 164]. In the conventional reaction mechanism
for the synthesis of TiC by MSR, the reaction consists of one step (nucleation and growth
process) which occurs at the ignition point [14, 17, 86, 90, 130]. However, in this current
research, such reaction mechanism is highly unlikely, as nucleation of off-stoichiometric TiC
has clearly been found to occur before ignition. In this case, a two-step nucleation and growth
process is most likely suitable to describe the process of MSR synthesis of TiC.
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4.3.7.

The first step: nucleation of off-stoichiometric TiCx before ignition
The experimental results (TEM combined with SAD, HRTEM, Raman, XPS and

EELS) obtained during the period of incubation has shown the evolution of TiC before
ignition. In order to explain the mechanism of nucleation of nano TiC particles before the
ignition peak, various ideas are explored and discussed. Figure 4.35 schematically illustrate
the incubation period of milling, where nucleation of off-stoichiometric TiCx are formed.
Typically, during the early stages of milling, the milling energy is usually spent in mixing,
crushing, fracturing and plastic deformation of elemental powders, without significant
accumulation of energy within the powder particles. As milling times increase, the
mechanical force further reduces the particles to form heterogeneous mixtures of micro and
nanometer size, whereby new fresh surfaces of particles are continuously created. Also,
increased milling times simultaneously increase the specific surface energy within the system
and the local pressure and temperature of the contacting particles [9, 14, 20, 33, 88].
The first idea is hinged on the increase in the localized temperature of powders during
milling which may likely trigger nucleation of metastable TiCx phase. Temperature rise of the
milling vial before the ignition peak is reportedly low, in the range of 25⁰C to 250⁰C [9, 12,
14, 20, 22, 24], consistent with our observation of approximately 28⁰C temperature rise
(Figure 4.2). However, the localized temperature of the powder at the collision site is
recognized to be very high [49, 165-171], in some cases exceeding the melting point of some
of the elemental powder [167, 168, 172]. During the early stages of milling, the intense
plastic deformation of the reacting particles induce lattice defects such as dislocations,
stacking faults, point defects, twinning and plastic strain [20, 22, 88, 173]. The energy stored
by these defects is probably dissipative [173]. In other words, the energy released is
converted to heat which induces a localized temperature increase within the shear bands or
the strained regions within the powder particles [9]. Apart from increased localized
temperature of the powder, the accumulation of these lattice defects can lower activation
energies for reaction between the constituents [32]. The localized temperature of the powder
is usually difficult to measure; however, several workers [49, 167, 168, 171, 174] have
developed models whereby the localized temperature can be estimated. The localized
temperature during milling of elemental powders has been reported to be 420⁰C for milled
anatase [174], 590oC for milled Al-Cu-Mn [169], 287⁰C for Ni‐Zr powders [170], above
1000 ⁰C for boehmite and for -and ∂-Al2O3 powders [172], and 570 ⁰C for antimony (Sb)
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[171]. In the same vein [168] and [175] estimated the localized temperature increase during
fracture deformation of glass to be above 2700⁰C, and this was reported to occur within a
short period of time (nanoseconds) and in a very thin surface layer (~10 nm). On the other
hand, previous studies by differential thermal analysis (DTA) have shown that TiC layers
start nucleating at about 473⁰C when Ti and graphite are milled for approximately 19 hours
[32] and 400oC when Ti and activated carbon are milled for 66 hours [24], all milled products
are sampled before the ignition point. In this research, the results obtained from the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to measure the nucleation temperature of the TiC by
thermal heating indicate similar results to the previous research investigations [24, 32]. The
current results show that TiC starts to nucleate at between 150⁰C to 250⁰C for products that
were milled and sampled at 36hours before the ignition peak. These thermal reaction
temperatures for the formation of TiC as obtained from the DSC are considered to be
relatively low compared to earlier works [24, 32]. The combination of the DSC results and
the estimated values of localized temperature during ball milling of reacting constituents as
earlier reported by the workers [168, 169, 171, 172, 174, 175], it is infer that the nucleation of
nanocrystals of TiC may be as a result of the impulse-like increase in the localized
temperature.
Another possible explanation which may account for the presence of nano TiC crystal
before ignition is the concept of deformation-induced nucleation. During plastic deformation,
atoms are expected to be displaced from their original positions driven by the mechanical
force of the ball collision thereby generating dislocations, vacancies and plastic strain [9, 14,
173]. As milling time increases, dislocation densities may rapidly increase and accumulate,
with the eventual formation dislocation cells, subgrains and then high angle grain boundaries
[135]. Under conditions where local regions of high defect density arise (e.g., at subgrain
boundaries) the mobility of both Ti and C atoms may increase, inducing conditions which
favour the nucleation of TiC at the interface between the deformed Ti and the C, particularly
on fresh fracture surfaces of the Ti where dangling bonds may be present [176, 177].
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Figure 4.35: Schematic illustration of formation of nano TiC crystals at the interfaces during
milling of titanium and graphite powders; (a) early and (b) increase milling times;
before the ignition point while (c) higher magnification of the interface.
4.3.7.2

The second step: Rapid nucleation and growth of off-stoichiometric and
stoichiometric TiC at the ignition point

At the ignition point, an exothermic reaction between Ti and C powders is mechanically
activated and instantaneously self-propagates in the form of a combustion wave at a very
great speed to the rest of the powder [11, 12, 34]. This will cause rapid nucleation of new TiC
crystals and spontaneous growth of the nuclei. The simultaneous growth of both the nano TiC
nuclei formed before ignition and the TiC nuclei formed after ignition will result in
heterogeneous mixtures of thin-plated layers of TiC and coarse grains of TiC. Such a
mechanism describes the conventional MSR synthesis of TiC.

4.4

CONCLUSIONS
The reaction sequences and mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti-C powders

have been investigated. It can be concluded that:
1. Titanium carbide can be synthesized via magnetically controlled ball milling of titanium
and graphite. Formation of TiC by controlled ball milling can occur either by gradual
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reaction or by combustive reaction, depending on the starting compositions. Milling of
starting composition of Ti80C20 mixture was found to occur gradually whilst in the case of
compositional mixtures of Ti100-xCx (x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70), combustive reactions was
detected. However, there was no reaction when composition mixture of Ti20C80 was ball
milled rather there was grain refinement of the reacting powders.
2. During controlled ball milling of elemental mixtures of Ti100-xCx (x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70),
there was an abrupt rise in the temperature of the milling vial. The point at which the
sudden rise in temperature occurs is known as the ignition point while the duration of time
before the ignition occurs is known as the ignition time. The ignition times for the
exothermic mixtures of Ti100-xCx (x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70) were found to increase with
increase in the volume content of graphite in the starting mixture. In the milled products of
Ti100-xCx (x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70), there was no XRD evidence of TiC before ignition.
However, the XRD detected the TiC product immediately after the ignition point. In the
mixtures of Ti70C30, Ti60C40, and Ti50C50 there were evidence of unreacted Ti in the
reacted products immediately after ignition however, there were none for Ti40C60, and
Ti30C70 mixtures. These XRD results clearly show that the ignition point is that point when
the reaction between titanium and graphite occurs, apparently with sudden rise in
temperature of the vial. These reacting compositional mixtures which display
exothermicity clearly suggest the synthesis of TiC by mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction (MSR).
3. The sequence of microstructural evolution of titanium and graphite (Ti50C50) leading to
and after ignition using FESEM has revealed that the titanium particles typically evolved
into characteristic pancake morphology while the graphitic flakes simply break to form
heterogeneous mixture of fragments before ignition. Changes in the feature of the
graphitic flake upon mechanical milling were revealed in details by HRTEM imaging. The
starting graphitic flakes typically breaks to form different morphologies ranging from
arch-like, tree-like, highly curled, quasi-spherical, amorphous, and spheriodised graphitic
particles. These unique features of graphite were found clumping around the heavily
deformed titanium particles and also aligned along the boundaries of the Ti nanograins.
4. The use of TEM combined with SAD and HRTEM revealed the nucleation of nano TiC
crystals prior to the exothermic reaction step. The nano TiC crystals were found to exist as
thin layer (~2.8nm) located in the vicinity of the interface between the amorphous carbon
and nanocrystalline titanium. The morphology of the initial nuclei is made up of
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metastable crystallographic structures with optimum size and shapes, which may depend
on the energy at the particular interface.
5. The microstructural evolution of Ti50C50 sampled immediately after the ignition peak
revealed spontaneous nucleation of many TiC nuclei and simultaneous grain growth of
pre-ignition TiC and post-ignition TiC nuclei. The reacted products were found
comprising of combination of thin multilayers and/or stacks of TiC, larger TiC grains, and
remelted titanium which form thin layers separating TiC grain boundaries. With increasing
milling time, the particle sizes of TiC reduce to form nanocrystalline microstructure.
6. The use of Raman spectroscopy to characterize the milled products of Ti50C50 provides an
insight on the morphology of the product formed before and after ignition. Raman active
TiC particles were found to occur before ignition, a result that is consistent with the results
obtained using TEM/SAD and HRTEM. The detection of these TiC particles before
ignition by Raman spectroscopy indicates that they are metastable and off-stoichiometric
in structure. It was also found that these off-stoichiometric TiCx particles could be formed
even at shorter milling time, not necessarily after longer milling times. It was found also
that the off-stoichiometric TiCx are still present in the reacted products however, they
typically evolved towards stoichiometry after longer milling times.
7. The results obtained from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy also confirmed the formation
of TiC before ignition. High resolution XPS revealed chemical binding energies that
match Ti-C and oxygen bonded to Ti and C bonds for products that sampled before and
after ignition. The chemical components of these prior characteristic Ti-Cx bonds were
also found to be present in the reacted products that are sampled immediately after
ignition, suggesting heterogeneous mixtures of Ti-Cx and Ti-C bonds. The O-Ti and O-C
bonds were attributed to surface oxide skin formed on the milled powders due to sample
handling. Complementary chemical environmental of the milled products were also study
using EELS combined with STEM. The results obtained from the characterisation of
EELS shows edge-structure of TiC features which displays high degree of offstoichiometry for products that are sampled before ignition.
8. In this study, the reaction mechanism involving the nucleation of TiC before ignition
appears to be due to the combined effect of local temperature and pressure rise of the
powders assisted with dynamic collision of the balls and the enhancement of atomic
mobility caused by deformation induced defects. The results obtained using TEM/SAD,
HRTEM, Raman spectroscopy, XPS and EELS/STEM shows that there are two steps
involved in the nucleation and growth of TiC. The first step consists of nucleation of off135

stoichiometric TiCx nuclei, found to occur in the vicinity of interface between amorphous
carbon and nanocrystalline titanium. While, the second step is involved with rapid
nucleation of new TiC crystals and growth of post-ignition nuclei to form large TiC grains.
The current investigation has provided an insight on the mechanically induced selfpropagating reaction synthesis of nanocrystalline TiC via controlled ball milling. The
formation of the nano non-stoichiometric TiC before ignition is apparently the result of
‘deformation-induced reaction’ synthesis while the product formation after the ignition peak
follows classical ‘mechanically-ignited reaction’ mechanisms. A deformation-induced
reaction mechanism is involved in the formation of small volume fractions of nonstoichiometric and metastable nano TiC crystal structures while a mechanically-ignited
reaction mechanism is attributed to rapid nucleation of new TiC nuclei and grain growth.
This understanding best describe the MSR synthesis of TiC from the elemental powder of
titanium and graphite.
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CHAPTER 5

5.1

REACTION SEQUENCES AND MECHANISMS DURING
CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM AND
AMORPHOUS BORON

INTRODUCTION
High energy ball milling induced chemical reactions between elemental powders of

titanium (Ti) and amorphous boron (B) has been studied in a range of investigations [25, 28,
95, 99]. The reaction between elemental titanium and amorphous boron has been reported to
either proceed gradually, via a process described as mechanically induced solid-state
diffusion reaction (MDR) [43, 95, 97, 99, 178, 179], or suddenly via MSR [21, 28, 93],
typically after the detection of the ignition peak. Whether the transformation occurs gradually
or abruptly appears dependent on the milling conditions [11, 12, 20, 73, 93].
The three typical reaction stages generally involved in MSR (incubation, ignition and
further milling steps) have been reported to also occur during mechanochemical reactions of
Ti and amorphous B powders [20, 51, 72], with no X-ray diffraction evidence of formation of
titanium borides prior to ignition [28, 72]. However, for the case of titanium and graphite
reported in Chapter 4 and elsewhere in the literature, the formation of new phases prior to
ignition has been revealed by a range of techniques. Previously, Raman spectroscopy of preignition products during controlled milling of titanium and activated carbon has been reported
to form sub-stoichiometric TiC prior to ignition [30]. Dorofeev et al [33]and Wu et al [32]
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy reported the evolution of Ti-C bonds prior to ignition
[32, 33]. Dorofeev et al suggested these pre-ignition Ti-C bonds as likely the presence of
amorphous TiC (amTiC) [33], while Wu et al predicted these bonds as the presence of
transitional bonded state for Ti-C [32].
In Chapter four, during MSR synthesis of TiC, nano TiC crystals were found to be
nucleated at the interface between the heavily deformed titanium and amorphous carbon
before the ignition point. The result indicated a two-step nucleation and growth mechanism,
which is contrary to conventional understanding of MSR. The question arises, ‘is this twostep reaction mechanism peculiar to MSR synthesis of TiC in the Ti-C system or does it
applies to other exothermic reactions such as those between Ti and B in the Ti-B system?’
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In this Chapter, using the same techniques of characterisation as applied to titanium and
graphite in the Ti-C system: XRD, FESEM, TEM combined with SAD, HRTEM, XPS and
EELS-STEM, research involving controlled ball milling of titanium and amorphous boron in
the Ti-B system is described. Different atomic mixtures of Ti100-xBx (where x = 40, 45, 50,
55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80) and Ti34B66 were ball milled using the methodology already
discussed in Chapter 3. Ball milling was interrupted at different milling times before and after
ignition to take out small sample for characterization. Given the greater heat of formation
from elemental ingredients of (Ti34B66) TiB2 (∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol) compared to (Ti50B50)
TiB (∆H298o = - 167kJ/mol) in the Ti-B phase diagram (Figure 5.33) [180], advanced
analytical electron microscopy (HRTEM, TEM/SAD, and EELS-STEM), Raman
spectroscopy and XPS was carried out for the atomic mixtures of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66.

5.2

RESULTS

5.2.1

External temperature measurement of the milling vial
Figure 5.1 shows a plot of the external temperature measurement of the milling vial

with duration of time during controlled ball milling of Ti34B66 mixtures. Table 5.1 shows the
approximate values of milling times before an ignition peak was detected for different atomic
percentages of boron in the starting mixtures. In Figure 5.1, the outside temperature of the
vial initially increases and thereafter stabilizes after milling for about 3 hours, consistent with
the earlier observation obtained during ball milling of titanium and graphite powders (Figure
4.1 in Chapter 4) and other workers [11, 12, 22, 24]. With increased milling times, the
temperature does not change significantly except at an instant where the temperature
suddenly increases at approximately 18 hours of milling, with a characteristic change in the
sound of the balls movement and that of the mill, suggesting changes in the powder
morphology due to reaction between Ti and C [20, 181]. After the period of sudden
temperature increase, the temperature slowly decreases until an average temperature values
corresponding to the initial values were obtained, a result that consistent during ball milling
of titanium and graphite (Figure 4.1 in Section 4.2.1), and also with several workers [12, 14].
Additional temperature-time profiles obtained during milling of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50,
55, 60, 65, 70, and 75) are shown in Figures B1-B4 in Appendix B while Table 5.1 shows the
approximate times of milling before ignition. From Table 5.1, it is clear that as the percent
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content of B increases in the starting compositions the time required for the ignition of the
reacting powders decreases.

Figure 5.1: Plots of vial temperature vs time obtained during controlled ball milling of
Ti34B66 mixture.
Table 5.1: Approximate ignition times during control ball milling of titanium and amorphous
boron powders
at.% B
time to
ignition (hr)

5.2.2

40
-

45
65±2

50
59±3

55
53±3

60
38±2

65
66
70
23±2 18±2 16±2

75
11±1

80
-

X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti-B milled products

5.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction characterisation of starting powders
Figure 5.2 display the XRD patterns obtained for the starting titanium and amorphous
boron powders. The XRD pattern for the starting titanium (Figure 5.2(a)) display peaks that
were match accurately with the Powder Diffraction File (card # 05-0682) having lattice
parameters (ao = 2.950, co = 4.686, space group P63/mmc (194)) which has already be
described in details in Section 4.1.1 in Chapter 4. Figure 5.2(b) shows the XRD pattern of the
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starting amorphous boron, which display peaks that are very weak and broad, consistent with
an amorphous or nanocrystalline structure.

Figure 5.2: XRD patterns obtained for starting (a) titanium and (b) amorphous boron
powders.
5.2.2.2 X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti50B50 milled products
Figure 5.3 display the XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti50B50, sampled
before (5, 10, 25, 46, and 58 hours) and after (59, 62, 100, 200, and 300 hours) ignition. After
milling for 5 hours, the XRD pattern (Figure 5.3(5h)) display peaks that match only titanium,
while the starting amorphous boron powder broad peaks quickly disappear to the background.
As previously suggested by Laszlo Takacs [20], the boron particles are most likely to be
located in the grain boundaries of Ti. The XRD pattern obtained for products that were
sampled after 10 hours of milling (Figure 5.3(10h)) revealed titanium peaks that significantly
broadened and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles. However, when milled products were
sampled after milling for 25, 46 hours and just prior to ignition (58 hours), the XRD patterns
of these products (Figure 5.3(25h)(46(h)(58h)) display titanium peaks that continuously
broadened and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles. The Ti peak broadening is associated
with the formation of nanostructured particles. The shifting of the Ti peak to lower Bragg’s
angle might be as associated with formation of solid solution of B in Ti (αTi). However, in
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the Ti-B phase diagram (Figure 5.33) [180], the solubility of B in Ti at room temperature is
limited, suggesting the formation of boron saturated αTi as highly unlikely. So such peaks
shift may more likely be attributed to the introduction of strains in the Ti particles. The XRD
results obtained for milled products sampled before ignition (0-58 hours) show no evidence
of formation of any intermediate or titanium boride phases.

Figure 5.3: XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti50B50, sampled at different
milling times.
Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the reacted products of Ti50B50
(Figure 5.3 at 59 hours) displays peaks that match titanium boride (TiB), titanium diboride
(TiB2) and unreacted titanium. The TiB peaks match accurately with the Powder Diffraction
File (PDF) card # 05-0700 (lattice parameters ao = 6.123, bo = 3.06, co = 4.56, space group
Pbnm (62)) indicating orthorhombic FeB-type crystal structure. While the TiB2 peaks match
precisely with PDF card # 35-0741 (lattice parameters ao = 3.03034, co = 3.22953, and space
group P6/mmm (191)) suggesting hexagonal AlB2-type crystal structure. After milling for 3
hours after ignition (62hours), the unreacted Ti peaks were still visible in the XRD pattern.
However, after prolonged time of milling, approximately for 200 and 300 hours, the TiB2
peaks significantly broadened while the peaks of TiB and unreacted Ti were observed to
disappear to the background, apparently suggesting either further reaction may have occur to
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form the more thermodynamically stable TiB2 phase, or formation of nanostructural product
which does not diffract as strongly.
5.2.2.3 X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti34B66 milled products
Figure 5.4 shows the XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti34B66, sampled
before (5, 10, 17 hours) and after (18, 21 and 80 hours) ignition. The XRD pattern obtained
for product sampled after 5 hours of milling display peaks that match only Ti. The Ti peaks
were observed to be considerably broadened and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles,
consistent with the XRD result obtained for Ti50B50, milled for the same duration (Figure
5.3(5h)). Between 10 hours and just prior to ignition (17 hours), the Ti peaks continue to
broaden without any XRD evidence of phase transformation in the milled products (Figure
5.4(10h and 17h)).

Figure 5.4: XRD pattern for Ti34B66 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the reacted product (Figure
5.4(18h)) display very sharp TiB2 peaks and weak peaks that match unreacted Ti. The XRD
pattern obtained for the reacted products that were sampled after milling for about 3 hours
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(21hours) displays only TiB2 peaks, suggesting possibly further reaction between Ti and B to
form TiB2. With increased milling time up to 80 hours, the XRD pattern display TiB2 peaks
that significantly broaden and reduce in intensity (Figure 5.4(80h)), a result that is consistent
with the reacted products of Ti50B50 that was milled for prolonged period of time (Figure
5.3(300h)).
Additional XRD characterisation obtained for milled products of Ti60B40, Ti55B45,
Ti40B60, Ti30B70, Ti25B75 and Ti20B80, sampled at various milling times are explained in
Appendix B. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 in Appendix B shows the estimated crystallite size, lattice
parameters and lattice strains of Ti with increasing time obtained for Ti50B50 and Ti34B66
using Rietveld method of analysis.
5.2.3

Microstructural characterisation of the Ti-B milled products

5.2.3.1 Microstructural characterisation of starting amorphous boron powder

Figure 5.5: Starting amorphous powder showing: (a) TEM Bright-field image combined with
SAD pattern (insert), showing amorphous B rings, (b) TEM Bright-field image
showing rounded morphology of B, and (c) HRTEM image, showing no
crystalline fringe for amorphous B.
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Figure 5.5 shows TEM combined with SAD (Figure 5(a) and 5(b)) and HRTEM results
(Figure 5(c)) obtained for starting amorphous boron powder. In Figure 5.5((a) and (b)), the
SAD, TEM and HRTEM images indicate either a spherical or round plate-like morphology
for the amorphous boron particles, while the SAD (Figure 5(a)) confirms the amorphous
structure of the boron powder. Furthermore, contrast in high magnification TEM images
(Figure 5.5(c)) was not consistent with that of an amorphous product, with no evidence of
lattice fringes. Microstructural characterisation of the starting titanium powder is presented in
Section 4.1.3.1 in Chapter 4.
5.2.3.2 Microstructural characterisation of Ti50B50 milled products
5.2.3.2.1

Microstructural evolution of Ti50B50 before ignition

Figure 5.6 shows the results of backscattered FESEM obtained for milled products of
Ti50B50, sampled during the early stages of milling (5 and 10 hours) and just prior to ignition
(58 hours). As shown in Figure 5.14((a) and (b)), the starting Ti particles were heavily
deformed after 5 and 10 hours milling, with characteristic pancake-like morphology
developing. Additional regions comprising a dense nanostructure of Ti and B, and small
boron particles embedded in the Ti are also observed (Figure 5.14((a) and (b)). Just prior to
ignition, finer nano boron in titanium, and separate regions of heavily deformed Ti was
observed (Figure 5.6((c) and (d))). Additional spheroidal and ellipsoidal particles were
observed in the milled product (Figure 5.7). The morphologies of these particles were
consistent in shape and geometry with the TiB2 particles detected immediately after ignition
(Figure 5.11(d)), suggesting clearly the nucleation of TiB2 before ignition. The morphology
also matched SEM morphological observations of TiB2 by [96]. In the backscattered image
(Figure 5.7), the TiB2 appears as intermediate grey level ellipsoidal particle, and appears to
have nucleated at the interface of a large heavily deformed Ti region, and grown into the Ti-B
nanostructure.
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Figure 5.6: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti50B50 mixtures, sampled after
milling for: (a) 5 hours, showing deformed Ti entrapped with B particles; (b) 10
hours, showing heavily deformed Ti particles, mixtures of Ti and B, and Ti
particle entrapped with B particles; (c) 58hours, showing regions of uniform
dispersion of B in Ti and heavily deformed Ti particles; and (d) 58 hours,
showing regions of uniform dispersions of B in Ti, and nanomixture of Ti and
amorphous B.

Figure 5.7: Backscattered FESEM image obtained for milled product of Ti50B50, sampled
just prior to ignition (after 58hours of milling) showing regions comprising of
uniform dispersion of B in Ti, heavily deformed Ti, nanomixture of Ti and B, and
newly nucleated spheroidal particles of TiB2.
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Figure 5.8: Ti50B50 milled powders, sampled after milling for: (a) 5hours, showing TEM
Bright-field image combined with SAD pattern (insert) which displays Ti and
amorphous B rings/spots; (b) 5hours, showing HRTEM image of deformed mix
of Ti and amorphous B; (c) 10hours, showing TEM Bright-field image combined
with SAD pattern (insert) which displays Ti and amorphous B rings/spots; and (d)
10hours, showing HRTEM image of deformed mix of Ti and amorphous B.
Figure 5.8 shows the results of TEM combined with SAD (inserts) and HRTEM
obtained for milled products of Ti50B50, sampled after 5 and 10 hours of milling. The TEM
image reveals clearly the presence of agglomerates of Ti and amorphous B particles (Figure
5.8(a)). While its HRTEM image (Figure 5.8(b)), obtained very close to edge region of the
milled products reveal lighter and dark regions. The lighter regions are high in B
concentration while the darker regions are Ti-rich, as confirmed by TEM/EDS and SAD.
Figure 5.7(c) shows TEM image combined with SAD (insert), obtained for products that
were sampled after 10 hours of milling. The SAD pattern display rings that match the dspacings of (101), (100) and (002) of Ti peaks and also diffuse rings that clearly shows the
amorphous structure of boron. The HRTEM image obtained for the same products (Figure
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5.8(d)) show results that are consistent with the HRTEM image obtained after 5 hours of
milling (Figure 5.8(b)).

Figure 5.9: Ti50B50 milled powders sampled just prior to ignition (after 58hours of milling)
showing: (a) TEM Bright-field image combined with SAD pattern (insert) which
displays Ti, amorphous B and TiB2 rings/spots, (b) HRTEM combined with SAD
pattern (insert) showing crystallized B, and (c) high magnification EDS map
showing distribution of some Ti particles along the B interface.
Figure 5.9 shows results of TEM combined with SAD (inserts), HRTEM and high
resolution EDS map obtained for milled products of Ti50B50, sampled just prior to ignition
(58 hours). The TEM image and the indexed SAD pattern reveal diffraction rings/spots that
match Ti, TiB2, and also amorphous and crystalline boron Fourier Transform of HRTEM
image (Figure 5.9(a)). The indexed SAD shown in Figure 5.9(b) confirmed diffraction spots
that correspond to crystalline boron. Figure 5.9(c) shows an EDS map of the nanoparticle
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agglomerate in Figure 5.9(a)), which confirms a distribution of Ti-rich particles located away
from regions presumed to contain crystallized boron.

Figure 5.10: Ti50B50 milled products sampled prior to ignition (after 58 hours of milling)
showing: (a) TEM image and its SAD pattern revealing diffraction rings/spot
corresponds to Ti and TiB2, and (b) HRTEM image and inserts revealing regions
of Ti and TiB2 crystals.
Figure 5.10 shows additional TEM combined with SAD (insert) and HRTEM results
obtained for products that were sampled just prior to ignition (after 58 hours of milling). The
SAD pattern (insert in Figure 5.10(a)) shows diffraction spotty rings/spot(s), corresponding to
Ti and TiB2, and additional diffuse contrast that can be attributed to amorphous boron,
consistent with results shown in Figure 5.9(a). Detailed HRTEM analysis (Figure 5.10(b))
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revealed that the newly nucleated nano TiB2 is located within regions of amorphous boron
and the titanium crystals.
5.2.3.2.2

Microstructural evolution of Ti50B50 after ignition

Figures 5.11 show FESEM backscattered images obtained for the reacted products of
Ti50B50, sampled just after ignition (after 59 hours of milling). In the backscattered FESEM
image ((Figure 5.11a)), the lightest regions comprise titanium, the grey particles are TiB, and
the small darker particles are believed to be TiB2. The TiB has a morphology comprising
clusters of both narrow and broad platelike particles (Figure 5.11(c)), consistent with TiB
morphologies reported by others [182, 183]. The slightly darker grey TiB2 particles take the
form of a spheroidal or ellipsoidal dispersion within an agglomerate of TiB and Ti (Figure
5.11(d)), consistent with that reported by [96]. Other regions comprised unreacted Ti,
indicated by the light contrast regions in Figure 5.11(a)), and mixtures of unreacted Ti and
boron particles (Figure 5.19(b)).
Figure 5.12 shows FESEM backscattered images obtained for the reacted products of
Ti50B50 after milling for 100 and 300 hours. After milling for 100 hours, the FESEM image
revealed regions that consist of nano spheroidal particles of TiB2 and nanomixture of Ti and
B particles, consistent with XRD result (Figure 5.3(100h)) obtained for the same sample.
However, after milling for 300 hours (Figure 5.12(b)), regions comprising of TiB2
agglomerates and nano TiB2 particles were observed.
Figure 5.13(a) shows a TEM image obtained for reacted products of Ti50B50, sampled
just after ignition (after 59 hours of milling). The heterogeneous mixtures of particles, as
confirmed by the SAD, include Ti, TiB and TiB2. Despite the Ti50B50 starting composition,
the local nucleation of TiB2 is presumably preferred because of the higher heat of formation
of TiB2 over that of TiB. Figure 5.13(b) shows the HRTEM images which revealed a welldefined crystal of TiB2, which had apparently nucleated and grown rapidly after ignition.
Figure 5.14 shows a TEM image coupled with SAD results obtained for the reacted products
after milling for 300 hours. In the SAD pattern, diffraction rings/spot that match only TiB2
particles are found in the reacted products, suggesting probable mechanically-induced
diffusion reaction may have taken place during the period of prolonged milling [96, 97].
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Figure 5.11: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti50B50, sampled
immediately after ignition (after 59 hours of milling) showing regions of: (a)
clusters of platelike TiB and TiB2 particles taking the form of spheroidal or
ellipsoidal dispersion within agglomerate of TiB and Ti, (b) TiB2 particles and
clusters of unreacted mixtures of Ti and B, (c) heterogeneous mixture of clusters
of narrow and broad platelike particles of TiB mix with unreacted Ti, and (d)
TiB2 particles in spheroidal or ellipsoidal dispersion.

Figure 5.12: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti50B50 sampled
after milling for (a) 100 hours, and (b) 300 hours.
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Figure 5.13: Reacted products of Ti50B50 sampled immediately after ignition (after 59 hours
of milling) showing: (a) TEM image combined with SAD pattern displaying
diffraction rings/spots that match d-spacing of Ti, TiB and TiB2, and (b) HRTEM
image displaying large and well-defined TiB2 crystal and regions showing
stacking and twin faults.

Figure 5.14: TEM image combined with SAD pattern obtained for the reacted products of
Ti50B50 sampled after milling for 300 hours.
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5.2.3.3 Microstructural characterisation of Ti34B66 milled products
5.2.3.3.1

Microstructural evolution of Ti34B66 before ignition

Compared to microstructural evolution of Ti50B50, Figures 5.15-5.17 shows a similar
sequence of microstructural evolution obtained for milled products of Ti34B66 sampled before
ignition. In the backscattered FESEM image (Figure 5.15(a)), the Ti particles typically
deformed after 5 hours of milling to form the characteristic pancake-like morphology, and
other regions showing small boron particles embedded in the Ti are also observed. At higher
magnification (Figure 5.15(b)), regions of dense nanostructure comprising of Ti and boron,
with boron aligning along the Ti boundaries, are clearly observed. After 10 hours of milling,
the microstructure consists mainly of regions of nanomixture of Ti and boron particles, and
also of deformed Ti particles (Figure 5.15(c)). Just prior to ignition (after 17 hours of
milling), finer mixtures of nano boron in titanium, and separate regions of heavily deformed
Ti particles, could be seen (Figure 5.15(d)).
Figure 5.16 shows TEM combined with SAD (insert), and HRTEM results obtained for
Ti34B66 products that were sampled just prior to ignition (after 17 hours of milling). In the
TEM image, the milled products consist of mixtures of Ti and TiB2 particles, as confirmed by
the indexed SAD. The spot positions corresponding to TiB2 structure are consistent with
results obtained for milled products of Ti50B50, sampled just prior to ignition (Figure 5. 9(a)).
In the HRTEM image (Figure 5.16(b)), the TiB2 crystal is located in the vicinity of the
amorphous B and a Ti crystal, consistent with earlier result obtained for the Ti50B50 products
(Figure 5.10(b)). Figure 5.16 shows TEM combined with SAD (insert) for product sampled
just before ignition. Local regions of crystallized B and Ti particles, as confirmed by the
SAD, are observed; consistent with that obtained for milled products of Ti50B50 sampled just
prior to ignition (Figure 5.9(b)).
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Figure 5.15: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for milled products of Ti34B66 mixtures
sampled after milling for: (a) 5 hours showing heavily deformed Ti particle
entrapped with B particles, (b) 5 hours (at higher magnification) showing regions
comprising of nanomixture of Ti and B, and B aligning along the Ti grain
boundaries; (c) 10 hours showing regions consisting of dispersions of B in Ti, and
heavily deformed Ti particle; and (d) 17 hours showing regions comprise
nanomixture of Ti and B, dispersion of B in Ti and heavily deformed Ti particles.
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Figure 5.16: Ti34B66 milled products sampled just prior to ignition (after 17 hours of milling)
showing: (a) TEM image and its SAD pattern revealing diffraction rings/spot
corresponds to Ti and TiB2, and (b) HRTEM image and inserts revealing regions
of Ti and TiB2 crystals.
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Figure 5.17: Milled products of Ti34B66 sampled just prior to ignition (after 17 hours of
milling) showing TEM image with an indexed SAD pattern (insert), and a section
with high magnification revealing lattice spacing corresponding to B crystal.
5.2.3.3.2

Microstructural evolution of Ti34B66 after ignition

Figure 5.18 shows the FESEM backscattered image obtained for reacted products of
Ti34B66, sampled immediately after ignition (after 18 hours milling). The morphology is
revealed as facetted plates or grains of TiB2, bounded by regions of melted Ti (lightest in
colour), as shown in Figure 5.18((a) and (b)). Also, local regions of unreacted Ti (Figure
5.18(b)) are seen in the reacted products, consistent with the XRD pattern obtained for the
same products (Figure 5.3(59h)). The boundaries of the TiB2 grains appear to be locally
bonded by regions of melted Ti, an occurrence which can be attributed to the high heat
released during exothermic reaction at the point of ignition. The heat evolved might be
sufficient to locally melt the unreacted Ti and allow it to play a role in liquid phase sintering
of the newly formed TiB2 during a period of the rapid grain growth.
Figure 5.18(c) shows FESEM image obtained after milling for 21 hours, that is, when
the maximum attained at ignition return to the base temperature (Figure 5.1). It appears that
the coarse TiB2 particles formed at ignition have started to reduce in size. After prolonged
time of milling (80hours), the TiB2 particles were refined in size, and coarse nanocrystalline
morphology was observed (Figure 5.18(d)).
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Figure 5.18: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti34B66 sampled
after ((a) and (b)) 18 hours, (c) 21 hours and (d) 80 hours of milling showing: (a)
heterogeneous mixtures of facetted TiB2 grains locally bonded with melted
titanium particles for products, (b) TiB2 grains liquid sintered with melted Ti, and
isolated regions of unreacted Ti for products, (c) heterogeneous mixture of large
and smaller particles of TiB2, and (d) nanoparticles of TiB2.
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Figure 5.19: Micrographs obtained for reacted products of Ti34B66 sampled immediately after
ignition (after 18 hours of milling) showing: (a) TEM image combined with SAD
pattern revealing diffraction rings/spots that match d-spacing of Ti and TiB2
peaks, and (b) HRTEM image revealing large and well-defined crystal of TiB2.
Figure 5.19 shows TEM microstructure combined with electron diffraction obtained for
Ti34B66 reacted product, sampled immediately after ignition (18h), with electron diffraction
evidence that the majority phases are Ti and TiB2, consistent with the XRD result obtained
for the same products (Figure 5.4 (18h)). Additional evidence of unreacted amorphous boron
particles was also present in the TEM image (Figure 5.19(a))). The observation of titanium
and amorphous boron contained in the reacted milled products clearly suggests the
incomplete nature of the reaction for products sampled immediately after ignition. Figure
5.19(b) shows an HRTEM image, revealing the formation of a large crystal of TiB2. Growth
to relatively large sizes is apparently associated with the high heat evolved during reaction.
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After milling for 80 hours, only TiB2 particles appear to be present in the reacted products, as
also evidenced by SAD results (Figure 5.20).

Figure 5.20: TEM image and its corresponding indexed SAD pattern for products of Ti34B66,
sampled after milling for 80hours.

5.2.4

Raman spectroscopy characterisation of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 milled products
As earlier described in Section 4.1.5, Raman spectroscopy can be used to identify the

chemical composition of Raman active constituents of ball milled products [30, 31]. The
borides of transition metals especially the diborides have been reported to be Raman-active,
attributed to the presence of distorted α(B) [184, 185] and lattice defects in the
microstructures of the diborides [186-188]. Specifically, Raman-active modes of B1g (bond
vibration due to out-of-plane boron displacement) and E2g (vibrations due to in-plane boron
displacement) have been reported to occur for MgB2 and AlB2 [186, 187]. Other vibrational
frequencies including’s A1g/B1g (split-off mode), E1g and Ag modes, have also been predicted
to occur for ReB2 and MgB2 [188-190]. Raman spectroscopic investigations by Begun et al
[140], Bača et al [191] and Ines Dreiling et al [192] revealed the Raman-activeness of TiB2
and TiB, where its vibrational frequencies were detected in the first- and second-order
regions.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show respectively the baseline corrected Raman spectra obtained
for different milled particles of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66, sampled just prior to ignition (after 17
hours of milling) and immediately after ignition (after 18 hours of milling). The peaks were
determined using the Gaussian-Lorentzian curve fittings and the positions of these peaks are
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tabulated in Tables 5.4 and are shown in Appendix B. Additional Raman spectra without
baseline correction were also obtained for different milled particles of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66
and are shown in Figure B22 and Table 5.5 (Appendix B).
5.2.4.1 Raman spectroscopy of Ti50B50 milled products
Figure 5.21(a) shows the Raman spectra obtained for different milled particles taken
out just prior to ignition during milling of Ti50B50. For different particles examined, Raman
spectra shown in Figure 5.21(a)((i)-(iv)) were observed, consistently present in the milled
products. The Raman spectra reveal bands positioned at 778, 942, 1266 cm-1 (Figure 5.
21((a)(i))); 243, 324, 539, 636, 706, 776, 928, 1092 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(ii))); 461, 528,
604, 676, 776, 845, 942 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(iii))); 775, 923 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(iva))); and
715, 775, 923 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(ivb))). As shown in Figure 5.21((a)(i)), the Raman band
typically represent features that are attributable to TiB2 [140]. The bands positioned at
transverse acoustic (TO) 243, longitudinal acoustic (LA) 324, transverse optical (TO) 539,
and longitudinal optical 636 cm-1 regions (Figure 5.21((a)(ii))) are reportedly attributed to
first-order scattering of TiB2 [192]. Interestingly, second-order scattering peaks positioned at
706, 776, 928, 1092 cm-1 for the same particle was also observed (Figure 5.21((a)(ii))).
Similar interestingly peaks in the first- (461, 528, 604, and 676 cm-1) and second-order (776,
845, 942 cm-1) regions were also observed in the milled products (Figure 5.21((a)(iii))).
These bands typically represent combination of A1g/B1g split-off and E2g vibrational modes,
which unambiguously is attributed to off-stoichiometric chemical bonds of Raman-active
bands of TiBx/TiB2-x [186, 192]. While the bands at approximately 775 and 923 cm-1indicate
the coexistence of E2g phonon coupling second-order scattering, suggesting possible
activation of the B1g silent mode (Figure 5.21((a)(iva))). Other Raman bands in the vicinity of
715, 775, 923 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(ivb))) which somewhat bear similar resemblance to
borates and distorted α(B) features [193, 194].
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Figure 5.21: Raman spectra obtained for Ti50B50 milled products sampled after milling for
(a) 58 hours (just before ignition), (b) 59 hours (just after ignition).
Figure 5.21(b) shows Raman spectra obtained for different reacted particles of Ti50B50
mixtures, sampled immediately after ignition (after 59 hours of milling). The Raman bands
attributable to off-stoichiometric TiB2-x [140] were also observed in the reacted products of
Ti50B50 mixtures (Figure 5.21((b)(i))). However, the peak intensity of TiB2 centred at 1225
cm-1 appears to increase and slightly shifted to lower frequency value as compared to that of
Raman spectra of particles sampled before ignition, 1266 cm-1 (Figure 5.21((a)(i))). Such
increase in peak intensity and lower frequency shift are respectively due to increase in the
volume content of off-stoichiometric TiBx and orientation effects of TiB2 crystals [192]. By
implication, this result clearly suggests that, immediately after ignition, some reacted
particles in form of substoichiometric are still presented in the milled products, a result that is
consistent during ball milling of titanium and graphite powders. A characteristic Raman
spectrum with frequency bands at 319 (LA), 629 (LO) and 1044 (2O) cm -1 was observed to
be present in the reacted products (Figure 5.21((b)(ii))).

In the same vein, a different

spectrum with only two peaks (419 and 620 cm-1) was also observed (Figure 5.21((b)(iv))).
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These spectra may likely represent other titanium borides features or Raman-active modes
inherent in the boron atoms, not detected by XRD method, that are present in the milled
products. Figures 5.21((b)(iiia)) and 5.21((b)(iiib)) clearly show Raman-active features
consistent with off-stoichiometric TiB2 [191]. Raman peaks in the first-order regions (358,
582, 651 cm-1) and second-order regions ( 713, 778, 926 cm-1) are somewhat consistent with
TiB features present in the reacted products [192] (Figures 5.21((b)(va)) and 5.21((b)(vb)),
results consistent with the XRD detection of TiB for Ti50B50 mixtures (Figure 5.3(59)).
5.2.4.2 Raman spectroscopy of Ti34B66 milled products
Figure 5.22 shows Raman spectra obtained for milled particles of Ti34B66, sampled just
before (Figure 5.22(a)) and just after (Figure 5.22(b)) ignition. Raman features consistent
with off-stoichiometric titanium diboride TiB2-x are observed for milled particles sampled just
prior to ignition (Figure 5.22(a)(i)-(ii))). Additional distinct Raman spectra were also detected
in the milled products (Figure 5.22(a)(iii)-(iv))). These spectra show bands inconsistent with
mixtures of Raman-active TiB/TiB2-x[191, 192]. A possible explanation is that

that some

particles probed by the Raman light may consist of heterogeneous mixtures of phases. Apart
from the three distinct stoichiometric phases, TiB, Ti3B4 and TiB2, present in the Ti-B
equilibrium system [180], other metastable phases, including Ti2B5, Ti2B, TiB10 and TiB12)
have also been reported [195].Raman-activeness of some of the metastable phases may also
be possible.
Immediately after ignition, similar Raman peaks of off-stoichiometric TiB2-x (Figure
5.32((b)(i))) and other Raman-active features (Figure 5.22((b)(ii)-(iii))) attributable to
vibrational modes inherent in the chemical bonds between Ti and B were also detected for the
reacted products of Ti34B66 mixtures. Consistent with Ti50B50, the peak intensity of the offstoichiometric TiB2-x increases immediately after ignition (Figure 5.22((b)(i))), consistent
with products formed during milling of titanium and graphite.
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Figure 5.22: Raman spectra obtained for Ti34B66 milled products sampled after milling for
(a) 17 hours (just prior to ignition), (b) 18 hours (just immediately after ignition).

5.2.5

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 milled
products

5.2.5.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation of starting powders
Figure 5.23 shows the high resolution B (1s) and O (1s) core-levels spectra obtained for
the starting amorphous boron powders. The B (1s) is fitted with a single Gaussian-Lorentzian
curve with binding energy located at 188.1eV, consistent with XPS spectrum of amorphous
boron [196, 197]. The high binding energy of 188.1eV is indicative of the strong bonds
formed by the interaction between the B (2p) and B (2p) orbital atoms in the B-B bonds. The
O (1s) core-levels spectrum is fitted with one curve with a binding energy of 531.5 eV,
typically assigned to oxygen, apparently formed at the surface of the amorphous boron
powder before the XPS experiment was carried out, consistent with [198].
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Figure 5.23: Deconvolution of high resolution XPS spectrum obtained for starting
amorphous boron powder showing: (a) B (1s) core-levels, and (b) O (1s) corelevels.
5.2.5.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation for Ti50B50 milled products
Figure 5.24 shows deconvoluted high resolution B (1s) and Ti (2p) core-levels while
Figure 5.25 display the O (1s) core-levels XPS spectra obtained for milled products of
Ti50B50, sampled just before ignition ( after 58 hours of milling) and just after ignition (after
59 hours of milling). The details of the deconvoluted peaks position for the B (1s), Ti (2p)
and O (1s) spectra can be found in Table 5.6 in Appendix B.
(a)

B (1s) deconvolution
Just before ignition (58h), the high resolution B (1s) spectrum obtained for the milled

product display three peaks which was fitted precisely with four Gaussian-Lorentzian curves
and with binding energy energies located at 181.5eV, 183.7eV, 187.1eV and192.1eV (Figure
5.24(a)). The binding energy located at 192.1 eV can be assigned to oxygen bonded with
boron at the surface, consistent with the observation of oxygen bonded with carbon during
milling of titanium and graphite. The peak located at 187.1eV is typically attributed to B-Ti
bonds in TiB2, as earlier reported by these workers [199, 200]. Combining this XPS result
with that obtained from the Raman spectroscopy for the sample (Figure 5.21(a)), the B-Ti
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bond features detected may probably represent quantities of off-stoichiometric boron lean
TiBx-2 phase. In addition to the Raman result, the B-Ti bond (TiB2) that is formed before
ignition is consistent with the results obtained using FESEM, HRTEM and TEM/SAD for the
same sample. Interestingly, the lower binding energies located at 181.5eV and 183.7eV were
not found in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) XPS database for B
(1s). These binding energies may likely represent localized bonding of B with Ti. In the
backscattered FESEM image obtained for the same sample (Figure 5.6(c)(d)), small boron
particles were observed to be embedded in the Ti to form uniform dispersions of B in Ti and
also along the boundaries of heavily deformed Ti grain (Figure 5.6(d)). These locally bonded
networks of B and Ti, labelled as B-(Ti) bonds in Figure 5.24, may represent features
inherent in the bonding environment between Ti and B. This observation clearly implies that
during ball milling, the local environment of the products changes with likely formation of
localized bond networks between Ti and B, consistent with the observation of [200].
Immediately after ignition, the high resolution B (1s) core-levels XPS spectrum
displays three intense peaks and one shoulder peak (Figure 5.24(a)(59h)). The binding
energies are located at 181.1eV, 182.7eV, 187.4eV, 186.4eV, and 191.9eV (Figure 5.
24(a)(59h)). The two peaks with binding energies located at 186.4 and 187.4 can be assigned
to B-Ti bonds in TiB and in TiB2 respectively [196]. Interestingly, the lower binding energies
(181.1eV and 182.7 eV) found to occur in the prior milled products were also visible in the
just reacted products. As earlier suggested, the lower binding energies are likely to be due to
possible local network of bonds B-(Ti) features formed by B particles that are entrapped and
embedded within Ti. This result is consistent with the FESEM image obtained for the sample
(Figure 5.7(b)), where regions of uniform dispersions of B in Ti were clearly seen. This result
also clearly shows the incomplete nature of the reaction immediately after ignition. The peak
with high binding energy located at 191.9 eV is typically assigned to surface oxide of boron,
consistent with products sampled before ignition (Figure 5. 24(a)(58h)) and other workers
[199, 200]. Quantitative estimation of the component of each of bonds shows that the TiB
contain 60wt.% while 25wt.% is for TiB2. The quantitative analyse indirectly suggesting that
the Ti50B50 mixture is formed with high proportion of TiB concentration than of TiB2.
(b)

Ti (2p) deconvolution
Just prior to ignition (58h), the Ti (2p) spectrum (Figure 5.24(58h)) display three peaks

that can be fitted precisely with three doublets, with binding energies located at Ti (2p1/2)
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459.8, 461.4 and 464.4 eV; and Ti (2p3/2) 453.4, 454.2 and 458.5 eV. The doublet with
binding energies located at Ti (2p1/2) 459.8 eV and Ti (2p3/2) 453.4 eV is assigned to metallic
Ti while that of 464.4 and 458.5 eV is typical of surface oxidize Ti powder. Interestingly, the
doublet with the binding energies positioned at Ti (2p1/2) 461.4eV and Ti (2p3/2) 454.2 eV fits
well with Ti-B bonds in TiB2 [199, 200]. However, the binding energies that is located at Ti
(2p1/2) 464.4 eV and Ti (2p3/2) 458.5 eV is assigned to oxygen bonded to titanium [201, 202],
result that consistent with deconvoluted B (1s) spectrum.

Figure 5.24: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for milled products of
Ti50B50 mixture sampled after milling for 58 hours (just before ignition) and after
59 hours (just after ignition) showing: (a) B (1s) core-levels, and (b) Ti (2p) corelevels.
Figure 5.24(59h) shows deconvoluted Ti (2p) core-levels spectrum obtained for the
reacted products of Ti50B50 mixture. Typical binding energies that match Ti-B, Ti-Ti and Ti-O
bonds are observed in the deconvoluted spectrum. The Ti-B bonds observed for the reacted
products were slightly shifted to lower binding energies when compared to that of Ti-B bonds
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formed prior to ignition. The slight chemical shift to lower binding is probably due to
formation of stronger Ti-B bonds.
(c) O (1s) deconvolution
Figure 5.25 shows the results of deconvoluted O (1s) core-levels spectra obtained for
products that were just before (58h) and just after (59h) ignition. Products sampled just
before and after ignition have binding energies that suggest the presence of O-O and O-Ti
bonds. Oxygen bonded to titanium is typical of oxide film that forms on the Ti surfaces. This
observation is consistent with the work of others [199, 203], where oxygen was reported to
form a thin layer on the powder’s surfaces.

Figure 5.25: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for Ti50B50 milled products
sampled after milling for 58 hours (just before ignition) and after 59 hours (just
after ignition) showing O (1s) core-levels.

5.2.5.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation for Ti34B66 milled products
Figure 5.26 shows deconvoluted high resolution B (1s) and Ti (2p) core-levels while
Figure 5.27 displays O (1s) core-levels XPS spectra obtained for milled products of Ti34B66,
sampled after 5 hours of milling, just before (17h) and after (18h) ignition. The details of the
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deconvoluted peaks position for the B (1s), Ti (2p) and O (1s) spectra can be found in Table
5.7 in Appendix B.
(a)

B (1s) deconvolution
The B (1s) core-levels XPS spectrum obtained for product that was sampled after 5 hours

of milling display two peaks fitted with three deconvoluted curves. The binding energies of
187.9 eV and 188.7 eV can be assigned to B-B bonds and that of 192.5 eV is typical of
surface oxide of boron powder (Figure 5.26(5h)). However, prior to ignition (17hours), the B
(1s) core-levels spectrum displays four fitted Gaussian-Lorentzian curves with binding
energies located at 181.5, 187.0, 188.0 and 192.2 eV, respectively assigned to Ti(B), B-Ti, BB and B-O bonds (Figure 5.26(17h)). Consistent with the XPS spectrum obtained for the
Ti50B50 mixture prior to ignition (Figure 5.24(58h)), the low binding energy is likely due to
formation of a local network of boron bonded to titanium, a result also obtained in the milled
product of Ti34B66. Moreover, the binding energy of 187.0 eV assigned to B-Ti bond in TiB2
is consistent with formation of off-stoichiometric boron lean TiBx-2 for milled product that
are sampled prior to ignition, as also for Ti50B50 mixture. Figure 5.26(18h) displays the high
resolution XPS spectra B (1s) obtained for product that was sampled immediately after the
exothermic reaction. The deconvoluted peaks are consistent with the formation of O-B bond
on the surface and B-Ti bonds in TiB2.
(b)

Ti (2p) deconvolution
Figure 5.26(b) displays the high resolution Ti (2p) core-levels spectra obtained for

milled products that were sampled before (5 and 17 hours) and immediately after (18 hours)
ignition. The deconvoluted Ti (2p) peaks for product sampled after 5 hours match the typical
metallic Ti-Ti and Ti-O bonds (Figure 5.26(b)(5h)). However, the peaks that match the Ti-O
bonds significantly shifted to lower binding energies (Ti2p1/2 463.7 eV and Ti2p3/2 457.8),
suggesting possibly the formation oxidation sates of Ti3+, as in Ti2O3, at the surface of the Ti
powder [204]. Just prior to ignition (Figure 5.26(b)(17h)), the Ti (2p) spectrum displays
curve-fitted peaks that are typical of metallic Ti-Ti, Ti-O and Ti-B bonds, consistent with the
deconvoluted B (1s) spectrum. This result is also consistent with the milled product of
Ti50B50 mixture that are sampled prior to ignition. Immediately after ignition, bonds
consistent with Ti-B and Ti-O, are observed (Figure 5.26(b)(18)). However, the Ti-B bonds
slightly shifted to lower binding energies (Ti2p1/2 461.1 eV and Ti2p3/2 454.4) as compared
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with bond formed prior to ignition (Ti2p1/2 461.8 eV and Ti2p3/2 454.9), a result that suggests
stronger interaction and chemical bond for TiB2 at ignition.

Figure 5.26: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for Ti34B66 milled products
sampled after milling for 5, 17 and 18 hours showing: (a) B (1s) core-levels, and
(b) Ti (2p) core-levels
(c)

O (1s) deconvolution
Figure 5.27 shows the O (1s) core-levels XPS spectra obtained for products that were

sampled before (5 and 17 hours) and after (18 hours) ignition. In all the three spectra,
component of oxygen bonded to Ti could be seen to be present, an observation that is
consistent with the previous results obtained for Ti50B50 mixture. As earlier stated and also
reported by [199, 203], an oxide film is appears to form on the surface of Ti, attributable to
the high affinity of Ti to ambient atmospheric air.
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Figure 5.27: High resolution XPS spectra obtained for Ti34B66 milled products sampled after
milling for 5, 17 and 18 hours showing O (1s) core-levels deconvolution.

5.2.6

Electron energy loss spectroscopy characterisation for Ti-B milled powders
Additional bonding and chemical information for the Ti-B milled powders were studied

in order to further understand the process of MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2 during
controlled ball milling of Ti and B. The same method employed during EELS
characterisation of titanium and graphite milled products was adopted here. The near-edge
structures on the B K-edge features were extracted after background subtraction.
5.2.6.1 Electron energy loss near-edge structure on the B K-edge for amorphous boron
Figure 5.28 shows the B K-edge ELNES spectra obtained for starting amorphous
boron, supplied by Aldrich®. The B K-edge ELNES obtained for starting boron shows three
distinct peaks with an onset core energy loss value of 188.1eV. The respective energy
positions of the three peaks are 193.5, 202.1 and 219.4 eV. The first peak, known as the π⃰
peak, typically represents the B 1s transition to π⃰ states. The second and the third peaks are
broad, reported to be the B 1s transition to σ⃰ states [205]. The ELNES feature of the
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amorphous boron is consistent with the EELS spectrum of boron earlier reported by Suzuki et
al [206].

Figure 5.28: B K-edge ELNES spectra obtained for starting amorphous boron powder.
5.2.6.2 Electron energy loss near-edge structure on the B K-edge for Ti50B50 milled
powders
Figure 5.29(a) shows STEM image marked with boxes indicating the regions of interest
where EELS spectra were acquired while Figure 5.29(b) shows the plots of the corresponding
B K-edges for those locations, for milled product sampled just prior to ignition (after 58
hours of milling). Notably, the XRD pattern of the same milled products reveals peaks that
correspond to only Ti (Figure 5. 3(58h)). However, the use of TEM combined with SAD and
HRTEM techniques reveal the formation of nano TiB2 crystals. The B K-edge ELNES
obtained for those selected regions revealed different ELNES shapes (Figure 5.29(b)), clearly
indicating chemical features that are present in the milled products. The B K-edges of spectra
(I) and (III) display a broadened σ⃰ peak, somewhat resembling the features of a disordered
boron structure [207]. During ball milling, lattice defects are likely introduced in the structure
of boron which slightly distorts the lattices from its original shape. The ELNES shape of
spectrum (III) is comparable to the B K-edge of TiB2 [208, 209], with an onset energy loss
value of 187.6 eV. The peak labelling was done using the same notation adopted by Lie et al
[208] to represent the B shells in the TiB2 cluster. In the B K-edge ELNES of TiB2, the first
peak (also known as the π⃰ peak, labelled here as A) is due to scattering of atoms from the first
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B shell, typically formed by overlapping between hybrid of Ti 3d-t2g and that of the B 2p
states. The second peak, which is enclosed with additional split peaks (labelled as B, C and
D), is formed by hybridization of the Ti 3d-eg and B 2p states, which denotes scattering of
atoms from the second B shell [210]. The splitting of the second peak is probably caused by
either resonance scattering, crystal orientation or interaction of atoms within the second B
shell [211]. The B K-edge of spectrum (IV) appears similar to that of spectrum (II), however,
it onset energy (187.1 eV) is slightly lower when compared to that of spectrum (II). Also,
peak A appears very sharp and distinct while peak D slightly shifted to higher energy loss.
Such effects may probably be attributable to lattice defects present in the TiB2 structure.

Figure 5.29: Milled product of Ti50B50, sampled just prior to ignition (after 58 hours of
milling) showing: (a) STEM image marked with boxes indicating the locations of
EELS spectra acquisition, and (b) the comparison of B K-edge ELNES shapes
obtained at those locations.
Figure 5.30 shows STEM and B K-edges ELNES results obtained for reacted products
of Ti50B50, sampled just after ignition (after 59 hours of milling). Spectrum (I) display a
distinct B K-ELNES feature that precisely match the structure of boron oxide (B2O3)[211,
212]. The observation of B2O3 ELNES structure is consistent with the XPS result that
revealed the O-B bonds for the same sample. The B K-edges of spectra (II), (III) and (IV)
typically represent the features of TiB2 structure. However, the near-edge of spectrum (II)
slightly shifted to lower energy loss as compared with both spectra (III) and IV). Additional
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splitting within peak D in spectrum (IV) probably occurs due to structural imperfections,
defects and vacancy effects present in the TiB2 [153]. The B K-edge ELNES obtained at
region (V) is consistent with the ELNES shape of TiB [210]. The onset energy of B K-edge
structure for TiB was observed to occur at 186.1 eV whereas for that of TiB2, the onset
energy was observed to occur within 187.2-187.6 eV. The implication of this result is that the
Ti-B bond that exists for TiB2 is apparently stronger than that of the Ti-B hybrid bond of TiB,
a result that is consistent with the previous observation for bonding characteristics of titanium
borides [213].

Figure 5.30: Milled product of Ti50B50, sampled after ignition (after 59 hours of milling)
showing: (a) STEM image marked with boxes indicating the locations of EELS
spectra acquisition, and (b) the comparison of B K-edge ELNES shapes obtained
at those locations.
5.2.6.3 Electron energy loss near-edge structure on the B K-edge for Ti34B66 milled
powders
Figures 5.31 and 3.2 shows B K-edge EELS spectra obtained for milled powders of
Ti34C66 mixture, respectively sampled just prior to and immediately after ignition. Before
ignition, the near-edge structure of core-level energy loss obtained for the milled products
that are sampled prior to ignition show ELNES features that is consistent with disordered
boron structure (spectra (I) and (II)) and Ti-B bond structure in TiB2 (spectrum (III)) (Figure
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5.31(b)). Apparently, the σ⃰ peak intensity in spectrum (III) significantly increases when
compared to spectra (I) and (II). Immediately after ignition, the EELS spectra obtained for the
reacted products are all consistent with the near-edge structure of TiB2. Interestingly, the
EELS spectrum that was obtained at a well-defined TiB2 crystal shows an increased in the σ⃰
peak intensity (spectrum (III)).

Figure 5.31: Milled product of Ti34B66, sampled just prior to ignition (after 17 hours of
milling) showing: (a) STEM image marked with boxes indicating the locations of
EELS spectra acquisition, and (b) the comparison of B K-edge ELNES shapes
obtained at those locations.
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Figure 5.32: Milled product of Ti34B66, sampled after ignition (after 18 hours of milling)
showing: (a) STEM image marked with boxes indicating the locations of EELS
spectra acquisition, and (b) the comparison of B K-edge ELNES shapes obtained
at those locations.

5.3

DISCUSSION

5.3.1

External temperature measurement of the vial
The temperature profiles obtained during controlled ball milling of Ti100-xBx (x = 45,

50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75) and Ti34B66 mixtures could be divided into three typical stages:
incubation period, ignition and post-ignition period ((Figure 5.1) and also Figures B1-B4 in
Appendix)). In the incubation period, otherwise known as the preparatory stage, the starting
titanium and amorphous boron powders undergo microstructural changes, with Ti evolving
into pancake structure while the amorphous boron simply break to form fragments. This stage
is also associated with the formation of defects, increased surface to volume ratio, particle
agglomeration and evolution of nanostructure, preparatory to the starting up of the MSR.
The second stage starts by ignition of the powders, which is activated either by collision
between the balls or between a ball and the wall of the vial. The ignition is typically detected
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as a sudden temperature spike and change in the motion of the balls. As shown in Figures 5.1
and B1-B4 in Appendix B, the ignition of the atomic mixtures of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60,
65, 70, and 75) and Ti34B66 is instantaneous, consistent with MSR synthesis process reported
by several workers [9, 11, 12, 20]. Typically, at the ignition point, the exothermic heat
generated upon the reaction between Ti and B helps to set up a combustion heat front that
self-propagates extremely rapidly through the powder charge. After ignition, the post-ignition
period commences by slow cooling of the vial back to the base temperature together with
further milling of the reacted products in order to form nanograined structures. A closer look
at all the temperature-time curves (Figures 5.1 and B1-B4 in Appendix B), the ignition
typically occurs instantaneously however; it takes relative long periods of time
(approximately between 2-3 hours, depending on the compositional mixtures) for the
temperature attained at ignition to decrease back to the base temperature. Such long tail
duration of cooling is not observed in most MSR investigations [11, 12, 14]. Presumably, the
low rate of heat dissipation after ignition is due to the high thermal mass and poor thermal
conductivity of the stainless steel vial and steel balls.
As shown in Table 5.1 and also in the temperature profiles (Figures B1-B4 in Appendix
B), increase in the atomic percent of B in the starting composition reduces the required time
needed for the ignition to occur. Typically, in the Ti-B equilibrium diagram (Figure 5.33)
[180], as the concentration of B increases the feasibility for the reaction to occur faster also
increases, as demonstrated from the Gibbs free energy change (∆G) and heat of reaction (∆H)
for formation of TiB2. Such differences in the amount of time of milling needed for ignition
to occur with boron content addition may likely be due to greater heat of formation from
elemental ingredients of TiB2 (∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol) compared to TiB (∆H298o = - 167kJ/mol)
[82, 89, 94].
5.3.2

XRD analysis for the Ti-B milled powders and the effect of starting composition
The experimental results obtained from the X-ray diffraction characterisation have

explicitly revealed the different sequence of phases formed during controlled ball milling of
Ti100-xBx (x = 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75 and 80) and Ti34B66 mixtures. For Ti60B40, there
appeared to be no mechanically-induced reaction between Ti and B. However, between
compositional mixtures of 45-75at.%B, there was combustive reaction whilst for 80at.%B the
reaction proceeds gradually. This indicates different reaction modes: combustive and gradual
reactions, depending on the starting composition. In the combustive reaction mode, the
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elemental mixtures of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60, 65) formed mixtures of TiB and TiB2
phases (Figures 5.3, and B5-B9 in Appendix B). While for Ti34B66, Ti30B70 and Ti25B75
mixtures, only TiB2 was detected in the reacted products (Figures 5.4, and B10-B11 in
Appendix B). Also, depending on the starting composition, some unreacted Ti products are
detected by XRD, implying that further milling might be required for complete
transformations to take place.
In order to understand the likely combustive reaction mechanisms operative in the
controlled ball milling of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60, 65), and that of Ti34B66, Ti30B70 and
Ti25B75mixtures, the thermodynamic data for TiB and TiB2 formation is worth considering. In
the Ti-B phase diagram (Figure 5.33) [180], TiB, Ti3B4 and TiB2 are the three stoichiometric
phases with respective narrow compositional range of 49-50at.%B, 58.1at.%B and 65.666.7at.%B are shown. In the XRD patterns obtained for the just reaction products, TiB either
crystallizes as orthorhombic FeB-type (Figures 5.3, and B6-B8) or cubic NaCl-type (Figure
B9 in Appendix B). While TiB2, exists as a hexagonal AlB2-type crystal structure, as shown
in the XRD results (Figures 5.4, and B5-B11). However, other metastable phases including;
Ti2B5, Ti2B, TiB10 and TiB12 have been reported to also occur during other processing routes
[195]. The cubic- TiB was found in the reacted products for atomic composition of B higher
than 60at.%B, suggesting the possibility of its existence as high temperature compound.
The three possible chemical reactions involving Ti and B to form TiB, Ti3B4 and TiB2
phases, and their respective thermodynamic data are shown in equations (1) – (3) [214-216].
From the thermodynamic data (equations (1) - (3)), the feasibility for the above reactions to
occur with high evolution of heat is high, as revealed from their Gibbs free energy change
(∆G) and heat of formation (∆H) values respectively. However, in reaction (3), ∆H is more
negative than the rest, implying that the formation of TiB2 will likely occur more rapidly and
be more easily self-sustained due to the higher amount of heat released (high exothermicity)
compared to reactions (1) and (2). For the fact that only TiB2, without evidence of TiB, is
formed prior to ignition for Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 mixtures (as revealed by TEM combined
SAD and HRTEM); it clearly confirmed the high exothermicity for reaction (3).
Ti + B = TiB

∆G298o = - 162 kJ/mol; ∆H298o = - 167kJ/mol

----- (1)

3Ti + 4B = Ti3B4

∆G298o = - 205 kJ/mol; ∆H298o = - 211kJ/mol

----- (2)

Ti + 2B = TiB2

∆G298o = - 311 kJ/mol; ∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol

----- (3)
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Figure 5.33: Ti-B binary phase diagram [180]
As the atomic percent content of boron increases more than 75at.%B (Ti20B80) in the
starting mixture, the mode of reaction changes from being combustive to gradual formation
of TiB2, as shown in the XRD patterns (Figure B12 in Appendix B). The change in the
reaction mechanism from being combustive to gradual is probably attributable to the excess
B present in the starting composition. The excess B may acts as heat sink that could
potentially prevent the heat liberated during the reaction between Ti and B from propagating
faster. Also, there is light possibility that the excess B may acts as a physical barrier that
could prevent self-propagating reaction to be sustained.
However, in the case of excess Ti in the atomic mixtures, Ti60B40, the XRD results did
not revealed neither TiB nor TiB2 peaks in the milled products, clearly suggesting no reaction
between Ti and B. On increasing the content of Ti in the starting mixture; it was observed
that there was a corresponding decrease in the total volume of the starting powder. Such
decrease in the total volume content of the starting may probably alters the ratio of powder
contacts with the balls. A minimum amount of powder is typical required for mechanically
induced reactions, defined by the ball to powder ratio (BPR). Because of decrease in the total
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weight proportions of starting powder, the balls mean free path increases resulting to less
collision and low energy transferred to powder that could probably initiate a mechanical
induced reaction.
5.3.3

Sequence of microstructural evolution during MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2
The experimental results obtained from FESEM and TEM revealed the transition of

microstructural evolution of the reacting Ti and B before and after ignition. As shown in the
FESEM images (Figure 5.6, 5.7 and 5.15), the metallic Ti particles upon deformation evolved
into a characteristic pancake-like morphology while the harder boron particles simply break
to form smaller fragments and embedded in the Ti grains during the early stages of milling.
Some of these boron particles typically aligned along the grain boundaries of the heavily
deformed Ti particles (Figure 5.6(b)) during these periods. With increasing milling times and
just prior to ignition, both particles significantly reduce in size and eventually form finer
nanomixture of boron in titanium. The FESEM microstructural evidence of TiB2 formation
prior to ignition is of particles which take the form of spheroidal and ellipsoidal shapes, a
feature that is consistent in shape and geometry with the TiB2 particles detected immediately
after ignition (Figure 5.11(d)). Interestingly, there is evidence that TiB2 can nucleate at the
interface of large heavily deformed Ti region, and grow into the Ti-B nanostructure. TEM
combined with SAD and HRTEM imaging revealed nucleation of nano TiB2 prior to ignition
for both Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 mixtures, implying that the microstructural evolution of the TiB2
product formed prior to ignition is not typically restricted to a particular compositional
mixture. Fewer crystalline boron particles were revealed to be present in the prior milled
products which suggest that some amorphous boron particles evolved to form crystalline
particles. A possible reaction mechanism involving the evolution of TiB2 and crystalline
boron before ignition, a reaction step not well-known for MSR synthesis will be proposed in
a separate section during the course of the discussion.
Microstructural evolution obtained immediately after ignition appears, dependent on
the starting composition. The morphologies of the TiB typically comprised of narrow,
elongated and broad platelike particles for Ti55B45 and Ti50B50 (Figure 5.11). For Ti40B60 and
Ti35B65 mixtures (Figures B11 and B12 in Appendix B), the TiB taking form of needle-like,
rounded and well-defined plates. For the case of TiB2, its morphologies changes from
spheroidal or ellipsoidal dispersion embedded within agglomerated TiB (Ti55B45 and Ti50B50)
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to large facetted and well-defined TiB2 grains as the atomic content of B increases above
55%.
5.3.4

Additional chemical analyses of the Ti-B milled powders obtained from Raman,
XPS and EELS
Additional chemical analyses of the Ti-B milled products obtained using Raman

spectroscopy, XPS and EELS has for the first time revealed chemical bonds of Ti-B and B Kedge ELNES features that match TiB2 before ignition. In the Raman spectroscopy results
(Figures 5.21 and 5.23), Raman-active signals that match off-stoichiometric TiB2-x and
disordered boron structures were revealed to be present in the milled particles of Ti50B50 and
Ti34B66 mixtures that are sampled before ignition. Moreover, vibrational signal that are
typical of B-O bonds and other Raman-active structures not consistent with TiB2 phase were
also revealed. Immediately after ignition, Raman-active structures that match the fingerprint
of TiB and TiB2 for Ti50B50, and TiB2 for Ti34B66 mixtures were revealed, consistent with the
XRD obtained for the reacted products. However, other additional Raman-active signals that
indicate structures that are inherent in the density-of-states for titanium borides are present;
implying that the reacted product may contain some other metastable phases of titanium
borides present in small volume fractions.
Using XPS to characterize the Ti-B milled products has enabled the chemical
environment of the surfaces of the particles, essentially in nanometer scale, to be studied. The
experimental results did show the chemical bonds that indicate the formation of TiB2 before
ignition for both compositional mixtures. More interestingly, evidence of a local network of
B bonded to Ti was found to be present in the milled products. These local networks of bonds
are probably due to boron being entrapped within the grains of Ti or aligned along the grain
boundaries of Ti. This is consistent with the arguments of Mayrhofer et al [217] and Baker
[200] which suggested that B atoms may exist in the local environment of many Ti atoms
during synthesis of Ti-B-N composite. This is also in agreement with the FESEM results that
reveal boron particles being embedded in the Ti grain or located along its boundaries. The
formation of Ti-B bonds in TiB2 prior to ignition is rather interesting. Typically, the three
bonds that exist for TiB, TiB2 or Ti3B4 phases are Ti-Ti, Ti-B and B-B bonding with bond
strength decreases from B-B, Ti-B to Ti-Ti [199]. This is supported by the high binding
energies value obtained in the B (1s) core-levels high resolution XPS spectra for B-B bonds.
The Ti-B bonds are formed by net charge transfer from the Ti atoms to the B atoms, clearly
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because of the low electronegative value for Ti [199]. Presumably, during mechanical
milling, such net charge interaction between Ti and B could probably be activated due to the
series of accumulated defects and lattice imperfections introduced into the structure of Ti and
B.
EELS-STEM chemical analyses of the Ti-B milled products have provided more
understanding, enabling us to identify and also confirm the presence of Ti-B bonds and the
chemical environment of the products. The information obtained from the B K-edge ELNES
for milled products that are sampled before ignition shows precisely the morphologies that
match features of TiB2 and disordered B. The B K-edge ELNES shape of the TiB2 formed
before ignition indicate peak splitting within the σ⃰ states, suggesting some form of crystal
defects or lattice imperfection present in the structure. This is consistent with the Ramanactiveness of the TiB2 formed before ignition. Additional evidence of oxygen bonded to
boron (B2O3), apparently coating the surfaces of the milled particles was found. The effects
of the surface oxide were actually observed when milling some batches of Ti and B that are
combustive. In some cases, these combustive mixtures did not react after opening the vial in
air-tight helium or argon gas for samples to be taken out for XRD analysis (interrupted
milling). However, when the same batch was milled without any form of interruption the
reaction occurs, suggesting that even though samples are taken out in an air-tight helium gas
there is every possibility that air may have coated the surface of the milled particles. These
oxide coated particle surfaces are not detected by XRD however; with EELS, chemical
bonding of the oxide file to the particle surface could be identified.
5.3.5

Reaction mechanism during MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2
From the experimental results obtained from TEM combined with SAD, HRTEM,

Raman spectroscopy, XPS and EELS, it is clear that nucleation of off-stoichiometric boron
lean TiB2-x occurs before ignition during the controlled ball milling of Ti and amorphous
boron. After ignition, either both TiB and TiB2 phases, or only TiB2 phase are formed,
depending on the compositional mixture. The formation of TiB2-x phase before ignition
clearly represents a reaction step not known to occur during MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2.
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5.3.5.1 Possible formation mechanism of off-stoichiometric TiB2-x and crystallization of
amorphous B prior to ignition
Figure 5.34 represent a schematic diagram summarizing the typical stages involved
during controlled ball milling of Ti and B. As widely reported, during the early stages of ball
milling, the mechanical forces of the balls is usually utilized in mixing, crushing, fracturing,
grain refinement, accumulation of deformation defects and increase in the localized
temperature and pressure of the reacting powders [9, 25, 58]. Increases in both the localized
temperature and pressure for different combination reacting powders have been reported [9,
86], even though the temperature of the milling vial may not increase appreciably. Measuring
the localized temperature of the powders appears very difficult however, it has been
estimated in different investigations to be very high, possibly above 1000oC or 2700oC [168,
171, 175, 218, 219]. The localized temperature was apparently reported to take place in a
split nanosecond, possibly occurring in a thin strain layer of the reacting powders [168].
Apart from the high localized temperature, a possible increase in the pressure of the powders
to the tune of 2.47-6.18GPa has also been reported during ball milling of elemental powders
[160, 220]. Several examples were also mentioned in [7, 9] where there were increases in the
pressure of the powders during mechanical milling. Such high localized pressure during ball
milling was suggested as possible means where the potential barrier (activation energy) for
nucleation could be lowered [220, 221]. Presumably, under conditions where there are
possible increases in the localized pressure and temperature of the reacting Ti and amorphous
B powders, an impulse-like reaction may likely be promote the formation of TiB2.
Another feature which may promote the nucleation of TiB2-x before ignition is the
increase in the amount of accumulated defects generated during mechanical milling and their
possible effects on solid-state diffusion mechanism. During ball milling in impact mode,
defects including; dislocations, stacking faults, point defects, texturing, twinning and plastic
strain have been reported to be formed [7, 9, 13]. In this research, formation of heavily
deformed particles of Ti was found to occur during the early stages of milling (Figure 5.6(a)).
With increased milling times, new fresh surfaces of Ti and B are created, with eventual
formation of possible dislocation cells, subgrains and then high angle grain boundaries [9,
114]. High accumulation of these defects has been reported as a likely factor that could lower
the activation energy and then increase the diffusion rate of the reactants during mechanical
milling, even though the diffusion coefficients of one constituents into another might be
limited [32, 222]. In different work carried out by Guo et al [173], the authors suggested that
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there are possibilities that these accumulated defects may acts to store high amounts of
energy. These stored energies might be dissipated in the form of heat thereby increasing the
total energy of the system. Possibly, the total energy of the system might not be high enough
to initiate a reaction that is self-sustaining. However, there is a possibility where the energy
released is located at thin contacting layers (nanoscale) of the powders, as earlier suggested
[218]. Under conditions where local regions of high defect densities (e.g., at subgrain
boundaries) accumulate and increase in the energy between thin layers of powder, the
mobility of both atoms of Ti and B can increase, potentially inducing conditions which may
favour the nucleation of nanocrystals of TiB2. Presumably, this might occur within the
regions of dangling bonds of amorphous B formed due to mechanical milling, and/or within
regions of the heavily deformed Ti particles in the vicinity of boron [176].

Figure 5.34: Schematic diagram illustrating the mechanically induced self-propagating
reactions of Ti and amorphous B powders
Solid-state crystallization of amorphous boron activated by thermal heating has been
investigated by several workers [223, 224]. Factors such as short-range atomic arrangement
present in the microstructure of amorphous B, presence of impurities and lower activation
energy value (E=183.41 KJ/mol) have been suggested as probable causes that could promote
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the nucleation of small size crystals of α-B under heating conditions [223, 224]. On the other
hand, during high energy ball milling, crystallization of amorphous powders has been
attributed to local pressure [220] and temperature [221, 225] rise present during milling. In
this research, the hard amorphous B particles typically fractured to form different sizes of
fragments. These fragments are reportedly suggested to be formed by irreversible
deformation of microcracks whose tip may contain high amount of energy [218]. These
energies are dissipated in the form of heat most likely to be localized, whereby local regions
of temperature rise could be generated [168, 218]. The effect of local pressures earlier
reported to reduce the activation barrier for nucleation to occur in conjunction with the high
heat generated locally at the tip of the running crack, may presumably triggered likely solidsate nucleation of small volume fractions of boron crystals [220, 223].
5.3.5.2 Formation mechanism of TiB and TiB2 immediately after ignition
In MSR, the mechanical ignition event is well-known to be set up by a collision between
the balls or between a ball and the wall of the milling vial, whereby an explosive reaction
between the heavily deformed metal and second phase particle is instantaneously initiated.
The high heat release upon initiation of the reaction will trigger a self-propagating event,
apparently in the form of a combustion wavefront at a very great speed to the entire powders
[11, 12, 95]. For the Ti50B50 mixtures where lower heat is released, a simultaneous nucleation
and growth of pre-existing TiB2 nuclei and newly nuclei TiB and TiB2 can explain the
formation of heterogeneous mixtures of spheroidal particles of TiB2 and platelike particles of
TiB (Figure 5.11). In the case of the Ti34B66 spontaneous nucleation of TiB2 and grain growth
of pre-existing TiB2 nuclei and newly nucleated TiB2 may possibly occur, producing irregular
but well-defined grains of TiB2 bonded by Ti particles which themselves have melted due to
the high heat of the reaction (Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a)).

5.4

CONCLUSIONS
The reaction sequences and mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti-B powders

have been investigated. It can be concluded that:
1. Titanium boride (TiB) and titanium diboride (TiB2) can be synthesis via magnetically
controlled ball milling of titanium and amorphous boron. The formation of TiB only occur
by self-propagating reaction while TiB2 can either be formed by gradual reaction or by
self-propagating reaction, depending on the starting composition. Controlled ball milling
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of Ti20B80 mixture was found to occur gradually whereas in the case of compositional
mixtures of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66; combustive reactions was
detected. However, there was no reaction when a composition mixture of Ti60B40 was ball
milled instead there was grain refinement of the reacting powders. Milling of Ti100-xBx (x =
45, 50, 55, 65) was found to produce a mixture of TiB and TiB2 while milling of atomic
mixtures of Ti34B66, Ti30B70 and Ti25B75 result in formation of only TiB2. The crystal
structure for TiB in Ti35B65 were found to be face-centred cubic unlike for atomic mixtures
of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55) that was orthorhombic TiB.
2. During controlled ball milling of Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66, an
abrupt temperature rise of the milling vial was detected. The ignition times for mixtures of
Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66 were found to increase with
increasing boron content in the starting mixture. For the combustive mixtures, there was
no XRD evidence of TiB or TiB2 in the pre-ignition products. However, immediately after
ignition, the XRD detected either mixture of TiB and TiB2, or TiB2 products, depending on
the starting composition. In all the combustive mixtures except Ti30B70 and Ti25B75,
unreacted Ti was found to be associated with the reacted products that are sampled
immediately after ignition.
3. The microstructural evolution during controlled ball milling of titanium and amorphous
boron revealed significant plastic deformation of the reacting powders leading to
formation of agglomerates of pancake-like Ti grains entrapped with fine boron particles
during the early stages of milling.
4. Partial crystallization of amorphous boron was also found to occur during the early stages
and later progresses through to the period just prior to ignition. With increased time of
milling before ignition, finer nanomixture boron and titanium, and separate regions of
heavily deformed Ti was found to evolve.
5. Just prior to ignition, nucleation of spheroidal particles of off-stoichiometric TiB2-x for
both Ti34B66 and Ti50B50 samples was found. Their presence was confirmed by HRTEM
and TEM combined with SAD. HRTEM evidence indicates that the pre-ignition TiB2
particles nucleated at the interface between the amorphous boron and that of the deformed
Ti particles. The result was found to have similarities with the evidence of offstoichiometric TiCx nuclei formed by reaction at the interface between the severely
deformed Ti particles and graphite during MSR in Chapter
6. Immediately after ignition, it was found that the reacted products of Ti 34B66 consist of
well-defined large facetted grains of TiB2, which have been liquid phase sintered by
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unreacted Ti, which has melted, apparently due to the high heat released during MSR. For
Ti50B50, heterogeneous mixtures of TiB particles formed with a characteristic plate-like
morphology. In addition to that, nanodispersed spheroidal particles of TiB2 are present,
including the boron lean particles produced prior to ignition. Additional regions of
unreacted Ti are present, with no evidence of liquid phase sintering, consistent with the
lower heat of formation of TiB compared to TiB2.
7. The off-stoichiometric chemistry of the pre-ignition TiB2 particles was revealed by Raman
spectroscopy, a result that found to be consistent with the electron microscopy evidence of
TiB2 crystals occurring before ignition. Additional Raman signals that include disordered
boron bonds and surface oxide film representing oxygen bonded with the milled powders
are found for Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 samples. After ignition, Raman-active signals that match
the fingerprint of TiB and TiB2 for Ti50B50; and TiB2 for Ti34B66 was found to be present
in the reacted products. In additional to that, there are other Raman vibration signals that
are not consistent with TiB and TiB2 features present in the reacted products. These were
attributed to other metastable phases inherent in the density-of-states for titanium borides.
8. Characterisation using XPS has revealed binding energies that match the formation of
TiB2, local networks of Ti-B bonds (Ti(B)), and oxygen bonded to Ti and B (TiO2 and
B2O3) before ignition. After ignition, the Ti-O and B-O bonds was found to still present in
the milled powders. These oxygen bonds are attributed to oxide contamination formed on
the surfaces of the milled powders however, not revealed by XRD methods.
9. The EELS B K-edge structures of TiB2 were found to occur before ignition. It was also
found that there are regions in nanoscale meter that contained oxide skin (B2O3) on the
powder surfaces while other regions revealed disordered features of B. To fully interpret
the complex nature of these inhomogeneities of composition of the milled products further
investigation is required.
10. The formation of the off-stoichiometric boron-lean TiB2-x spheriodised particles before
ignition was attributed to a reaction between the heavily deformed Ti interface and the
amorphous B, triggered by impulse-like increase in the local temperature and pressure
and accumulated defects. After ignition, the exothermic reaction between Ti and B result
to simultaneous nucleation and grain growth of pre-existing TiB2 nuclei and newly
nucleated TiB and TiB2 nuclei for Ti50B50, and simultaneous nucleation of new TiB2
nuclei and grain growth of pre-existing and newly TiB2 nuclei for Ti34B66.
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In a nutshell, the combination of using Raman spectroscopy, XPS, HRTEM, TEM
coupled with SAD, and EELS coupled with STEM techniques have shed new light on the
reaction mechanisms operative in MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2. The reaction mechanism
during MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2 can be best be described by a two-step nucleation and
growth process. The first step is involved with nucleation of off-stoichiometric boron lean
TiB2-x and partial crystallization of amorphous boron before ignition. This step may likely
have occurred due to deformation induced solid-state diffusion reaction, possibly promoted
by deformation defects and local temperature and pressure, a reaction that parallels the
nucleation of off-stoichiometric TiCx during ball milling of Ti and graphite. The second step
is involved with rapid nucleation of new crystals, and simultaneous grain growth of the preexisting and the newly nucleated particles to form TiB and TiB2 or only TiB2, depending on
the starting mixture. This understanding best explains the MSR synthesis of TiB and TiB2.
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CHAPTER 6

6.1

REACTION SEQUENCES AND MECHANISMS DURING
CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM UNDER
NITROGEN ATMOPHERE

INTRODUCTION
Synthesis of titanium nitride (TiN) by high energy ball milling of elemental titanium

powder under high purity nitrogen gas atmosphere has been studied in different investigations
[23, 26, 27, 101, 102, 106, 116]. Also, ball milling of elemental titanium powder under
different media such as: air [104], pyrazine compound (C4H4N2) [105], ammonia gas [103,
106, 107], urea [108] has been explored as avenues in producing TiN. Other methods such as
combustion synthesis by thermal heating of Ti under nitrogen gas or ammonia gas [226, 227],
direct heating of Ti-Si ingot under combined atmosphere of N2-H2-Ar [228], and direct
reaction of titanium powders with nitrogen gas at very high temperature [229] have been
reported as typical routes to produce TiN. More recently, electrical discharge assisted
mechanical milling (EDMM) of titanium powders under flowing high purity nitrogen gas
atmosphere has been carried out to produce TiN [230]. However, in all these methods, high
energy ball milling of elemental titanium powders under nitrogen atmosphere has been
identified as one of the most convenient and easy route to produce TiN [20, 23].
Mechanochemical reaction between Ti and N has been reported to either occur
gradually, a process often known as mechanically induced solid-state diffusion reaction
(MDR) [101, 104, 109, 110], or suddenly (MSR) [23, 26, 27]. Gotor et al [23] reportedly
attributed the self-propagating reaction to the extremely high spinning rate (960rpm) and high
pressure of the nitrogen gas (11 bars) used. Similarly, Chin et al [26, 27] attributed the selfcatalytic reaction to large impact energy and large surface area provided by the smaller
particles. Whether the reaction will occur gradually or suddenly typically depends on the
milling conditions [9, 11, 12, 20, 23, 110].
High energy ball milling of titanium powders under a nitrogen atmosphere is typically
classified as metal-gas reaction system. In a typical metal-gas reaction, transfer of the gas to
the interface of the metal, nucleation and growth of the new phase and adhesion of first
reacted layer to the unreacted metallic layer are distinctive steps involved in the reaction
mechanism [104, 231]. However, in ball milling, the reaction mechanism is rather complex,
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due to the different milling parameters and other mechanical effects that usually occur during
the process [14, 86, 90, 104].
Typically, during ball milling of Ti and N, the starting metallic titanium particle is
expected to be heavily deformed, fractured, work-hardened, and eventually cold-welded.
Such mechanical events are well-known in generating deformation defects such as vacancies,
dislocations, twinning, large amount of strains, and formation of mechanically fresh and
clean surfaces. Also, local temperature and pressure rise of the powders, reduced crystallite
sizes, and finer grains of Ti is more likely to occur. The transfer of the nitrogen molecules
unto the Ti surfaces has been reported to occur preferential within clean surfaces [42, 101,
232]. In [233], clean surface membranes made from transitional metals such as vanadium (V)
(or Group V metals) or vanadium alloyed with ruthenium (Ru) have been reported as
preferential catalytic sites for molecules of N2 to adsorbed and subsequently dissociate to
form N atoms. In case of ball milling, the freshly clean metallic surfaces are typically
generated during plastic deformation and repeated fracturing [23, 42, 232]. These clean
metallic surfaces likely represent preferential sites for adsorption of molecules of nitrogen
unto the metallic surfaces and subsequent dissociation to N atoms. The N atoms has been
suggested to diffuse into the Ti crystal lattice by hooping through the interstitial Ti sites unto
the subsurface and bulk Ti layers to facilitate nucleation and growth of TiN [23, 42, 232234].
In Chapter 4 and 5, investigations involving controlled ball milling of metal-metalloid
systems in two different phase diagrams (Ti-C and Ti-B) were carried out. In this Chapter 6,
using the same techniques of characterisation already applied to titanium and graphite,
titanium and boron: XRD, FESEM, TEM/SAD, HRTEM, XPS and EELS-STEM, this
present research involving metal-gas system (Ti-N) was conceived in order to further
understand the phase sequences and reaction mechanisms involved in reactive milling of
titanium in nitrogen gas. Milling of titanium under high purity nitrogen gas was carried out
using the methodology discussed in Chapter 3. As in the previous cases, milling was
interrupted at different times for sample to be taken out for characterisation.
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6.2

RESULTS

6.2.1

Temperature and pressure measurement, and combustion analysis for C, N and
H content of the milled product
Figure 6.1 shows plots of the external temperature measurements of the vial with

increasing milling times. At the commencement of milling, the outside temperature of the
vial typically increases progressively until a steady-state of temperature variation was
attained at about 5 hours. With increased milling times, the temperature did not change
significantly. However, there was an instance when the temperature slightly increases to
about 1.5oC above the steady-state and then decreases back to the base temperature within a
short period of time (Figure 6.1). Such an abrupt temperature spike may indicate lower
temperature ignition, not consistent with the sudden temperature increase earlier detected
during ball milling of Ti-C and Ti-B powders, where the sudden temperature spike rises to
about 25-30oC above the based temperature. The typical change in the sound of the balls
motion and the mill at the point of ignition earlier detected during milling of Ti-C and Ti-B
powders was not observed. The lack of noticeable sound at the point ignition may suggest
that the reaction that occurs between Ti and N during milling is probably associated with
lower combustion temperature [20, 181].

Figure 6.1: Plots showing the variation of external temperature of the vial with milling time
Figure 6.2(a) shows the plots of the measured pressure in the milling chamber of the
nitrogen gas (PN2) recorded at different milling times. Between the times of 0-25 hours of
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milling, the pressure of the nitrogen gas (PN2) slightly decreases from 800KPa to
approximately 779KPa. However, when the pressure was recorded between 25 and 29 hours
of milling, the pressure significantly decreases to about 605KPa. The pressure continues to
decrease until about 80 hours when its further reduction was marginal.

Figure 6.2: Plots showing (a) milling chamber pressure measurements of nitrogen gas (PN2)
with milling time, and (b) CHN analysis results obtained for nitrogen content
(CN) of milled product as a function of milling time.
CHN analysis of powder products taken from the mill at discrete intervals allowed
direct comparison of nitrogen loss in the milling vial with nitrogen uptake by the powder
during milling. Figure 6.2(b) shows the variation of nitrogen content (CN) in weight percent
with milling time, evaluated using combustion analysis of Carbon-Hydrogen-Nitrogen (CHN)
Elemental Microanalyser. Table 6.1 in Appendix C summarizes the estimated values of the
nitrogen content of the milled products. Clearly, as shown in Figure 6.2(b), the nitrogen
content progressively increases with increasing milling time. As shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and
(b), as PN2 decreases the CN increases, implying an uptake of nitrogen gas by the milled
products with increasing milling time. Consistent with the same time when there were sharp
decreases in the pressure of the nitrogen gas, the CN rapidly increases (Figure 6.2). This rapid
increment in the CN was also observed within the periods when there was an abrupt
temperature rise of the vial.
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6.2.2

X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti-N milled products
Figure 6.3 shows XRD results obtained for milled products of Ti-N, sampled at

different milling times. After milling for an hour, the Ti peaks slightly broadened, reduced in
intensity and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles (Figure 6.3(1h)). Between the times of 3
and 5 hours of products sampling, the Ti peaks continue to broaden and also shifted to lower
Bragg’s angle. The broadening of the Ti peaks within these periods of milling is attributed to
combinations of reduction of the crystallite sizes and accumulation of strain. The slight shifts
to lower angles are attributed to the introduction of lattice strains or lattice expansion in the
structure of Ti. Notably, when Ti was ball milled in Argon (without nitrogen gas), a Ti peak
shift to lower angle was not detected, rather some peaks slightly shifted to higher angles with
increased milling time (Figure C1 in Appendix C). Presumably, during milling of Ti under
nitrogen atmosphere, the slightly lower diffraction angles may be due to formation of solid
solution of nitrogen in Ti, represented as (αTi) or Ti(N). When products are sampled after
milling for 10 hours, the XRD analysis of the products revealed Ti peaks and additional very
weak peaks that match (111) and (200) of TiN (Figure 6.4(10h)). The TiN peaks were
indexed with PDF card # 38-1420 (lattice parameter, a= 4.24173, space group Fm-3m (225)),
typical of face-centred cubic crystal structure (fcc).
After 25 hours of milling, the XRD results show peaks that also match Ti and TiN
(Figure 6.3(25h)). The intensities of the Ti peaks were observed to reduce while at the same
time slightly shifted to lower angles. After ignition, products that were sampled after 29 hours
show weak Ti peaks while the TiN peak intensities increase greatly. However, the TiN peaks
are broad as compared to the peaks associated with Ti (Figure 6.3(29h)), suggesting possibly
the formation of nanostructural TiN.
With increased milling time up to 80 hours, the TiN peaks continue to increase in
intensity while the Ti steadily decreases. The increase in the TiN peak intensities indicates
the formation of increased volume fractions of TiN. This is in agreement with the combustion
analysis of the nitrogen content (CN) of the milled products (Figure 6.2(b)). The intensity of
the Ti peaks continues to decrease after milling for 50 and 80 hours and then the peaks
completely disappear in products sampled after 100 hours of milling. After milling for 200
hours, the TiN peaks continue to increase in intensity. Most significant is that the TiN peaks
shift to higher angles as the time of milling increases from 25-200hours.
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Figure 6.3: XRD patterns of titanium powder milled in nitrogen atmosphere, sampled for
different milling times
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 shows average estimated crystallite sizes, lattice strain and
parameters obtained for Ti and TiN at different milling times. Table 6.2 in Appendix C
summarizes the quantitative data obtained using methods of integral breadth and Rietveld
analysis software (Materials Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD) version 2.67). With
increased milling time, the crystallite sizes of Ti was observe to decrease while that of TiN
increases, as shown in Figure 6.4(a) and (b) respectively. Crystallite reduction is usually
associated with increased mechanical milling of the Ti grains while the TiN crystallite
increment may suggest an increase in the TiN crystals.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of estimated crystallite sizes (nm) for (a) titanium (Ti), and (b) titanium
nitride (TiN).
Figure 6.5 shows the variation of the lattice parameters and lattice strain obtained for Ti
and TiN with increasing milling times. Both the lattice parameters and strains obtained for
TiN and Ti slightly increases with increasing time of milling, as shown respectively in Figure
6.5(a) and (b). Increase in lattice parameters of Ti is probably due to lattice expansion due to
introduction of interstitial nitrogen atoms into the Ti lattice to form Ti(N). While the
increment in the lattice parameter of TiN may suggests an evolution from off-stoichiometry
to stoichiometry. Likewise, the lattice strains for both TiN and Ti were observe to initially
increase and thereafter decreases, as shown in Figure 6.5(c) and (d) respectively. The slight
decrease in the strain values of TiN with increased milling time is most likely associated with
the grain refinement of the TiN grains, as earlier reported by Fecht [47]. The same trend of
significant lattice strain reduction was also observed for Ti after milled products that were
sampled after milling for 25 hours were analysed.
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Figure 6.5: Plots of variation of lattice parameters ((a) and (b)), and lattice strain ((c) and
(d)) for Ti and TiN, with increasing milling time.
6.2.3

Microstructural characterisation of Ti-N milled products
Figure 6.6 shows the FESEM backscattered images obtained for Ti-N milled products

sampled before (10 and 25) and after (29 and 100 hours) ignition. After 10 hours of milling,
FESEM (Figure 6.6 (a)) reveal large Ti particles that are severely deformed, fractured and
form a typical pancake lamella structure, consistent with the evolution of a deformed metallic
microstructure during ball milling [9]. Note that there are some bright regions in the images,
where it is believed that nitrogen uptake is low. After 25 hours of milling all the light
coloured regions, believed to be associated with the starting Ti, have disappeared, the product
colour is a darker grey, consistent with higher levels of nitrogen present. The product
comprises a mixture of agglomerates and smaller particles, and also regions comprising of
agglomerates formed by cold welding of the Ti(N) particles (Figure 6.6(b)), and additional
regions darker regions within the agglomerates, believed to comprise of TiN while the
slightly lighter grey regions of the agglomerates are likely Ti(N). The occurrence of some
TiN after 25 hours is consistent with XRD analysis of the same sample (Figure 6.3(25h).
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Interestingly, the appearance of the milled products was observed to change from metallic
grey to black colour. In addition, there was slight iron contamination in the milled products,
confirmed by EDS mapping (Figure 6.7(b)).

Figure 6.6: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti-N milled products, sampled after
milling for: (a) 10 hour, showing heavily deformed Ti particles comprise lamellar
or pancake morphology and some light some greyer particles containing N, (b) 25
hours, showing regions of heavily deformed Ti containing more N (Ti(N)) and
TiN particles, (c) 29 hours, showing heterogeneous mixtures of Ti(N), and TiN
particles, and Fe contamination (lightest colour), and (d) 100 hours showing
regions comprise nano and agglomerates of TiN particles.
After ignition (29 hours of milling), the different grey levels in the backscattered
FESEM image reveals, combined with EDS analysis (described later) indicate the presence of
regions comprising Ti(N), TiN and Fe contamination (lightest in colour) (Figure 6.6(c)) and
regions of unreacted Ti particles (Figure C11 in Appendix C). Moreover, the appearance of
the milled products was observed to significantly changes to brownish red at ignition, without
the presence of the well-defined grains structure that typically characterised MSR products
that are sampled immediately after ignition during milling of Ti and C (graphite), and
titanium and boron (amorphous). With increased milling time up to 100 hours, the colour of
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the products later progresses from brownish red to gold colour while the FESEM image
revealed mixtures of nano and agglomerates of TiN particles (Figure 6.6(d)).

Figure 6.7: Ti-N milled product sampled after 25 hours of milling (before ignition) showing:
(a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions comprising TiN/Ti(N)
(greyer), Fe (lightest colour) and heavily deformed Ti (grey) particles, and (b) its
corresponding EDS Hypermaps, and compositional maps (inserts), showing Ti,
N, O and Fe elements present in the milled products.
Figure 6.7 shows an additional FESEM image obtained for milled products that are
sampled after 25 hours of milling (before ignition) and an EDS determined compositional
map obtained for the same sample. In the backscattered FESEM image (Figure 6.7(a)),
different contrast possibly revealing regions of TiN/Ti(N) particles (grey in colour), heavily
deformed Ti particles (light in colour) and slight iron (Fe) contamination (lightest in colour)
(<0.025at.%, confirmed by compositional EDS map). On the EDS Trumap (N K series
(insert)), the nitrogen signal was observed to be more concentrated on the edges of the
heavily deformed Ti but evidence of its uniform distribution throughout the heavily deformed
Ti particles was also found (Figure 6.7(b)), a result that is consistent with the investigation
carried out by Wexler et al [103]. Figure 6.8 shows an additional FESEM image obtained for
milled products that are sampled after 29 hours of milling (after ignition) and an EDS
determined compositional map obtained for the same sample. In the backscattered FESEM
image (Figure 6.8(a)) and the EDS map (Figure 6.8(b)), different contrast possibly revealing
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regions of TiN (greyer) and Ti(N) particles (lighter grey in colour), and slight iron (Fe)
contamination (lightest in colour) are observed.

Figure 6.8: Ti-N reacted product sampled after 29 hours of milling (after ignition) showing:
(a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing heterogeneous mixtures of Ti(N), and
TiN particles, and Fe contamination (lightest colour), and (b) its corresponding
EDS Hypermaps, and compositional maps (inserts), showing Ti, N, O and Fe
elements present in the milled products.
Figures 6.9-6.12 shows bright field (BF) TEM combined with SAD and HRTEM
results obtained for products sampled before (10 and 25 hours) and after (29 and 100 hours)
ignition. After milling for 10 hours, the TEM image (Figure 6.9(a)) reveal heterogeneous
mixtures of particles, confirmed by SAD to include Ti, Ti2N and TiN. In the SAD pattern,
spots indexed matching the d-spacing of 0.226nm and 0.259nm for respective planes of (111)
and (101) of Ti2N tetragonal crystal structure (PDF card # 17-0386, lattice parameters
a=4.9452 Å, c=3.0342Å and space P42/mnm (136)), were found. Additional spots that match
TiN and well-defined rings that precisely match Ti planes of atoms were also indexed. The
HRTEM image (with an insert) obtained for the same sample (Figure 6.9(b)) revealed the
nano Ti2N and TiN crystals. These newly nucleated Ti2N and TiN crystals were located inbetween the interface and the nano titanium crystals. However, in the XRD obtained for the
same milled products, the Ti2N and TiN nanocrystals were not visible in the pattern (Figure
6.3(10h)). This is probably due to small volume fraction of these phases that are contained in
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the milled product at the early stage of milling. Additional TEM, HRTEM and dark-field
TEM images obtained after milling for 10 hours are shown in Figures C3 in Appendix C.

Figure 6.9: Ti-N milled products sampled after milling for 10 hours (before ignition)
showing: (a) TEM image and its corresponding SAD pattern and (b) HRTEM
image revealing fringes corresponding to Ti, Ti2N and TiN crystals.
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Figure 6.10: Ti-N milled products sampled after milling for 25 hours (before ignition)
showing: (a) TEM image and its corresponding SAD pattern and (b) HRTEM
image and inserts revealing fringes corresponding to Ti, Ti2N and TiN crystals,
and (c) Dark-field image acquired using the Ti2N(101), Ti(200) and TiN(200)
rings/spots revealing Ti, Ti2N and TiN nanoparticles.
Figure 6.10 shows the BF TEM combined with SAD, dark-field (DF) TEM and
HRTEM results obtained for Ti-N product sampled after 25 hours of milling. In the XRD
pattern obtained for the same product (Figure 6.3(25h)), very weak but broad peaks that
match TiN are visible along with the Ti peaks. In the BF TEM image (Figure 6.9(a)),
products confirmed by SAD to include Ti, Ti2N and TiN particles are present. In the SAD
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pattern, large numbers of spots that match the d-spacing of TiN and Ti2N were indexed. The
HRTEM image (with an insert) of the same sample revealed crystal fringes that also match
the evolution of Ti, Ti2N and TiN phases (Figure 6.10(b)). The TiN crystals appear much
larger and well-defined when compared to the earlier crystals detected in the milled products
sampled after 10 hours of milling (Figure 6.9(b)). Such increase in the crystal size is probably
due to growth that may have occurred during this time of milling. Possibly, when the first
TiN nuclei are formed, the heat released due to reaction may likely raise the local temperature
within the regions where they are formed. Such temperature rise may likely contribute to the
growth of TiN crystals. Figure 6.10(c) shows the DF TEM image acquired using the
Ti2N(101), Ti(200) and TiN(200) rings/spots revealing Ti, Ti2N and TiN nanoparticles.

Figure 6.11: Ti-N products sampled after milling for 29 hours (after ignition) showing: (a)
TEM image and its corresponding indexed SAD pattern revealing d-spacings that
match Ti and TiN, (b) HRSTEM image and inserts revealing fringes
corresponding to TiN crystals and (c) Dark-field image acquired using the
TiN(200) ring revealing TiN with round nanoplates morphologies.
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Figure 6.11 shows BF TEM image combined with SAD, DF TEM image and HRTEM
results obtained for products that were sampled after ignition (29 hours of milling). Phases
that consist of TiN and Ti, confirmed by SAD, are found to be present (Figure 6.11(a)). Welldefined rings that match the d-spacing of TiN are indexed, consistent with the XRD result
obtained for the same sample (Figure 6.3(29h)). The HRTEM image obtained for the same
sample revealed crystal fringes that matches well-defined TiN crystals (Figure 6.11(b)). The
corresponding DF TEM image of Figure 6.11(a) acquired using the TiN(111) ring revealed
near-rounded nanoplates of TiN morphology (Figure 6.10(c)).

Figure 6.12: Ti-N milled products sampled after milling for 100 hours (after ignition)
showing: (a) TEM image and its corresponding SAD pattern, and (b) HRTEM
image and inserts revealing the crystal fringes that match TiN, and (c) Dark-field
image acquired using the TiN(200) ring which revealed the thin-plated
morphology of TiN nanoparticles.
Figure 6.12 shows TEM combined with SAD and HRTEM results obtained for
products that were sampled after 100 hours of milling. Only TiN phase, confirmed by SAD,
was found to be present in the TEM image (Figure 6.12(a)). Well-defined rings that match d201

spacing of TiN are indexed, consistent with the XRD result obtained for the same sample
(Figure 6.3(100h)). The HRTEM image obtained for the same sample revealed distinct
crystal fringes that match TiN (Figure 6.12(b)). The characteristic rounded TiN morphology
was also observed in the DF TEM image acquired using the TiN(200) ring (Figure 6.11(c)).
6.2.4

Raman spectroscopy characterisation of Ti-N milled products
Raman scattering of stoichiometric TiN is forbidden, possibly due to the high Oh

symmetry that exist for the compound. However, this high symmetry is reportedly destroyed
if there are point defects and lattice imperfections that are present [235, 236]. Such structural
morphology is known to exist for non-stoichiometric TiNx, reportedly suggested to be Raman
active [235, 236]. This implied that, the presence of these defects reduces the symmetry of
the compound to allow certain atoms or perturbed crystals to display a non-zero polarizability
derivatives [237].

Figure 6.13: Raman spectra obtained for Ti-N milled products that were sampled after 10
hours of milling before ignition.
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Figures 6.13-6.16 shows Raman spectra obtained for milled products sampled before
(10 and 25 hours) and after (29, 40, 50, 80 and 100 hours) ignition. All the Raman peaks were
evaluated using Lorentzian-Gaussian curve fittings and baseline corrections. Figure 6.13
shows Raman spectra obtained for different regions of particles that were sampled after 10
hours of milling. As shown in Figure 6.13, the spectra display three distinct peaks and a weak
shoulder peak, all located in the first-order scattering regions. The positions of these three
distinct peaks are located within the frequency ranges of 225-231, 315-318 and 578-581 cm-1
while the shoulder peak is positioned within 446-452 cm-1 (Figure 6.13(insert)). These four
Raman signals has been assigned respectively to transverse acoustic (TA), longitudinal
acoustic (LA), second-order acoustical (2A) and transverse optical (TO) vibrational modes
inherent in the density of states for off-stoichiometric TiNx [192, 235, 237, 238]. These bands
are attributed to A1g, Eg and F2g Raman-active modes caused by perturbed crystals of offstoichiometric TiNx, consistent with the Raman-active spectrum of off-stoichiometric TiNx
reported by several workers [235, 237, 239]. According to Spengler and Kaiser [239],
vibrations in the acoustic regions may likely represent scattering largely from the Ti
vibrations while that of the optical regions is assigned to vibration of the lighter N atoms. The
Raman result is consistent with the electron diffraction and HRTEM results obtained for the
same sample.

Figure 6.14: Raman spectra obtained for Ti-N milled products, sampled after milling for (a)
25 hours (before ignition) and (b) 29 hours (after ignition).
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After 25 hours of milling, the Raman spectra acquired from different regions were
found to show different Raman signals when compared to particle regions sampled after 10
hours that revealed similar Raman spectra. There were three distinct Raman signals found to
be consistent for milled products that were probed by the laser line (Figure 6.14(a)(i)). The
first distinct Raman signal (Figure 6.14(a)(i)) display by several regions of particles, with
bands located within frequency range of 212-235, 319-321, and 553-577 cm-1, are consistent
with off-stoichiometric TiNx [192, 235, 237-239]. Additional peak-splitting within the 553577 cm-1 band and a weak shoulder peak was also observed. These additional splits may
possibly suggest some differences in the valence state or coordination of the Ti/N atoms
within the Ti-N bond vibrations. The second distinct Raman signal (Figure 6.14(a)(ii))
revealed two bands located at 227 and 574 cm-1 while the third Raman signal (Figure
6.14(a)(iii)) revealed four distinct peaks (231, 340, 456 and 613 cm-1) and a shoulder splitpeak (546 cm-1). The second and third Raman signals are not consistent with reported signal
of off-stoichiometric TiNx [192, 235, 237-239]. They may likely represent additional offstoichiometric titanium nitrides (TiN1+x/Ti1+xN) or off-stoichiometric oxynitride (TiOxNy,
x+y ≤ 1) that are present in the milled products. The off-stoichiometric oxynitride may
possibly result from native oxide skin on the surface of the milled powder.

Figure 6.15: Raman spectra obtained for Ti-N milled products, sampled after milling for (a)
40 hours and (b) 50 hours.
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Figure 6.16: Raman spectra obtained for Ti-N milled products, sampled after milling for (a)
80 hours and (b) 100 hours.
Figure 6.14(b) shows the Raman spectra obtained for particles probe by the laser line,
for milled products sampled after milling for 29 hours (after ignition). After ignition, Raman
probe on different particles show the three distinct peaks, consistent with off-stoichiometric
TiNx, and a lower frequency shoulder peak (165 cm-1) representing a typical Eg bond
vibration of surface titanium bonded with oxygen signal [240], possibly caused by surface
oxidation of the milled powder during the handling process. Interestingly, the relative
intensity of the TiNx Raman band appears to increase greatly when compared to those
sampled earlier (Figure 6.13(a)(i)). Such increase may likely be associated to formation of
more volume fractions of off-stoichiometric TiNx with increased milling times.
Figure 6.15 shows Raman spectra obtained for products that were sampled after 40 and
50 hours of milling. The Raman spectra obtained for milled particles sampled after 40 hours
(Figure 6.15(a)) reveal Raman scattering consistent with off-stoichiometric TiNx. The peaks
intensities increase greatly when compared with Raman spectra obtained for products that
were sampled between 10-30 hours. However, after 50 hours of milling (Figure 6.15(b)), the
Raman spectra of milled particles reveal slight decrease in the peaks intensities, suggesting
possibly increase in the stoichiometry of the TiN particles. The Raman spectra obtained for
milled particles after respective milling for 80 hours (Figure 6.16(a)) and for 100 hours
(Figure 6.16(b)) shows pronounced decrease in the off-stoichiometric TiNx peak intensities.
These results suggest that the products formed after extended milling times may probably
have evolved towards stoichiometric TiN compound.
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6.2.5

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy characterisation for Ti-N milled products
Additional chemical compositions and bonding information were obtained using X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for Ti-N milled products. Figure 6.16 shows the high
resolution XPS spectra of N (1s) and Ti (2p) core-levels for milled products sampled after
milling for 10, 25, 29 and 100 hours. All spectra were deconvoluted using GaussianLorentzian curve fitting. Also, background subtractions using Shirley function was adopted
for processing of N (1s) and O (1s) spectra while the two-parameter Tougaard functions
(U2T) was suitable for the Ti (2p) background correction, a method that was also use by
Jaeger et al [241]. However, results obtained from using both the Shirley and (U2T)
background functions are reasonably in an agreement with each other. Figures 6.17 and 6.18
show the high resolution XPS spectra obtained for N (1s) and Ti(2p), and O(1s) core-levels
respectively, obtained for products that were sampled after 10, 25, 29 and 100 hours of
milling while Table 6.4 in Appendix C summarizes the peak positions.
(a)

N (1s) deconvolution
The deconvoluted N (1s) XPS spectrum obtained for product that was sampled after 10

hours of milling (Figure 6.17(a)(10h))) reveal three deconvoluted peaks with binding energy
of 396.2 eV, 397.6 eV and 399.2 eV. Typically, in the N (1s) core-level spectrum, the binding
energies of N bonded to Ti to form titanium nitride (TiN) has been reported to lies within
396.6-397.4 eV. While that of O bonded to N to form oxynitride (TiO xNy, x+y ≤ 1) lies either
in the lower binding energies range of 396.2-396.5 eV or higher binding energies of 399.1402.1 eV [241-243]. However, off-stoichiometric titanium nitride (TiN1+x or Ti1+xN) has been
reported to lie also in the lower binding energy range of 396.7-395.8 eV [244, 245].
Presumably, the deconvoluted peak which lie on 396.2 eV (Figure 6.17(a)(10h))) may likely
consist of features of off-stoichiometric Ti1+xN or other forms of titanium nitrides present in
the milled products. It therefore implied that the lower binding energy peak present in the
deconvoluted N 1s core-levels spectrum is an indicative of the presence of off-stoichiometric
titanium nitride and oxynitride, consistent with earlier observation by several workers [244246]. The oxynitride compound (TiOxNy) has been reported as native oxide layer formed on
the surface of TiN nanoparticles [242, 247, 248]. This is probably due to poor sample
handling. Typically, removing the contaminated surface layer using a short period of Ar+ ion
sputtering and moderate (≈ 1keV) beam energy has been reported however, such operation
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may probably to lead to preferential removal of nitrogen from the surface during
bombardment [244].

Figure 6.17: Deconvolution high resolution XPS spectra obtained for as-milled products of
Ti-N sampled after milling for 10, 25, 29 and 100 hours showing (a) N (1s) corelevels, and (b) Ti (2p) core-levels.
After 25 hours of milling, the N (1s) core-levels spectrum (Figure 6.17(a)(25h)) reveal
three deconvoluted peaks with binding energies similar to that obtained for milled products
sampled after 10 hours of milling. These binding energies are typically assigned to features of
TiN (397.4 eV), off-stoichiometric Ti1+xN and/or oxynitride TiOxNy (396.1 eV) and
oxynitride TiOxNy (399.1 eV) [242, 244, 249]. After ignition, Figure 6.17(a)(29h) shows the
N (1s) XPS spectrum obtained for milled products. The spectrum was better fitted with two
peaks with binding energies located at 397.1 eV and 399.1 eV. The weak shoulder peak
located at higher binding energy 399.1 eV is assigned to oxygen bonded to nitrogen (TiO xNy)
and the 397.3 eV is typically assigned to features of TiN. After pronounced time of milling
(100 hours), the N (1s) core-levels spectrum display deconvoluted peaks consistent with TiN
(397.1 eV) and TiOxNy (398.7 eV) compounds (Figure 6.17(100h)) [241, 250].
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(b)

Ti (2p) deconvolution
Figure 6.17(b) shows deconvoluted high resolution XPS spectra of Ti (2p) core-levels

results obtained for milled products of Ti-N, sampled at different milling times (10, 25, 29
and 100 hours). After milling for 10 hours, the XPS spectrum was fitted with three doublets,
apparently having binding energies of Ti (2p1/2) 459.7, 461.2 and 464.4 eV; and Ti (2p3/2)
453.3, 455.4 and 458.5 eV (Figure 6.17((b)(10h))). The doublet with binding energies of
459.8 and 453.4 eV corresponds to metallic Ti-Ti bonds while that of 463.4 and 457.8 eV is
typical features of O-Ti bonds in oxynitride TiOxNy compound [244, 249, 251]. The binding
energy of Ti (2p1/2) 461.2 eV and Ti (2p3/2) 455.4 eV is reportedly assigned to N-Ti bonds in
titanium nitride (TiN) [244, 249, 252]. In the corresponding N (1s) spectrum (Figure
6.16((a)(25h)), off-stoichiometric Ti1+xN or oxynitride features located at the lower binding
energy (396.2 eV) was found to present in the milled products, implying that the
deconvoluted Ti (2p) N-Ti bonds may likely contained features of off-stoichiometric Ti1+xN
components in addition to the stoichiometric TiN features, an observation that is consistent
with Bertóti et al [253]. In the case of Ti-N milled products sampled after 25 hours, the Ti
(2p) core-levels spectrum reveals three doublets (Figure 6.17((b)(25h))), similar to that of
spectrum obtained for products sampled after 10 hours (Figure 6.17((b)(10h))). However, the
component of the TiN features was observed to increase in content as compared with milled
products sampled after 10 hours. After ignition, the O-Ti and N-Ti bonds were also present in
the spectra (Figure 6.17((b)(29h))) and (Figure 6.17((b)(100h))) but the intensities (chemical
components) of the N-Ti constituents was found to increase greatly. Additional Ti-Ti bonds
was observed to associate with the milled products, as shown in the deconvoluted peaks of
Figures 6.17((b)(29h))) and 6.17((b)(100h))).This implied that, even after milling for 100
hours, there are evidence of small components of Ti still present in the milled products.
(c)

O (1s) deconvolution
Figure 6.18 shows the deconvoluted peaks of O (1s) core-levels spectra obtained for

milled products, sampled before (10 and 25 hours) and after (29 and 100 hours) ignition. The
high resolution XPS core-levels spectrum obtained for products that are sampled after 10
hours of milling were deconvoluted into two peaks with binding energy 529.1 eV and 532.8
eV. These 530.1 eV and 532.8 eV peaks energies are reportedly assigned to surface oxide of
Ti in TiO2 and absorbed air or water in O2 or H2O respectively [242, 249, 253]. However,
with increased milling time before ignition (25 hours) and after ignition (29 and 100 hours),
the estimated component of the absorbed O2/H2O features was observed to increase, implying
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that as the particle sizes reduces (25 hours) and the reacted products (29 hours), the tendency
for air to be trapped in the milled products may likely increase. Apparently, the peaks
corresponding to the O-Ti bonds are observe to shift to higher binding energies with
increased milling times, suggesting possible evolution from lower oxidation states Ti3+
(Ti2O3) to higher oxides Ti+4 (TiO2) states. This chemical shift is also consistent with the
deconvoluted Ti (2p) peaks with increased milling times.

Figure 6.18: High resolution XPS spectra deconvolution obtained for as-milled products of
Ti-N sampled after milling for 10, 25, 29 and 100 hours showing O (1s) corelevels.
6.2.6

Electron energy loss spectroscopy characterisation for Ti-N milled products
The capability of the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in combination with

scanning

transmission

electron

microscopy

(STEM)

to

detect

minor

chemical

features/structures were utilized in order to obtain more information on the chemical
environment of the Ti-N milled products.
6.2.6.1 Electron energy loss near-edge structure on the N K-edge for Ti-N milled products
Figure 6.19(a) shows HRSTEM image marked with boxes indicating the positions of
EELS spectrum acquisition while Figure 6.19(b) shows the plots of the corresponding N Kedges ELNES for those locations after background subtraction for milled product that was
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sampled after 10 hours of milling. The peak numbering of the N K-edge ELNES spectra were
adopted after the notations used by Pflüger et al [153]; Craven and Garvie [254]; and
Yolande Kihn et al [255]. The ELNES of Figure 6.20((b)(i)) is typical of the features of
tetragonal nitride (Ti2N), a feature that was earlier reported by Yolande Kihn et al [255]. The
Ti2N ELNES shape somewhat resembles the ELNES of V2N [256], thereby confirming the
edge-structure of Ti2N since they are in the same space group. The detection of Ti2N feature
in the milled product sampled after milling for 10 hours is consistent with the earlier
TEM/SAD and HRTEM results obtained for the same sample (Figure 6.9(a) and (b)). The
ELNES shape of spectrum (II) somewhat resemble that of off-stoichiometric TiNx [255, 257],
consistent with the earlier result of HRTEM and SAD of the same area (Figure 6.8(a) and
(b)).

Figure 6.19: Milled products of Ti-N, sampled after 10 hours (before ignition) of milling
showing: (a) HRSTEM image marked with boxes indicating the selected regions
of interest where the EELS spectra were acquired, and (b) the comparison of N
K-edge ELNES shapes obtained for those regions.
Interestingly, Figure 6.19((b)(III)) displays a similar N K-edge ELNES feature that
somewhat bears similar resemblance to that of off-stoichiometric TiNx however, “Peak 2” is
characteristically high, implying that the surface of the particle may likely be N-rich,
indicating that the region of spectrum (III) may probably contain highly dissolved N content.
In the case of spectrum (IV) which corresponds to Ti (002) crystal indexed in the HRTEM
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image (Figure 6.9(b)), the N K-edge is barely visible in the spectrum (Figure 6.19((b)(IV))),
indicating the region as nitrogen deficient.

Figure 6.20: Milled products of Ti-N, sampled after before ignition (25 hours) of milling
showing: (a) HRSTEM image marked with boxes indicating the selected regions
of interest where the EELS spectra were acquired, and (b) the comparison of N
K-edge ELNES shapes obtained for those regions.
Figure 6.20 shows EELS/STEM results obtained for products that were sampled after
25 hours of milling (before ignition). The EELS spectra acquired at (I) and (II), as marked in
the HRSTEM image (Figure 6.20(a)) reveal N K-edge ELNES shapes that match offstoichiometric TiNx (Figure 6.19(b)), consistent with Yolande Kihn et al [255] and Mirguet et
al [258]. A closer look at spectrum (I) and (II), “Peak 2” in spectrum (I) has lower intensity
when compared to (II). Such disparity especially the first two nitrogen peaks has been
reported to be due to changes in the stoichiometry of the nitride [258, 259]. The lower
intensity of Peak 2 in spectrum (1) indicate that the nitrogen vacancies present in the offstoichiometric TiNx in that region is expected to be much higher than in spectrum (II). A
simple EELS chemical quantitative analysis using the quantification routines and scattering
cross sections built into the DigitalMicrograph software was found to indicate atomic
composition for spectrum (1) and (II) as TiN0.52 and TiN0.58, confirming the stoichiometric
differences present in the two nitrides in those regions. Moreover, spectrum (II) also displays
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additional weak shoulder Peaks labelled “3” and “5”. According to Pflüger et al [153], Peak 3
and 5 are probably due to intrashell scattering coming from the Ti atoms interactions.

Figure 6.21: Reacted products of Ti-N, sampled after ignition (29 hours) showing: (a)
HRSTEM image marked with boxes indicating the selected regions of interest
where the EELS spectra were acquired, and (b) the comparison of N K-edge
ELNES shapes obtained for those regions.
Figure 6.21 shows N K-edge fine structures obtained for products sampled after milling
for 29 hours (after ignition). The high resolution STEM image (Figure 6.21(a)) shows the
three locations where the EELS spectra were acquired. The N K-edges reveals ELNES shapes
that are consistent with off-stoichiometric TiNx features. However, there are slight
differences in the energies separation between Peak 1 and 2 for spectra (I)-(III). It is observed
that the spectra (I), (II) and (III) have respective energy separation of 1.82 eV, 1.76 eV and
1.86 eV between Peak 1 and 2. Moreover, Peak 2 is slightly higher in intensity for spectra (I)
and (III) than spectrum (II), revealing most likely the presence of more nitrogen vacancies
present in spectrum (II) than in spectra (I) and (III). Such differences in peak intensities and
energy separations have been linked to the presence of nitrogen vacancies present
(differences in their stoichiometries), also confirmed by EELS quantification (TiN0.62,
TiN0.51, TiN0.68, for the respective (I), (II) and (III) spectra).
Figure 6.22(b) display the N K-edge structures obtained for products that were sampled
after milling for 100 hours, as marked for two regions in the HRSTEM image (Figure
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6.22(a)). The N K-edge shapes obtained reveal an increase in the intensity of Peaks 2, 4 and 6
relative to those ELNES edge-structure obtained for milled products that were sampled after
milling for 10, 25 and 29 hours. Most especially, the respective energy separation between
Peak 1 and 2 for both spectra (I) and (II) was also observed to increase (2.01 eV and 2.23
eV). As earlier reported for N K-ELNES of TiNx by Scott et al [150], Mirguet et al [258] and
Tsujimoto et al [259], Peak labelled 2 is expected to increase in intensity as the content of
nitrogen increases (i.e. decrease in nitrogen vacancies). In the case of peak 4 and 6, they are
respectively reportedly to be due to intrashell and intershell scattering of atoms within the
second nitrogen shell (Peak 2) [150, 258]. Consequently, intense scattering due to increase in
the content of nitrogen (higher peak 2 intensity) will have a strong effect on the intensity of
peak 4 and 6 (since both peaks are products of the second nitrogen shell scattering),
consistent with N K-ELNES obtained for spectra (I) and (II) (Figure 6.22((b)). Additionally,
both the peaks position and the onset energy (threshold energy) systematically shifted to
lower energy loss for both spectra. Such slight shift to lower energy loss has been reportedly
suggested to be due to increase in the lattice parameters [150, 260]. This is consistent with the
Rietveld analysis results (Table 6.3), where the estimated lattice parameter of TiN increases
with increase milling time.

Figure 6.22: Reacted products of Ti-N, sampled after milling for 100 hours showing: (a)
STEM/HAADF image indicating EELS locations, (b) N K-edge ELNES obtained
for location I and II.
Variation in the atomic concentration of nitrogen to titanium (CN/Ti) from the edge to
the bulk region of the Ti-N milled particles was estimated using spatially resolved electron
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energy loss spectroscopic mapping across the area of interest. Procedure on how to estimate
the CN/Ti was described in Section 3.4.2. Figure 6.23(a) shows the STEM survey image with
an insert indicating the region where EELS spectra were obtained. Figure 6.22(b) shows the
annual dark-field (ADF) image of the EELS spectrum section. Figure 6.22((c) and (d)) shows
the respective CN/Ti EELS map and series of line plots drawn to indicate the variation of CN/Ti
from the edge to bulk of the Ti-N milled products. As expected, the nitrogen content
absorbed by the Ti particles typically decreases from the edge/interface part of the milled
particles to the bulk regions, clearly suggesting that the interface is nitrogen-rich while the
bulk part of the milled particles is associated with less nitrogen concentration.

Figure 6.23: Ti-N products sampled after 25 hours of milling (before ignition) showing: (a)
STEM image with an insert indicating the location of EELS map region; (b)
HAADF image showing the EELS map region; (c) CN/Ti EELS map; and (d)
series of line plots showing the variation of CN/Ti from edge to bulk region of the
ball milled particles.
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6.3

DISCUSSION
The experimental results obtained from the characterisation of the Ti-N milled products

using temperature and pressure measurement, C-H-N combustion analysis, XRD, FESEM,
TEM combined SAD, dark-field TEM imaging, HRTEM, Raman spectroscopy, XPS and
EELS combined with HRSTEM have fundamentally shed new insights on the phase
sequences and reaction mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti in nitrogen gas.
Results obtained from the temperature measurement of the vial revealed a slight sudden
temperature rise of approximately 1.5oC above the stead-state temperature, known as the
ignition peak. The ignition peak detected in this investigation is far lower than the one
detected by Chin et al [26, 27]. Chin et al [26, 27] detected a temperature of about 40oC
above the ambient value, suggesting a more self-catalytic reaction at ignition as compared to
this investigation. Chin et al [26, 27] attributed such self-catalytic reaction to high impact
energy and large surface area provided by the smaller particles. Apart from the above reasons
stated by [26, 27], other milling conditions and parameters may be present that could likely
contribute to such high heat generation at ignition.
In the XRD results, the Ti peaks typically broadened, reduced in intensity and shifted
to lower Bragg’s angle during the early stages of milling. The peaks shift to lower angle is
probably due to formation of solid solution of N in Ti, (αTi) or Ti(N), consistent with the
earlier observation by Chin et al [27]. In the Ti-N phase diagram (Figure 6.24) [261], the
(αTi) terminal solid solution is typically formed at lower nitrogen gas fugacity. Presumably,
during milling, the smaller nitrogen atoms may probably have been incorporated into the Ti
lattices resulting to increase in the d-spacings of Ti. With increase milling time, peaks that
match TiN emerges without Ti2N peaks or any other form of titanium phases found in the
XRD pattern. The TiN peaks quickly increases in intensity as soon as the products that were
sampled after ignition. Such sequences of phase evolution are similar to MSR however; there
is significant TiN products formed before ignition, as shown in the XRD patterns (Figure
6.3(10h and 25h)). In the investigations of Gotor et al [23] and Chin et al [26, 27] which
involved the MSR synthesis of TiN, the XRD evidence of gradually formed TiN phase was
also found to occurred before the self-propagating part (ignition). These previous
investigations [23, 26, 27] and this present research, typically shows that the MSR that is
operative during milling of Ti in N occurs with an initial formation of significant TiN
products prior to ignition. The likely reasons associated with such observation will be discuss
in Section 6.2.1.
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6.3.1

Sequences of microstructural evolution during controlled ball milling of Ti with
N
The microstructural sequences of the Ti-N product evolution initially commences with

Ti being heavily deformed by milling to form the typically pancake lamellar structure. At the
same time, these Ti particles are repeatedly fractured to expose new fresh surfaces resulting
to formation of finer grains with heterogeneous character. The heavily deformed Ti particles
significantly change in colour appearance from metallic grey to a black colour with 0-25
hours of milling. This is probably due to the absorption of N atoms on the Ti grains to form
solid solution of Ti in N, Ti(N). After ignition, there was rapid change in the appearance of
the milled products (from black to brownish red colour), suggesting some form of abrupt
transition due to the reaction between Ti and N. However, the characteristic formation of
large and well-defined grains, and liquid phase sintering, that is consistent with MSR
synthesis of TiC and TiB2 was not found in the products. This suggests that either the ignition
that occurs for Ti and N is localized or the heats generated are not sufficient enough to enable
self-propagation to completion.

Figure 6.24: Ti-N binary phase diagram [261]
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Additional microstructural sequences of the milled products, as characterised by
TEM/SAD and HRTEM, include the formation of Ti2N as well as TiN during the incubation
period. In the HRTEM images (Figures 6.9 and 9.10), the Ti2N and TiN crystals were found
to be located between the edge regions bounded by the nano Ti crystals. After ignition, there
was no evidence of Ti2N; either in electron diffraction patterns or in HRTEM images (Figures
6.10 and 6.11). It is therefore likely that the intermediate metastable Ti2N phase may have
been transform to the more stable TiN during ignition. This will be discussed further in
Section 6.2.1
6.3.2 Additional chemical analyses of the Ti-N milled powders obtained from Raman,
XPS and EELS
The Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies have shed new insights on the
sequence of phase evolution before and after ignition. Apart from the conventional offstoichiometric TiNx, additional chemical bonds that match off-stoichiometric titanium
nitrides (TiN1+x or Ti1+xN) and off-stoichiometric oxynitride (TiOxNy, x+y ≤ 1) were revealed
to be present in the milled products. One of such additional information has shown that the
milled powder are not entirely free from surface oxide, possibly formed by entrapped air or
absorbed water in the milled products [232]. Even though, the milled powders are taken out
in an air-tight helium gas, this does not rule out the formation of oxide skin on the surface of
the powders.
Additional chemical information obtained from the EELS/STEM has revealed more
information about the environment of the milled powders. As shown in the EELS/STEM
results (Figures 6.18-22) and associated estimates of Cn/c ratios, the edge regions of the
milled powders are characterised as N-rich while the bulk material is N-deficient. The N Kedge structures obtained for the milled powders typically changes as the time of milling
progresses. With increased milling time, the intensity of “Peak 2”, which indicates the
scattering from the first N atomic shell (second shell), was found to increase greatly (increase
in the nitrogen content). This suggests that the intensity of the N signal is directly
proportional to milling time.
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6.3.3

Possible formation mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti with N

6.3.3.1 Possible formation mechanisms of Ti2N and TiN prior to ignition
The reaction mechanism involved in the formation of TiN during ball milling of
titanium under nitrogen atmosphere was reportedly to be a very complex process, possibly
because of the different milling factors that influence its formation [101, 102, 104, 109].
Figure 6.25 schematically illustrates the sequence of phase evolution during reactive ball
milling of titanium powder in nitrogen gas.
During the early stages of ball milling of titanium under nitrogen atmosphere, it is
believed that the molecules of nitrogen gas (N2) are adsorbed onto mechanically activated Ti
surfaces, preferentially unto clean and coordination sites of Ti [23, 42, 232, 233]. Under
normal conditions, it is very difficult to create very clean metallic surfaces. However, through
ball milling, repeated fracturing and deformation of the metallic particles, freshly clean and
catalytic surfaces are reportedly generated continuously [42, 103, 232]. The interaction
between the N2 molecules and the freshly cleaned Ti surfaces was reportedly suggested to be
achieved by donation of 1πμ orbital states from N2 to the surface and back-donation of 1πg*
states from the surface of Ti [233]. Such N2-Ti interactions enable the metal-nitrogen bonds
to be slightly stronger while the N-N bonds to be weaker, resulting to dissociation of the N2
molecules to form highly polarized dipole N atoms. The N atoms diffuse through the Ti
crystal lattice by moving through the interstitial sites of the Ti unto the subsurface and bulk
regions of Ti, likely resulting to formation of solid solution of N in Ti, Ti(N) [42, 232, 233].
Such diffusion is likely promoted by the combined effects of accumulated defects (such as
twinning, dislocations, vacancies and induced strain), creation of clean surfaces of Ti, and
that of induced local temperature and pressure of the Ti particles and generation of large
surface area [101, 102, 109, 230].
The formation of Ti2N and TiN after milling for 10 hours before ignition clearly
suggests that further diffusion of the N atoms unto the Ti to form Ti-N regions that are
supersaturated with N atoms, probably followed by nucleation of the new phases. Nucleation
of Ti2N has been suggested to occur under rapid cooling conditions during controlled heating
of titanium under nitrogen gas [261]. In ball milling, the effects of localized temperature
increment combined with rapid quenching have been reported [23, 168, 175]. Different
reports have shown that the local temperature could possibly rise up to 1000oC or 2700oC
[168, 171, 175, 218, 219], depending on the elemental mixtures and milling conditions. The
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localized temperature was reportedly suggested to take place in a split nanosecond, possibly
occurring in a thin strain layer of the reacting powders and then rapidly quenched within
these split nanoseconds [23, 104, 168]. With repeated ball collisions, numerous cycles of
induced local temperature and rapid quenching may occur, where fewer Ti2N and TiN
crystals may likely be nucleated.

Figure 6.25: Schematic diagram illustrating the process of reactive milling of titanium
powder in nitrogen gas.
Nucleation of Ti2N has been speculated to occur quickly under rapid cooling conditions
[261]. Under such condition, it is believed that the effects of localized temperature may
possibly play a critical role during nucleation of Ti2N. It is assumed that the local temperature
induced in the powder due to mechanical milling is high. Different reports have shown that
the local temperature could possibly rise up to 1000oC or 2700oC [168, 171, 175, 218, 219],
depending on the elemental mixtures and milling conditions. The localized temperature was
reportedly suggested to take place in a split nanosecond, possibly occurring in a thin strain
layer of the reacting powders and then rapidly quenched within these split nanoseconds [104,
168]. Under such condition, the N that was initially absorbed or trapped within those thin
layers of Ti might not have the required time to escape resulting to formation of interstitial
solid solution of N in the Ti matrix, Ti(N). The formation of the solid solution may probably
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be promoted by the large surface area and deformation defects generated by the plastic
deformation and fracturing of the Ti particles. With repeated ball collisions, possibly
resulting to numerous cycles of induced local temperature and rapid quenching, fewer
crystals of Ti2N and TiN may likely be nucleated simultaneously and then grown by
subsequent local temperature generation and rapid cooling.
Considering the XRD results, before the detection of the ignition peak, significant
amount of TiN products are already present. This clearly indicates that the incubation period
is associated with Ti grain refinement as well as reaction of Ti with N to form TiN. Before
ignition, as shown in Fig. 8, N2 molecules are adsorbed onto the Ti surface and then
repeatedly dissociating to form the highly polarized active N atoms. As earlier reported by
Bab et al [231] during ball milling of Hafnium (Hf) under nitrogen atmosphere, the
adsorption of these N atoms to the catalytic clean surfaces of Ti could take place before
ignition through incorporation of the N atoms within the octahedral interstices of Ti. The
diffusion of the N atoms into the crystal sites of Ti may result to atomic arrangement between
Ti and N to form similar crystal lattices that resemble TiN [262]. With increased time of
milling, continuous incorporation of N atoms unto Ti may likely be restricted due to limited
octahedral sites available for N to form such arrangement [262]. Presumably, when the
concentration of the N atoms present in the mechanically-activated clean Ti surfaces exceed a
critical value (most likely the Ti(N) region is supersaturated with N); the incorporation of the
extra N atoms may probably followed by nucleation of TiN, possibly promoted by the local
temperature rise and deformation defects (such as dislocations, twinning, vacancies)
occurring within the vicinity of microvolumes of heavily deformed Ti powders [104, 231].
6.3.3.2 Possible formation mechanisms of TiN after ignition
At the point ignition, it is believed that the exothermic reaction between Ti and N may
simultaneous result to rapid nucleation of new TiN crystals, plus growth of the pre-existing
TiN and the newly nucleated TiN crystals. The growth of the newly-nucleated TiN and preexisting crystals may be speed up due to the high heats that are generated at ignition. This is
consistent with the products that were sampled shortly after ignition (29 hours of milling),
where thin-plated nanocrystalline TiN are formed and sudden change in the appearance of the
powder from black to brownish red. Since the heat generated at ignition was not high enough
(Figure 6.1), the morphologies of the TiN differs from the characteristic well-defined grains
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formed by MSR synthesis of TiC and TiB2 from respective milling of elemental powders of
Ti-C (section 4.2.3.2.2) and T-B (Section 5.2.3.3.2).

6.4

CONCLUSIONS
The reaction sequences and mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti in N2 have

been investigated. It can be concluded that:
1. Nanocrystalline TiN can be synthesis via magnetically controlled ball milling of
titanium under high purity nitrogen gas atmosphere.
2. The sequences of microstructural transition of the milled products start from
deformation of the Ti particles to form heavily deformed Ti lamellar-like morphologies,
with regions comprising higher and low levels of nitrogen uptakes.
3. Small amount of Ti2N and significant proportions of TiN particles was formed during
the incubation period and progresses to the point of ignition. The Ti2N and TiN phase
transformations before ignition are believed to be promoted by spontaneous increase in
the local temperature and rapid quenching that occurs within microvolumes of
mechanically-activated milled powder interfaces.
4. The formation of Ti2N and TiN particles before ignition was found to be associated
with a change in appearance of the milled products from metallic grey colour to black,
while after ignition the colour rapidly changes from black to brownish red and then to
gold.
5. Rapid formation of TiN was found to occur after ignition, with significant amount of
unreacted Ti particles still present in the milled products. The rapid formation of many
TiN particles is due to the exothermic heat released which self-propagating to the vast
majority of the milled powders. With increase milling time, the unreacted Ti particles
were gradually converted to TiN, suggesting further reaction of Ti and N2.
6. The Raman spectroscopy revealed the chemical morphologies of these products as offstoichiometric nitrides (Ti1+xN or TiNx), with the presence of oxynitride skin (TiOxNy)
contained in the products caused by surface bonding of oxygen and TiN. These
particles correspond to Raman-active modes of A1g, Eg and F2g bond vibrations inherent
in the density-of-states caused by perturbed crystals and lattice imperfections.
7. The concentration of N (in weight percentage) contained in the milled products (CN)
increases with increasing milling time. Such increment is due to absorption of more N2
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into the mechanically-activated more refined particles. In addition, the N concentration
present in the milled powder decreases from the edge to the bulk region of the particle.
8. Additional chemical information obtained from the EELS/STEM has shed new insights
on the environment of the milled powders at higher resolution. From the combined high
spatially-resolution and edge-structures results, it is found that the edges regions of the
milled powders are characterised with N-rich while the bulk material are N-deficient.
Also, differences in the stoichiometries of the nitrides revealed from the intensities of
the edge peaks were determined.
The formation of the small proportions of Ti2N and significant amount of TiN before
ignition was attributed to diffusion of the highly polarized active N atoms unto the
mechanically-activated clean surfaces of Ti, promoted by numerous cycles of induced local
temperature and rapid quenching, large surface area and deformation defects generated by the
plastic deformation and fracturing of the Ti particles. The heat released due to this reaction is
most likely not sufficiently high enough to initiate the self-propagating event. At ignition, the
reaction may occur in larger volume where large amount of heats are released which selfpropagate to the rest of the powder. After extended time of milling, the unreacted Ti particles
may gradually react with N to form more TiN products due to higher solubility of N2 in Ti.
This understanding best describe the MSR synthesis of nanocrystalline TiN from titanium
powder and nitrogen gas.
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CHAPTER 7

7.1

DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION
The experimental results obtained during controlled ball milling of titanium with

graphite, amorphous boron, and nitrogen gas (as earlier reported in Sections 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1
respectively) have explicitly revealed the sequences of phase evolution and also shed new
insights on the reaction mechanisms. The mechanically induced self-propagating reactions
(MSRs) that occur during high energy ball milling of Ti with respective C and B are wellknown metal-metalloid reaction combinations. While, in the case of the Ti with N gas, it is
that of solid-gas reaction. In this research, under the same conditions of milling, these
elemental combinations typically show some similarities and differences in their sequences of
phase evolution and reaction mechanisms. As revealed from the temperature measurements
taken outside the milling vial and also confirmed by the XRD analysis of milled products, the
reactions can either proceed gradually or via a rapid exothermic mechanism, depending on
starting compositions and milling conditions. Based on the XRD results, TiC is formed
during milling of titanium and graphite powder. In the case of milling of elemental powders
of titanium with boron, either composite of TiB and TiB2 or only TiB2, depending on the
starting composition is formed. While milling titanium with nitrogen, TiN was formed. These
sequences of phase evolution during controlled ball milling are consistent with the evolution
of equilibrium phases that are formed in the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N binary phase diagram [180,
195, 261].
During milling respective of titanium with carbon (graphite) and boron (amorphous),
the reactions that occur at ignition were found to occur with high heats of evolution.
Conversely is the case for Ti with N gas, where the heat generated at the point of ignition
(indicated as the temperature spike) was relatively low. Such lower heat may likely be
insufficient for the self-propagating reaction to be sustained to completion. As revealed by
XRD, significant proportions of unreacted Ti ingredients are retained in the Ti-N milled
powders (Figure 6.3). As such, prolonged time of milling was required to allow further
reaction of Ti with nitrogen to occur before complete transformation. So, this mode of
reaction for Ti with N gas may differ compared to Ti with C, and Ti with B.
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7.2

SEQUENCES OF MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION

7.2.1

Sequences of microstructural evolution before ignition.
Table 7.1 briefly list the sequence of products evolution during milling of elemental

mixtures of Ti-C, T-B and Ti-N, sampled before ignition, just after ignition, and after
extended milling time. During the early stages of milling of the elemental mixtures (Ti-C, TB and Ti-N), the starting Ti quickly deform to form a characteristic “pancake” or “lamellar”
morphology [14, 21]. This could be attributed to the high deformation stresses induced in the
Ti structure [90, 263]. For Ti-C, the graphitic flakes significantly deformed to form different
features ranging from twisted, curled to spheroidised morphologies. According to Huang et al
[158], these graphitic features developed because of the bending of the graphite sp 2 flat
sheets, caused by the high energy or pressure induced on the graphitic sheets [159]. For Ti-B,
the rounded starting amorphous boron particles simply break to form fragments [96]. These
fragments get entrapped or embedded in the Ti matrix while some of these amorphous boron
particles transform to crystalline boron. Such amorphous to crystalline transformation are
attributed to combined effects of induce local temperature and pressure of the powders.
While, in the case of Ti-N, it is reasonable to assume that the molecules of nitrogen dissociate
to form highly polarized N atoms [42, 101]. These polarized N atoms may quickly diffuse
into the mechanically-activated clean surfaces of Ti (especially within the octahedral sites of
Ti) to form solid solution of N in Ti, (αTi) or Ti(N) [231]. Such reaction may contribute in
the changes of the appearance of the milled powders from metallic grey to black colour.
With increasing time of milling of the elemental mixtures (Ti-C, T-B and Ti-N), coldwelding as well as repeated fracturing of the particle mixtures gave rises to formation of
heterogeneous particle sizes. For Ti-C, the spheriodised graphitic particles typically surround,
aligned or clump around the nano Ti grains. While, in the case of Ti-B, the boron fragments
dispersed uniformly in the Ti. Additional regions comprising either crystallized or amorphous
boron particles are distributed along the Ti boundaries. The uniform dispersion of boron in
the Ti matrix may represent the likely factor that could increase the interaction between the B
and Ti particles. Such good intermixing between Ti and B may likely explain the less milling
time recorded before ignition when compared to higher milling times that observed for Ti and
C (graphite). For Ti-N, the black appearance of the milled powders was slightly mixed with
small brownish particles. Such changes in the colour appearance were attributed to formation
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of TiN particles, as revealed from XRD analysis of the powder sampled after 10 hours of
milling.
Table 7.1: Description of products formed during controlled ball milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and
Ti-N powders.
Sample
Ti-C

Ti-B

Ti-N

Before Ignition
deformed Ti (lamellar),
deformed graphite
(spheriodised),
amorphous carbon,
off-stoichiometric Ti1+xC1-x
particles and surface
oxidized Ti1+xC1-x
Ti50B50 and Ti34B66:
deformed Ti (lamellar),
disordered B, B entrapped
in Ti, off-stoichiometric
boron lean TiB2-x, surface
oxidized TiB2-x and
crystalline boron
deformed Ti (lamellar),
solid solution Ti(N), Ti2N
and TiN particles,
oxynitride (TiOxNy)

Just after ignition
coarse but well-defined
TiC particles bonded by
remelted Ti,
thin platelike TiC,
surface oxidized TiC and
unreacted Ti

After extended milling
TiC nanoparticles

Ti50B50: narrow and
broad TiB plates and
spheroidised/ellipsoid
TiB2 in nanodispersion
and unreacted Ti
Ti34B66: coarse but welldefined TiB2 bonded by
melted Ti particles
Ti(N), unreacted Ti and
TiN

Ti50B50: nanoparticles
of TiB2
Ti34B66: nanoparticles
of TiB2

agglomerates and
nanoparticles of TiN

The TEM combined with SAD, HRTEM, Raman spectroscopy, XPS and EELS/STEM
analyses of the milled powders of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N that are sampled prior to ignition has
revealed respectively the formation of off-stoichiometric Tix+1Cx-1, off-stoichiometric boron
lean TiB2-x, and Ti2N and TiN nanocrystalline particles. Additional surface oxidation of the
milled products has been revealed to form during milling. The Tix+1Cx-1, TiB2-x, Ti2N and TiN
crystals are respectively formed within the vicinity of heavily deformed Ti with amorphous
C, Ti with nano mixtures of Ti plus B, and nano Ti crystals with N-rich regions. It should be
noted that the formation of these Tix+1Cx-1 and TiB2-x particles before ignition may not only
be characteristic with ball milling of Ti with C or Ti with B but should be further extended to
other transitional metals such as Zr, Hf, V with C or B where MSR is known to also occur.
This is very important for more understanding and detailed description of the MSR process.
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7.2.2

Sequences of microstructural evolution after ignition.
At ignition, the reaction between Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N are expected to exothermic,

implying that sufficient heat will be generated and then released. The heat that is released is
hypothetical high enough to propagate to the entire powder without any external heat needed
to drive the reaction to completion. However, for some composition mixtures of Ti-C and TiB, not the entire powders are consumed by such reaction. This suggests that the heat liberated
at ignition may unlikely be sustained for longer periods or it may be slight be difficult for the
reaction to progress to completion, especially for Ti-rich compositions. Probably, either
excess titanium may act as physical barrier or as a heat sink that could limit the selfpropagating process from progressing to completion. Another probable reason may likely due
to reduction of the maximum or peak temperature of the reaction as the amount of Ti
increases in the starting mixtures [85]. The amount of heat released is experimentally
measured as the maximum combustion temperature excluding heat loses. Since the maximum
combustion temperature was found to decrease with increasing Ti content, it will be
reasonable to assume that high content of Ti will limit the propagating wave frequency of the
heat liberated.
The sequences of microstructural evolution of the final products after ignition during
the respective reaction of Ti with C, B and N appear very unique, which need a bit of
discussion. For Ti-C, combustion reaction results to the formation of coarse but well-defined
TiC grains, liquid sintered by melted Ti at the boundaries of the TiC. This morphological
feature was found to be consistent throughout for all the compositional mixtures: Ti30C70,
Ti40C60, Ti50C50, Ti60C40 and Ti70C30. On the other hand, during milling of Ti-B, TiB2 phase
was found to be present for all the compositional mixtures but not TiB. Interestingly, the
morphology of both phases changes with increase in the boron content in the starting
mixtures. With lower boron content (Ti50B50 or Ti55B45), the morphology of the TiB2 phase
are in the form of spheroids or ellipsoids in nanodispersion while the TiB take the shape of
narrow and broad plates. With higher boron content (Ti34B66 or Ti30B70), TiB2 are large but
well-defined facetted grains, liquid sintered at its boundaries while the TiB particles are in
form of needle-like and large plates. Such morphological changes may likely be connected to
the heats of formation and combustion temperature for the compositional mixtures. Typically,
the combustion temperature for mixtures of Ti and B was reportedly suggested to reduce with
decreasing boron content [264]. Under the condition of lower combustion temperature, both
the propagating velocity as well as the oscillatory frequency of the combustion front may
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likely be unstable, resulting to transformation products consistent with such temperature, as
earlier reported by Li H.P [264]. In the case of milling Ti in N2, after ignition, the as-milled
powders rapidly transforms into rounded-plates of TiN nanoparticles. Consistent with the
microstructural evolution of the elemental mixtures (Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N), it is clear that the
differences appear to depend on the energy that exist within regions of powder conversion
and also on the amount of heat liberated due to the reaction.
7.2.3

Additional chemical information on the sequences of phase evolution during
controlled ball milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N.
As revealed from the Raman spectroscopy, XPS and EELS/STEM results obtained for

milled powders of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N and their respective discussion given earlier in
Sections 4.3.5, 5.3.4 and 6.3.2 were found to contain some interesting information that border
around both the bonding characteristics and the chemical environment of the milled powders.
In the three systems (Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N); the Raman spectroscopy of the milled products
revealed the chemical morphologies formed before ignition as off-stoichiometric (Ti1+xC1-x,
TiB2-x, TiNx). The Raman spectroscopy obtained for milled powders of Ti-C is consistent
with the previous works of Lohse et al [30, 31], where off-stoichiometric titanium carbide is
formed before ignition. In the case of Raman spectroscopy of milled powders of Ti-B and TiN, the same trend of formation of off-stoichiometric TiB2-x, and TiNx and Ti1+xN products are
revealed. This clearly suggest that the products of transformation that occur during the
incubation period consist of high degree of off-stoichiometry [146], since signals that match
off-stoichiometric crystals can only be Raman-active.
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has also shed light on the sequences of phase
evolution during controlled ball milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N mixtures. The XPS results
obtained for the three systems revealed binding energies that are ascribed to bonds of Ti-C in
TiC, B-Ti in TiB2 and N-Ti in TiN formed prior to ignition. As previously reported by
Dorofeev et al [33] and Wu et al [32], the binding energies of the C-Ti bonds that match TiC
before ignition was either attributed to formation of amorphous TiC (amTiC) [33] or to a
transitional bonding state that exist between Ti and graphite (Ti----C) [32]. In the light of the
results obtained from the advanced electron microscopy (Section 4.2.7) for milled products of
Ti-C, it is clearly that these C-Ti bonds are not just amorphous TiC products rather they are
nanocrystalline TiC. In order to further understand the bonding characteristics that exist
during controlled ball milling of elemental powder mixture other than Ti-C, XPS analysis of
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milled products of Ti-B was employed (Section 5.1.5). The results revealed similar trend of
evolution of strong chemical B-T bonds that match TiB2 [200, 217] were found in the Ti-B
milled products that are sampled before ignition. Additional bonds of B-Ti with binding
energies ascribed to networks of local bonding of B with Ti ((B)-Ti) [200, 217] were found.
As earlier stated in Section 5.2.4, the presence of these local networks of (B)-Ti bonds are
probably due to boron being entrapped or embedded within the grains of Ti. This argument is
consistent with the earlier suggestion put forth by Mayrhofer et al [217] and Baker [200]. In
the case of milled products of Ti-N, the XPS analysis also revealed the same of trend, where
XPS peaks that match TiN are found before ignition.
With the help of high-spatially resolved EELS combined with STEM technique,
additional information on chemical history of the milled powders have shed insights on the
sequences of phase evolution during mechanical milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N mixtures.
The EELS analysis of the Ti-B milled powders has clearly revealed ELNES features that
match TiB2 before ignition and B2O3 oxide. The oxide appears as a layer or thin coating film
formed on the powders’ surface. This clearly indicates that oxygen is bonded to B. This is
also consistent with the XPS analyses of the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N milled powders, where
binding energies that correspond to oxygen bonded to Ti, C, B and N were revealed. With
this insight, it is most likely that the powders are not free from contaminated air even though
they are taken out inside air-tight glovebox filled with Helium gas and the XRD do not reveal
their presence. Most importantly, the EELS analysis of the Ti-N milled particles revealed
regions comprising N-rich and N-deficient, indicating variation of N content across the
mechanically-activated Ti surfaces. With these information obtained using Raman, XPS and
EELS, it is clear that the environments of the milled powders are not made up of the reactants
alone during the incubation period in MSR, rather there are chemical transformations that
occur whether in form of oxides formation or small volume fraction of the products of
reaction.

7.3

REACTION MECHANISMS
In order to understand the self-propagating reactions operative in the Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-

N mixtures, both the equilibrium phase diagrams (Figure 7.1), and the thermodynamic data
for TiC, TiB, TiB2 and TiN formation (Equation (7.1) – (7.4)) need to be considered. In
addition, local environmental factors which either provide obstacles to reaction or enhance
reactivity need to be taken into account. These include surface to volumes ratio, accumulated
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strain, ease of diffusion of one species into the other and local composition differences
between reactants, intensity of deformation during milling.

Figure 7.1: Equilibrium phase diagrams for (a) Ti-C, (b) Ti-B, and (c) Ti-N [180, 195, 261].
The XRD results obtained for the three elemental mixtures (Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N), the
Ti peaks typically reduce in height, broaden and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles. The
degree of Ti peak shift is slightly higher during milling of titanium in nitrogen gas compared
to either milling titanium with graphite or titanium with boron. The Ti peaks shifts to lower
Bragg’s angles was reportedly suggested as partly due to either formation of solid solution of
solute in α(Ti) or the introduction of deformation strains in the Ti structure [2, 14, 26, 27]. A
relatively higher value of Ti peaks shift during milling of Ti in N gas is consistent with the
higher solubility of nitrogen gas in Ti when compared to that of C in Ti or B in Ti, as can be
seen in their respective equilibrium phase systems [155, 180, 261] (Figure 7.1)
The differences in the heats of formation (∆H) for TiC, TiB, TiB2 and TiN are likely
vital tool in understanding the self-propagating reaction. Considering the Ti-B binary phase
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diagram [180] (Figure 7.1(b)), the compositional range for the formation of TiB and TiB2 lies
within 49-50at.%B and 65.6-66.7at.%B respectively. While in the case of Ti-C [155] (Figure
7.1(a)) and Ti-N [261] (Figure 7.1(c)) binary phase diagrams, the compositional ranges for
the formation of TiC and TiN are much larger, lying between 32-48.8at.%C in the Ti-C and
between 28 to >50at.%N in the Ti-N phase system respectively. The possible
mechanochemical reactions to form TiC, TiB, TiB2 and TiN; their thermodynamic data and
also the values of their maximum combustion temperatures (Tmax) are shown in equations
(7.1) – (7.4) respectively and also reported in these publications [94, 214, 215, 261].
From the thermodynamic data, the feasibility for the above reactions to occur with high
evolution of heat, as revealed from their Gibbs free energy change (∆G) [94, 214, 215, 261]
and heat of formation (∆H) values (as shown in equations (7.1) - (7.4)) is high. Comparing
reactions (7.1) – (7.4), ∆H of equations (7.3) and (7.4) are more negative than (7.1) and (7.2),
implying that the formation of TiB2 and TiN will likely to occur more rapidly and be
probably easily self-sustained due to the higher amount of heat released (high exothermicity).
Typically, the criterion for any reaction to be self-sustained, the combustion adiabatic
temperature (under adiabatic condition (Tad)) or maximum combustion temperature (under
non-adiabatic combustion (Tmax)) of the reaction was reportedly suggested to lie within ≥
1800k or ≥ 2000k

[11, 12, 20]. As shown in equations (7.1) – (7.4), the maximum

combustion temperature (Tmax) for all the reactions far exceed the mininium criterion value,
implying that all reactions during ball milling may likely be self-sustained after ignition [20,
56, 265].
Ti + C = TiC,

∆HTiC = -182 KJ/mol,

Tmax = 3210K

(7.1)

Ti + B = TiB,

∆HTiB = -167 KJ/mol,

Tmax = 3350K

(7.2)

Ti + 2B = TiB2, ∆HTiB2 = -315 KJ/mol,

Tmax = 3190K

(7.3)

Ti + 1/2N2 = TiN, ∆HTiN = -346 KJ/mol ,

Tmax = 4910K

(7.4)

For the reaction: Ti + C = TiC, the peak temperatures obtained during controlled ball
milling of titanium and graphite decreases with higher graphite content (Figures A1-A2 in
Appendix A). Such reduction in the peak temperature may possibly due to less heat that is
generated at the point of ignition. So, the lesser heat that is generated is most likely to
decrease the self-sustaining reaction for mixtures of higher graphite content.
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For the reactions: Ti + 2B = TiB2; and Ti +B = TiB, it is expected that there will be
differences in reaction paths and microstructural evolution due to greater heat of formation
from elemental ingredients of TiB2 (∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol) compared to TiB (∆H298o = 167kJ/mol) [82, 89, 94]. Comparing the reaction (7.2) and (7.3), it is clear that the reaction
(7.2) will be more self-sustaining than that of (7.3) due to the higher amount of heat of
released (-315 KJ/mol) and the maximum combustion temperature of 3190K. This was also
revealed based on the peak temperatures obtained in this research for Ti34B66 mixtures (TiB2)
which exceed its counterpart TiB (Ti50B50) (Figures 5.1 and B1 in Appendix B). The converse
may probably be the case for higher titanium contents above 50%, where heat evolution and
self-sustaining of the reaction will be likely decrease. This result is consistent with the
investigation of Xinghong et al [216], where the combustion temperature was reported to
decrease with increasing titanium content. In addition, broader XRD peaks (Figures 5.2 and
B6 in Appendix B) and not well-defined microstructures as well as smaller grains for TiB and
TiB2 (Figure 5.11) were obtained for products that contain high proportions of Ti, compared
to those of Ti34B66 with large grain sizes (Figures 5.18). The smaller grain sizes are clearly
related to expected lower heats of reaction in the high Ti content products.
Compared to Ti-C and Ti-B, the self-sustaining reaction during ball milling of Ti in N2
gas was observed to be limited or sometimes does not occur, consistent with the observation
by several workers [23, 104, 110]. As per equation (7.4), the heat of formation and the
combustion temperature are high, even higher than that of equations (7.1) – (7.3). This
suggest higher exothermicity as well as an extremely self-sustaining reaction should occur
during ball milling of Ti in N2 [56]. However, the experimental results for Ti in N2 under
same milling conditions as adopted for Ti and C, and Ti and B do not reveal such high
exothermicity and high self-sustaining reactions for Ti with N. Possible reasons include; (i)
the higher solubility of N2 in Ti, (ii) the presence of a continuous supply of cold N2 to the
system.
Understanding the local composition differences between reactants during milling is a
key factor that needs to be taken into account in describing the mechanisms of reaction in
MSR. The effects of increasing or decreasing the atomic content of C, B or initial gas
pressure of N with Ti has been found to have variety of effects during MSR synthesis of TiC,
TiB and/or TiB2, and TiN. One of such effect is the amount of time spent on milling before
ignition. During milling of Ti-C, increasing the content of graphite in the starting mixture
resulted to an increase in the ignition times, implying that ignition was delayed with
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increasing graphite content. However, this is not the case during milling Ti-B, where increase
in the amount of B in the starting mixture reduces the amount of times before ignition. Such
phenomenon clearly indicate that a higher content of boron in the mixture enables the
reaction occur in lesser time of milling. These differences during milling Ti-C and Ti-B may
be attributed to the manner in which the graphite and boron particles are dispersed in the Ti
structure. As revealed from the FESEM images obtained during milling of Ti-B (Figure 5.6),
there is a tendency for B to easily disperse in Ti within a short period of time, and later to
form a uniform nano dispersion of B in Ti. In contrast, carbon disperses more slowly in Ti
and the product appears less uniform. It appears likely that the fine B dispersed particles in Ti
allow more easy reaction and increases in the velocity of propagation. So, increasing the
contents of boron clearly promote earlier onset of MSR. On the other hand, when milling
titanium with graphite, the graphitic flakes either surround or clump around the Ti particles
(Figures 4.6, 4.9(c), 4.10(c) and 4.11(c)). Perhaps, the clumping of the graphitic particles
around the heavily deformed Ti could act as physical barrier that may delay the onset of the
reaction.
In the case of milling Ti in N2, the local composition differences between reactants also
have effect on the reaction. Changing the initial pressure of the nitrogen gas (PN2) and/or the
ball to powder ratio (BPR) had a variety of effects. As widely reported by different workers
[9, 26, 266], increasing the BPR is well-known to reduce the milling time before ignition and
also to obtain other variety of results. Reducing the amount of powders or increasing the
number of balls is reportedly as means in increasing the BPR [9, 24]. Table 6.5 in Appendix
C gives the dependence of the reaction type and the ignition times on the effects of changing
the PN2 and the BPR. As shown in Table 6.5, at higher BPR of 52:1, achieved by decreasing
the amount of powders from 10g to 5g, the onset of ignition was prevented (for both pressure
of 0.8MPa and 1MPa). Rather a gradual reaction between N and Ti was promoted.
Interestingly, the rate of nitration was found to be higher using 1MPa compared to 0.8MPa.
In the case of using BPR of 27:1, there was an ignition but the time of milling before ignition
was found to be lesser for 1MPa compared to 0.8MPa. It was expected that a higher BPR will
initiate an ignition because of the increase amount of energy induced in the system caused by
increased number of ball collisions per unit time. The absence of ignition clearly shows that
there must be a certain amount of powder that should be present in the chamber for ignition
to occur, in respective whether higher pressure of N gas is made available in the chamber or
not. This is in agreement with Delogu and Laszlo Takacs investigation, where it was reported
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that a mininium volume of powder in form of a critical value (V0) is necessary for the
activation of the MSR process to occur [14].
Increasing the pressure of the N gas in the chamber from 0.8MPa to 1MPa may likely
be the same as increasing the concentration of molecules or atoms of N present in the vial, as
revealed from the ideal gas equation: p = n/V x RT, where p is the pressure, n/V is the
concentration (number of moles (n) divided by volume), R is gas constant under constant
temperature (T). So, under increase pressure, the contents of N atoms are higher and the
tendency for higher collision of the N atoms with the deformed Ti may increase in the
chamber. Such increased N collisions or interactions with Ti may explain why there is higher
nitration or lesser time of milling before ignition was obtained.
7.3.1

Likely reaction mechanisms during controlled ball milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and TiN
During the early stages of milling of the elemental mixtures (Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N), the

milling energy is usually spent in mixing, crushing, fracturing and plastic deformation of
elemental powders, without significant accumulation of energy within the powder particles.
As milling times increase, the mechanical force further reduces the particles to form
heterogeneous mixtures of micro and nanometer size, whereby new fresh surfaces of particles
are continuously created. Also, increased milling times simultaneously increase the specific
surface energy within the system, accumulation of deformation defects (vacancies, plastic
strain, dislocation cells, and subgrains boundaries) and increase in the local pressure and
temperature of the contacting particles [9, 14, 20, 33, 88].
During milling of Ti-C, TiC nanocrystals are formed during the stages leading to
ignition. Such transformation is believed to occur at the interface between the heavily
deformed Ti and amorphous C, promoted by the combined effects of impulse-like increase in
the localized temperature and pressure [49, 165-171], and accumulation of deformation
defects [9, 14, 173]. Perhaps, the high accumulation of these defects may likely set out
conditions necessary for the mobility of both Ti and C atoms at the interface between the
deformed Ti and the amorphous C, particularly on fresh fracture surfaces of the Ti where
dangling bonds may be present [176, 177]. At the ignition point, the exothermic reaction
between Ti and C causes great heat to be released, inducing rapid nucleation of many new
TiC crystals and simultaneous growth of both the nano TiC nuclei formed before ignition and
the many TiC nuclei formed after ignition. Such spontaneous growth will result in
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heterogeneous mixtures of thin-plated layers of TiC and coarse but well-defined grains of
TiC.
In the case of milling Ti-B, boron-lean TiB2-x spheriodised/ellipsoid particles and
crystalline boron are formed before ignition. The formation of the TiB2-x particles may likely
occur by reaction that is promoted by lower activation energy induced by higher localized
pressure [160, 220, 221], increased in the local temperature within thin strain layer of the
reacting powders [168, 171, 175, 218, 219] and high accumulation of deformation defects
which could increase the diffusion rate of the reactants during mechanical milling, even
though the diffusion coefficients between Ti and B are limited [32, 222]. While the formation
of crystallised boron before ignition are attributed to effect of local pressures and the high
heat generated locally at the tip of the running microcrack [220, 223] and the short-range
atomic arrangement present in the microstructure of amorphous B. At ignition, the
exothermic reaction between Ti and B releases heat based on the heat of formation from
elemental ingredients of TiB2 (∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol) and TiB (∆H298o = - 167kJ/mol). Where
lower heat is released for Ti50B50 mixture can explain the formation of heterogeneous
mixtures of spheroidal particles of TiB2 in nanodispersion and platelike particles of TiB. In
the case of Ti34B66, where higher heat is evolved, simultaneous nucleation of TiB2, and grain
growth of the pre-existing TiB2 and the newly TiB2 nuclei occur, producing coarser, irregular
but well-defined grains of TiB2.
During milling of Ti in N2, the formation of small proportions of Ti2N crystals and
significant amount of TiN particles before ignition is likely caused by diffusion of N atoms
unto mechanically-activated clean surfaces of Ti, promoted by the combined effects of
simultaneous increase in the local temperature and rapid quenching, and presence of high
density of deformation defects (dislocations, vacancies, twinning, and lattice strains). At
ignition, the rapid formation of TiN particles is believed to be cause by the exothermic
reaction between Ti and N which self-propagate to the vast proportion of milled products.
A closer look at the above formation mechanisms, the Ti-C and Ti-B appear to progress
in similar manner compared to Ti-N. Two reasons could be attributed to this: (i) the relatively
high solubility of nitrogen in Ti, as revealed from their respective equilibrium phase diagrams
(Figure 7.1), and (ii) the lower heat of evolution during formation of TiN. As stated above,
the formation of the TiC, TiB2, and T2N and TiN products before ignition during respective
of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N may occur through reaction that is triggered by combined effects of
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deformation-induced diffusion [34, 35, 39, 41], impulse-like increase in the localized
temperature [168, 171, 175, 218, 219] and pressure [160, 220, 221] within microvolumes of
the milled products. Probably, the heat that is released due to these microvolumes reactions is
not sufficient to initiate the self-propagating event. At ignition, there is high possibility that a
single act of the initiation of the reaction may likely cover a much larger volume of the
powder [33]. This will probably produce a larger amount of heat that will initiate a similar
reaction on the neighbouring powder mixtures resulting to propagation of heat to the rest of
the powder. This further understanding of MSR synthesis is consistent with the experimental
results.
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CHAPTER 8

8.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS
The reaction sequences and mechanisms during magnetically controlled ball milling of

elemental powders of titanium with graphite, amorphous B, and nitrogen gas have been
investigated in detail.
In this research, during milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N:
1. TiC, TiB and/or TiB2, and TiN was synthesised from their respective elemental powders
using the magneto-milling technique. The reaction to form these products can take place
either through gradual reaction (MDR) or by a combustive reaction (MSR) mechanism.
The susceptibility for either of the reaction mechanism to occur in this research is due to
the effects of starting compositions and BPR.
2. The combustive reactions (MSR) were found to occur for elemental mixtures of Ti100-xCx
(x = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70), Ti100-xBx (x = 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75) and Ti34B66, and Ti in N2.
The commencement of the combustive reaction was detected as an abrupt rise in the
temperature of the milling vial, described as ignition. The ignition of Ti-C and Ti-B
mixtures was found to occur with high heats of evolution while lower heat of evolution for
Ti-N. The reason is attributed to relatively high solubility of nitrogen in Ti.
3. The ignition times obtained for the Ti-C mixtures increase with increase in the volume
content of graphite in the starting mixture for up to 70%at.C. Converse is the case of Ti-B,
where the ignition times were found to decrease with increase in the boron atomic percent
in the starting composition up to 75%at.B. The reasons for such differences were
attributed to the way in which graphite and boron interact with titanium particles during
milling. For Ti-N, the ignition times were lesser for higher pressure of nitrogen; reasons
were attributed to higher concentration atoms of N and higher collision of the N atoms
with the deformed Ti with increase in pressure.
4. The Ti microstructure for the three milled elemental mixtures (Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N)
revealed significant plastic deformation during the early stages, resulting to formation of
pancake-like or lamellar morphologies. For Ti-C, the graphite flakes are deformed to form
spheriodised graphitic particles which either clump around the heavily deformed Ti
particles or align along the grain boundaries of Ti. For Ti-B, the boron particles are
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fragmented, and then entrapped within the heavily deformed Ti and later form nano
mixture of Ti and B. For Ti-N, regions comprising of Ti(N) and TiN particles are formed.
These different morphological features are attributed to the different interaction of the
individual C, B and N has with Ti.
5. The Raman spectroscopy revealed the Ti-N products to include off-stoichiometric nitrides
(Ti1+xN or TiNx). An additional oxynitride skin (TiOxNy) was also present in the milled
products. These nitrides correspond to Raman-active modes of A1g, Eg and F2g bond
vibrations inherent in the density-of-states caused by perturbed crystals and lattice
imperfections. Likewise, Raman spectroscopy revealed off-stoichiometric boron lean
TiB2-x and Ti(1+x)C(1−x) particles during the milling of Ti with B and C, respectively.
6. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy revealed binding energies that correspond to
oxygen bonded to Ti, C, B and N. These oxides are attributed to oxide skins coating the
surface regions of the milled powders.
7. Electron energy loss spectroscopy combined with high resolution scanning transmission
electron microscopy revealed the chemical environment of the milled products to be
inhomogeneous. During ball milling of Ti and B, EELS revealed regions comprising oxide
skin (B2O3) and disordered B. Likewise; EELS also confirmed the chemical structure of
TiC, Ti2N and TiN products formed before ignition as off-stoichiometric. Most
importantly, morphological transition from off-stoichiometry towards stoichiometry
during respective milling of Ti with C and N was revealed through the EELS
characterisation.
Specifically, before ignition:
8.

During milling of Ti-C, off-stoichiometric TiC crystals which exist as thin layer
(~2.8nm) are found to occur. These crystals are found to be located within the vicinity of
the interface between the amorphous carbon and nanocrystalline titanium. The
morphologies of the crystals are made up of metastable crystallographic structures with
optimum size and shapes, which may depend on the energy at the particular interface.

9.

During milling of Ti-B, partial crystallization of amorphous boron was found to
commence during the early stages of milling and progresses through to the period just
prior to ignition. The crystallization of amorphous boron during milling is attributed to
local temperature and pressure effects during milling. Off-stoichiometric TiB2 crystals
are found to exist as tiny dispersed spheroidal particles. They are clearly seen within
regions of the heavily deformed Ti and the nanomixture of Ti and amorphous B.
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10. During milling of Ti-N, Ti2N and TiN crystal are found to occur. Their formations were
found to be associated with a change in appearance of the milled products from metallic
grey colour to black.
And after ignition:
11. During milling of Ti-C, the reacted products comprised of thin multilayers and/or
stacked TiC, larger TiC grains, and melted titanium which forms as thin layers,
separating the TiC grain boundaries.
12. During milling of Ti-B, the morphologies of the reacted products for Ti50B50 and Ti34B66
mixture are different. For Ti50B50, narrow platelike of TiB and nanodispersed spheroidal
particles of TiB2 are formed. While for Ti34B66, well-defined large facetted grains of
TiB2, bonded by melted Ti are formed. Such differences are attributed to greater heat of
formation from elemental ingredients of TiB2 (∆H298o = - 315kJ/mol) compared to TiB
(∆H298o = - 167kJ/mol).
13. During milling of Ti-N, there was rapid conversion of the Ti-N milled products to form
round plates of TiN nanoparticles. In addition, there were significant quantities of
unreacted Ti particle present in the products. With increase milling time, these Ti
particles gradually transform to TiN. After the exothermic reaction, the colour of the
powders changes from black to brownish red and then to gold.

Likely reaction mechanism
14. During milling of Ti-C, small volume fractions of non-stoichiometric TiC crystals are
formed before ignition. These crystals are attributed to reaction at the interface between
the severely deformed Ti particles and graphite milling debris. After ignition, there is
spontaneous nucleation of new TiC nuclei combined with simultaneous grain growth of
the pre-existing and new TiC nuclei to form coarse but well-defined TiC grains. This was
attributed to the high heats evolve during the exothermic reaction between Ti and C.
15. During milling of Ti-B, there was formation of off-stoichiometric boron-lean TiB2-x and
partial crystallization of amorphous boron before ignition. The formation of TiB2-x
spheriodised particles is attributed to a reaction between the Ti interface and the
amorphous B. After ignition, the exothermic reaction between Ti and B result to
simultaneous nucleation and grain growth of pre-existing TiB2 nuclei and newly
nucleated TiB and TiB2 nuclei for Ti50B50, and simultaneous nucleation of new TiB2
nuclei and grain growth of pre-existing and newly TiB2 nuclei for Ti34B66. The
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differences in the formation mechanism for the Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 mixtures are
attributed to the heat of formation of TiB (Ti50B50) compared to TiB2 (Ti34B66).
16. During milling of Ti in N2, there was gradual formation of small proportions of Ti2N
crystals and significant amount of TiN particles before ignition. The formation of Ti2N
and TiN before ignition occurs via diffusion of the highly polarized active N atoms unto
the mechanically-activated clean surfaces of Ti, promoted by numerous cycles of
induced local temperature and rapid quenching, large surface area and accumulation of
deformation defects generated by the plastic deformation (dislocations, induced strain,
vacancies, and twinning) and fracturing of the Ti particles. After ignition, the formation
of TiN was accelerated, with significant amount of unreacted Ti. The rapid formation of
TiN was attributed to high heat released caused by the exothermic reaction between Ti
and N. After extended time of milling, the unreacted Ti particles gradually react with N
to form more TiN products due to higher solubility of N2 in Ti.
17. The formation mechanisms found for the Ti-C and Ti-B systems appear to progress in
similar manner as opposed to that of Ti-N. Two reasons could be attributed to this: (i) the
relatively high solubility of nitrogen in Ti, and (ii) the lower heat of formation of TiN.
The formation of the small amount of TiC, TiB2, and Ti2N and TiN crystals before ignition
during respective milling of Ti-C, Ti-B and Ti-N may likely have occur through reaction that
is triggered by combined effects of deformation-induced diffusion, impulse-like increase in
the localized temperature and pressure, within microvolumes of the milled products. It is
believed that the heat that is released due to these microvolumes reactions is not sufficient to
initiate the self-propagating event. At ignition, the spontaneous nucleation of many nuclei
combined with simultaneous grain growth of the preexisting and post-ignition nuclei are due
to reactions which cover a much larger volume of the powder where larger amount of heat is
released that self-propagate to the rest of powder. This understanding of MSR is consistent
with the experimental results.
This research has also demonstrated that nanocrystalline TiC, TiB and/or TiB2, and TiN
products can be synthesized from the controlled ball milling of respective elemental mixtures
of titanium with graphite, amorphous boron, and nitrogen gas. During milling of titaniumrich compositions of titanium with graphite, and boron; composite products comprising TiCTi, TiB-TiB2-Ti, and TiB2-Ti were produced. In the same vein, nanocrystalline Ti2N-TiN-Ti
and TiN-Ti composites were synthesized during ball milling of titanium in nitrogen gas. Such
nanocrystalline milled powders could serve as means in producing commercial TiC, TiB2 and
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TiN reinforced with titanium particles. The different reaction mechanisms found to occur for
Ti with C, B and N could help to tailor the production route so that these products could be
produce to suit the areas of application. Most especially, this research has shed new insights
on the reaction mechanisms during MSR synthesis of TiC, TiB and/or TiB2 and TiN.

8.2

RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite the detailed investigation of the reaction sequences and mechanisms during

magnetically controlled ball milling of titanium with graphite, amorphous boron and nitrogen
gas, further areas of work that have been identified and these include:
1. Critical understanding of the reaction kinetics of each reaction is still lacking.
Investigation of reaction kinetics via a series of controlled differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) experiments performed on ball milling products is highly
recommended. A good understanding of kinetics associated with each reaction step,
particularly during and just after the incubation period is desirable in order to quantify
and correlate the processes that occur. This will include estimating the Avrami
coefficient or exponent (n) which gives precise information on the particular
product’s nucleation and growth mechanism.
2. In this research, a lower milling intensity regime, using 80rpm rotor speed, was
adopted in order to extend the time of milling before ignition. It is recommended that
high and lower intensity regimes should be simultaneously be carried out and
compared in order to have more understanding on the reaction mechanism of the
MSR routes. During ball milling of titanium and amorphous boron powder, partial
crystallization of the amorphous boron was found to occur however; its impact on the
MSR process is not well understood. It is therefore recommended that further research
is needed to understand the influence of boron nanocrystals on the mechanically
induced self-propagating reaction synthesis of TiB and TiB2.
3. Given their chemical similarities of Zr and Hf with Ti, magnetically controlled ball
milling of these elements with C, B and N could also be carried out with investigation
of expected MSR reactions. This is very important for further understanding and
detailed description of the MSR processes.
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8.3

CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE
Within the context of existing knowledge, no previous work has been carried out on the

detailed understanding of reaction sequences and mechanisms during magnetically controlled
ball milling of Ti with C, B and N using the same milling conditions. Thus, an investigation
of this nature provides pioneering knowledge in the areas of:
1. Fundamental understanding on the reaction sequences and mechanisms during
mechanically induced self-propagating reactions of Ti with graphite, amorphous
boron and nitrogen gas respectively.
2. In-depth understanding for the future tailoring of new nanocrystalline composites of
TiC-Ti, TiB-TiB2-Ti, TiB2-Ti, Ti2N-TiN-Ti and/or TiN-Ti produced from pre-cursor
powders via mechanically induced self-propagating reactions. Such composites, in
powder or monolithic form might be utilized in many engineering applications,
automobile industries, and/or as functional materials.
3. The different mechanisms of reaction for Ti with C, B and N which could potentially
be used to help to tailor the MSR production routes so that the final products could be
produced to suit the specific areas of application.
4. Using advanced chemical analyses (EELS and XPS) some surface oxidation of the
reacting ingredients as well as some of the reacted products was revealed. Minor
fractions of oxidized products included oxy-bonded TiC, TiB, TiB2 and TiN, which
had formed as minor products during MSR. Results were attributed to both the
presence of oxygen in the starting materials and/or surface oxidation prior to analysis.
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APPENDIX A

1.

CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM AND
GRAPHITE POWDERS – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Additional temperature measurements obtained during milling of Ti-C mixtures

Figure A1: Plots of external temperature of the vial vs milling time during milling of atomic
mixtures of Ti70C30 and Ti60C40 powders.

Figure A2: Plots of external temperature of the vial vs milling time during milling of atomic
mixtures of Ti40C60 and Ti30C70 powders.
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Figures A1 and A2 show the temperature measurements obtained during controlled
milling of Ti70C30, Ti60C40, Ti40C60, and Ti30C70. As shown in Figures (A1 and A2), the time
of milling before ignition typically increases with increase in the graphite content in the
starting composition, a result consistent with previous observations [14, 22, 24].
2.

Additional X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti-C mixtures
Figures A3-A8 show additional XRD characterisation obtained for milled products of

compositional mixtures of Ti100-xCx (where x = 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80). Figure A3 shows the
XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti80C20 mixtures, sampled at different milling
times. The XRD patterns obtained after 5 hours of milling revealed peaks corresponding to
only titanium while the graphite quickly disappear to the background. While at 10 hours of
milling, the Ti peaks slight broadened and shifted to lower Bragg’s angles. After 25 hours of
milling, the XRD pattern display weak and broad peaks that match TiC and Ti peaks. With
increased milling time up to 35 and 45 hours, the intensity of the Ti peaks decreases while
that of TiC increases, suggesting gradual formation of TiC. The Ti peaks typically disappear
completely after 53 hours of milling. With increase milling up to 73 hours, the TiC peaks
significantly broadened and increases in intensity.

Figure A3: XRD results obtained for Ti80C20 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
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Figure A4 shows XRD results obtained for Ti70C30, sampled before (5, 10 and 14
hours) and after (15, 18, 25, and 50 hours) ignition. The XRD pattern of products sampled
after 5 hours of milling shows peaks that correspond to only Ti while the graphite peaks
quickly disappear to the XRD background. After 10 hours of milling and just prior to ignition
(14 hours), the XRD patterns obtained for the milled products (Figure 4.4(10h and 14h))
display Ti peaks that significantly broadened and shifted to lower Bragg’s angles.
Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern (Figure A4(15h)) displays very sharp TiC peaks
and broader peaks that match unreacted Ti. With increased milling times up to 18, 25 and 50
hours, the Ti peaks disappear after milling for 25 hours while the TiC peaks broaden and
reduce in intensity.

Figure A4: XRD results obtained for Ti70C30 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figure A5 shows the XRD results obtained for Ti60C40 mixtures, sampled before (5, 10,
and 20 hours) and after (21, 23, 40, and 60 hours) ignition. After milling for 5 hours, the
XRD pattern display peaks corresponding to only Ti, without the graphite peaks being visible
in the XRD background. At 10 hours of milling, the Ti peaks broadened and shifted to lower
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Bragg angles. Prior to ignition, the XRD pattern of the product (Figure A5(20h)) reveal Ti
peaks that continued to broaden and reduced in intensity. Immediately after ignition, the
XRD analysis of the reacted products (Figure A9 (21h)) revealed sharp peaks that correspond
to TiC and broader peaks that also match unreacted Ti, consistent with earlier observation for
Ti70C30 (Figure A4 (15h)). With increased milling times after ignition (23, 40, and 60 hours),
the XRD patterns obtained for products sampled after milling for 23 and 40 hours still display
very weak peaks that match Ti in addition to the TiC which appears very broad after milling
for 60 hours.

Figure A5: XRD patterns obtained for Ti60C40 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figure A6 shows XRD results obtained for milled products of Ti40C60, sampled before
(5, 10, 25, and 42 hours) and after (43, 46, 60, and 80 hours) ignition. The XRD pattern
obtained for products that are sampled after 5 hours of milling displays graphite peak which
appear to be significantly broadened and also reduced in intensity. The Ti peaks also
broadened and then shifted to lower Bragg’s angles. After milling for 10 hours, the graphite
peak disappears to the background, consistent with the earlier observation for Ti50C50 mixture
(Figure 4.3(10h)). With increased milling time up to 25 hours, the Ti peaks were observed to
also decrease in intensity and still continue to broaden. Just prior to ignition (42 hours of
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milling), Ti peaks continue to shift to lower angles and also broadened. Immediately after
ignition, the XRD analysis of the reacted products (Figure 4.7(43h)) revealed only sharp TiC
peaks, without peaks that match unreacted Ti, suggesting possibly complete reaction to form
TiC at the ignition for this compositional mixture. The non-detection of XRD peaks for Ti is
not consistent with the XRD analyses for Ti70C30, Ti40C60 and Ti50C50 reacted products
sampled immediately after ignition. This suggests that as the Ti content decreases in the
starting mixture, the possibility for the reaction to progress to complete increases. Further
milling times up to 46, 60, and 80 hours, the TiC peaks was observed to slightly broaden.

Figure A6: XRD patterns obtained for Ti40C60 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figure A7 shows the XRD results obtained for milled products of Ti30C70 mixtures,
sampled before (5, 10, 25, 35, and 45 hours) and after (46, 49, 60, and 80 hours) ignition. The
XRD patterns obtained for products after milling for 5 and 10 hours show Ti peaks that
slightly broadened and shifted to lower Bragg angles and a weak graphite peak, consistent
with Ti50C50 (Figure 4.3 at 5 and 10 hours). The XRD patterns also display an increased
intensity in the (002) peak reflection of Ti. With increased milling times (products sampled
after 25 and 35 hours), the graphite peak eventually disappears to the background while the
titanium peaks continue to broaden and shifted to lower angles (Figure 4.8). Just prior to
ignition (Figure 4.6(45h)), the XRD pattern of the as-milled products shows only Ti peaks
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which significantly broadened, reduced and slightly shifted to lower Bragg’s angles,
consistent with the XRD pattern for Ti50C50 products sampled just prior to ignition (Figure
4.3 at 36 hours). Notably, XRD patterns of products sampled during the early stages (5, 10
hours), increased milling times (25, 35 hours) and just prior to ignition (45 hours) do not
show evidence of formation of TiC phase, which in an agreement with as-milled products for
Ti50C50. Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern (Figure 4.8(46h)) display peaks that
correspond to only TiC, without the detection of unreacted Ti in the diffractograms, not
consistent with products sampled immediately after ignition for Ti50C50 (Figure 4.3 at 36.5
hours). The XRD patterns for further milling times (49, 60, and 80 hours) reveal monotonic
peak broadening, peak shifts to lower Bragg’s angles and decrease in the peak intensities of
TiC, consistent with Ti50C50 sampled after further milling of 47, 55, and 75 hours (Figure
4.3).

Figure A7: XRD patterns obtained for Ti30C70 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
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Figure A8: XRD patterns obtained for Ti20C80 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figure A8 shows the XRD results for milled products of Ti20C80, sampled at different
milling times (5, 10, 25, 100, and 200 hours). The XRD patterns reveal peaks that match Ti
and C peaks for milled products sampled after milling 5, 10, and 25 hours while only Ti
peaks for products taken out after milling for 100 and 200 hours. These XRD analyses of the
milled products of Ti20C80 mixtures revealed no TiC peaks. This clearly shows that there is no
chemical reaction between Ti and C to form TiC phase using this compositional mixture. The
significant broadness of the Ti peaks after milling for 200 hours shows that the Ti particles
are refined to form nano Ti grains to form nanostructural mixtures of Ti and graphite
(amorphous carbon).
Table 4.2 gives the summaries of the estimated values of the crystallite sizes, lattice
strain and lattice parameters obtained for Ti before ignition and for TiC after ignition. This
Table 4.2 has been use to discuss the crystallite sizes, lattice strain and lattice parameters of
Ti and TiC in the test and can be found in Section 4.3.4.
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Table 4.2: Estimation of lattice parameters, lattice strain and crystallite sizes for Ti and TiC
with increasing milling times using Rietveld method of analysis
Milling
time (hr)

Phase
present

0

Ti
C
Ti
C
Ti
Ti
Ti
Ti
TiC
TiC
TiC
TiC
TiC

5
10
25
36
37
38
47
55
75

3.

Lattice parameter
(Ao)
a
c
2.9490
2.4547
2.9384
2.4625
2.9447
2.9521
2.9519
4.3163
4.3185
4.3186
4.3187
4.3184

4.6792
6.6908
4.6624
6.7121
4.6724
4.6842
4.6838
-

Lattice
strain
(x10-3)
1.89
2.04
2.14
2.01
2.62
2.98
3.05
3.12
4.18

Crystallite sizes
(nm)
Integral
Rietveld
breadth
167
145
124
118
35
32
5
4
28
30
22
20
18
15
88
84
31
28
24
20
20
18
15
12

Additional sequences of microstructural evolution of Ti-C milled products
Figure A9 shows the backscattered FESEM image combined with EDS map analysis of

Ti50C50 milled powders that are sampled after milling for 10 hours before ignition. The
backscattered FESEM image (Figure A9(a)) revealed regions comprising heavily deformed
Ti, fragments of graphitic particles (greyer in colour) and Fe debris (white in colour) from the
vial. The compositional EDS analysis of the same region revealed C, Ti, O and Fe elements
represented by the different colours in the inserts of Figure A9(b)). Figure A10 shows the
backscattered FESEM image combined with EDS map analysis of Ti50C50reacted powders
that are sampled after milling for 37 hours immediately after ignition. The backscattered
FESEM image (Figure A10(a)) revealed regions comprising well-defined TiC grains with
different morphological shapes bonded by melted Ti at the boundaries of the TiC. In the EDS
map (Figure A10(b)), the boundaries of the TiC grains bonded Ti were revealed to also
contain Fe debris (represented as red in colour in the map inserts) from the vial. The possible
formation of retained α-Ti, Fe2Ti or TiFe phases along the grain boundaries of the TiC has
been discussed in the test under Section 4.2.3.2.2 of microstructural evolution after ignition.
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Figure A9: Milled of Ti50C50, sampled after 10 hours of milling (before ignition) showing:
(a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of heavily deformed Ti and
graphitic particles, and (b) its corresponding EDS Hypermaps, and compositional
maps (inserts), showing C, Ti, O and Fe elements present in the milled products.

Figure A10: Milled of Ti50C50, sampled after 37 hours of milling (just after ignition)
showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of TiC grains
bonded by melted Ti(Fe) particles, and (b) its corresponding EDS Hypermaps,
and compositional maps (inserts), showing C, Ti, O and Fe elements present in
the milled products.
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Figure A11: Backscattered FESEM images of reacted Ti50C50 products sampled immediately
after ignition (37 hours of milling) showing: (a) hexagonal TiC grain and
irregular TiC grains bonded by melted Ti(Fe) at the boundaries (white colour), (b)
stacked of TiC grains, with each TiC layer linked together either through layerby-layer and edge-shared mechanism, (c) coarse TiC particles, showing welldefined TiC grains bonded at boundaries with melted Ti(Fe), and (d) regions of
coarse but well-defined TiC grains and smaller TiC particles.
Figures A11 and A12 show the respective additional backscattered FESEM and Brightfield TEM images obtained for reacted products of Ti50C50 that are sampled immediately after
ignition (after 37 hours of milling). In the backscattered images (Figure A11), regions
comprising hexagonal TiC grain and irregular TiC grains bonded by melted Ti(Fe) at the
boundaries (white colour) (Figure A11(a)), stacked of TiC grains, with each TiC layer linked
together at the edge (Figure A11(b)), coarse TiC particles with well-defined TiC plates/layers
bonded with melted Ti (Figure A11(c)), and coarse but well-defined TiC grains and smaller
TiC particles (Figure A11(d)) are revealed. Similarly, the Bright-field TEM images also
revealed regions comprising TiC multilayers linked together at the edges (Figure A12(a)),
large TiC particles (Figure A12(b)), irregular shapes of TiC grains (Figure A12(c)), and TiC
grains bonded to form large TiC particle (Figure A12(d)).
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Figure A12: TEM BF images obtained for reacted Ti50C50 products sample immediately after
ignition (37 hours of milling) showing: (a) regions comprising TiC multilayers
with each TiC layer linked together either through layer-by-layer and edgeshared mechanism, (b) regions consisting both coarse and smaller TiC particles,
(c) regions comprising TiC layers and bonded TiC grains, and (d) coarse TiC
particle consisting of well-bonded TiC grains of different shapes.

4.

Additional XPS characterisation of Ti-C milled products
Figure A13 shows the additional XPS survey results that were obtained for milled

powders of Ti50C50 that are sampled before ignition (5, 10, 25 and 36 hours) and immediately
after ignition (37 hours after ignition). Figures A14 and A15 shows the respective high
resolution deconvolution spectra of the Ti (2p) and C (1s), and O (1s) core-levels obtained for
Ti50C50 products that are sampled after 5h, 10h, and 25h of milling. In the deconvoluted Ti
(2p) core-levels spectra (Figure A14(a)), obtained for the Ti50C50 milled powders that are
sampled after milling for 5 and 10 hours, binding energies that are consisted with oxygen
bonded to titanium at the surface are revealed. After 25 hours of milling, the binding energies
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that are consistent with characteristic Ti bonded with C in TiC, represented as Ti-Cx, as well
as Ti-O bonds was observed (Figure A14(a)).

Figure A13: Results of XPS survey obtained for Ti50C50 products showing spectra for
samples that are sampled after milling for 5, 10, 25, 36 and 37 hours.
Similarly, the deconvolution of the C (1s) core-levels also revealed binding energies
that are consistent with C-C and C-O bonds features and the characteristic Ti bonded with C
in TiC (Ti-Cx). The carbon peak can be precisely deconvoluted into 2 peaks, with the lower
C-C binding energy representing proportions of amorphous or hydrogenated C and the higher
energy is consistent with polymer-like C [267].
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Figure A14: Results of high resolution XPS spectra obtained for Ti50C50 products that are
sampled after 5h, 10h, and 25h of milling showing: (a) Ti (2p) core-levels, and
(b) C (1s) core-levels deconvolutions

Figure A15: Results of high resolution XPS spectra obtained for Ti50C50 products that are
sampled after 5h, 10h, and 25h of milling before ignition showing O (1s) corelevels deconvolution
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Table 4.3: Deconvolution of Ti (2p), C (1s) and O (1s) XPS spectra obtained for Ti50C50
milled products
Deconvolution of Ti (2p)
Just prior to ignition (36 hours)
Bonds orbital Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
Ti-C
Ti2p1/2
460.9
TiCx
Ti2p3/2
454.8
TiCx
Ti-O

Ti2p1/2

464.4

Ti-O

Ti2p3/2

458.6

Bonds

Ti-C
Ti-C

surface oxide
Ti-O
(TiO2)
surface oxide
Ti-O
(TiO2)
Deconvolution of C (1s)

Just after ignition (37 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
Ti2p1/2
460.8
TiCx
Ti2p3/2
454.8
TiCx
Ti2p1/2
461.1
TiC
Ti2p3/2
455.2
TiC
Ti2p1/2
464.5
surface oxide
(TiO2)
Ti2p3/2
458.5
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Just prior to ignition (36 hours)
Bonds orbital Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
C-Ti
C 1s
281.0
TiCx
C-C

C 1s

284.7

C-O

C 1s

286.9

Just after ignition (37 hours)
Bonds
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
C-Ti
C 1s
281.0
TiCx
C 1s
281.6
TiC
Graphite
C-C
C 1s
284.4
Graphite
(amorphous)
(amorphous)
surface oxide
C-O
C 1s
286.7
surface oxide
(TiO2)
(TiO2)
Deconvolution of O (1s)

Just prior to ignition (36 hours)
Bonds orbital Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
O-O
O 1s
533.1
oxygen
O-Ti
O 1s
531.7
surface oxide
(TiO2)
O-Ti
O 1s
530.1
surface oxide
(TiO)

Bonds

O-O
O-Ti
O-Ti

Just after ignition (37 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
533.2
oxygen
O 1s
532.2
surface oxide
(TiO2)
O 1s
530.4
surface oxide
(TiO)

Table 4.3 summaries the XPS data including peak positions and compounds that are
formed for i50C50 milled powders that are sampled before and after ignition. This Table 4.3
was use to explain the XPS results in the test and can be found in Section 4.2.6.2.
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APPENDIX B

1.

CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM AND
AMORPHOUS BORON POWDERS – ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Temperature profiles during ball milling of Ti and B

Figure B1: Plots of external vial temperature with time for milled products of (a) Ti55B45,
and (b) Ti50B50.

Figure B2: Plots of external vial temperature with time for milled products of (a) Ti45B55,
and (b) Ti40B60.
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Figure B3: Plots of external vial temperature with time for milled products of (a) Ti35B65,
and (b) Ti34B66.

Figure B4: Plots of external vial temperature with time for milled products of (a) Ti30B70,
and (b) Ti25B75.
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Figures B1-B4 show the temperature measurements obtained during controlled milling
of Ti55B45, Ti50B50, Ti45B55, Ti40B60, Ti35B65, Ti34B66, Ti30B70 and Ti25B75. As shown in
Figures B1-B4, the time of milling before ignition was observe to decrease with increase in
the boron content in the starting composition, observation that is consistent with [89].
2.

Additional X-ray diffraction characterisation of Ti-B milled compositions
Figures B5-B12 shows additional XRD results obtained for milled products of Ti60B40,

Ti55B45, Ti40B60, Ti30B70, Ti25B75 and Ti20B80 mixtures, sampled at various milling times.
Figure B5 shows the XRD analysis of the milled products of Ti60B40, sampled after milling
for 5, 10, 25, 100 and 200 hours. The XRD pattern of products sampled after 5 hours displays
only titanium peaks that slightly broadened and reduced in intensity. With increased milling
times up to 10 and 25 hours, the titanium peaks significantly broadened and slightly shifted to
lower Bragg’s angles. After pronounced time of milling for approximate hours, the XRD
pattern display titanium peaks that significantly broadened. The XRD pattern obtained for
milled products after milling for 300 hours display Ti peaks that appear to form a plateau-like
shape in the regions of the most intense Ti peaks. Interestingly, no titanium borides peaks
were detected in the as-milled products throughout the duration of milling, which clearly
indicate no chemical reaction starting composition of Ti60B40.

Figure B5: XRD patterns obtained for Ti60B40 milled products, sampled at different milling
times.
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Figure B6 shows the XRD results obtained for milled products of Ti55B45, sampled
before and after ignition. The XRD pattern obtained for product milled after 5 hours display
Ti peaks that slightly broadened. Apparently, the intensity of the Ti(002) appears to increase
in height as compared with the starting Ti powder, a result that is consistent with ball milling
of titanium and graphite. As earlier observed for Ti and graphite, such increase in the
intensity height may likely indicate the introduction of deformation defects such as texturing
and twinning in the Ti microstructure. With increase milling times up to 60 hours, the Ti
peaks significantly broadened and slightly shifted to lower angles. Immediately after ignition,
the XRD pattern of the reacted product (Figure B6(66h)) display peaks that match both TiB
and TiB2 phases, and unreacted Ti. This XRD result is consistent with the reacted product of
Ti50B50, sampled immediately after ignition (Figure 5.3(59h)). After further milling up to 300
hours, the XRD result reveals only peaks that match TiB2 (Figure B6(300h)). While the XRD
analyses of products sampled earlier than 300 hours (69h and 100h) reveals peaks that still
match TiB and Ti.

Figure B6: XRD patterns obtained for Ti55B45 milled products, sampled at different milling
times.
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Figure B7 display the XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti45B55 mixtures,
sampled before (5, 10, 25, and 52 hours) and after (54, 56, 100 and 200 hours) ignition. In the
XRD patterns obtained for sampled milled products before ignition, the following trend is
revealed: quick disappearance of B peaks, continuous peak broadening and shifts to lower
Bragg’s angles for Ti. This is consistent with the XRD patterns obtained for milled products
of Ti50B50, sampled just before ignition (Figure 5.3(58h)). However, immediately after
ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the reacted products (52 hours) revealed sharper peaks
of TiB2, weaker of TiB peaks and very weak peaks that correspond to unreacted titanium.
The XRD patterns obtained for products milled for longer duration after ignition (100, 200
hours) shows that the weak TiB and Ti peaks disappear to the XRD background while the
TiB2 peaks broadened significantly, consistent with the XRD patterns obtained for products
Ti50B50 for further milling times (Figure 5.3 at 200 and 300 hours).

Figure B7: XRD patterns obtained for Ti45B55 milled products, sampled at different milling
times.
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Figure B8 display the XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti40B60, sampled
before (5, 10, 25, 52 hours) and after (54, 56, 100 and 200 hours) ignition. Before ignition,
the XRD patterns obtained for milled products for respective milling times of 5, 10 and 36
hours reveal Ti peaks that increasing broadened, consistent with earlier observation for
Ti45B55 products. Immediately after ignition, the XRD pattern obtained for the reacted
product displays very sharp TiB2 peaks, and very weak TiB and unreacted Ti peaks (Figure
B8(39h)). The XRD patterns obtained for the reacted products after further milling display
TiB2, TiB and unreacted Ti after 42 hours while only TiB2 peaks after 60 and 80 hours of
milling.

Figure B8: XRD pattern for Ti40B60 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figure B9 display the XRD patterns obtained for milled powders of Ti35B65, sampled
before (5, 16 hours) and after (18, 30 hours) the ignition point. Before ignition, the XRD
patterns display titanium peaks that broadened significantly and shifted to lower Bragg’s
angles, consistent with the XRD patterns obtained for milled products of Ti34B66 (Figure 5.4)
that are sampled before ignition. However, immediately after ignition (16 hours), the XRD
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pattern display very sharp peaks that correspond to TiB2 and weaker peaks that precisely
unreacted Ti. However, there were additional weak peaks that neither matched TiB2, TiB
(orthorhombic crystal structure) nor Ti. Interestingly, these additional weak peaks were found
to match accurately PDF card # 06-0641, lattice parameter ao = 4.24 and space group Fm-3m
(225)) representing the cubic crystal structure of TiB. The XRD evidence of these additional
peaks suggest the formation of the cubic NaCl-type crystal structure of TiB in the reacted
products, a crystal structure that was also reported by [268]. The XRD pattern obtained for
the reacted products after further milling for 3 hours shows that the peaks of cubic TiB and
unreacted Ti disappear to the XRD background while the TiB2 peaks remain very sharp.

Figure B9: XRD pattern for Ti35B65 mixtures, sampled at different milling times.
Figures B10 and B11 shows the respective XRD analyses of milled products of Ti30B70
and Ti25B75 mixtures, sampled before and after ignition. The respective XRD results obtained
for Ti30B70 and Ti25B75 milled products that are sampled before ignition reveal the same
trend, as earlier observed for Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 milled products (Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
However, immediately after ignition, the XRD patterns obtained for the respective reacted
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products displays only TiB2 with peaks that is sharper as compared to Ti35B65 (Figure
B9(23h)) and Ti34B66 (Figure 5.4(18h)). For the reacted products of Ti30B70 and Ti25B75, there
were no XRD evidence of peaks that match unreacted titanium, results that are not consistent
with atomic mixtures of Ti55B45 (Figure B6(69h)), Ti50B50 (Figure 5.3(68h)), Ti45B55 (Figure
B7(54h)), Ti40B60 (Figure B8(39h)) and Ti34B66 (Figure 5.4(18h)) that are sampled just after
ignition. The non-detection of XRD peaks of Ti may suggest the complete reaction between
titanium and amorphous boron powders to form the single TiB2 phase.

Figure B10: XRD patterns obtained for Ti30B70 milled products, sampled at different
milling times
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Figure B11: XRD patterns obtained for Ti25B75 milled products, sampled at different
milling times
Figure B12 shows the XRD result of milled products of Ti20B80 mixture. In the XRD
analyses, the titanium peaks were observed to broadened and also slightly shifted to lower
angles for samples that taken out after 5 and 10 hours of milling. After 25 hours of milling,
the XRD of the products revealed titanium peaks as well as very weak and broader peaks that
match TiB2. The intensity of the TiB2 increases when milled products are sampled after 45,
65, 100 and 200 hours of milling. This XRD result clearly shows that TiB2 are formed
gradually, a route that is often known as mechanically induced solid-state diffusion reaction
(MDR).
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Figure B12: XRD pattern obtained for Ti20B80 mixtures, sampled at different milling
times
Table 5.2: Estimation of crystallite sizes, lattice parameters and lattice strain for Ti with
increasing milling times obtained for Ti50B50 using integral breadths and Rietveld
method of analysis
Milling
time (hr)
0
5
10
25
46
58

Crystallite
sizes (nm)
145
42
35
28
18
14

Lattice parameters (Ao)
a
c
2.9490
4.6792
2.9495
4.6799
2.9497
4.6803
2.9528
4.6852
2.9536
4.6865
2.9501
4.6861

Lattice
strain (10-3)
1.24
2.55
3.12
3.31
4.11

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summaries the crystallite sizes, lattice parameters and lattice strain
data obtained for Ti during respective milling of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 mixtures. As shown in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the crystallite sizes of Ti during milling of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 decrease
with increasing milling time. Also, the lattice parameters and strain of Ti slightly increases
with milling time.
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Table 5.3: Estimation of crystallite sizes, lattice parameters and lattice strain for Ti with
increasing milling times obtained for Ti34B66 using integral breadths and Rietveld
method of analysis
Milling
time (hr)
0
5
10
17
3.

Crystallite
sizes (nm)
145
30
22
17

Lattice parameters (nm)
a
c
2.9490
4.6792
2.9504
4.6814
2.9526
4.6849
2.9532
4.6858

Lattice
strain (10-3)
1.44
2.14
3.49

Additional sequences of microstructural evolution during controlled ball milling of
Ti and B powders
Figures B13 and B14 show the backscattered the FESEM and EDS map combined with

hypermaps (inserts) results obtained for milled powders of Ti50B50, sampled after milling for
25 and 58 hours before ignition. In the backscattered FESEM image of milled powders that
are sampled after milling for 5 hours (Figure B 13(a)), regions comprising deformed Ti (light
in colour), deformed B (dark in colour) and mixture of Ti and B particles was observe.

Figure B13: Milled product of Ti50B50, sampled after 25 hours of milling (before ignition)
showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of deformed Ti, B
and mixture of Ti and B particles, and (b) its corresponding EDS map combined
hypermaps (inserts), showing Ti, B and O elements present in the milled
products.
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Figure B14: Milled product of Ti50B50, sampled after 58 hours of milling (just prior to
ignition) showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of
deformed Ti, B, newly nucleated TiB2 in nano dispersed
spheroidised/ellipsoidal and mixture of Ti and B particles, and (b) its
corresponding EDS Hypermaps, and compositional maps (inserts), showing Ti
and B elements present in the milled products.

Figure B15: Reacted product of Ti50B50, sampled after 59 hours of milling (just prior after
ignition) showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of TiB
(broad plates), TiB2 in nano dispersed spheroidised/ellipsoidal and mixture of Ti
and B (white patches), and (b) its corresponding EDS Hypermaps, and
compositional maps (inserts), showing Ti and B elements present in the milled
products.
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The backscattered FESEM image obtained for Ti50B50 milled powder, sampled prior to
ignition (58 hours of milling) reveal regions comprising deformed Ti (light in colour), B
(dark colour), newly nucleated TiB2 particles in nano dispersed spheroidised/ellipsoidal (grey
in colour) and mixture of Ti and B particles.
Figure B15 shows additional backscattered the FESEM image, and EDS map combined
with hypermaps (inserts) results obtained for milled powders of Ti50B50, sampled
immediately after ignition (59 hours of milling). The Backscattered FESEM image (Figure
B15(a)) reveal regions comprising TiB (broad plates), TiB2 particles in nano dispersed
spheroidised/ellipsoidal (grey in colour) and mixture of Ti and B (white patches).

Figure B16: Reacted product of Ti34B66, sampled after 18 hours of milling (just prior after
ignition) showing: (a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing regions of TiB2
bonded by melted Ti(Fe), and (b) its corresponding EDS hypermaps, and
compositional maps (inserts), showing Ti, B and Fe elements present in the
milled products.
Figure B16 shows additional backscattered the FESEM image, and EDS map combined
with hypermaps (inserts) results obtained for milled powders of Ti34B66, sampled
immediately after ignition (18 hours of milling). The backscattered FESEM image shows
regions that comprise of well-defined TiB2 grains bonded by melted unreacted Ti (lighter in
colour). In the EDS map (inserts), some of the bonded regions also contain Fe debris, a result
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that parallels the formation of well-defined TiC grains during milling of titanium and
graphite, for products that are sampled immediately after ignition.

Figure B17: Backscattered FESEM images of milled products of Ti45B55, sampled before
ignition after milling for: (a) 5 hours, showing regions of deformed Ti, B and
mixture of Ti and B particles, and (b) 50 hours, showing regions comprising nano
mixture of Ti and B particles.

Figure B18: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti40B60 products, sampled
immediately after ignition (52 hours) showing: (a) regions comprising facetted
TiB2 grains and coarse TiB2 grain, bonded by melted Ti, and (b) regions of
needle-like particles of TiB and equiaxed TiB2 particles.
Figure B17 shows the backscattered FESEM images that are obtained for Ti45B55,
sampled after milling for 5 and 50 hours before ignition. The FESEM microstructures of the
milled powders of Ti45B55 mixture, sampled before ignition are consistent with the
microstructures for Ti50B50 (Figure 5.6) and Ti34B66 (Figure 5.15) samples, taken out during
the early stages of milling and just prior to ignition.
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Figure B19: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti35B65, sampled immediately after
ignition (18 hours) showing: (a) regions comprising needle-like and broad plates
of TiB, and equiaxed TiB2 grains, and (b) regions comprising equiaxed TiB2
grains and needle-like TiB particles.

Figure B20: Backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti30B70, sampled immediately after
ignition (16 hours) showing: (a) well-defined grains of TiB2, and (b) at higher
magnification, showing facetted TiB2 grains.
Figures B18, B19 and B20 show the respective backscattered FESEM images that are
obtained for the reacted products of Ti40B60, Ti35B65, and Ti30B70, sampled immediately after
ignition. In the backscattered FESEM images obtained for Ti40B60 (Figure B18) and Ti35B65
(Figure B19), the TiB phase are observe to take the shape of well-defined needle-like
particles compared with the characteristic narrow and broad plate-like morphologies obtained
for Ti50B50 reacted product (Figure 5.11). It is most likely that the TiB changes its structure as
more boron content is available in the starting mixture, consistent with the high heat of
evolution that was observed for higher boron content. Such high heat release after the
exothermic reaction may contribute to its structural change. Figure B21 shows the Bright284

field TEM image combined with EDS analysis of a small region of interest (indicated as a
sphere drawn within the TEM image). The TEM/EDS analysis show peaks that consistent
with B, Ti, O, Al, Si and Fe elements present in the milled powders. The Si and Al are most
likely contamination from the environment while the Fe is likely debris from the vial.

Figure B21: TEM (BF) image combined with EDS spectrum obtained for milled products of
Ti50B50, sampled after milling for 58 hours (just prior to ignition) showing
elemental compositions acquired for the area of interest (indicated as a sphere
drawn within the TEM image).
4.

Additional Raman spectroscopy characterisation of Ti-B milled powders

Table 5.4: Raman scattering data (measured) obtained for milled products of Ti and B
powders
Atomic
mixtures

Ti50B50

Ti34B66

Just before the ignition peak

Just after the ignition peak

Spectrum

Raman peaks position
(cm-1)

Spectrum

Raman peaks position
(cm-1)

(i)
(ii)

246, 340, 442, 525, 602
535, 613, 706, 782, 921

(iv)
(v)

285, 451, 620, 775, 1204
356, 599, 701, 786,1041

(iii)

613, 788, 837

(vi)

342, 452, 648, 694, 801, 910

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

725, 1225
275, 328, 405, 550, 611
281, 340, 401, 539, 618

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

328, 634
241, 539, 602, 694
430, 676, 1212
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Figure B22: Raman spectra without baseline correction obtained for milled products of
Ti50B50, showing spectra sampled (a) just prior to ignition (58 hours), (b) just
after ignition (59 hours).
Table 5.5: Raman scattering data (measured with baseline correction) obtained for milled
particles of Ti and B powders under helium atmosphere.
Atomic
mixtures

Just before ignition

Just after ignition

Spectrum Raman peaks position
(a)
(cm-1)
(i)
(ii)
Ti50B50

(iii)
(iva)
(ivb)
(i)

Ti34B66
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

778, 942, 1266
243, 324, 539, 636,
706, 776, 928, 1092
461, 528, 604, 676,
776, 845, 942
775, 923
715, 775, 923
421, 319, 401, 542,
609, 704, 930
241, 405, 609, 699,
773, 923
241, 334, 449, 616,
923, 1043
461, 532, 627, 924,
1047
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Spectrum
(b)

Raman peaks position
(cm-1)

(i)
(ii)

454, 686, 1225
319, 629, 1044

(iiia)
(iiib)
(iv)

254, 420, 620
294, 421, 616, 690
419, 620

(va)
(vb)
(i)

546, 610, 708, 910
405, 546, 613, 713, 778, 926
342, 430, 665, 1224

(ii)

539, 611, 692, 764, 921

(iii)

699, 923

Table 5.6: Deconvolution of Ti (2p), B (1s) and O (1s) for ball milled powders of Ti50B50
mixtures
Deconvolution of Ti (2p)
Just prior to ignition (58 hours)
Just after ignition (59 hours)
Bonds
orbital
Binding Compounds Bonds
orbital Binding Compounds
energy
energy
(eV)
(eV)
Ti-Ti
Ti2p1/2
459.8
Ti
Ti-Ti
Ti2p1/2
459.9
Ti
Ti2p3/2
453.4
Ti2p3/2
453.1
Ti-B
Ti2p1/2
461.1
TiBx-2
Ti-B
Ti2p1/2
461.5
TiB/TiB2
Ti2p3/2
454.2
Ti2p3/2
454.8
Ti-O
Ti2p1/2
464.4
surface
Ti-O
Ti2p1/2
464.9
surface oxide
oxide (TiO2)
(TiO2)
Ti2p3/2
458.5
surface
Ti2p3/2
458.8
surface oxide
oxide (TiO2)
(TiO2)
Deconvolution of B (1s)
Just prior to ignition (58 hours)
Bonds
orbital
Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
B 1s
181.5
Ti(B)
Ti-B
B 1s
183.7
Ti(B)
B 1s
187.1
TiBx-2/B
B-O

B 1s

192.1

Bonds

Ti-B

Ti-B

surface
B-O
oxide (TiO2)
Deconvolution of O (1s)

Just prior to ignition (58 hours)
Bonds
orbital
Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
O-O
O 1s
531.2
oxygen
T-O
O 1s
528.9
surface
oxide (TiO2)

Just after ignition (59 hours)
orbital Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
B 1s
181.1
Ti(B)
B 1s
182.7
Ti(B)
B 1s
187.4
TiB2
B 1s
186.4
TiB
B 1s
191.9
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Just after ignition (59 hours)
Bonds
orbital Binding Compounds
energy
(eV)
O-O
O 1s
531.9
oxygen
T-O
O 1s
529.5
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Table 5.4 summaries the Raman peak positions use to explain the Raman results which
can be found in Section 5.2.4. Figure B22 show additional Raman spectra obtained for milled
powders of Ti50B50 and Ti34B66 mixtures, sampled just before and after ignition while Table
5.5 summarizes the peak positions measure without baseline correction. The Raman-active
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peaks are observed to be consistent with TiB, TiB2, disordered B-B, and oxygen bonded with
B frequency vibrations, for powders sampled just prior to and just after ignition.
Table 5.7: Deconvolution of Ti (2p), B (1s) and O (1s) for ball milled powders of Ti34B66
mixtures
Deconvolution of Ti (2p)
Just prior to ignition (17 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
Ti-Ti
Ti2p1/2
459.5
Ti
Ti2p3/2
453.1
Ti-B
Ti2p1/2
461.8
TiBx-2
Ti2p3/2
454.9
Ti-O
Ti2p1/2
464.2
surface oxide
(TiO2)
Ti2p3/2
458.4
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Bonds

Bonds

Just after ignition (18 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)

-

-

-

-

Ti-B

461.1
454.4
464.4

TiB2

Ti-O

Ti2p1/2
Ti2p3/2
Ti2p1/2

Ti-O

Ti2p3/2

458.9

surface oxide
(TiO2)
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Deconvolution of B (1s)
Just prior to ignition (17 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
Ti-B
B 1s
181.5
Ti(B)
B 1s
187.0
B-B
B 1s
188.0
B
B-O
B 1s
192.2
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Bonds

Bonds

B-Ti

Just after ignition (18 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
B 1s
187.3
TiB2

-

-

-

B-O

B 1s

191.9

surface oxide
(TiO2)

Deconvolution of O (1s)
Just prior to ignition (17 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
O-O
O 1s
531.5
oxygen
O-Ti
O 1s
529.6
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Bonds

Bonds

O-O
O-Ti

Just after ignition (18 hours)
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
531.8
oxygen
O 1s
529.9
surface oxide
(TiO2)

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarizes the XPS results use to explain the deconvolution of the
Ti (2p), C (1s) and O (1s) core-levels; for milled powders of Ti50B50 (Section 5.2.5.2) and
Ti34B66 (Section 5.2.5.3) in the test.
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APPENDIX C

CONTROLLED BALL MILLING OF TITANIUM POWDER
UNDER NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE – ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Table 6.1: Variation of milling chamber pressure of nitrogen gas (PN2) and concentration of
nitrogen (CN) in the milled product with increasing milling time (hr)
Milling
time (hr)

1

3

5

10

20

30

40

50

80

100

200

(PN2)
CN
(wt.%)

800

800

798

791

779

605

554

542

506

501

489

1.28

4.3

7.69

<0.05 0.145 0.595

11.94 12.85

15.1

17.72 18.35

Figure C1: XRD results obtained for Ti powder milled in Argon atmosphere (without
nitrogen) and sampled at different milling times.
Table 6.1 summarizes the estimated values of the nitrogen content (CN) present in the
milled products and the measurement of the initial chamber pressure of nitrogen ((PN2) with
milling time (hr). Table 6.1 was use to explain the CHN analysis of the Ti-N milled products
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and the variation of nitrogen gas with milling time. This explanation can be found in the text
in Section 6.2.1.
Figure C1 shows the XRD results obtained during milling of Ti powder in Argon
atmosphere (without the presence of nitrogen). Figure C1 was use to explain the difference in
the Ti peaks shift compared to lower angle shift when milling Ti with nitrogen. The
explanation can found in the test in Section 6.2.2.
Table 6.2: Estimation of lattice parameters, lattice strain and crystallite sizes obtained for Ti
and TiN with increasing milling times using integral breadths and Rietveld
methods of analysis.
Milling Phase
time
present
(hr)

0
1
3
5
10
20
30
40
50
80
100
200

Ti
Ti(N)
Ti(N)
Ti(N)
Ti(N)
Ti(N)
TiN
Ti(N)
TiN
Ti(N)
TiN
Ti(N)
TiN
Ti(N)
TiN
TiN
TiN

Lattice parameter
(Ao)

a
2.9491
2.9321
2.9521
2.9544
2.9548
2.9556
4.2213
2.9618
4.2321
2.9634
4.2397
4.2404
4.2461
4.2483
4.2551

c
4.6792
4.6624
4.6942
4.6943
4.6978
4.7026
4.7042
4.7222
-

Lattice strain
(10-3)
Integral
breadths
1.85
1.93
2.72
1.62
2.58
1.02
2.48
1.92
2.42
2.90
2.36
3.51
2.28
4.48
4.45
4.52

Rietveld
1.64
2.34
2.89
1.91
2.62
1.08
2.35
2.02
2.18
2.94
2.05
3.53
2.02
4.42
4.51
4.51

Crystallite sizes
(nm)
Integral
breadths
296
124
89
65
38
24
4.3
14
4.6
12
4.8
4.4
4.9
4.0
9.2
10.2
11.1

Rietveld
282
120
88
68
32
18
4.1
13
4.3
8
4.8
6.1
4.8
4.1
9.5
10.4
11.9

Table 6.2 summarize the quantitative data of lattice parameters, lattice strain and
crystallite sizes obtained for Ti and TiN along with the XRD results which shows the phase
present. Table 6.2 was use to explain these data and can found in the text in Section 6.2.2.
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1.

Additional sequences of microstructural evolution during controlled ball milling of
Ti powder with N2
Figure C2 shows additional backscattered FESEM image, and EDS map combined with

hypermaps (inserts) results obtained for Ti-N milled powders, sampled after ignition (29
hours of milling). In the backscattered FESEM image (Figure C2(a)), regions comprising
heterogeneous mixture of Ti(N) (light in colour) and TiN (greyer in colour) are observe. In
the EDS map (Figure C2(b)) and the elemental maps (inserts), Fe debris is present as
impurity along with O. Here, the Fe impurity are found not to be bonded to the TiN grains
when compared to the formation of well-defined TiC and TiB2 grains that are bonded by the
melted Ti during respective milling of Ti50C50 and Ti34B66 mixtures. Clearly, the
backscattered image does not reveal the well-defined TiN grains and this is likely due to the
lower heat released after the ignition.

Figure C2: Ti-N reacted product sampled after 29 hours of milling (after ignition) showing:
(a) Backscattered FESEM image, showing heterogeneous mixtures of Ti(N) (light
colour) and TiN (grey colour) particles, and Fe contamination (lightest colour),
and (b) its corresponding EDS Hypermaps, and compositional maps (inserts),
showing Ti, N, O and Fe elements present in the milled products.
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Figure C3: Backscattered FESEM image marked with boxes indicating the locations of 4
different regions of elemental analysis for product sampled after 29 hours of
milling (after ignition).
Figure C3 shows additional backscattered FESEM image marked with boxes to indicate
the area of the EDS analysis (1-4), combined with EDS spectra acquired for the areas, for TiN milled powders that are sampled after ignition. The EDS spectra show that the region that
is close to the edge of the large particle have weight composition of more nitrogen uptake
(Spectrum 1) compared with regions that are close to the bulk (Spectra 2 and 3). In addition
to that, there are region in the milled particle where the nitrogen absorption remain very low
(Spectrum 4), consistent with the XRD results which reveal large amount of unreacted Ti
after ignition.
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Figure C4: Ti-N milled products sampled after milling for 10 hours showing: (a) HRTEM
image plus an insert showing a crystal fringe that match the d-spacing of Ti2N,
(b) dark-field image of (a) acquired using Ti2N(101) and Ti(100) rings reflection
marked to show the crystal morphology of Ti2N, and (c) indexed SAD pattern for
(a).

Figure C5: Ti-N milled products sampled after milling for 10 hours showing: (a) TEM (BF)
image combined with indexed SAD, and (b) The dark-field (DF) image of (a)
acquired using Ti2N(101), Ti(100), TiN(111) and Ti(002) rings reflection.
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Figures C4 and C5 show additional bright-field TEM images combined with SAD,
dark-field TEM images and HRTEM results obtained for Ti-N product that are sampled after
10 hours of milling. In the XRD pattern obtained for the same product (Figure 6.3(10h)), very
weak TiN peaks that are barely visible along with very sharp Ti peaks are observe. In Figure
C4, the HRTEM image (Figure C4(a)) reveal crystal fringe that match the d-spacing of Ti2N
(insert). The dark-field of the same region (Figure C4(b)) acquired using Ti2N(101) and
Ti(100) rings show the crystal morphology of the Ti2N section (as marked in the DF image).
In the HRTEM image (Figure C4(a)), products confirmed by SAD to include Ti, Ti2N and
TiN particles are present. In the SAD pattern of Figure C5(a), large numbers of spots that
match the d-spacing of TiN and Ti2N were indexed, suggesting regions that comprise of
larger proportions of these phases are present.
Table 6.3: Deconvolution of Ti (2p), N (1s) and O (1s) XPS high resolution spectra for ball
milled products of Ti-N sampled after 10 and 20 hours
Deconvolution of Ti (2p)
Bonds

Ti-Ti
N-Ti
O-Ti

Bonds

N-Ti
N-Ti
O-Ti

Bonds

O-O
O-Ti

After 10 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
Ti2p1/2
459.7
Ti
Ti-Ti
Ti2p3/2
453.3
Ti2p1/2
461.2
TiNx/TiN
N-Ti
Ti2p3/2
455.4
Ti2p1/2
463.4
surface oxide
O-Ti
(TiOxNy)
Ti2p3/2
457.8
Deconvolution of N (1s)
After 10 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
N 1s
396.5
TiNx
N-Ti
N 1s
397.3
TiN
N-Ti
N 1s
399.6
surface oxide
O-N
(TiOxNy)
Deconvolution of O (1s)
After 10 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
532.6
oxygen
O-O
O 1s
529.8
surface oxide
O-Ti
(TiOxNy)
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After 25 hours
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
Ti2p1/2
459.4
Ti
Ti2p3/2
453.2
Ti2p1/2
461.5
TiNx/TiN
Ti2p3/2
455.3
Ti2p1/2
463.3
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)
Ti2p3/2
457.8
After 25 hours
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
N 1s
396.2
TiNx
N 1s
397.4
TiN
N 1s
399.1
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)
After 25 hours
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
532.9
oxygen
O 1s
529.4
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)

Table 6.4: Deconvolution of Ti (2p), N (1s) and O (1s) high resolution XPS spectra for ball
milled products of Ti-N sampled after 29 and 100 hours

Bonds

Ti-Ti
Ti-N
Ti-O

Bonds

Ti-N
Ti-O

Bonds

O-O
T-O

Deconvolution of Ti (2p)
After 29 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
Ti2p1/2
458.9
Ti
Ti-Ti
Ti2p3/2
453.6
Ti2p1/2
461.1
TiN
Ti-N
Ti2p3/2
455.2
Ti2p1/2
462.9
surface oxide
Ti-O
(TiOxNy)
Ti2p3/2
457.1
Deconvolution of N (1s)
After 29 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
N 1s
397.1
TiN
Ti-N
N 1s
398.9
surface oxide
Ti-O
(TiOxNy)
Deconvolution of O (1s)
After 29 hours
orbital Binding Compounds
Bonds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
532.7
oxygen
O-O
O 1s
530.1
surface oxide
T-O
(TiOxNy)

After 100 hours
orbital
Binding
energy
(eV)
Ti2p1/2
459.7
Ti2p3/2
453.9
Ti2p1/2
461.2
Ti2p3/2
455.5
Ti2p1/2
462.8
Ti2p3/2
457.3

Compounds

Ti
TiN
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)

After 100 hours
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
N 1s
397.3
TiN
N 1s
398.6
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)
After 100 hours
orbital
Binding
Compounds
energy
(eV)
O 1s
532.3
oxygen
O 1s
530.4
surface oxide
(TiOxNy)

Table 6.5: Dependence of the reaction type and the ignition times on the initial pressure and
ball to powder ratio (BPR)
Initial pressure
of N2 (PN2)
(MPa)
1
0.8
1
0.8

Ball to
powder ratio
(BPR)
57:1
57:1
27:1
27:1

Type of
reaction

ignition
times (hr)

Gradual
Gradual
Abrupt
Abrupt

22
28

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarizes the XPS results use to explain the deconvolution of the
Ti (2p), C (1s) and O (1s) core-levels; for Ti-N milled powders are sampled after milling for
10, 25, 29 and 100 hours and can be found in Section 6.2.5 in the test. Table 6.5 was to
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discuss the dependence of the reaction type and the ignition times on the effects of changing
the PN2 and the BPR and can be found in the test in Section 7.3.
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